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Quantum Simulation of the PXP Model

Two Realizations of the PXP Model:

1. Rydberg Atom Array
2. Lattice Gauge Simulator 

Physics in the PXP Model

1. Quantum Thermalization 

2. Confinement-Deconfinement Transition

3. Quantum Spin Liquid

How gauge theory picture helps understand quantum matter ?



Two Realizations of the PXP Model
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A Rydberg atom is an excited atom with one or more 
electrons that have a very high principal quantum number 

Rydberg Atom

Ground 

Intermediate 

Rydberg
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Rydberg Atom Arrays

Platform for Quantum Simulation and Quantum Computation
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The strong, coherent interactions between Rydberg atoms provide 
an effective coherent constraint that prevents simultaneous excitation 
of nearby atoms into Rydberg states. This is the essence of the so-called 
Rydberg blockade15, demonstrated in Fig. 1d. When two atoms are 
sufficiently close that that their Rydberg–Rydberg interactions Vij 
exceed the effective Rabi frequency !, multiple Rydberg excitations are 
suppressed. This defines the Rydberg blockade radius Rb, at which 
Vij = ! (Rb = 9 µm for |r! = |70S1/2! and ! = 2" # 2!MHz, as used here). 
In the case of resonant driving of atoms separated by a = 23 µm, we 
observe Rabi oscillations associated with non-interacting atoms (blue 
curve in Fig. 1d). However, the dynamics changes substantially as we 
bring multiple atoms close to each other (a = 2.87 µm < Rb). In this case, 
we observe Rabi oscillations between the ground state and a collective 

state with exactly one excitation ( = / $ | … … !W N g r g(1 ) i i N1 ) with 
the characteristic N  scaling of the collective Rabi frequency24,28,29. 
These observations enable us to quantify the coherence properties of 
our system (see Methods and Extended Data Fig. 3). In particular, the 
amplitude of Rabi oscillations in Fig. 1d is limited mostly by the state 
detection fidelity (93% for |r! and about 98% for |g!; Methods). The 
individual Rabi frequencies are controlled to better than 3% across the 
array, whereas the coherence time is limited ultimately by the small 
probability of spontaneous emission from the intermediate state |e! 
during the laser pulse (scattering rate 0.022 µs%1; Methods).

Programmable quantum simulator
In the case of homogeneous coherent coupling considered here, the 
Hamiltonian in equation (1) resembles closely the paradigmatic Ising 
model for effective spin-1/2 particles with variable interaction range. 
Its ground state exhibits a rich variety of many-body phases that break 
distinct spatial symmetries (Fig. 2a). Specifically, at large negative  
values of "/!, its ground state corresponds to all atoms in the state |g!, 
corresponding to the paramagnetic or disordered phase. As "/! is 
increased towards large positive values, the number of atoms in |r! 
increases and interactions between them become important. This gives 
rise to spatially ordered phases in which Rydberg atoms are arranged 
regularly across the array, resulting in ‘Rydberg crystals’ with different 
spatial symmetries30,31, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. The origin of these 
correlated states can be understood intuitively by first considering the 
situation in which " !+ +! ! !V Vi i i i, 1 , 2, that is, with blockade for 
neighbouring atoms but negligible interaction between next-nearest 
neighbours. In this case, the ground state corresponds to a Rydberg 
crystal that breaks Z2 translational symmetry in a manner analogous 
to antiferromagnetic order in magnetic systems. Moreover, by  
tuning the parameters so that " !+ + +! ! !V V V,i i i i i i, 1 , 2 , 3 and 

" !+ + + +! ! !V V V V, ,i i i i i i i i, 1 , 2 , 3 , 4  , we obtain arrays with broken Z3 
and Z4 symmetries, respectively (Fig. 2).

To prepare the system in these phases, we control the detuning "(t) 
of the driving lasers dynamically to transform the ground state of the 
Hamiltonian adiabatically from a product state of all atoms in |g! to 
crystalline states22,31. In contrast to previous work where Rydberg 
crystals are prepared via a sequence of avoided crossings22,31,32, the 
operation at a finite ! and well-defined atom separation enables us to 
move across a single phase transition into the desired phase directly33.

In the experiment, we first prepare all atoms in state |g! = |5S1/2,!F = 2, 
mF = %2! by optical pumping. We then switch on the laser fields and 
sweep the two-photon detuning from negative to positive values using 
the functional form shown in Fig. 3a. Figure 2b displays the resulting 
single-atom trajectories in a group of 13 atoms for three different inter-
action strengths as we vary the detuning ". In each of these instances, 
we observe a clear transition from the initial state |g1,!…,!g13! to an 
ordered state of different broken symmetry. The distance between the 
atoms determines the interaction strength, which leads to different 
crystalline order for a given final detuning. To achieve Z2 order,  
we arrange the atoms with a spacing of 5.74 µm, which results  
in a measured nearest-neighbour interaction strength (see Extended 
Data Fig. 4) of != "# = "#+ !V 2 24 MHz 2 2 MHzi i, 1 , while the 
next-nearest-neighbour interaction is small (2" # 0.38 MHz). This 
results in a build-up of antiferromagnetic order whereby every other 
trap site is occupied by a Rydberg atom (Z2 order). By reducing the 
spacing between the atoms to 3.57 µm and 2.87 µm, Z3 and Z4 order is 
observed, respectively (Fig. 2b).

We benchmark the performance of the quantum simulator by com-
paring the measured build-up of Z2 order with theoretical predictions 
for a N = 7 atom system, obtained via exact numerical simulations. As 
shown in Fig. 3, this fully coherent simulation without free parameters 
yields excellent agreement with the observed data when the finite detec-
tion fidelity is accounted for. The evolution of the many-body states in 
Fig. 3c shows that we measure the perfect antiferromagnetic state with 
54(4)% probability (here and elsewhere, unless otherwise specified, the 
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Figure 1 | Experimental platform. a, Individual 87Rb atoms (green) are 
trapped using optical tweezers (vertical red beams) and arranged into 
defect-free arrays. Coherent interactions Vij between the atoms (arrows) 
are enabled by exciting them (horizontal blue and red beams) to a  
Rydberg state with strength ! and detuning " (inset). b, A two-photon 
process couples the ground state |g! = |5S1/2,!F = 2,!mF = %2! to the 
Rydberg state |r! = |70S1/2,!J = 1/2,!mJ = %1/2! via an intermediate  
state |e! = |6P3/2,!F = 3,!mF = %3! with detuning #, using circularly 
polarized 420-nm and 1,013-nm lasers with single-photon Rabi 
frequencies of !B and !R, respectively. Typical experimental values are 
# ! !& "# & "#!2 560 MHz ( , ) 2 (60, 36) MHzB R . c, The experimental 
protocol consists of loading the atoms into a tweezer array (1) and then 
rearranging them into a preprogrammed configuration (2). After this, the 
system evolves under U(t) with tunable parameters "(t), !(t) and Vij. This 
evolution can be implemented in parallel on several non-interacting  
sub-systems (3). We then detect the final state using fluorescence  
imaging (4). Atoms in state |g! remain trapped, whereas atoms in state |r! 
are ejected from the trap and detected as the absence of fluorescence 
(indicated with red circles). d, For resonant driving (" = 0), isolated atoms 
(blue circles) display Rabi oscillations between |g! and |r!. Arranging the 
atoms into fully blockaded clusters of N = 2 (green circles) and N = 3  
(red circles) atoms results in only one excitation being shared between the 
atoms in the cluster, while the Rabi frequency is enhanced by N . The 
probability of detecting more than one excitation in the cluster is '5%. 
Error bars indicate 68% confidence intervals and are smaller than the 
marker size.

© 2017 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.
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Rydberg Blockade
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Rydberg Blockade
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PXP Hamiltonian
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Quantum Kibble–Zurek mechanism and critical dynamics on a programmable Rydberg simulatorAlexander Keesling1, Ahmed Omran1, Harry Levine1, Hannes Bernien1, Hannes Pichler1,2, Soonwon Choi1, Rhine Samajdar1, 

Sylvain Schwartz3, Pietro Silvi4,5, Subir Sachdev1, Peter Zoller4,5, Manuel Endres6, Markus Greiner1, Vladan Vuleti!7 &  

Mikhail D. Lukin1*

Quantum phase transitions (QPTs) involve transformations between different states of matter that are driven by quantum fluctuations1. These fluctuations play a dominant part in the quantum critical region surrounding the transition point, where the dynamics is governed by the universal properties associated with the QPT. Although time-dependent phenomena associated with classical, thermally driven phase transitions have been extensively studied in systems ranging from the early Universe to Bose–Einstein condensates2–5, understanding critical real-time dynamics in isolated, non-equilibrium quantum systems remains a challenge6. Here we use a Rydberg atom quantum simulator with programmable interactions to study the quantum critical dynamics associated with several distinct QPTs. By studying the growth of spatial correlations when crossing the QPT, we experimentally verify the quantum Kibble–Zurek mechanism (QKZM)7–9 for an Ising-type QPT, explore scaling universality and observe corrections beyond QKZM predictions. This approach is subsequently used to measure the critical exponents associated with chiral clock models10,11, providing new insights into exotic systems that were not previously understood and opening the door to precision studies of critical phenomena, simulations of lattice gauge theories12,13 and applications to quantum optimization14,15.The Kibble–Zurek mechanism2,3, which describes nonequilibrium dynamics and the formation of topological defects in a second-order phase transition driven by thermal fluctuations, has been verified exper-imentally in a wide variety of physical systems4,5. Recently, the concepts underlying the Kibble–Zurek description have been extended to the quantum regime7–9. Here, the typical size of the correlated regions, !, after a dynamical sweep across the QPT scales as a power law of the sweep rate, s, with an exponent µ determined entirely by the QPT’s universality class. Specifically, QKZM postulates that when the timescale over which the Hamiltonian changes becomes faster than the character-istic response time, ", which is determined by the inverse of the energy gap between the ground and excited states, nonadiabatic excitations prevent the continued growth of correlated regions (Fig.!1a, b). The resulting scaling exponent, µ!=!#/(1!+!#z), is determined by a com-bination of the critical exponent, #, which characterizes the divergent correlation length, and the dynamical critical exponent z, which charac-terizes the relative scaling of space and time close to the critical point1. Although QKZM has many important implications—for example, in quantum information science14—its experimental verification is chal-lenging owing to the coupling of many-body systems to the environ-ment15. Recently, experimental control over isolated quantum systems enabled the observation of scaling behaviour across QPTs described by mean-field theories16,17. Although important aspects of QPTs have already been explored in strongly correlated systems18, experimental observation of quantum critical phenomena beyond mean-field approx-imations in real-time dynamics remains a challenge15,19,20.

We investigate quantum criticality using a reconfigurable one- dimensional array of  87Rb atoms with programmable interactions21. In our system, 51 atoms in the electronic ground state ! "g , which are evenly separated by a controllable distance, are homogeneously coupled to the excited Rydberg state ! "r , in which they experience van der Waals interactions with a strength that decays as V(r)!!!1/r6, where r is the interatomic distance. This system is described by the many-body Hamiltonian,

! " # ! ! " # !" " "
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where ! " # !=n r ri i i  is the projector onto the Rydberg state at site i, % and " are the detuning and Rabi frequency of the coherent laser cou-pling between ! "g  and ! "r , respectively, Vij is the interaction strength between atoms in the Rydberg state at sites i and j, and ! is the reduced Planck constant. For negative values of %, the many-body ground state corresponds to a state in which all atoms are in the electronic ground state ! "g , up to quantum fluctuations, and belongs to a so-called ‘dis-ordered’ phase with no broken spatial symmetry. For %!>!0, several spatially ordered phases arise from the competition between the detun-ing term, which favours a large Rydberg fraction, and the Rydberg blockade, which prohibits simultaneous excitation of atoms separated by a distance smaller than the blockade radius, Rb, defined by V(Rb)!$!". As illustrated in Fig.!1c, d, we probe different QPTs into states breaking various symmetries by choosing the interatomic spacing and sweeping the control parameter, %, across the phase boundary.We first focus on the QPT into the antiferromagnetic phase with broken Z2 symmetry, which is known to belong to the Ising universality class1. Using an interatomic spacing, a, such that Rb/a!%!1.69, we create an array of 51 atoms in the electronic ground state and slowly turn on " at %!<!0, adiabatically preparing the system in the ground state of the disordered phase. We then increase the detuning at a constant rate, s, up to a final value %f, at which point we slowly turn off " (see inset of Fig.!1c) and measure the state of every atom. We examine the dynam-ical development of correlations between the atoms, characterized by the Rydberg density–density correlation function:
# " # " # ""= # /+ +

G r n n n n N
( ) ( )

(2)i
i i r i i r r

where the normalization factor Nr is the number of pairs of sites sepa-rated by distance r. By fitting an exponential decay to the modulus of the correlation function, we extract the correlation length. The exper-imental results show growth of the correlation length as the detuning approaches the critical point, followed by saturation once the detuning is swept past the critical point into the ordered phase (Fig.!2b). From the individual images it is apparent that, whereas for fast sweeps the ordered domains are frequently interrupted by defects (domain walls), 
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QUANTUM PHYSICSGeneration and manipulation

of Schrödinger cat states

in Rydberg atom arrays

A. Omran 1*, H. Levine 1*, A. Keesling 1, G. Semeghini 1, T. T. Wang 1,2, S. Ebadi 1,

H. Bernien 3, A. S. Zibrov 1, H. Pichler 1,4, S. Choi 5, J. Cui 6, M. Rossignolo 7, P. Rembold 6,

S. Montangero 8, T. Calarco 6,9, M. Endres 10, M. Greiner 1, V. Vuleti! 11, M. D. Lukin 1
†

Quantum entanglement involving coherent superpositions of macroscopically distinct

states is among the most striking features of quantum theory, but its realization is

challenging because such states are extremely fragile. Using a programmable quantum

simulator based on neutral atom arrays with interactions mediated by Rydberg states, we

demonstrate the creation of “Schrödinger cat” states of the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger

(GHZ) type with up to 20 qubits. Our approach is based on engineering the energy

spectrum and using optimal control of the many-body system. We further demonstrate

entanglement manipulation by using GHZ states to distribute entanglement to distant

sites in the array, establishing important ingredients for quantum information processing

and quantum metrology.G reenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) states

constitute an important class of entangled

many-body states (1). Such states provide

an important resource for applications that

range from quantum metrology (2) to

quantum error correction (3). However, these

are among the most fragile many-body states

because a single error on any one of theN qubits

collapses the superposition, resulting in a sta-

tistical mixture. Remarkably, despite their highly

entangled nature, GHZ states can be character-

ized by just two diagonal and two off-diagonal

terms in the N-particle density matrix. In con-

trast to quantifying the degree of entanglement in

generalmany-body states, which is extremely chal-

lenging (4–6), the GHZ state fidelity !F > 0:5"

constitutes an accessible witness for N-partite

entanglement (7). For these reasons, GHZ state

creation can serve as an important benchmark

for characterizing the quality of any given quan-

tum hardware. Such states have been previously

generated and characterized by using systems

of nuclear spins (8, 9), individually controlled

optical photons (10–12), trapped ions (7, 13–15),

and superconducting quantum circuits (16, 17).

Large-scale superposition states have also been

generated in systems of microwave photons (18)

and atomic ensembles without individual parti-

cle addressing (2).
Here, we demonstrate the preparation of

N-particle GHZ statesjGHZN i # 1
!!!
2
p !j0101!i$ j1010!i" !1"

in a one-dimensional array of individually trap-

ped neutral 87Rb atoms, in which the qubits are

encoded in an atomic ground state j0i and a

Rydberg state j1i [phase convention is provided

in (19)]. Our entangling operation relies on

the strong van der Waals interaction between

atoms in states j1i and on engineering the en-

ergy spectrum of the quantum many-body sys-

tem to allow for a robust quantum evolution

from an initial product state to a GHZ state.

For both generating and characterizing GHZ

states (Fig. 1), all the atoms were homogeneously

coupled to the Rydberg state j1i by means of a

two-photon transition with an effective cou-

pling strength W(t) and detuning D(t) (20, 21).

In addition, we used addressing beams to intro-

duce local energy shifts di on specific sites i

along the array (Fig. 1A). The resulting many-

body Hamiltonian is

H
! # W!t"

2
X

N

i#1 s !i"
x % X

N

i#1 Di !t"ni

$ X

i<j
V

ji % jj 6 ninj

!2"

where s !i"
x # j0ih1ji $ j1ih0ji is the qubit flip

operator, D
i(t) = D(t) + di is the local effective

detuning set by the Rydberg laser and the local

light shift, ni # j1ih1ji is the number of Rydberg

excitations on site i, and V is the interaction

strength of two Rydberg atoms on neighboring

sites. The separation between adjacent sites

was chosen so that the nearest-neighbor interac-

tion V = 2p " 24 MHz # W results in the Rydberg

blockade (22–24), forbidding the simultaneous

excitation of adjacent atoms into the state j1i.

To prepare GHZ states, we used arrays with

an even number N of atoms. For large nega-

tive detuning D of the Rydberg laser, the many-

body ground state of the Hamiltonian (Eq. 2)

is jG
N i # j0000 & &&i. For large uniform positive

detuning D
i = D, the ground-state manifold

consists of N/2 + 1 nearly degenerate classical

configurations with N/2 Rydberg excitations.

These include in particular the two target anti-

ferromagnetic configurations jAN i # j0101 & & & 01i

and j !AN i # j1010 & & & 10i (25) as well as other

states with nearly identical energy (up to a

weak second-nearest neighbor interaction), with

both edges excited, such as j10010 & & & 01i. To

isolate a coherent superposition of states jAN i

and j !AN i, we introduced local light shifts de using

off-resonant laser beams at 840 nm, generated

with an acousto-optic deflector (AOD), which

energetically penalize the excitation of edge atoms

(Fig. 1A) and effectively eliminate the contribu-

tion of undesired components. In this case, the

ground state for positive detuning is given by

the GHZ state (1), and there exists in principle an

adiabatic pathway that transforms the state jG
N i

into jGHZN i by adiabatically increasing D(t) from

negative to positive values (Fig. 1B).

In practice, the time necessary to adiabat-

ically prepare such a GHZ state grows with

system size and becomes prohibitively long

for large N, owing to small energy gaps in the

many-body spectrum. To address this limita-

tion, we used optimal control methods to find

laser pulses that maximize the GHZ state pre-

paration fidelity while minimizing the amount

of time necessary. Our specific implementa-

tion, the remote dressed chopped-random basis

algorithm (RedCRAB) (26, 27), yields optimal

shapes of the laser intensity and detuning for

the given experimental conditions (19). For N $

8 atoms, we performed this optimization using

de/(2p) % –4.5 MHz light shifts on the edge atoms.

For larger systems of N > 8, the preparation

was found to be more robust by increasing the

edge light shifts to de/(2p) % –6 MHz and add-

ing d4,N – 3/(2p) % –1.5 MHz light shifts on the

third site from both edges.

Our experiments are based on the optical

tweezer platform and experimental procedure

described previously (21). After the initialization
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Probing many-body dynamics on a  

51-atom quantum simulator

Hannes Bernien1, Sylvain Schwartz1,2, Alexander Keesling1, Harry Levine1, Ahmed Omran1, Hannes Pichler1,3, Soonwon Choi1, 

Alexander S. Zibrov1, Manuel Endres4, Markus Greiner1, Vladan Vuleti!2 & Mikhail D. Lukin1

The realization of fully controlled, coherent many-body quantum 

systems is an outstanding challenge in science and engineering. As 

quantum simulators, they can provide insights into strongly correlated 

quantum systems and the role of quantum entanglement1, and ena-

ble realizations and studies of new states of matter, even away from 

equilibrium. These systems also form the basis of the realization of 

quantum information processors2. Although basic building blocks of 

such processors have been demonstrated in systems of a few coupled 

qubits3–5, the current challenge is to increase the number of coherently 

coupled qubits to potentially perform tasks that are beyond the reach 

of modern classical machines.

Several physical platforms are currently being explored to reach these 

goals. Systems composed of about 10–20 individually controlled atomic 

ions have been used to create entangled states and to explore quantum 

simulations of Ising spin models6,7 . Similarly sized systems of pro-

grammable superconducting qubits have been implemented recently8. 

Quantum simulations have been carried out in larger ensembles of 

more than 100 trapped ions without individual readout9. Strongly 

interacting quantum dynamics has been explored using optical lattice 

simulators10. These systems are already addressing computationally 

difficult problems in quantum dynamics11 and the fermionic Hubbard 

model12. Larger-scale Ising-like machines have been realized in super-

conducting13 and optical14 systems, but these realizations lack either 

coherence or quantum nonlinearity, which are essential for achieving 

full quantum speedup.

Arrays of strongly interacting atoms

A promising avenue for realizing strongly interacting quantum matter 

involves coherent coupling of neutral atoms to highly excited  

Rydberg states15,16 (Fig. 1a). This results in repulsive van der Waals 

interactions (of strength = /V C R
ij

ij
6 ) between Rydberg atom pairs at a 

distance Rij (ref. 15), where C > 0 is the van der Waals coefficient. Such 

interactions have recently been used to realize quantum gates17–19, to 

implement strong photon–photon interactions20 and to study quantum 

many-body physics of Ising spin systems in optical lattices21–23 and in 

probabilistically loaded dipole trap arrays24. Our approach combines 

these strong, controllable interactions with atom-by-atom assembly of 

arrays of cold neutral 87Rb atoms25–27. The quantum dynamics of this 

system is governed by the Hamiltonian

!
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! "
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i x
i
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where #i are the detunings of the driving lasers from the Rydberg  

state (Fig. 1b), " = |
#$ | + |

#$ |
g r r g

x
i i i i i  describes the coupling between  

the ground state |gi# and the Rydberg state |ri# of an atom at position i, 

driven at Rabi frequency ! i, ni = |ri#$ri|, and ! is the reduced  

Planck constant. Here, we focus on homogeneous coherent coupling 

(|!i| = !, #i = #), controlled by changing laser intensities and  

detunings in time. The interaction strength Vij is tuned either by  

varying the distance between the atoms or by coupling them to a  

different Rydberg state.

The experimental protocol that we implement is depicted in Fig. 1c  

(see also Extended Data Fig. 1). First, atoms are loaded from a magneto- 

optical trap into a tweezer array created by an acousto-optic deflector.  

We then use a measurement and feedback procedure that eliminates 

the entropy associated with the probabilistic trap loading and results 

in the rapid production of defect-free arrays with more than 50 laser-

cooled atoms, as described previously26. These atoms are prepared 

in a preprogrammed spatial configuration in a well-defined internal  

ground state |g# (Methods). We then turn off the traps and let the  

system evolve under the unitary time evolution U(!,!#,!t), which is 

realized by coupling the atoms to the Rydberg state |r# = |70S1/2# with 

laser light along the array axis (Fig. 1a). The final states of individual 

atoms are detected by turning the traps back on and imaging the recap-

tured ground-state atoms via atomic fluorescence; the anti-trapped 

Rydberg atoms are ejected. The atomic motion in the absence of traps 

limits the time window for exploring coherent dynamics. For a typical 

sequence duration of about 1 µs, the probability of atom loss is less than 

1% (see Extended Data Fig. 2).

Controllable, coherent many-body systems can provide insights into the fundamental properties of quantum matter, 

enable the realization of new quantum phases and could ultimately lead to computational systems that outperform 

existing computers based on classical approaches. Here we demonstrate a method for creating controlled many-body 

quantum matter that combines deterministically prepared, reconfigurable arrays of individually trapped cold atoms with 

strong, coherent interactions enabled by excitation to Rydberg states. We realize a programmable Ising-type quantum 

spin model with tunable interactions and system sizes of up to 51 qubits. Within this model, we observe phase transitions 

into spatially ordered states that break various discrete symmetries, verify the high-fidelity preparation of these states 

and investigate the dynamics across the phase transition in large arrays of atoms. In particular, we observe robust many-

body dynamics corresponding to persistent oscillations of the order after a rapid quantum quench that results from a 

sudden transition across the phase boundary. Our method provides a way of exploring many-body phenomena on a 

programmable quantum simulator and could enable realizations of new quantum algorithms.
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Quantum phases of matter on a 256-atom 

programmable quantum simulator

Sepehr Ebadi1, Tout T. Wang1, Harry Levine1, Alexander Keesling1,2, Giulia Semeghini1, 

Ahmed Omran1,2, Dolev Bluvstein1, Rhine Samajdar1, Hannes Pichler3,4, Wen Wei Ho1,5, 

Soonwon Choi6, Subir Sachdev1, Markus Greiner1, Vladan Vuleti!7 & Mikhail D. Lukin1ಞᅒ

Motivated by far-reaching applications ranging from quantum simulations of 

complex processes in physics and chemistry to quantum information processing1, a 

broad e!ort is currently underway to build large-scale programmable quantum 

systems. Such systems provide insights into strongly correlated quantum matter2–6, 

while at the same time enabling new methods for computation7–10 and metrology11. 

Here we demonstrate a programmable quantum simulator based on deterministically 

prepared two-dimensional arrays of neutral atoms, featuring strong interactions 

controlled by coherent atomic excitation into Rydberg states12. Using this approach, 

we realize a quantum spin model with tunable interactions for system sizes ranging 

from 64 to 256 qubits. We benchmark the system by characterizing high-"delity 

antiferromagnetically ordered states and demonstrating quantum critical dynamics 

consistent with an Ising quantum phase transition in (2#+#1) dimensions13. We then 

create and study several new quantum phases that arise from the interplay between 

interactions and coherent laser excitation14, experimentally map the phase diagram 

and investigate the role of quantum $uctuations. O!ering a new lens into the study of 

complex quantum matter, these observations pave the way for investigations of 

exotic quantum phases, non-equilibrium entanglement dynamics and 

hardware-e%cient realization of quantum algorithms.

Recent breakthroughs have demonstrated the potential of program-

mable quantum systems, with system sizes reaching around 50 trapped 

ions2,15,16 or superconducting qubits7–9, for simulations and computa-

tion. Correlation measurements with over 70 photons have been used 

to perform boson sampling10, while optical lattices with hundreds of 

atoms are being used to explore Hubbard models3–5. Larger-scale Ising 

spin systems have been realized using superconducting elements17, 

but they lack the coherence essential for probing quantum matter.

Neutral atom arrays have recently emerged as a promising platform 

for realizing programmable quantum systems6,12,18. Based on individu-

ally trapped and detected cold atoms in optical tweezers with strong 

interactions between Rydberg states19, atom arrays have been used 

to explore quantum dynamics in one- and two-dimensional (1D and 

2D) systems6,20–24, to create high-fidelity25 and large-scale26 entangle-

ment, to perform parallel quantum logic operations27,28, and to realize 

optical atomic clocks29,30. Although large numbers of atoms have been 

trapped30 and rearranged in two and three dimensions31–34, coherent 

manipulation of programmable, strongly interacting systems with 

more than 100 individual particles remains a challenge. Here, we realize 

a programmable quantum simulator using arrays of up to 256 neutral 

atoms with tunable interactions, demonstrating several new quantum 

phases and quantitatively probing the associated phase transitions.

 
Programmable Rydberg arrays in 2D

Our experiments are carried out on the second generation of an experi-

mental platform described previously6. The new apparatus uses a spa-

tial light modulator (SLM) to form a large 2D array of optical tweezers 

in a vacuum cell (Fig.#1a, Methods). This static tweezer array is loaded 

with individual 87Rb atoms from a magneto-optical trap, with a uni-

form loading probability of 50–60% across up to 1,000 tweezers. We 

rearrange the initially loaded atoms into programmable, defect-free 

patterns using a second set of moving optical tweezers that are steered 

by a pair of crossed acousto-optical deflectors (AODs) to arbitrary 

positions in two dimensions (Fig.#1a)35. Our parallel rearrangement 

protocol (see#Methods) enables rearrangement into a wide variety of 

geometries including square, honeycomb and triangular lattices (left 

panels in Fig.#1b–d). The procedure takes a total time of 50–100#ms 

for arrays of up to a few hundred atoms and results in filling fractions 

exceeding 99%.

Qubits are encoded in the electronic ground state& g' &and the highly 

excited n#=#70 Rydberg state& r' &of each atom. We illuminate the entire 

array from opposite sides with two counter-propagating laser beams 

at 420#nm and 1,013#nm, shaped into light sheets (see#Methods), to 

coherently couple& g' &to & r'& via a two-photon transition (Fig.#1a).
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TOPOLOGICAL MATTERProbing topological spin liquids on a programmable
quantum simulator
G. Semeghini1, H. Levine1, A. Keesling1,2, S. Ebadi1, T. T. Wang1, D. Bluvstein1, R. Verresen1,

H. Pichler3,4, M. Kalinowski1, R. Samajdar1, A. Omran1,2, S. Sachdev1,5, A. Vishwanath1*,

M. Greiner1*, V. Vuletić 6*, M. D. Lukin1*
Quantum spin liquids, exotic phases of matter with topological order, have been a major focus in physics

for the past several decades. Such phases feature long-range quantum entanglement that can

potentially be exploited to realize robust quantum computation. We used a 219-atom programmable

quantum simulator to probe quantum spin liquid states. In our approach, arrays of atoms were placed on

the links of a kagome lattice, and evolution under Rydberg blockade created frustrated quantum states

with no local order. The onset of a quantum spin liquid phase of the paradigmatic toric code type

was detected by using topological string operators that provide direct signatures of topological order

and quantum correlations. Our observations enable the controlled experimental exploration of

topological matter and protected quantum information processing.

M
otivated by theoretical work carriedout over the past five decades, a broadsearch has been underway to identifysignatures of quantum spin liquids(QSLs) in correlated materials (1, 2).

Moreover, inspired by the intriguing predic-
tions of quantum information theory (3),
approaches to engineer such systems for topo-
logical protection of quantum information are
being actively explored (4). Systems with frus-
tration (5) caused by the lattice geometry or
long-range interactions constitute a promising
avenue in the search for QSLs. In particular,
such systems can be used to implement a class
of so-called dimer models (6–10), which are
among the most promising candidates to host
QSL states. However, realizing and probing
such states is challenging because they are
often surrounded by other competing phases.
Moreover, in contrast to topological systems
that involve time-reversal symmetry breaking,
such as in the fractional quantum Hall effect
(11), these states cannot be easily probed by
means of, for example, quantized conductance
or edge states. Instead, to diagnose spin liquid
phases, it is essential to access nonlocal ob-
servables, such as topological string operators
(1, 2). Although some indications of QSL phases
in correlated materials have been previously
reported (12, 13), thus far, these exotic states
of matter have evaded direct experimental
detection.

Programmable quantum simulators arewell
suited for the controlled exploration of these
strongly correlated quantum phases (14–21).
In particular, recent work showed that various
phases of quantum dimer models can be effi-
ciently implemented by using Rydberg atom
arrays (22) and that a dimer spin liquid state of
the toric code type could be potentially created
in a specific frustrated lattice (23). Toric code
states have been dynamically created in small
systems by using quantum circuits (24, 25).
However, some of the key properties, such
as topological robustness, are challenging to
realize in such systems. Spin liquids have also
been explored by using quantum annealers,
but the lack of coherence in these systems has
precluded the observation of quantum fea-
tures (26).

Dimer models in Rydberg atom arraysThe key idea of our approach is based on a
correspondence (23) between Rydberg atoms
placed on the links of a kagome lattice (or
equivalently, the sites of a ruby lattice) (Fig. 1A)
and dimermodels on the kagome lattice (8, 10).
The Rydberg excitations can be viewed as
“dimer bonds” that connect the two adjacent
vertices of the lattice (Fig. 1B). Because of the
Rydberg blockade (27), strong and properly
tuned interactions constrain the density of
excitations so that each vertex is touched by
a maximum of one dimer. At 1/4 filling, each
vertex is touched by exactly one dimer, result-
ing in a perfect dimer covering of the lattice.
Smaller filling fractions result in a finite den-
sity of vertices with no proximal dimers, which
are referred to asmonomers. AQSL can emerge
within this dimer-monomer model close to
1/4 filling (23) and can be viewed as a co-
herent superposition of exponentially many
degenerate dimer coverings with a small ad-
mixture of monomers (Fig. 1C) (10). This cor-
responds to the resonating valence bond (RVB)

state (6, 28), which was predicted long ago
but is so far still unobserved in any experi-
mental system.To create and study such states experimental-
ly, we used two-dimensional arrays of 219 87Rb
atoms individually trapped in optical tweez-
ers (29, 30) and positioned on the links of a
kagome lattice (Fig. 1A). The atoms were ini-
tialized in an electronic ground state gj i and
coupled to a Rydberg state rj i by means of a
two-photon optical transition with Rabi fre-
quencyW. The atoms in the Rydberg state rj i
interact with one another through a strong
van derWaals potential V = V0/d6, where d is
the interatomic distance. This strong inter-
action prevents the simultaneous excitation
of two atoms within a blockade radius Rb =
(V0/W)1/6 (27). We adjusted the lattice spacing
a and the Rabi frequency W so that for each
atom in rj i, its six nearest neighbors are all
within the blockade radius (Fig. 1B), result-
ing in a maximum filling fraction of 1/4. The
resulting dynamics correspond to unitary evo-
lution U(t) governed by the Hamiltonian
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where ! is Planck’s constant h divided by 2p,
ni ! rij i rih j is the Rydberg state occupation at
site i, sx

i ! gij i rih j% rij i gih j , and D(t) is the
time-dependent two-photon detuning. After
the evolution, the state was analyzed bymeans
of projective readout of ground-state atoms
(Fig. 1A, right) (29).To exploremany-body phases in this system,
we used quasi-adiabatic evolution, in which
we slowly turned on the Rydberg couplingW
and subsequently changed the detuning D
from negative to positive values by using a
cubic frequency sweep over ~2 ms (Fig. 1D).We
stopped the cubic sweep at different endpoints
and first measured the density of Rydberg ex-
citations nh i. Away from the array boundaries
(which result in edge effects permeating just
two layers into the bulk), we observed that the
average density of Rydberg atoms was uniform
across the array (fig. S4) (31). Focusing on the
bulk density, we found that for D=W ! 3, the
system reaches the desired filling fraction
nh ie 1=4 (Fig. 1E, top). The resulting state

does not have any obvious spatial order (Fig.
1A) and appears as a different configuration of
Rydberg atoms in each experimental repeti-
tion (fig. S5) (31). From the single-shot images,
we evaluated the probability for each vertex of
the kagome lattice to be attached to one dimer
(as in a perfect dimer covering), zero dimers (a
monomer), or two dimers (representing weak
blockade violations). Around D/W ~ 4, we ob-
served an approximate plateau at which ~80%
of the vertices were connected to a single dimer
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Controlling quantum many-body dynamics in driven

Rydberg atom arrays

D. Bluvstein
1, A. Omran1,2, H. Levine

1, A. Keesling
1, G. Semeghini1, S. Ebadi

1, T. T. Wang1,

A. A. Michailidis
3, N. Maskara1, W. W. Ho

1,4, S. Choi
5, M. Serbyn

3, M. Greiner
1, V. Vuletić

6, M. D. Lukin
1*

The control of nonequilibrium
quantum dynamics in many-body systems is challenging because inter

actions

typically lead to thermalization and a chaotic spreading througho
ut Hilbert space. We investigate

nonequilibrium dynamics after rapid quenches in a many-body system composed of 3 to 200 strongly

interacting qubits in one and two spatial dimensions. Using a programmable quantum simulator based on

Rydberg atom arrays, we show that coherent revivals associa
ted with so-called quantum many-body scars can

be stabilized by periodic driving, which generates a robust subharmonic response akin to discrete time-

crystalline order. We map Hilbert space dynamics, geometry dependence, phase diagr
ams, and system-size

dependence of this emergent phenomenon, demonstrating new ways to steer complex dynamics in many-body

systems and enabling potential application
s in quantum information science.

D
ynamics of complex, strongly inter-

acting many-body systems have broad

implications in quantum science and

engineering, ranging from understand-

ing fundamental phenomena (1, 2) to

realizing robust quantum information sys-

tems (3). Such dynamics typically lead to a

rapid growth of quantum entanglement and

a chaotic spreading of the wave function

throughout an exponentially large Hilbert

space, a phenomenon associated with quan-

tum thermalization (1, 2, 4). Recent advances

in the controlledmanipulation of isolated, pro-

grammable many-body systems have enabled

detailed studies of nonequilibrium
states in

strongly interacting quantu
m matter (4–6), in

regimes inaccessible to numerical simulations

on classical machines. Identifying nontr
ivial

states for which dynamics can be stabilized or

steered by external controls is a ce
ntral ques-

tion explored in these studies. For instance
, it

has been shown that strong disorder, leadin
g

to many-body localization (MBL), allows sys-

tems to suppress entanglement growth and

retain memory of their initial state fo
r long

times (7,8). Another example involves quantum

many-body scars, which manifest as periodic

entanglement and disentanglement dynamics

for special initial states tha
t avoid rapid ther-

malization within an otherwise chaotic sys-

tem (9–11). Further, periodic driv
ing in strongly

interacting systems can give rise to exotic

nonequilibrium phases of matter, such as the

discrete time crystal (DTC), which sponta-

neously breaks the discret
e time-translation

symmetry of the underlying drive
(12, 13). Here,

we report the discovery of
a new type of non-

equilibrium dynamics associated with many-

body scarring trajectories st
abilized by periodic

driving. The driven scars result in an emergent

phenomenon akin to discrete time-crystalline

order that can be harnessed to steer entangle-

ment dynamics in complexmany-body systems.

In our experiments, neutral
87Rb atoms are

trapped in optical tweezers and arranged into

arbitrary two-dimensional patterns generate
d

by a spatial light modulator (14, 15). This pro-

grammable system allows us to explore quan-

tum dynamics in systems ranging from chains

and square lattices to exotic dec
orated lattices,

with sizes up to 200 atoms. All atoms are

initialized in an electronic ground state jgi

and coupled to a Rydberg state jriby a two-

photon optical transition with an effective

Rabi frequencyW!t"anddetuning
D!t" (Fig. 1A).

When excited into Rydberg states, atoms in-

teract through a strong, repulsive van der

Waals interaction V ! 1=d6 , where d is the

interatomic separation, resulting in the many-

body Hamiltonian (10)

H
!
#

W!t"
2

X
i
sxi $ D!t"

X
i
ni %

X
i<j

Vijninj
!1"

where ! is the reduced Planck constant, ni #

jriihrij is the projector onto
the Rydberg state

at site i, and sxi # jgiihrij% jriihgij flips the

atomic state.We choose lattice spacings wh
ere

the nearest-neighbor (NN)
interactionV0 > W

results in the Rydberg blockade (14, 1
6, 17), pre-

venting adjacent atoms from simultaneously

occupying |ri. For large negative
detunings, the

many-body ground state is jgggg:::i, and at

large positive detunings on
bipartite lattices,

the ground state is antiferromagnetic, of the

form jrgrg:::i. Starting with all atoms in jgi,

adiabatically increasing D from large negative

values to large positive va
lues thus prepares

antiferromagnetic initial states jAFi (10, 18–
21);

we choose array configurati
ons (e.g., odd num-

bers of atoms) such that one of the two classical

orderings, jAF1i, is energetically preferr
ed.

To explore quantum scarring in two-

dimensional systems, we prepare jAF1ion an

85-atom honeycomb lattice and then suddenly

quench at fixedW to a small positive detuning
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Fig. 1. Experimental investigations of quan
tum many-body scars. (A) Two-dimensional atom array

subject to global Rydberg lasers with Rabi frequency W and detuning D. (B) A quasi-adiabatic ramp of D and

W prepares an antiferromagnetic state jAF1i with sublattice A excited, and a detuning quench launches

nonequilibrium dynamics. Atoms in jgi are imaged in optical tweezers by fluorescence, whereas atoms

in jri (empty circles) are expelled and detected as atom loss. (C) The Rydberg population on sublattices A

and B undergoes periodic oscillations. The inset shows the geometry used here.
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ArticleQuantum simulation of 2D antiferromagnets 

with hundreds of Rydberg atoms
Pascal Scholl 1,6ಞᅒ, Michael Schuler 2,6, Hannah J. Williams 1,6, Alexander A. Eberharter 3,6, 

Daniel Barredo 1,4, Kai-Niklas Schymik 1, Vincent Lienhard 1, Louis-Paul Henry 5, 

Thomas C. Lang 3, Thierry Lahaye 1, Andreas M. Läuchli 3 & Antoine Browaeys 1

Quantum simulation using synthetic systems is a promising route to solve 

outstanding quantum many-body problems in regimes where other approaches, 

including numerical ones, fail 1. Many platforms are being developed towards this 

goal, in particular based on trapped ions 2–4, superconducting circuits 5–7, neutral 

atoms 8–11 or molecules 12,13. All of these platforms face two key challenges: scaling up 

the ensemble size while retaining high-quality control over the parameters, and 

validating the outputs for these large systems. Here we use programmable arrays of 

individual atoms trapped in optical tweezers, with interactions controlled by laser 

excitation to Rydberg states 11, to implement an iconic many-body problem—the 

antiferromagnetic two-dimensional transverse-!eld Ising model. We push this 

platform to a regime with up to 196 atoms manipulated with high !delity and probe 

the antiferromagnetic order by dynamically tuning the parameters of the 

Hamiltonian. We illustrate the versatility of our platform by exploring various system 

sizes on two qualitatively di"erent geometries—square and triangular arrays. We 

obtain good agreement with numerical calculations up to a computationally feasible 

size (approximately 100 particles). This work demonstrates that our platform can be 

readily used to address open questions in many-body physics.

Previous studies have demonstrated the potential of Rydberg-based 

quantum simulators with up to a few tens of atoms 14–16, including 

high-fidelity manipulations 17–19. In particular, the transverse-field 

Ising (TFI) model has been studied in one dimension with up to 51 

atoms 14,15,20, in two-dimensional (2D) square arrays—but with a lim-

ited degree of coherence 16,21, making it difficult to observe genuine 

quantum features—and recently in three dimensions with 22 atoms 22. 

Here we implement the TFI model in two dimensions, combining much 

larger atom numbers (up to around 200) and a high degree of coher-

ence. In our implementation, we explore two geometries that exhibit 

qualitatively different phase diagrams: the bipartite square lattice and 

the geometrically frustrated triangular lattice 23. On the square lattice, 

we prepare the Néel state that is characteristic of antiferromagnets 

with unprecedented probability. On the triangular lattice, we observe 

the creation of two distinct antiferromagnetic (AF) orders. The large 

number of atoms involved and the non-equilibrium nature of the experi-

ment makes a direct comparison with accurate numerical simulations 

challenging. To validate the dynamics of our simulator, we have pushed 

matrix-product-state simulations to their limit and are able to simu-

late the dynamics of up to 100 atoms in two dimensions. We obtain an 

impressive agreement between the simulation and the experiment up 

to this number, which is one of the largest for which a direct comparison 

has been performed. Finally, by comparing the experiment to classical 

Monte Carlo calculations, we demonstrate that our results cannot be 

reproduced by a classical equilibrium distribution at the same mean 

energy, and that the experiment features an enhanced probability of 

finding classical ground states.

2D quantum Ising model on a Rydberg simulator

For arrays of atoms coupled by the (repulsive) van#der Waals inter-

action, when excited to Rydberg states, the Hamiltonian of the TFI 

model is:
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, "
i  are the usual Pauli 

matrices and $ is the reduced Planck’s constant. The two spin states 

are coupled via a laser field with a Rabi frequency ! and a detuning #, 

which act as transverse and longitudinal fields, respectively. AF order-

ing in the system appears as a consequence of the strong interactions 

characterized by the Rydberg blockade radius R
b, as illustrated in 

Fig.#1a 24. The type of AF ordering depends on the geometry of the array 

and the Hamiltonian parameters.
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Observation of gauge invariance in a 71-site 
Bose–Hubbard quantum simulator

Bing Yang1,2,3,4,8, Hui Sun1,2,3,4, Robert Ott5, Han-Yi Wang1,2,3,4, Torsten V. Zache5,  
Jad C. Halimeh5,6,7, Zhen-Sheng Yuan1,2,3,4 ✉, Philipp Hauke5,6,7 ✉ & Jian-Wei Pan1,2,3,4 ✉

The modern description of elementary particles, as formulated in the standard  
model of particle physics, is built on gauge theories1. Gauge theories implement 
fundamental laws of physics by local symmetry constraints. For example, in quantum 
electrodynamics Gauss’s law introduces an intrinsic local relation between charged 
matter and electromagnetic !elds, which protects many salient physical properties, 
including massless photons and a long-ranged Coulomb law. Solving gauge theories 
using classical computers is an extremely arduous task2, which has stimulated an 
e"ort to simulate gauge-theory dynamics in microscopically engineered quantum 
devices3–6. Previous achievements implemented density-dependent Peierls phases 
without de!ning a local symmetry7,8, realized mappings onto e"ective models to 
integrate out either matter or electric !elds9–12, or were limited to very small 
systems13–16. However, the essential gauge symmetry has not been observed 
experimentally. Here we report#the quantum simulation of an extended U(1) lattice 
gauge theory, and experimentally quantify the gauge invariance in a many-body 
system comprising matter and gauge !elds. These#!elds are realized in defect-free 
arrays of bosonic atoms in an optical superlattice of 71 sites. We demonstrate full 
tunability of the model parameters and benchmark the matter–gauge interactions by 
sweeping across a quantum phase transition. Using high-!delity manipulation 
techniques, we measure the degree to which Gauss’s law is violated by extracting 
probabilities of locally gauge-invariant states from correlated atom occupations.  
Our work provides a way to explore gauge symmetry in the interplay of fundamental 
particles using controllable large-scale quantum simulators.

Quantum electrodynamics (QED), the paradigmatic example of a 
gauge-invariant quantum field theory, has fundamentally shaped our 
understanding of modern physics. Gauge invariance in QED—described 
as a local U(1) symmetry of the Hamiltonian—ties electric fields E and 
charges ! to each other through Gauss’s law, !$ % =E . The standard 
model of particle physics, including, for example, quantum chromo-
dynamics, has been designed on the basis of this principle of gauge 
invariance. However, despite impressive feats17,18, it remains extremely 
difficult for classical computers to solve the dynamics of gauge theo-
ries3–6. Quantum simulation offers the tantalizing prospect of sidestep-
ping this difficulty by microscopically engineering gauge-theory 
dynamics in table-top experiments, based on, for example, trapped 
ions, superconducting qubits and cold atoms7–16. In the quest for 
experimentally realizing gauge-theory phenomena, a large quantum 
system is essential to mitigate finite-size effects irrelevant to the theory 
in the thermodynamic limit. Moreover, while Gauss’s law in QED holds 
fundamentally, it is merely approximate when engineered in present-day 
cold-atom experiments keeping both fermionic matter and dynamical 

gauge fields explicitly15,16. Thus, it is a crucial challenge to determine 
the reliability of gauge invariance in large-scale quantum simulators19.

Here we verify Gauss’s law in a many-body quantum simulator. To this 
end, we devise a mapping from a Bose–Hubbard model (BHM) describ-
ing ultracold atoms in an optical superlattice to a U(1) lattice gauge 
theory with fermionic matter. We exploit the formalism of quantum 
link models (QLMs)3,20, which incorporate salient features of QED, in 
particular Coleman’s phase transition in one spatial dimension (1D) at 
topological angle "#=#& (ref. 21). Here, gauge-invariant ‘matter–gauge 
field’ interactions emerge through a suitable choice of Hubbard param-
eters, effectively penalizing unwanted processes. Experimentally, we 
prepare large arrays of atoms in high-fidelity staggered chains, realize 
the quantum phase transition by slowly ramping the lattice potentials, 
and observe the characteristic dynamics via probing of site occu-
pancies and density–density correlations. In our model, Gauss’s law 
constrains boson occupations over sets of three adjacent sites in the 
optical lattice. By tracking the coherent evolution of the state in these 
elementary units, we detect the degree of local violation of Gauss’s law.
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Our target model is a U(1) gauge theory on a 1D spatial lattice with 
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Using the QLM formalism, the gauge field is represented by spin-1/2 
operators Ŝ ! !
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, +1, corresponding to an electric field coarse-grained 
to two values (red and blue arrows in Fig.!1). Further, h.c. denotes her-
mitian conjugate. Using staggered fermions22, matter fields "̂! represent 
particles and antiparticles on alternating sites, with alternating electric 
charge Q " "^ = (" 1) ^ ^

!
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† . By tuning the fermion rest mass m, we can drive 

the system across a quantum phase transition from a charge-dominated 
disordered phase to an ordered phase, characterized by the spontane-
ous breaking of charge and parity (C/P) symmetries21,23; see Fig.!1a. 
During the transition, owing to the term proportional to!t~ (gauge– 
matter coupling strength), particle–antiparticle pairs annihilate accom-
panied by the correct adjustment of the electric field according to 
Gauss’s law.

Gauss’s law requires the generators of the U(1) gauge transforma-
tions,
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to be conserved quantities for each matter site !. We choose, as is usual, 
to work in the charge-neutral sector, where the state |"% fulfils 

Q "# ˆ % = 0! ! , and in the Gauss’s law sector specified by G "ˆ % = 0! , !& . 
Ensuring adherence to this local conservation law is the main experi-
mental challenge, as it intrinsically constrains matter and electric fields 
across three neighbouring sites (see Fig.!1b).

We simulate this QLM with ultracold bosons in a 1D optical superlat-
tice as sketched in Fig.!1c (see!Methods for details). The experiment is 
governed by the BHM
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† , J is the 
tunnelling strength, and U is the on-site interaction. The energy offset 
# $ j%= (" 1) /2 +j

j  consists of a linear tilt % to suppress long-range tun-
nelling along the 1D chain, and a staggered superlattice potential $. 
Here, the even sites j of the superlattice correspond to the matter sites 
! in the lattice gauge theory, while we identify odd sites j with link indi-
ces ! !, + 1. Choosing $ ' J and on-site interaction U!(!2$ effectively con-
strains the system to the relevant subspace limited to the number states 
|0%, |2% on odd (gauge) sites and |0%, |1% on even (matter) sites. On this 
subspace, we can hence identify the operators as !S b^ ( ^ ) / 2! ! j !, +1
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transformation for the matter sites), see!Methods. This term can be 
physically realized by atoms on neighbouring matter sites combining 
into a doublon (that is, two indistinguishable atoms residing in one site). 
The rest mass corresponds to m!=!$!"!U/2, which enables us to cross the 
phase transition by tuning m! <! 0! )! m! >! 0. The strength of the 
gauge-invariant coupling (t J U~ ( 8 2 / ( 70 Hz2  at resonance m!(!0) is 
much larger than the dissipation rate, enabling a faithful implementa-
tion in a large many-body system.

The experiment starts with a quasi two-dimensional Bose–Einstein 
condensate of about 100,000 87Rb atoms in the x–y!plane. We imple-
ment a recently demonstrated cooling method in optical lattices to 
create a Mott insulator with a filling factor of 0.992(1) (ref. 24). Figure!2a 
shows a uniform area containing 10,000 lattice sites, from which a 
region of interest (ROI) with 71!*!36 sites is selected for simulating the 
gauge theory. A lattice along the y!axis with depth 61.5(4)Er isolates 
the system into copies of 1D chains. Here, E h m &= /(2 )r

2
Rb s

2  is the recoil 

energy, with &s!=!767!nm the wavelength of a ‘short lattice’ laser, h the 
Planck constant, and mRb the atomic mass. The near-unity filling enables 
the average length of defect-free chains to be longer than the 71 sites. 
Even without a quantum gas microscope, the size of our many-body 
system is confirmed by counting the lattice sites with single-site reso-
nance imaging (see!Methods). Along the x direction, another lattice, 
with wavelength &l!=!2&s (the ‘long lattice’), is employed to construct 
a superlattice that divides the trapped atoms into odd and even 
sites. Two different configurations of the superlattice are used here.  
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Fig. 1 | Quantum simulation of a U(1) lattice gauge theory. a, A quantum phase 
transition separates a charge-proliferated phase from a C/P symmetry-breaking 
phase where the electric field (triangles) passes unhindered through the system 
(sketched at particle rest mass m!)!"+ and ++, respectively). The Feynman 
diagram, depicted as wavy lines, describes the gauge-invariant annihilation of 
particles and antiparticles (circles with charges) with a coupling strength of "t . 
The transition leads to two opposite configurations in terms of the directions of 
the electric field. b, Gauss’s law strongly restricts the permitted gauge-invariant 
configurations of charges and neighbouring electric fields. The matter field 
consists of antiparticle and particle sites. The mapping from QLM to BHM is 
sketched in the shaded diagrams, where the eigenvalues in Gauss’s law are 
labelled below each site. c, Simulation of the model on a 71-site Bose–Hubbard 
system consisting of ultracold atoms in an optical superlattice. See main text for 
nomenclature. We sweep through the quantum phase transition by controlling 
the Hubbard parameters over time t. Particle–antiparticle annihilation is realized 
by atoms initially residing on even (shallow) sites binding into doublons on odd 
(deep) sites. The upper and lower panel depict the initial and final state, 
respectively. Insets are their corresponding atomic densities.
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transition separates a charge-proliferated phase from a C/P symmetry-breaking 
phase where the electric field (triangles) passes unhindered through the system 
(sketched at particle rest mass m!)!"+ and ++, respectively). The Feynman 
diagram, depicted as wavy lines, describes the gauge-invariant annihilation of 
particles and antiparticles (circles with charges) with a coupling strength of "t . 
The transition leads to two opposite configurations in terms of the directions of 
the electric field. b, Gauss’s law strongly restricts the permitted gauge-invariant 
configurations of charges and neighbouring electric fields. The matter field 
consists of antiparticle and particle sites. The mapping from QLM to BHM is 
sketched in the shaded diagrams, where the eigenvalues in Gauss’s law are 
labelled below each site. c, Simulation of the model on a 71-site Bose–Hubbard 
system consisting of ultracold atoms in an optical superlattice. See main text for 
nomenclature. We sweep through the quantum phase transition by controlling 
the Hubbard parameters over time t. Particle–antiparticle annihilation is realized 
by atoms initially residing on even (shallow) sites binding into doublons on odd 
(deep) sites. The upper and lower panel depict the initial and final state, 
respectively. Insets are their corresponding atomic densities.
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Quantum Simulation of Lattice Gauge Theory
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before and after the transition. The second issue is how
to tune the topological angle experimentally and therefore
tune the conf-deconf transition. We present our theoretical
proposals on both issues.

Another recent experimental development in ultracold-
atom physics is the Rydberg-atom array quantum simulator
[50–56]. A Rydberg atom is an excited atom with one or
more electrons with a very high principal quantum num-
ber, because of which there exists a repulsive interaction
between two Rydberg atoms. This repulsive interaction
increases when the distance between two Rydberg atoms
decreases and it forbids two Rydberg atoms from simul-
taneously existing within a certain distance [57,58]. This
phenomenon is called the Rydberg-blockade e!ect and
the distance is called the blockade radius. Experimen-
tally, Rydberg atoms are placed into a one-dimensional
array and the blockade e!ect makes this system an inter-
esting many-body system, described by a so-called PXP
Hamiltonian [59]. This Rydberg-atom quantum simula-
tor can simulate quantum many-body dynamics with high
fidelity and explore exotic ground-state quantum phases
[60–78]. Here, we also discuss the connection between
the U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian [19] and discuss
the manifestation of the conf-deconf transition in the PXP
model.

This paper is organized as follows. We first review the
experimental setting in Sec. II. Then, we discuss how to
tune the topological angle ! in Sec. III and present the
protocol for detecting confinement or deconfinement in
Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we bring out the connection between
this LGT and the PXP model and we show that the conf-
deconf physics can also be studied in the PXP model. We
summarize the results in Sec. VI.

II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment of Ref. [10] explores bosonic atoms in
a one-dimensional optical lattice formed by two standing
wave of lasers [79,80] and the lattice contains a staggered
potential with di!erent on-site energies between even and
odd sites. When the interaction energy is much weaker
than the band gap, one only needs to keep the lowest
band, giving rise to the Bose-Hubbard model [79,80]. The
Hamiltonian reads

ĤBHM =
!

j

[!J (b̂†
j b̂j +1 + h.c.) + U

2
n̂j (n̂j ! 1) + "j n̂j ],

(1)

where "j = (!1)j #/2 is the staggered potential and # sets
the on-site energy di!erence between the even and odd
sites. b̂†

j and b̂j are the creation and annihilation opera-
tors. n̂j = b̂†

j b̂j , J denotes the tunneling strength between
neighboring sites and U denotes the on-site interaction
strength. In practice, there is also a gradient potential

that suppresses long-range hopping (hopping beyond the
nearest-neighboring sites). Reference [10] has shown that
the e!ects of these terms are insignificant and their e!ects
can be further reduced by performing postselection, where
processes violating Gauss’s law are ignored. Since we do
not explicitly include the long-range hopping in our model,
we ignore this gradient-potential term as well.

This experiment works in the parameter range # " J ,
U " J , and U # 2# [10]. We show four di!erent cases for
two-atom states in Fig. 1. In the limit J $ 0 and U = 2#,
the energy is # when two even sites are singly occupied
[Fig. 1(a)] and the energy is U ! # when an odd site is
doubly occupied [Fig. 1(b)]. Thus, the energies of these
two states are nearly degenerate. However, for states as
shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the energies are 0 and U + #,
respectively, and these two energies are o!set by # and
2#, compared with the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
Hence, when # " J , we can project out both the doubly
occupied even sites or the singly occupied odd sites. That
is to say, for odd sites, we only retain the vacuum state
and the doubly occupied state. We view these two cases as
two states of a spin-1/2, with the vacuum state denoted by
|%& and the doubly occupied state denoted by |'&. These
spin-1/2 states are viewed as the degrees of freedom of the
gauge field.

Now considering a small but finite hopping amplitude J ,
the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) can be connected by
a second-order hopping process, with its strength denoted
by J̃ [10]. The resulting e!ective Hamiltonian reads [10]

Ĥe! =
!

l

"

! J̃
2

Ŝ+
l,l+1b̂lb̂l+1 + h.c. + mn̂l

#

, (2)

where l labels all the even lattice sites playing the role
of the matter field. We use m to denote # ! U/2 and m
can be considered as the mass of a matter-field particle.
That is to say, we allow a certain di!erence between 2#
and U, although the di!erence should always be small
compared with 2# or U such that the projection on the
sub-Hilbert space is still valid. The boson numbers in these

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 1. A schematic of the di!erent states of a three-site build-
ing block. When U # 2# and J $ 0, the energies of (a) and (b)
are nearly degenerate and are o! resonance with the energies of
(c) and (d).
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before and after the transition. The second issue is how
to tune the topological angle experimentally and therefore
tune the conf-deconf transition. We present our theoretical
proposals on both issues.

Another recent experimental development in ultracold-
atom physics is the Rydberg-atom array quantum simulator
[50–56]. A Rydberg atom is an excited atom with one or
more electrons with a very high principal quantum num-
ber, because of which there exists a repulsive interaction
between two Rydberg atoms. This repulsive interaction
increases when the distance between two Rydberg atoms
decreases and it forbids two Rydberg atoms from simul-
taneously existing within a certain distance [57,58]. This
phenomenon is called the Rydberg-blockade e!ect and
the distance is called the blockade radius. Experimen-
tally, Rydberg atoms are placed into a one-dimensional
array and the blockade e!ect makes this system an inter-
esting many-body system, described by a so-called PXP
Hamiltonian [59]. This Rydberg-atom quantum simula-
tor can simulate quantum many-body dynamics with high
fidelity and explore exotic ground-state quantum phases
[60–78]. Here, we also discuss the connection between
the U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian [19] and discuss
the manifestation of the conf-deconf transition in the PXP
model.

This paper is organized as follows. We first review the
experimental setting in Sec. II. Then, we discuss how to
tune the topological angle ! in Sec. III and present the
protocol for detecting confinement or deconfinement in
Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we bring out the connection between
this LGT and the PXP model and we show that the conf-
deconf physics can also be studied in the PXP model. We
summarize the results in Sec. VI.

II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment of Ref. [10] explores bosonic atoms in
a one-dimensional optical lattice formed by two standing
wave of lasers [79,80] and the lattice contains a staggered
potential with di!erent on-site energies between even and
odd sites. When the interaction energy is much weaker
than the band gap, one only needs to keep the lowest
band, giving rise to the Bose-Hubbard model [79,80]. The
Hamiltonian reads

ĤBHM =
!

j

[!J (b̂†
j b̂j +1 + h.c.) + U

2
n̂j (n̂j ! 1) + "j n̂j ],

(1)

where "j = (!1)j #/2 is the staggered potential and # sets
the on-site energy di!erence between the even and odd
sites. b̂†

j and b̂j are the creation and annihilation opera-
tors. n̂j = b̂†

j b̂j , J denotes the tunneling strength between
neighboring sites and U denotes the on-site interaction
strength. In practice, there is also a gradient potential

that suppresses long-range hopping (hopping beyond the
nearest-neighboring sites). Reference [10] has shown that
the e!ects of these terms are insignificant and their e!ects
can be further reduced by performing postselection, where
processes violating Gauss’s law are ignored. Since we do
not explicitly include the long-range hopping in our model,
we ignore this gradient-potential term as well.

This experiment works in the parameter range # " J ,
U " J , and U # 2# [10]. We show four di!erent cases for
two-atom states in Fig. 1. In the limit J $ 0 and U = 2#,
the energy is # when two even sites are singly occupied
[Fig. 1(a)] and the energy is U ! # when an odd site is
doubly occupied [Fig. 1(b)]. Thus, the energies of these
two states are nearly degenerate. However, for states as
shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the energies are 0 and U + #,
respectively, and these two energies are o!set by # and
2#, compared with the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
Hence, when # " J , we can project out both the doubly
occupied even sites or the singly occupied odd sites. That
is to say, for odd sites, we only retain the vacuum state
and the doubly occupied state. We view these two cases as
two states of a spin-1/2, with the vacuum state denoted by
|%& and the doubly occupied state denoted by |'&. These
spin-1/2 states are viewed as the degrees of freedom of the
gauge field.

Now considering a small but finite hopping amplitude J ,
the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) can be connected by
a second-order hopping process, with its strength denoted
by J̃ [10]. The resulting e!ective Hamiltonian reads [10]

Ĥe! =
!

l

"

! J̃
2

Ŝ+
l,l+1b̂lb̂l+1 + h.c. + mn̂l

#

, (2)

where l labels all the even lattice sites playing the role
of the matter field. We use m to denote # ! U/2 and m
can be considered as the mass of a matter-field particle.
That is to say, we allow a certain di!erence between 2#
and U, although the di!erence should always be small
compared with 2# or U such that the projection on the
sub-Hilbert space is still valid. The boson numbers in these

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 1. A schematic of the di!erent states of a three-site build-
ing block. When U # 2# and J $ 0, the energies of (a) and (b)
are nearly degenerate and are o! resonance with the energies of
(c) and (d).
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sites are subjected to a constraint nl = b†
l bl ! 1 and, there-

fore, these bosons are considered as hard-core bosons.
This model, shown in Eq. (2), is equivalent to the lat-
tice Schwinger model in one spatial dimension in the
Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian formulation [10,81].

A. Local gauge symmetry
It is easy to see that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) pos-

sesses local gauge symmetries. For any site l, performing a
local gauge transformation b̂l " ei!l b̂l, and simultaneously
Ŝ+

l,l+1 " e#i!l Ŝ+
l,l+1 and Ŝ+

l#1,l " e#i!l Ŝ+
l#1,l, the Hamilto-

nian is invariant. The local gauge symmetries force local
conserved quantities. In this case, the conserved gauge
charges are

Gl = Sz
l#1,l + Sz

l,l+1 + nl, (3)

where nl is the particle number at site l of the matter field. It
can also easily be seen from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) that
any spin flip increasing or decreasing Sz by one is always
accompanied by a decrease or increase by one of the boson
numbers nl and nl+1. Several examples of local configura-
tions with di!erent Gl are shown in Fig. 2. By introducing
the electric field at each link as

El#1,l = (#1)lSz
l#1,l (4)

and the physical charge at each site as Ql = (#1)lnl, Gl =
0 can always be rewritten as

El,l+1 # El#1,l = Ql. (5)

This is reminiscent of Gauss’s law that $ · E = ".

B. Phase transition
There is a quantum phase transition in the Gl = 0 gauge

sector. It is easy to identify this transition by studying

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

FIG. 2. Configurations with di!erent values of the gauge
charge: (a),(b) G = 0; (c) G = 1; (d) G = #1.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. A schematic of two phases in the Gl = 0 gauge sector
in (a) the m " % limit and (b) the m " #% limit.

two limits of m " ±% as shown in Fig. 3. In the limit
m " #%, it favors nl = 1 and all matter-field sites are
singly occupied. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0
force all gauge field sites to be in the |&' state. This state
respects the lattice translational symmetry. In the opposite
limit m " %, it favors nl = 0 and all matter-field sites
are empty. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0 force
Sz

l#1,l + Sz
l,l+1 = 0 and the spins in the gauge-field sites

form a classical antiferromagnetic order. Thus, this state
breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
shown in Fig. 3(a) are degenerate. Therefore, we expect
that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
eter is

!
l(#1)lSz

l,l+1. In fact, the signature of this phase
transition has been observed in the experiment reported in
Ref. [10]

III. TUNING THE TOPOLOGICAL ANGLE

The phase diagram of the U(1) LGT, shown in Fig. 4,
contains the mass parameter m and another important
parameter called the topological angle ! . In the U(1) LGT,
a conf-deconf transition occurs when ! = # . This tran-
sition is actually the same transition as the Ising-type
transition discussed above. In other words, the situation
discussed above corresponds to the ! = # situation in the
LGT. To understand why this is the case, we need to
address the following two closely related issues. First, we
need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
through the quantization value of the electric field, i.e.,

El#1,l = n # !

2#
, n ( Z. (6)

Therefore, by the definition of Eq. (4), it is clear that El#1,l
can take values of n # 1/2 when ! = # . For the second
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form a classical antiferromagnetic order. Thus, this state
breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
shown in Fig. 3(a) are degenerate. Therefore, we expect
that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
eter is
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l,l+1. In fact, the signature of this phase
transition has been observed in the experiment reported in
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The phase diagram of the U(1) LGT, shown in Fig. 4,
contains the mass parameter m and another important
parameter called the topological angle ! . In the U(1) LGT,
a conf-deconf transition occurs when ! = # . This tran-
sition is actually the same transition as the Ising-type
transition discussed above. In other words, the situation
discussed above corresponds to the ! = # situation in the
LGT. To understand why this is the case, we need to
address the following two closely related issues. First, we
need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
through the quantization value of the electric field, i.e.,
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any spin flip increasing or decreasing Sz by one is always
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two limits of m " ±% as shown in Fig. 3. In the limit
m " #%, it favors nl = 1 and all matter-field sites are
singly occupied. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0
force all gauge field sites to be in the |&' state. This state
respects the lattice translational symmetry. In the opposite
limit m " %, it favors nl = 0 and all matter-field sites
are empty. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0 force
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l,l+1 = 0 and the spins in the gauge-field sites

form a classical antiferromagnetic order. Thus, this state
breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
shown in Fig. 3(a) are degenerate. Therefore, we expect
that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
eter is
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l,l+1. In fact, the signature of this phase
transition has been observed in the experiment reported in
Ref. [10]
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The phase diagram of the U(1) LGT, shown in Fig. 4,
contains the mass parameter m and another important
parameter called the topological angle ! . In the U(1) LGT,
a conf-deconf transition occurs when ! = # . This tran-
sition is actually the same transition as the Ising-type
transition discussed above. In other words, the situation
discussed above corresponds to the ! = # situation in the
LGT. To understand why this is the case, we need to
address the following two closely related issues. First, we
need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
through the quantization value of the electric field, i.e.,
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Therefore, by the definition of Eq. (4), it is clear that El#1,l
can take values of n # 1/2 when ! = # . For the second
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are empty. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0 force
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form a classical antiferromagnetic order. Thus, this state
breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
shown in Fig. 3(a) are degenerate. Therefore, we expect
that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
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contains the mass parameter m and another important
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a conf-deconf transition occurs when ! = # . This tran-
sition is actually the same transition as the Ising-type
transition discussed above. In other words, the situation
discussed above corresponds to the ! = # situation in the
LGT. To understand why this is the case, we need to
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need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
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Therefore, by the definition of Eq. (4), it is clear that El#1,l
can take values of n # 1/2 when ! = # . For the second
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before and after the transition. The second issue is how
to tune the topological angle experimentally and therefore
tune the conf-deconf transition. We present our theoretical
proposals on both issues.

Another recent experimental development in ultracold-
atom physics is the Rydberg-atom array quantum simulator
[50–56]. A Rydberg atom is an excited atom with one or
more electrons with a very high principal quantum num-
ber, because of which there exists a repulsive interaction
between two Rydberg atoms. This repulsive interaction
increases when the distance between two Rydberg atoms
decreases and it forbids two Rydberg atoms from simul-
taneously existing within a certain distance [57,58]. This
phenomenon is called the Rydberg-blockade e!ect and
the distance is called the blockade radius. Experimen-
tally, Rydberg atoms are placed into a one-dimensional
array and the blockade e!ect makes this system an inter-
esting many-body system, described by a so-called PXP
Hamiltonian [59]. This Rydberg-atom quantum simula-
tor can simulate quantum many-body dynamics with high
fidelity and explore exotic ground-state quantum phases
[60–78]. Here, we also discuss the connection between
the U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian [19] and discuss
the manifestation of the conf-deconf transition in the PXP
model.

This paper is organized as follows. We first review the
experimental setting in Sec. II. Then, we discuss how to
tune the topological angle ! in Sec. III and present the
protocol for detecting confinement or deconfinement in
Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we bring out the connection between
this LGT and the PXP model and we show that the conf-
deconf physics can also be studied in the PXP model. We
summarize the results in Sec. VI.

II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment of Ref. [10] explores bosonic atoms in
a one-dimensional optical lattice formed by two standing
wave of lasers [79,80] and the lattice contains a staggered
potential with di!erent on-site energies between even and
odd sites. When the interaction energy is much weaker
than the band gap, one only needs to keep the lowest
band, giving rise to the Bose-Hubbard model [79,80]. The
Hamiltonian reads

ĤBHM =
!

j

[!J (b̂†
j b̂j +1 + h.c.) + U

2
n̂j (n̂j ! 1) + "j n̂j ],

(1)

where "j = (!1)j #/2 is the staggered potential and # sets
the on-site energy di!erence between the even and odd
sites. b̂†

j and b̂j are the creation and annihilation opera-
tors. n̂j = b̂†

j b̂j , J denotes the tunneling strength between
neighboring sites and U denotes the on-site interaction
strength. In practice, there is also a gradient potential

that suppresses long-range hopping (hopping beyond the
nearest-neighboring sites). Reference [10] has shown that
the e!ects of these terms are insignificant and their e!ects
can be further reduced by performing postselection, where
processes violating Gauss’s law are ignored. Since we do
not explicitly include the long-range hopping in our model,
we ignore this gradient-potential term as well.

This experiment works in the parameter range # " J ,
U " J , and U # 2# [10]. We show four di!erent cases for
two-atom states in Fig. 1. In the limit J $ 0 and U = 2#,
the energy is # when two even sites are singly occupied
[Fig. 1(a)] and the energy is U ! # when an odd site is
doubly occupied [Fig. 1(b)]. Thus, the energies of these
two states are nearly degenerate. However, for states as
shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the energies are 0 and U + #,
respectively, and these two energies are o!set by # and
2#, compared with the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
Hence, when # " J , we can project out both the doubly
occupied even sites or the singly occupied odd sites. That
is to say, for odd sites, we only retain the vacuum state
and the doubly occupied state. We view these two cases as
two states of a spin-1/2, with the vacuum state denoted by
|%& and the doubly occupied state denoted by |'&. These
spin-1/2 states are viewed as the degrees of freedom of the
gauge field.

Now considering a small but finite hopping amplitude J ,
the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) can be connected by
a second-order hopping process, with its strength denoted
by J̃ [10]. The resulting e!ective Hamiltonian reads [10]

Ĥe! =
!

l

"

! J̃
2

Ŝ+
l,l+1b̂lb̂l+1 + h.c. + mn̂l

#

, (2)

where l labels all the even lattice sites playing the role
of the matter field. We use m to denote # ! U/2 and m
can be considered as the mass of a matter-field particle.
That is to say, we allow a certain di!erence between 2#
and U, although the di!erence should always be small
compared with 2# or U such that the projection on the
sub-Hilbert space is still valid. The boson numbers in these
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FIG. 1. A schematic of the di!erent states of a three-site build-
ing block. When U # 2# and J $ 0, the energies of (a) and (b)
are nearly degenerate and are o! resonance with the energies of
(c) and (d).
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sites are subjected to a constraint nl = b†
l bl ! 1 and, there-

fore, these bosons are considered as hard-core bosons.
This model, shown in Eq. (2), is equivalent to the lat-
tice Schwinger model in one spatial dimension in the
Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian formulation [10,81].

A. Local gauge symmetry
It is easy to see that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) pos-

sesses local gauge symmetries. For any site l, performing a
local gauge transformation b̂l " ei!l b̂l, and simultaneously
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l,l+1 " e#i!l Ŝ+
l,l+1 and Ŝ+

l#1,l " e#i!l Ŝ+
l#1,l, the Hamilto-

nian is invariant. The local gauge symmetries force local
conserved quantities. In this case, the conserved gauge
charges are

Gl = Sz
l#1,l + Sz

l,l+1 + nl, (3)

where nl is the particle number at site l of the matter field. It
can also easily be seen from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) that
any spin flip increasing or decreasing Sz by one is always
accompanied by a decrease or increase by one of the boson
numbers nl and nl+1. Several examples of local configura-
tions with di!erent Gl are shown in Fig. 2. By introducing
the electric field at each link as

El#1,l = (#1)lSz
l#1,l (4)

and the physical charge at each site as Ql = (#1)lnl, Gl =
0 can always be rewritten as

El,l+1 # El#1,l = Ql. (5)

This is reminiscent of Gauss’s law that $ · E = ".
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two limits of m " ±% as shown in Fig. 3. In the limit
m " #%, it favors nl = 1 and all matter-field sites are
singly occupied. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0
force all gauge field sites to be in the |&' state. This state
respects the lattice translational symmetry. In the opposite
limit m " %, it favors nl = 0 and all matter-field sites
are empty. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0 force
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l,l+1 = 0 and the spins in the gauge-field sites

form a classical antiferromagnetic order. Thus, this state
breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
shown in Fig. 3(a) are degenerate. Therefore, we expect
that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
eter is
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l,l+1. In fact, the signature of this phase
transition has been observed in the experiment reported in
Ref. [10]
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The phase diagram of the U(1) LGT, shown in Fig. 4,
contains the mass parameter m and another important
parameter called the topological angle ! . In the U(1) LGT,
a conf-deconf transition occurs when ! = # . This tran-
sition is actually the same transition as the Ising-type
transition discussed above. In other words, the situation
discussed above corresponds to the ! = # situation in the
LGT. To understand why this is the case, we need to
address the following two closely related issues. First, we
need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
through the quantization value of the electric field, i.e.,

El#1,l = n # !
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Therefore, by the definition of Eq. (4), it is clear that El#1,l
can take values of n # 1/2 when ! = # . For the second
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This model, shown in Eq. (2), is equivalent to the lat-
tice Schwinger model in one spatial dimension in the
Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian formulation [10,81].

A. Local gauge symmetry
It is easy to see that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) pos-

sesses local gauge symmetries. For any site l, performing a
local gauge transformation b̂l " ei!l b̂l, and simultaneously
Ŝ+

l,l+1 " e#i!l Ŝ+
l,l+1 and Ŝ+

l#1,l " e#i!l Ŝ+
l#1,l, the Hamilto-

nian is invariant. The local gauge symmetries force local
conserved quantities. In this case, the conserved gauge
charges are

Gl = Sz
l#1,l + Sz

l,l+1 + nl, (3)

where nl is the particle number at site l of the matter field. It
can also easily be seen from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) that
any spin flip increasing or decreasing Sz by one is always
accompanied by a decrease or increase by one of the boson
numbers nl and nl+1. Several examples of local configura-
tions with di!erent Gl are shown in Fig. 2. By introducing
the electric field at each link as

El#1,l = (#1)lSz
l#1,l (4)

and the physical charge at each site as Ql = (#1)lnl, Gl =
0 can always be rewritten as

El,l+1 # El#1,l = Ql. (5)

This is reminiscent of Gauss’s law that $ · E = ".

B. Phase transition
There is a quantum phase transition in the Gl = 0 gauge

sector. It is easy to identify this transition by studying

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

FIG. 2. Configurations with di!erent values of the gauge
charge: (a),(b) G = 0; (c) G = 1; (d) G = #1.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. A schematic of two phases in the Gl = 0 gauge sector
in (a) the m " % limit and (b) the m " #% limit.

two limits of m " ±% as shown in Fig. 3. In the limit
m " #%, it favors nl = 1 and all matter-field sites are
singly occupied. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0
force all gauge field sites to be in the |&' state. This state
respects the lattice translational symmetry. In the opposite
limit m " %, it favors nl = 0 and all matter-field sites
are empty. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0 force
Sz

l#1,l + Sz
l,l+1 = 0 and the spins in the gauge-field sites

form a classical antiferromagnetic order. Thus, this state
breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
shown in Fig. 3(a) are degenerate. Therefore, we expect
that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
eter is

!
l(#1)lSz

l,l+1. In fact, the signature of this phase
transition has been observed in the experiment reported in
Ref. [10]

III. TUNING THE TOPOLOGICAL ANGLE

The phase diagram of the U(1) LGT, shown in Fig. 4,
contains the mass parameter m and another important
parameter called the topological angle ! . In the U(1) LGT,
a conf-deconf transition occurs when ! = # . This tran-
sition is actually the same transition as the Ising-type
transition discussed above. In other words, the situation
discussed above corresponds to the ! = # situation in the
LGT. To understand why this is the case, we need to
address the following two closely related issues. First, we
need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
through the quantization value of the electric field, i.e.,

El#1,l = n # !

2#
, n ( Z. (6)

Therefore, by the definition of Eq. (4), it is clear that El#1,l
can take values of n # 1/2 when ! = # . For the second
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l bl ! 1 and, there-
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tice Schwinger model in one spatial dimension in the
Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian formulation [10,81].
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Ŝ+
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conserved quantities. In this case, the conserved gauge
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where nl is the particle number at site l of the matter field. It
can also easily be seen from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) that
any spin flip increasing or decreasing Sz by one is always
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two limits of m " ±% as shown in Fig. 3. In the limit
m " #%, it favors nl = 1 and all matter-field sites are
singly occupied. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0
force all gauge field sites to be in the |&' state. This state
respects the lattice translational symmetry. In the opposite
limit m " %, it favors nl = 0 and all matter-field sites
are empty. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0 force
Sz

l#1,l + Sz
l,l+1 = 0 and the spins in the gauge-field sites

form a classical antiferromagnetic order. Thus, this state
breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
shown in Fig. 3(a) are degenerate. Therefore, we expect
that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
eter is
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l(#1)lSz

l,l+1. In fact, the signature of this phase
transition has been observed in the experiment reported in
Ref. [10]

III. TUNING THE TOPOLOGICAL ANGLE

The phase diagram of the U(1) LGT, shown in Fig. 4,
contains the mass parameter m and another important
parameter called the topological angle ! . In the U(1) LGT,
a conf-deconf transition occurs when ! = # . This tran-
sition is actually the same transition as the Ising-type
transition discussed above. In other words, the situation
discussed above corresponds to the ! = # situation in the
LGT. To understand why this is the case, we need to
address the following two closely related issues. First, we
need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
through the quantization value of the electric field, i.e.,

El#1,l = n # !

2#
, n ( Z. (6)

Therefore, by the definition of Eq. (4), it is clear that El#1,l
can take values of n # 1/2 when ! = # . For the second
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sites are subjected to a constraint nl = b†
l bl ! 1 and, there-

fore, these bosons are considered as hard-core bosons.
This model, shown in Eq. (2), is equivalent to the lat-
tice Schwinger model in one spatial dimension in the
Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian formulation [10,81].

A. Local gauge symmetry
It is easy to see that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) pos-

sesses local gauge symmetries. For any site l, performing a
local gauge transformation b̂l " ei!l b̂l, and simultaneously
Ŝ+

l,l+1 " e#i!l Ŝ+
l,l+1 and Ŝ+

l#1,l " e#i!l Ŝ+
l#1,l, the Hamilto-

nian is invariant. The local gauge symmetries force local
conserved quantities. In this case, the conserved gauge
charges are

Gl = Sz
l#1,l + Sz

l,l+1 + nl, (3)

where nl is the particle number at site l of the matter field. It
can also easily be seen from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) that
any spin flip increasing or decreasing Sz by one is always
accompanied by a decrease or increase by one of the boson
numbers nl and nl+1. Several examples of local configura-
tions with di!erent Gl are shown in Fig. 2. By introducing
the electric field at each link as

El#1,l = (#1)lSz
l#1,l (4)

and the physical charge at each site as Ql = (#1)lnl, Gl =
0 can always be rewritten as

El,l+1 # El#1,l = Ql. (5)

This is reminiscent of Gauss’s law that $ · E = ".

B. Phase transition
There is a quantum phase transition in the Gl = 0 gauge

sector. It is easy to identify this transition by studying
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FIG. 3. A schematic of two phases in the Gl = 0 gauge sector
in (a) the m " % limit and (b) the m " #% limit.

two limits of m " ±% as shown in Fig. 3. In the limit
m " #%, it favors nl = 1 and all matter-field sites are
singly occupied. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0
force all gauge field sites to be in the |&' state. This state
respects the lattice translational symmetry. In the opposite
limit m " %, it favors nl = 0 and all matter-field sites
are empty. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0 force
Sz

l#1,l + Sz
l,l+1 = 0 and the spins in the gauge-field sites

form a classical antiferromagnetic order. Thus, this state
breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
shown in Fig. 3(a) are degenerate. Therefore, we expect
that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
eter is

!
l(#1)lSz

l,l+1. In fact, the signature of this phase
transition has been observed in the experiment reported in
Ref. [10]

III. TUNING THE TOPOLOGICAL ANGLE

The phase diagram of the U(1) LGT, shown in Fig. 4,
contains the mass parameter m and another important
parameter called the topological angle ! . In the U(1) LGT,
a conf-deconf transition occurs when ! = # . This tran-
sition is actually the same transition as the Ising-type
transition discussed above. In other words, the situation
discussed above corresponds to the ! = # situation in the
LGT. To understand why this is the case, we need to
address the following two closely related issues. First, we
need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
through the quantization value of the electric field, i.e.,

El#1,l = n # !

2#
, n ( Z. (6)

Therefore, by the definition of Eq. (4), it is clear that El#1,l
can take values of n # 1/2 when ! = # . For the second
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l bl ! 1 and, there-

fore, these bosons are considered as hard-core bosons.
This model, shown in Eq. (2), is equivalent to the lat-
tice Schwinger model in one spatial dimension in the
Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian formulation [10,81].
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nian is invariant. The local gauge symmetries force local
conserved quantities. In this case, the conserved gauge
charges are
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l#1,l + Sz

l,l+1 + nl, (3)

where nl is the particle number at site l of the matter field. It
can also easily be seen from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) that
any spin flip increasing or decreasing Sz by one is always
accompanied by a decrease or increase by one of the boson
numbers nl and nl+1. Several examples of local configura-
tions with di!erent Gl are shown in Fig. 2. By introducing
the electric field at each link as

El#1,l = (#1)lSz
l#1,l (4)

and the physical charge at each site as Ql = (#1)lnl, Gl =
0 can always be rewritten as
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This is reminiscent of Gauss’s law that $ · E = ".
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two limits of m " ±% as shown in Fig. 3. In the limit
m " #%, it favors nl = 1 and all matter-field sites are
singly occupied. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0
force all gauge field sites to be in the |&' state. This state
respects the lattice translational symmetry. In the opposite
limit m " %, it favors nl = 0 and all matter-field sites
are empty. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0 force
Sz

l#1,l + Sz
l,l+1 = 0 and the spins in the gauge-field sites

form a classical antiferromagnetic order. Thus, this state
breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
shown in Fig. 3(a) are degenerate. Therefore, we expect
that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
eter is
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l(#1)lSz

l,l+1. In fact, the signature of this phase
transition has been observed in the experiment reported in
Ref. [10]

III. TUNING THE TOPOLOGICAL ANGLE

The phase diagram of the U(1) LGT, shown in Fig. 4,
contains the mass parameter m and another important
parameter called the topological angle ! . In the U(1) LGT,
a conf-deconf transition occurs when ! = # . This tran-
sition is actually the same transition as the Ising-type
transition discussed above. In other words, the situation
discussed above corresponds to the ! = # situation in the
LGT. To understand why this is the case, we need to
address the following two closely related issues. First, we
need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
through the quantization value of the electric field, i.e.,

El#1,l = n # !

2#
, n ( Z. (6)

Therefore, by the definition of Eq. (4), it is clear that El#1,l
can take values of n # 1/2 when ! = # . For the second
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sites are subjected to a constraint nl = b†
l bl ! 1 and, there-

fore, these bosons are considered as hard-core bosons.
This model, shown in Eq. (2), is equivalent to the lat-
tice Schwinger model in one spatial dimension in the
Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian formulation [10,81].

A. Local gauge symmetry
It is easy to see that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) pos-

sesses local gauge symmetries. For any site l, performing a
local gauge transformation b̂l " ei!l b̂l, and simultaneously
Ŝ+

l,l+1 " e#i!l Ŝ+
l,l+1 and Ŝ+

l#1,l " e#i!l Ŝ+
l#1,l, the Hamilto-

nian is invariant. The local gauge symmetries force local
conserved quantities. In this case, the conserved gauge
charges are

Gl = Sz
l#1,l + Sz

l,l+1 + nl, (3)

where nl is the particle number at site l of the matter field. It
can also easily be seen from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) that
any spin flip increasing or decreasing Sz by one is always
accompanied by a decrease or increase by one of the boson
numbers nl and nl+1. Several examples of local configura-
tions with di!erent Gl are shown in Fig. 2. By introducing
the electric field at each link as

El#1,l = (#1)lSz
l#1,l (4)

and the physical charge at each site as Ql = (#1)lnl, Gl =
0 can always be rewritten as

El,l+1 # El#1,l = Ql. (5)

This is reminiscent of Gauss’s law that $ · E = ".

B. Phase transition
There is a quantum phase transition in the Gl = 0 gauge

sector. It is easy to identify this transition by studying

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

FIG. 2. Configurations with di!erent values of the gauge
charge: (a),(b) G = 0; (c) G = 1; (d) G = #1.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. A schematic of two phases in the Gl = 0 gauge sector
in (a) the m " % limit and (b) the m " #% limit.

two limits of m " ±% as shown in Fig. 3. In the limit
m " #%, it favors nl = 1 and all matter-field sites are
singly occupied. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0
force all gauge field sites to be in the |&' state. This state
respects the lattice translational symmetry. In the opposite
limit m " %, it favors nl = 0 and all matter-field sites
are empty. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0 force
Sz

l#1,l + Sz
l,l+1 = 0 and the spins in the gauge-field sites

form a classical antiferromagnetic order. Thus, this state
breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
shown in Fig. 3(a) are degenerate. Therefore, we expect
that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
eter is

!
l(#1)lSz

l,l+1. In fact, the signature of this phase
transition has been observed in the experiment reported in
Ref. [10]

III. TUNING THE TOPOLOGICAL ANGLE

The phase diagram of the U(1) LGT, shown in Fig. 4,
contains the mass parameter m and another important
parameter called the topological angle ! . In the U(1) LGT,
a conf-deconf transition occurs when ! = # . This tran-
sition is actually the same transition as the Ising-type
transition discussed above. In other words, the situation
discussed above corresponds to the ! = # situation in the
LGT. To understand why this is the case, we need to
address the following two closely related issues. First, we
need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
through the quantization value of the electric field, i.e.,

El#1,l = n # !

2#
, n ( Z. (6)

Therefore, by the definition of Eq. (4), it is clear that El#1,l
can take values of n # 1/2 when ! = # . For the second
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are empty. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0 force
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breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
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that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
eter is
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l,l+1. In fact, the signature of this phase
transition has been observed in the experiment reported in
Ref. [10]
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The phase diagram of the U(1) LGT, shown in Fig. 4,
contains the mass parameter m and another important
parameter called the topological angle ! . In the U(1) LGT,
a conf-deconf transition occurs when ! = # . This tran-
sition is actually the same transition as the Ising-type
transition discussed above. In other words, the situation
discussed above corresponds to the ! = # situation in the
LGT. To understand why this is the case, we need to
address the following two closely related issues. First, we
need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
through the quantization value of the electric field, i.e.,
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Therefore, by the definition of Eq. (4), it is clear that El#1,l
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before and after the transition. The second issue is how
to tune the topological angle experimentally and therefore
tune the conf-deconf transition. We present our theoretical
proposals on both issues.

Another recent experimental development in ultracold-
atom physics is the Rydberg-atom array quantum simulator
[50–56]. A Rydberg atom is an excited atom with one or
more electrons with a very high principal quantum num-
ber, because of which there exists a repulsive interaction
between two Rydberg atoms. This repulsive interaction
increases when the distance between two Rydberg atoms
decreases and it forbids two Rydberg atoms from simul-
taneously existing within a certain distance [57,58]. This
phenomenon is called the Rydberg-blockade e!ect and
the distance is called the blockade radius. Experimen-
tally, Rydberg atoms are placed into a one-dimensional
array and the blockade e!ect makes this system an inter-
esting many-body system, described by a so-called PXP
Hamiltonian [59]. This Rydberg-atom quantum simula-
tor can simulate quantum many-body dynamics with high
fidelity and explore exotic ground-state quantum phases
[60–78]. Here, we also discuss the connection between
the U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian [19] and discuss
the manifestation of the conf-deconf transition in the PXP
model.

This paper is organized as follows. We first review the
experimental setting in Sec. II. Then, we discuss how to
tune the topological angle ! in Sec. III and present the
protocol for detecting confinement or deconfinement in
Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we bring out the connection between
this LGT and the PXP model and we show that the conf-
deconf physics can also be studied in the PXP model. We
summarize the results in Sec. VI.

II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment of Ref. [10] explores bosonic atoms in
a one-dimensional optical lattice formed by two standing
wave of lasers [79,80] and the lattice contains a staggered
potential with di!erent on-site energies between even and
odd sites. When the interaction energy is much weaker
than the band gap, one only needs to keep the lowest
band, giving rise to the Bose-Hubbard model [79,80]. The
Hamiltonian reads

ĤBHM =
!

j

[!J (b̂†
j b̂j +1 + h.c.) + U

2
n̂j (n̂j ! 1) + "j n̂j ],

(1)

where "j = (!1)j #/2 is the staggered potential and # sets
the on-site energy di!erence between the even and odd
sites. b̂†

j and b̂j are the creation and annihilation opera-
tors. n̂j = b̂†

j b̂j , J denotes the tunneling strength between
neighboring sites and U denotes the on-site interaction
strength. In practice, there is also a gradient potential

that suppresses long-range hopping (hopping beyond the
nearest-neighboring sites). Reference [10] has shown that
the e!ects of these terms are insignificant and their e!ects
can be further reduced by performing postselection, where
processes violating Gauss’s law are ignored. Since we do
not explicitly include the long-range hopping in our model,
we ignore this gradient-potential term as well.

This experiment works in the parameter range # " J ,
U " J , and U # 2# [10]. We show four di!erent cases for
two-atom states in Fig. 1. In the limit J $ 0 and U = 2#,
the energy is # when two even sites are singly occupied
[Fig. 1(a)] and the energy is U ! # when an odd site is
doubly occupied [Fig. 1(b)]. Thus, the energies of these
two states are nearly degenerate. However, for states as
shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the energies are 0 and U + #,
respectively, and these two energies are o!set by # and
2#, compared with the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
Hence, when # " J , we can project out both the doubly
occupied even sites or the singly occupied odd sites. That
is to say, for odd sites, we only retain the vacuum state
and the doubly occupied state. We view these two cases as
two states of a spin-1/2, with the vacuum state denoted by
|%& and the doubly occupied state denoted by |'&. These
spin-1/2 states are viewed as the degrees of freedom of the
gauge field.

Now considering a small but finite hopping amplitude J ,
the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) can be connected by
a second-order hopping process, with its strength denoted
by J̃ [10]. The resulting e!ective Hamiltonian reads [10]

Ĥe! =
!

l

"

! J̃
2

Ŝ+
l,l+1b̂lb̂l+1 + h.c. + mn̂l

#

, (2)

where l labels all the even lattice sites playing the role
of the matter field. We use m to denote # ! U/2 and m
can be considered as the mass of a matter-field particle.
That is to say, we allow a certain di!erence between 2#
and U, although the di!erence should always be small
compared with 2# or U such that the projection on the
sub-Hilbert space is still valid. The boson numbers in these

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 1. A schematic of the di!erent states of a three-site build-
ing block. When U # 2# and J $ 0, the energies of (a) and (b)
are nearly degenerate and are o! resonance with the energies of
(c) and (d).
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sites are subjected to a constraint nl = b†
l bl ! 1 and, there-

fore, these bosons are considered as hard-core bosons.
This model, shown in Eq. (2), is equivalent to the lat-
tice Schwinger model in one spatial dimension in the
Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian formulation [10,81].

A. Local gauge symmetry
It is easy to see that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) pos-

sesses local gauge symmetries. For any site l, performing a
local gauge transformation b̂l " ei!l b̂l, and simultaneously
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l,l+1 " e#i!l Ŝ+
l,l+1 and Ŝ+
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l#1,l, the Hamilto-

nian is invariant. The local gauge symmetries force local
conserved quantities. In this case, the conserved gauge
charges are

Gl = Sz
l#1,l + Sz

l,l+1 + nl, (3)

where nl is the particle number at site l of the matter field. It
can also easily be seen from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) that
any spin flip increasing or decreasing Sz by one is always
accompanied by a decrease or increase by one of the boson
numbers nl and nl+1. Several examples of local configura-
tions with di!erent Gl are shown in Fig. 2. By introducing
the electric field at each link as

El#1,l = (#1)lSz
l#1,l (4)

and the physical charge at each site as Ql = (#1)lnl, Gl =
0 can always be rewritten as
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This is reminiscent of Gauss’s law that $ · E = ".
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two limits of m " ±% as shown in Fig. 3. In the limit
m " #%, it favors nl = 1 and all matter-field sites are
singly occupied. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0
force all gauge field sites to be in the |&' state. This state
respects the lattice translational symmetry. In the opposite
limit m " %, it favors nl = 0 and all matter-field sites
are empty. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0 force
Sz

l#1,l + Sz
l,l+1 = 0 and the spins in the gauge-field sites

form a classical antiferromagnetic order. Thus, this state
breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
shown in Fig. 3(a) are degenerate. Therefore, we expect
that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
eter is
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l(#1)lSz

l,l+1. In fact, the signature of this phase
transition has been observed in the experiment reported in
Ref. [10]

III. TUNING THE TOPOLOGICAL ANGLE

The phase diagram of the U(1) LGT, shown in Fig. 4,
contains the mass parameter m and another important
parameter called the topological angle ! . In the U(1) LGT,
a conf-deconf transition occurs when ! = # . This tran-
sition is actually the same transition as the Ising-type
transition discussed above. In other words, the situation
discussed above corresponds to the ! = # situation in the
LGT. To understand why this is the case, we need to
address the following two closely related issues. First, we
need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
through the quantization value of the electric field, i.e.,

El#1,l = n # !

2#
, n ( Z. (6)

Therefore, by the definition of Eq. (4), it is clear that El#1,l
can take values of n # 1/2 when ! = # . For the second
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l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">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</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">AAAC0XicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRKp6EYounFZ0T6grZLHtIbmxWQillIQt/6AW/0p8Q/0L7wzpqAW0QlJzpx7z5m599qx7yXCMF5z2szs3PxCfrGwtLyyulZc32gkUcodVnciP+It20qY74WsLjzhs1bMmRXYPmvagxMZb94wnnhReCGGMesGVj/0ep5jCaIu/aOOYLeCB6PIdcdXxZJRNtTSp4GZgRKyVYuKL+jARQQHKQIwhBCEfVhI6GnDhIGYuC5GxHFCnoozjFEgbUpZjDIsYgf07dOunbEh7aVnotQOneLTy0mpY4c0EeVxwvI0XcVT5SzZ37xHylPebUh/O/MKiBW4JvYv3STzvzpZi0APh6oGj2qKFSOrczKXVHVF3lz/UpUgh5g4iV2Kc8KOUk76rCtNomqXvbVU/E1lSlbunSw3xbu8JQ3Y/DnOadDYK5uV8v5ZpVQ9zkadxxa2sUvzPEAVp6ihTt4cj3jCs3auDbU77f4zVctlmk18W9rDB0JwlWc=</latexit>

l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">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</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="l6R6b1RMyVl2r9ebRKHw1t5X2WU=">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</latexit>

Ĝl = 1

<latexit sha1_base64="i8CwgPr1Y9+pKg5NthIHHFoeW+8=">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</latexit>

Ĝl = �1

<latexit sha1_base64="w1NOgnYwwXXQMdivSLcxuUFeADg=">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</latexit>

l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">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</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">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</latexit>

l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">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</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">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</latexit>
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Ĝl = 1
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<latexit sha1_base64="w1NOgnYwwXXQMdivSLcxuUFeADg=">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</latexit>

l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">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</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">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</latexit>

l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">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</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">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</latexit>

6B;m`2 j, �HHQr2/ +QM};m`�iBQMb 7Q` /Bz2`2Mi ĜlX 6Q` � ;Bp2M Ĝl- /Bz2`2Mi +QM};m`�iBQMb K�F2 mT
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~BT2/X
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l !̂l), UjV

r?B+? b�iBb}2b [Ĝl, Ĥ2z] = 0X �M/ i?2 >�KBHiQMB�M Bb T`2b2`p2/ #v i`�MbH�iBQM i`�Mb7`QK�iBQM i?�i
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Ĝl = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="l6R6b1RMyVl2r9ebRKHw1t5X2WU=">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</latexit>

Ĝl = 1

<latexit sha1_base64="i8CwgPr1Y9+pKg5NthIHHFoeW+8=">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</latexit>

Ĝl = �1

<latexit sha1_base64="w1NOgnYwwXXQMdivSLcxuUFeADg=">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</latexit>

l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">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</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">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</latexit>

l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">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</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">AAAC0XicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRKp6EYounFZ0T6grZLHtIbmxWQillIQt/6AW/0p8Q/0L7wzpqAW0QlJzpx7z5m599qx7yXCMF5z2szs3PxCfrGwtLyyulZc32gkUcodVnciP+It20qY74WsLjzhs1bMmRXYPmvagxMZb94wnnhReCGGMesGVj/0ep5jCaIu/aOOYLeCB6PIdcdXxZJRNtTSp4GZgRKyVYuKL+jARQQHKQIwhBCEfVhI6GnDhIGYuC5GxHFCnoozjFEgbUpZjDIsYgf07dOunbEh7aVnotQOneLTy0mpY4c0EeVxwvI0XcVT5SzZ37xHylPebUh/O/MKiBW4JvYv3STzvzpZi0APh6oGj2qKFSOrczKXVHVF3lz/UpUgh5g4iV2Kc8KOUk76rCtNomqXvbVU/E1lSlbunSw3xbu8JQ3Y/DnOadDYK5uV8v5ZpVQ9zkadxxa2sUvzPEAVp6ihTt4cj3jCs3auDbU77f4zVctlmk18W9rDB0JwlWc=</latexit>
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~BT2/X
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Ĝl = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="l6R6b1RMyVl2r9ebRKHw1t5X2WU=">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</latexit>

Ĝl = 1

<latexit sha1_base64="i8CwgPr1Y9+pKg5NthIHHFoeW+8=">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</latexit>
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before and after the transition. The second issue is how
to tune the topological angle experimentally and therefore
tune the conf-deconf transition. We present our theoretical
proposals on both issues.

Another recent experimental development in ultracold-
atom physics is the Rydberg-atom array quantum simulator
[50–56]. A Rydberg atom is an excited atom with one or
more electrons with a very high principal quantum num-
ber, because of which there exists a repulsive interaction
between two Rydberg atoms. This repulsive interaction
increases when the distance between two Rydberg atoms
decreases and it forbids two Rydberg atoms from simul-
taneously existing within a certain distance [57,58]. This
phenomenon is called the Rydberg-blockade e!ect and
the distance is called the blockade radius. Experimen-
tally, Rydberg atoms are placed into a one-dimensional
array and the blockade e!ect makes this system an inter-
esting many-body system, described by a so-called PXP
Hamiltonian [59]. This Rydberg-atom quantum simula-
tor can simulate quantum many-body dynamics with high
fidelity and explore exotic ground-state quantum phases
[60–78]. Here, we also discuss the connection between
the U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian [19] and discuss
the manifestation of the conf-deconf transition in the PXP
model.

This paper is organized as follows. We first review the
experimental setting in Sec. II. Then, we discuss how to
tune the topological angle ! in Sec. III and present the
protocol for detecting confinement or deconfinement in
Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we bring out the connection between
this LGT and the PXP model and we show that the conf-
deconf physics can also be studied in the PXP model. We
summarize the results in Sec. VI.

II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment of Ref. [10] explores bosonic atoms in
a one-dimensional optical lattice formed by two standing
wave of lasers [79,80] and the lattice contains a staggered
potential with di!erent on-site energies between even and
odd sites. When the interaction energy is much weaker
than the band gap, one only needs to keep the lowest
band, giving rise to the Bose-Hubbard model [79,80]. The
Hamiltonian reads

ĤBHM =
!

j

[!J (b̂†
j b̂j +1 + h.c.) + U

2
n̂j (n̂j ! 1) + "j n̂j ],

(1)

where "j = (!1)j #/2 is the staggered potential and # sets
the on-site energy di!erence between the even and odd
sites. b̂†

j and b̂j are the creation and annihilation opera-
tors. n̂j = b̂†

j b̂j , J denotes the tunneling strength between
neighboring sites and U denotes the on-site interaction
strength. In practice, there is also a gradient potential

that suppresses long-range hopping (hopping beyond the
nearest-neighboring sites). Reference [10] has shown that
the e!ects of these terms are insignificant and their e!ects
can be further reduced by performing postselection, where
processes violating Gauss’s law are ignored. Since we do
not explicitly include the long-range hopping in our model,
we ignore this gradient-potential term as well.

This experiment works in the parameter range # " J ,
U " J , and U # 2# [10]. We show four di!erent cases for
two-atom states in Fig. 1. In the limit J $ 0 and U = 2#,
the energy is # when two even sites are singly occupied
[Fig. 1(a)] and the energy is U ! # when an odd site is
doubly occupied [Fig. 1(b)]. Thus, the energies of these
two states are nearly degenerate. However, for states as
shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the energies are 0 and U + #,
respectively, and these two energies are o!set by # and
2#, compared with the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
Hence, when # " J , we can project out both the doubly
occupied even sites or the singly occupied odd sites. That
is to say, for odd sites, we only retain the vacuum state
and the doubly occupied state. We view these two cases as
two states of a spin-1/2, with the vacuum state denoted by
|%& and the doubly occupied state denoted by |'&. These
spin-1/2 states are viewed as the degrees of freedom of the
gauge field.

Now considering a small but finite hopping amplitude J ,
the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) can be connected by
a second-order hopping process, with its strength denoted
by J̃ [10]. The resulting e!ective Hamiltonian reads [10]

Ĥe! =
!

l

"

! J̃
2

Ŝ+
l,l+1b̂lb̂l+1 + h.c. + mn̂l

#

, (2)

where l labels all the even lattice sites playing the role
of the matter field. We use m to denote # ! U/2 and m
can be considered as the mass of a matter-field particle.
That is to say, we allow a certain di!erence between 2#
and U, although the di!erence should always be small
compared with 2# or U such that the projection on the
sub-Hilbert space is still valid. The boson numbers in these

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 1. A schematic of the di!erent states of a three-site build-
ing block. When U # 2# and J $ 0, the energies of (a) and (b)
are nearly degenerate and are o! resonance with the energies of
(c) and (d).
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l!1,l + Ŝz
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l !̂l), UjV
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Ĝl = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="l6R6b1RMyVl2r9ebRKHw1t5X2WU=">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</latexit>

Ĝl = 1

<latexit sha1_base64="i8CwgPr1Y9+pKg5NthIHHFoeW+8=">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</latexit>

Ĝl = �1

<latexit sha1_base64="w1NOgnYwwXXQMdivSLcxuUFeADg=">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</latexit>

l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">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</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">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</latexit>

l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">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</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">AAAC0XicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRKp6EYounFZ0T6grZLHtIbmxWQillIQt/6AW/0p8Q/0L7wzpqAW0QlJzpx7z5m599qx7yXCMF5z2szs3PxCfrGwtLyyulZc32gkUcodVnciP+It20qY74WsLjzhs1bMmRXYPmvagxMZb94wnnhReCGGMesGVj/0ep5jCaIu/aOOYLeCB6PIdcdXxZJRNtTSp4GZgRKyVYuKL+jARQQHKQIwhBCEfVhI6GnDhIGYuC5GxHFCnoozjFEgbUpZjDIsYgf07dOunbEh7aVnotQOneLTy0mpY4c0EeVxwvI0XcVT5SzZ37xHylPebUh/O/MKiBW4JvYv3STzvzpZi0APh6oGj2qKFSOrczKXVHVF3lz/UpUgh5g4iV2Kc8KOUk76rCtNomqXvbVU/E1lSlbunSw3xbu8JQ3Y/DnOadDYK5uV8v5ZpVQ9zkadxxa2sUvzPEAVp6ihTt4cj3jCs3auDbU77f4zVctlmk18W9rDB0JwlWc=</latexit>
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6B;m`2 k, 6`QK i?2 H27i bi�i2 iQ i?2 `B;?i bi�i2- irQ T�`iB+H2b �`2 �MMB?BH�i2/- K2�Mr?BH2- i?2 bTBM Bb
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Ĝl = (!1)l(Ŝz
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l !̂l), UjV

r?B+? b�iBb}2b [Ĝl, Ĥ2z] = 0X �M/ i?2 >�KBHiQMB�M Bb T`2b2`p2/ #v i`�MbH�iBQM i`�Mb7`QK�iBQM i?�i
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Ĝl = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="l6R6b1RMyVl2r9ebRKHw1t5X2WU=">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</latexit>

Ĝl = 1

<latexit sha1_base64="i8CwgPr1Y9+pKg5NthIHHFoeW+8=">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</latexit>

Ĝl = �1

<latexit sha1_base64="w1NOgnYwwXXQMdivSLcxuUFeADg=">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</latexit>

l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">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</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">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</latexit>

l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">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</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="l6R6b1RMyVl2r9ebRKHw1t5X2WU=">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</latexit>

Ĝl = 1

<latexit sha1_base64="i8CwgPr1Y9+pKg5NthIHHFoeW+8=">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</latexit>

Ĝl = �1

<latexit sha1_base64="w1NOgnYwwXXQMdivSLcxuUFeADg=">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</latexit>

l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">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</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">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</latexit>

l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">AAAC1HicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofjbp0EyyCq5JKRTdC0Y3LCvYBbSlJOq2heTGZFEvtStz6A271m8Q/0L/wzpiCWkQnJDlz7jl35t5rR54bC9N8zWgLi0vLK9nV3Nr6xmZe39qux2HCHVZzQi/kTduKmecGrCZc4bFmxJnl2x5r2MNzGW+MGI/dMLgS44h1fGsQuH3XsQRRXT3vnbYFuxHcn7ARC6ZdvWAWTbWMeVBKQQHpqob6C9roIYSDBD4YAgjCHizE9LRQgomIuA4mxHFCroozTJEjb0IqRgqL2CF9B7RrpWxAe5kzVm6HTvHo5eQ0sE+ekHScsDzNUPFEZZbsb7knKqe825j+dprLJ1bgmti/fDPlf32yFoE+TlQNLtUUKUZW56RZEtUVeXPjS1WCMkTESdyjOCfsKOesz4byxKp22VtLxd+UUrJy76TaBO/yljTg0s9xzoP6YbFULh5dlguVs3TUWexiDwc0z2NUcIEqamrmj3jCs1bXbrU77f5TqmVSzw6+Le3hAxs6lhk=</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="l6R6b1RMyVl2r9ebRKHw1t5X2WU=">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</latexit>

Ĝl = 1

<latexit sha1_base64="i8CwgPr1Y9+pKg5NthIHHFoeW+8=">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</latexit>

Ĝl = �1

<latexit sha1_base64="w1NOgnYwwXXQMdivSLcxuUFeADg=">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</latexit>

l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">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</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">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</latexit>

l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">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</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">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</latexit>
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before and after the transition. The second issue is how
to tune the topological angle experimentally and therefore
tune the conf-deconf transition. We present our theoretical
proposals on both issues.

Another recent experimental development in ultracold-
atom physics is the Rydberg-atom array quantum simulator
[50–56]. A Rydberg atom is an excited atom with one or
more electrons with a very high principal quantum num-
ber, because of which there exists a repulsive interaction
between two Rydberg atoms. This repulsive interaction
increases when the distance between two Rydberg atoms
decreases and it forbids two Rydberg atoms from simul-
taneously existing within a certain distance [57,58]. This
phenomenon is called the Rydberg-blockade e!ect and
the distance is called the blockade radius. Experimen-
tally, Rydberg atoms are placed into a one-dimensional
array and the blockade e!ect makes this system an inter-
esting many-body system, described by a so-called PXP
Hamiltonian [59]. This Rydberg-atom quantum simula-
tor can simulate quantum many-body dynamics with high
fidelity and explore exotic ground-state quantum phases
[60–78]. Here, we also discuss the connection between
the U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian [19] and discuss
the manifestation of the conf-deconf transition in the PXP
model.

This paper is organized as follows. We first review the
experimental setting in Sec. II. Then, we discuss how to
tune the topological angle ! in Sec. III and present the
protocol for detecting confinement or deconfinement in
Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we bring out the connection between
this LGT and the PXP model and we show that the conf-
deconf physics can also be studied in the PXP model. We
summarize the results in Sec. VI.

II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment of Ref. [10] explores bosonic atoms in
a one-dimensional optical lattice formed by two standing
wave of lasers [79,80] and the lattice contains a staggered
potential with di!erent on-site energies between even and
odd sites. When the interaction energy is much weaker
than the band gap, one only needs to keep the lowest
band, giving rise to the Bose-Hubbard model [79,80]. The
Hamiltonian reads

ĤBHM =
!

j

[!J (b̂†
j b̂j +1 + h.c.) + U

2
n̂j (n̂j ! 1) + "j n̂j ],

(1)

where "j = (!1)j #/2 is the staggered potential and # sets
the on-site energy di!erence between the even and odd
sites. b̂†

j and b̂j are the creation and annihilation opera-
tors. n̂j = b̂†

j b̂j , J denotes the tunneling strength between
neighboring sites and U denotes the on-site interaction
strength. In practice, there is also a gradient potential

that suppresses long-range hopping (hopping beyond the
nearest-neighboring sites). Reference [10] has shown that
the e!ects of these terms are insignificant and their e!ects
can be further reduced by performing postselection, where
processes violating Gauss’s law are ignored. Since we do
not explicitly include the long-range hopping in our model,
we ignore this gradient-potential term as well.

This experiment works in the parameter range # " J ,
U " J , and U # 2# [10]. We show four di!erent cases for
two-atom states in Fig. 1. In the limit J $ 0 and U = 2#,
the energy is # when two even sites are singly occupied
[Fig. 1(a)] and the energy is U ! # when an odd site is
doubly occupied [Fig. 1(b)]. Thus, the energies of these
two states are nearly degenerate. However, for states as
shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the energies are 0 and U + #,
respectively, and these two energies are o!set by # and
2#, compared with the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
Hence, when # " J , we can project out both the doubly
occupied even sites or the singly occupied odd sites. That
is to say, for odd sites, we only retain the vacuum state
and the doubly occupied state. We view these two cases as
two states of a spin-1/2, with the vacuum state denoted by
|%& and the doubly occupied state denoted by |'&. These
spin-1/2 states are viewed as the degrees of freedom of the
gauge field.

Now considering a small but finite hopping amplitude J ,
the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) can be connected by
a second-order hopping process, with its strength denoted
by J̃ [10]. The resulting e!ective Hamiltonian reads [10]

Ĥe! =
!

l

"

! J̃
2

Ŝ+
l,l+1b̂lb̂l+1 + h.c. + mn̂l

#

, (2)

where l labels all the even lattice sites playing the role
of the matter field. We use m to denote # ! U/2 and m
can be considered as the mass of a matter-field particle.
That is to say, we allow a certain di!erence between 2#
and U, although the di!erence should always be small
compared with 2# or U such that the projection on the
sub-Hilbert space is still valid. The boson numbers in these

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 1. A schematic of the di!erent states of a three-site build-
ing block. When U # 2# and J $ 0, the energies of (a) and (b)
are nearly degenerate and are o! resonance with the energies of
(c) and (d).
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l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">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</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">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</latexit>

l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">AAAC1HicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofjbp0EyyCq5JKRTdC0Y3LCvYBbSlJOq2heTGZFEvtStz6A271m8Q/0L/wzpiCWkQnJDlz7jl35t5rR54bC9N8zWgLi0vLK9nV3Nr6xmZe39qux2HCHVZzQi/kTduKmecGrCZc4bFmxJnl2x5r2MNzGW+MGI/dMLgS44h1fGsQuH3XsQRRXT3vnbYFuxHcn7ARC6ZdvWAWTbWMeVBKQQHpqob6C9roIYSDBD4YAgjCHizE9LRQgomIuA4mxHFCroozTJEjb0IqRgqL2CF9B7RrpWxAe5kzVm6HTvHo5eQ0sE+ekHScsDzNUPFEZZbsb7knKqe825j+dprLJ1bgmti/fDPlf32yFoE+TlQNLtUUKUZW56RZEtUVeXPjS1WCMkTESdyjOCfsKOesz4byxKp22VtLxd+UUrJy76TaBO/yljTg0s9xzoP6YbFULh5dlguVs3TUWexiDwc0z2NUcIEqamrmj3jCs1bXbrU77f5TqmVSzw6+Le3hAxs6lhk=</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="l6R6b1RMyVl2r9ebRKHw1t5X2WU=">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</latexit>

Ĝl = 1

<latexit sha1_base64="i8CwgPr1Y9+pKg5NthIHHFoeW+8=">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</latexit>

Ĝl = �1

<latexit sha1_base64="w1NOgnYwwXXQMdivSLcxuUFeADg=">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</latexit>

l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">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</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">AAAC0XicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRKp6EYounFZ0T6grZLHtIbmxWQillIQt/6AW/0p8Q/0L7wzpqAW0QlJzpx7z5m599qx7yXCMF5z2szs3PxCfrGwtLyyulZc32gkUcodVnciP+It20qY74WsLjzhs1bMmRXYPmvagxMZb94wnnhReCGGMesGVj/0ep5jCaIu/aOOYLeCB6PIdcdXxZJRNtTSp4GZgRKyVYuKL+jARQQHKQIwhBCEfVhI6GnDhIGYuC5GxHFCnoozjFEgbUpZjDIsYgf07dOunbEh7aVnotQOneLTy0mpY4c0EeVxwvI0XcVT5SzZ37xHylPebUh/O/MKiBW4JvYv3STzvzpZi0APh6oGj2qKFSOrczKXVHVF3lz/UpUgh5g4iV2Kc8KOUk76rCtNomqXvbVU/E1lSlbunSw3xbu8JQ3Y/DnOadDYK5uV8v5ZpVQ9zkadxxa2sUvzPEAVp6ihTt4cj3jCs3auDbU77f4zVctlmk18W9rDB0JwlWc=</latexit>

l = even

<latexit sha1_base64="V4vbJKGbasn7vMJfBTYeGFDfkiU=">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</latexit>

l = odd

<latexit sha1_base64="CHh6o42m7tCyZSCBexa5PXXkT5A=">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</latexit>
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Ĝl = 1
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before and after the transition. The second issue is how
to tune the topological angle experimentally and therefore
tune the conf-deconf transition. We present our theoretical
proposals on both issues.

Another recent experimental development in ultracold-
atom physics is the Rydberg-atom array quantum simulator
[50–56]. A Rydberg atom is an excited atom with one or
more electrons with a very high principal quantum num-
ber, because of which there exists a repulsive interaction
between two Rydberg atoms. This repulsive interaction
increases when the distance between two Rydberg atoms
decreases and it forbids two Rydberg atoms from simul-
taneously existing within a certain distance [57,58]. This
phenomenon is called the Rydberg-blockade e!ect and
the distance is called the blockade radius. Experimen-
tally, Rydberg atoms are placed into a one-dimensional
array and the blockade e!ect makes this system an inter-
esting many-body system, described by a so-called PXP
Hamiltonian [59]. This Rydberg-atom quantum simula-
tor can simulate quantum many-body dynamics with high
fidelity and explore exotic ground-state quantum phases
[60–78]. Here, we also discuss the connection between
the U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian [19] and discuss
the manifestation of the conf-deconf transition in the PXP
model.

This paper is organized as follows. We first review the
experimental setting in Sec. II. Then, we discuss how to
tune the topological angle ! in Sec. III and present the
protocol for detecting confinement or deconfinement in
Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we bring out the connection between
this LGT and the PXP model and we show that the conf-
deconf physics can also be studied in the PXP model. We
summarize the results in Sec. VI.

II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment of Ref. [10] explores bosonic atoms in
a one-dimensional optical lattice formed by two standing
wave of lasers [79,80] and the lattice contains a staggered
potential with di!erent on-site energies between even and
odd sites. When the interaction energy is much weaker
than the band gap, one only needs to keep the lowest
band, giving rise to the Bose-Hubbard model [79,80]. The
Hamiltonian reads

ĤBHM =
!

j

[!J (b̂†
j b̂j +1 + h.c.) + U

2
n̂j (n̂j ! 1) + "j n̂j ],

(1)

where "j = (!1)j #/2 is the staggered potential and # sets
the on-site energy di!erence between the even and odd
sites. b̂†

j and b̂j are the creation and annihilation opera-
tors. n̂j = b̂†

j b̂j , J denotes the tunneling strength between
neighboring sites and U denotes the on-site interaction
strength. In practice, there is also a gradient potential

that suppresses long-range hopping (hopping beyond the
nearest-neighboring sites). Reference [10] has shown that
the e!ects of these terms are insignificant and their e!ects
can be further reduced by performing postselection, where
processes violating Gauss’s law are ignored. Since we do
not explicitly include the long-range hopping in our model,
we ignore this gradient-potential term as well.

This experiment works in the parameter range # " J ,
U " J , and U # 2# [10]. We show four di!erent cases for
two-atom states in Fig. 1. In the limit J $ 0 and U = 2#,
the energy is # when two even sites are singly occupied
[Fig. 1(a)] and the energy is U ! # when an odd site is
doubly occupied [Fig. 1(b)]. Thus, the energies of these
two states are nearly degenerate. However, for states as
shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the energies are 0 and U + #,
respectively, and these two energies are o!set by # and
2#, compared with the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
Hence, when # " J , we can project out both the doubly
occupied even sites or the singly occupied odd sites. That
is to say, for odd sites, we only retain the vacuum state
and the doubly occupied state. We view these two cases as
two states of a spin-1/2, with the vacuum state denoted by
|%& and the doubly occupied state denoted by |'&. These
spin-1/2 states are viewed as the degrees of freedom of the
gauge field.

Now considering a small but finite hopping amplitude J ,
the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) can be connected by
a second-order hopping process, with its strength denoted
by J̃ [10]. The resulting e!ective Hamiltonian reads [10]

Ĥe! =
!

l

"

! J̃
2

Ŝ+
l,l+1b̂lb̂l+1 + h.c. + mn̂l

#

, (2)

where l labels all the even lattice sites playing the role
of the matter field. We use m to denote # ! U/2 and m
can be considered as the mass of a matter-field particle.
That is to say, we allow a certain di!erence between 2#
and U, although the di!erence should always be small
compared with 2# or U such that the projection on the
sub-Hilbert space is still valid. The boson numbers in these

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 1. A schematic of the di!erent states of a three-site build-
ing block. When U # 2# and J $ 0, the energies of (a) and (b)
are nearly degenerate and are o! resonance with the energies of
(c) and (d).
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before and after the transition. The second issue is how
to tune the topological angle experimentally and therefore
tune the conf-deconf transition. We present our theoretical
proposals on both issues.

Another recent experimental development in ultracold-
atom physics is the Rydberg-atom array quantum simulator
[50–56]. A Rydberg atom is an excited atom with one or
more electrons with a very high principal quantum num-
ber, because of which there exists a repulsive interaction
between two Rydberg atoms. This repulsive interaction
increases when the distance between two Rydberg atoms
decreases and it forbids two Rydberg atoms from simul-
taneously existing within a certain distance [57,58]. This
phenomenon is called the Rydberg-blockade e!ect and
the distance is called the blockade radius. Experimen-
tally, Rydberg atoms are placed into a one-dimensional
array and the blockade e!ect makes this system an inter-
esting many-body system, described by a so-called PXP
Hamiltonian [59]. This Rydberg-atom quantum simula-
tor can simulate quantum many-body dynamics with high
fidelity and explore exotic ground-state quantum phases
[60–78]. Here, we also discuss the connection between
the U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian [19] and discuss
the manifestation of the conf-deconf transition in the PXP
model.

This paper is organized as follows. We first review the
experimental setting in Sec. II. Then, we discuss how to
tune the topological angle ! in Sec. III and present the
protocol for detecting confinement or deconfinement in
Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we bring out the connection between
this LGT and the PXP model and we show that the conf-
deconf physics can also be studied in the PXP model. We
summarize the results in Sec. VI.

II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment of Ref. [10] explores bosonic atoms in
a one-dimensional optical lattice formed by two standing
wave of lasers [79,80] and the lattice contains a staggered
potential with di!erent on-site energies between even and
odd sites. When the interaction energy is much weaker
than the band gap, one only needs to keep the lowest
band, giving rise to the Bose-Hubbard model [79,80]. The
Hamiltonian reads

ĤBHM =
!

j

[!J (b̂†
j b̂j +1 + h.c.) + U

2
n̂j (n̂j ! 1) + "j n̂j ],

(1)

where "j = (!1)j #/2 is the staggered potential and # sets
the on-site energy di!erence between the even and odd
sites. b̂†

j and b̂j are the creation and annihilation opera-
tors. n̂j = b̂†

j b̂j , J denotes the tunneling strength between
neighboring sites and U denotes the on-site interaction
strength. In practice, there is also a gradient potential

that suppresses long-range hopping (hopping beyond the
nearest-neighboring sites). Reference [10] has shown that
the e!ects of these terms are insignificant and their e!ects
can be further reduced by performing postselection, where
processes violating Gauss’s law are ignored. Since we do
not explicitly include the long-range hopping in our model,
we ignore this gradient-potential term as well.

This experiment works in the parameter range # " J ,
U " J , and U # 2# [10]. We show four di!erent cases for
two-atom states in Fig. 1. In the limit J $ 0 and U = 2#,
the energy is # when two even sites are singly occupied
[Fig. 1(a)] and the energy is U ! # when an odd site is
doubly occupied [Fig. 1(b)]. Thus, the energies of these
two states are nearly degenerate. However, for states as
shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the energies are 0 and U + #,
respectively, and these two energies are o!set by # and
2#, compared with the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
Hence, when # " J , we can project out both the doubly
occupied even sites or the singly occupied odd sites. That
is to say, for odd sites, we only retain the vacuum state
and the doubly occupied state. We view these two cases as
two states of a spin-1/2, with the vacuum state denoted by
|%& and the doubly occupied state denoted by |'&. These
spin-1/2 states are viewed as the degrees of freedom of the
gauge field.

Now considering a small but finite hopping amplitude J ,
the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) can be connected by
a second-order hopping process, with its strength denoted
by J̃ [10]. The resulting e!ective Hamiltonian reads [10]

Ĥe! =
!

l

"

! J̃
2

Ŝ+
l,l+1b̂lb̂l+1 + h.c. + mn̂l

#

, (2)

where l labels all the even lattice sites playing the role
of the matter field. We use m to denote # ! U/2 and m
can be considered as the mass of a matter-field particle.
That is to say, we allow a certain di!erence between 2#
and U, although the di!erence should always be small
compared with 2# or U such that the projection on the
sub-Hilbert space is still valid. The boson numbers in these

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 1. A schematic of the di!erent states of a three-site build-
ing block. When U # 2# and J $ 0, the energies of (a) and (b)
are nearly degenerate and are o! resonance with the energies of
(c) and (d).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 5. The time evolution of the physical charge distribution
after adding or removing a physical charge. The horizontal axis
consists of the spatial lattice sites and the vertical direction is the
time (in units of 1/J̃ ): (a) m = !J̃ , h = 0, ! = " , confinement
phase; (b) m = J̃ , h = 0, ! = " , deconfinement phase; (c) m =
J̃ , gh = 0.25J̃ , and ! "= " .

start from one of the symmetry-breaking state, the phys-
ical charge only moves to one side, not the other side.
Nevertheless, since the experiments are always averaged
over two symmetry-breaking states, similar results are also
obtained. We also note that the small asymmetry feature in
Fig. 5(b) is because the tenth site is not exactly the cen-
ter of the system with 20 sites in total. We have to take a
even number of sites (20 sites in this case) because of the
requirement from the Ising symmetry breaking discussed
above.

Finally, the parameters and the initial state for Fig. 5(c)
are identical to those for Fig. 5(b), except that gh is nonzero
and therefore ! "= " . In this case, there is no phase tran-
sition in this model and the entire parameter regime is the
confinement phase. And therefore, as we show in Fig. 5(c),
the extra physical charge again becomes localized around
the extra gauge charge.

V. MAPPING TO THE PXP MODEL

The PXP model describes the physics of the Rydberg-
atom array, which reads [60–78]

Ĥ =
!

i

"
!#P̂i!1Ŝx

i P̂i+1 ! $Ŝz
i

#
. (9)

In the model, the |#$ denotes atoms in its ground state and
|%$ denotes atoms in its Rydberg excited state. # is the
coupling strength between the ground and Rydberg states
and $ is the e!ective detuning between them. Here, the
projection operator P̂i is defined as P̂i = (I/2 ! Sz

i ), which
projects the atom at site i into its ground state, and 1 ! P̂i
projects the atom into its Rydberg excited state. These pro-
jection operators take into account the Rydberg-blockade
e!ect. In this case, the Rydberg-blockade radius is set to
be one lattice spacing and, therefore, it forbids a configu-
ration such as |%%$, because two neighboring atoms cannot
both be in the Rydberg-atom state. This constraint can also
be written as (1 ! P̂i)(1 ! P̂i+1)|%$ = 0 for all physical
states |%$.

Below, we show that the U(1) LGT under the con-
straints Gl = 0 for all l is equivalent to the PXP model
[19]. The arguments follow from the following. First, it
is clear that because of the constraint in Eq. (3), the occu-
pations of the matter-field sites are completely determined
once the gauge spin configuration is fixed. Second, the con-
straints Gl = 0 allow Sz

l,l!1 + Sz
l,l+1 = 0 or !1 and rule out

Sz
l,l!1 + Sz

l,l+1 = 1, because nl can only be zero or unity.
That is to say, the constraints Gl = 0 play the same role as
the Rydberg-blockade condition, which forbids the |%%$
state. Thus, we can rewrite Eq. (2) as

Ĥ =
!

l

$
P̂l!1,l

%

! J̃
2

Ŝ+
l,l+1+h.c.

&

P̂l+1,l+2

! m(Sz
l!1,l + Sz

l,l+1)

'
. (10)

Here, we remove the matter field and replace it with
the projection operator to implement the requirement of
the gauge constraints and we use nl = !Sz

l,l!1 ! Sz
l+1,l for
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Quantum Thermalization

Loss of initial state memory 293 Thermalization and Entanglement

tFig. 8.16 Memory of the Initial State Information as an Indicator of MBL: (a) Schematic of how
to distinguish MBL from ETH. For the upper one, the initial information of density
order has been erased, which is the ETH case. For the lower one, the initial
information of density order is still partially maintained, which is the MBL case. (b-c)
The density imbalance I between even and odd sites is taken as a measure of the
initial state information, and measurements of I after su�ciently long time is plotted
as a function of the interaction strength and the disorder strength. (b) is a contour
plot of I and the solid line indicates the phase boundary between the MBL regime
and the ETH regime. (c) is a plot of I as a function of U for di↵erent disorder
strength. In the figure, � is the disorder strength and U is the interaction strength.
Reprinted from Ref. [154].

fermions are loaded in a one-dimensional optical lattice. Because the nearest neigh-
boring interaction is weak in optical lattices, here the on-site interaction between
two components are used. Initially, atoms only populate all the even sites and no
atoms populate the odd sites, which corresponds to a charge density wave order
state characterized by an imbalance I defined as

I =
Ne � No

Ne + No

, (8.77)

where Ne and No are the total number of atoms in the even and the odd sites,
respectively. Another counter-propagating laser beam with incommensurate wave
length creates the second lattice potential. Together with the original lattice po-
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all the information. Hence, the black hole information paradox is quite similar as
the quantum thermalization paradox.

The resolution to this apparent paradox is that all the local information of the ini-
tial state has been spread into the entire system, such that it cannot be retrieved by
local unitary measurements. In this sense, the local information has been “erased”.
That is the reason why the two concepts of the quantum thermalization and the
quantum information scrambling are tied together. The lesson from this discussion
is that, for quantum thermalization, we should not focus on the entire system but
should focus on local observables. Hence, we consider a small fraction of the system
called region A and all the remainder part is called region B. Thermalization means
that the sub-region A reaches thermal equilibrium in contact with the rest part of
the system B, which servers as a reservoir.

We consider wave function | (t)i evolved from the initial state | (0)i. By ex-
panding | (0)i over a complete set of bases given by the many-body eigen-states
|↵i with energy E↵, i.e.

| (0)i =
X

↵

a↵|↵i, (8.64)

we have

| (t)i =
X

↵

a↵e�iE↵t|↵i. (8.65)

We consider local observable Ô in the region A, and for simplicity, we consider an
infinite-time average of this physical observable as 4

hÔi1 = lim
T!1

1

T

Z
T

0

h (t)|Ô| (t)idt =
X

↵

|a↵|2h↵|Ô|↵i. (8.66)

Here we should emphasize a key di↵erence between thermalization in a classical
system and in a quantum system. Thermalization in the classical system is based
on the Ergodicity Hypothesis, which states that all microscopic states of the system
can be accessed with equal probability as long as the evolution time is su�ciently
long. However, this ergodicity cannot be applied to a quantum system. It is clear
from Eq. 8.66 that the occupations of di↵erent many-body eigen-states are fixed by
the choice of the initial state, and the occupations do not change as time evolves.
Therefore, in order for any generic initial state to thermalize, a natural assumption
is that all generic eigen-states have to thermalize. That is to say, for a quantum
system, the Ergodicity Hypothesis should be replaced by Eigenstate Thermalization
Hypothesis, short noted as ETH. Roughly speaking, ETH states that for a generic
many-body eigenstate |↵i with energy E↵, the expectation value of a local operator
Ô is identical to the measured value of this observable in a micro-canonical ensemble
with mean energy E↵

5, that is,

h↵|Ô|↵i = h⇢mc(E↵)Ôi, (8.67)

4 With a refined study, the long time average is actually not necessary. Here we consider the long
time average just for the simplicity of our discussion.

5 A more rigorous definition can be found in Ref. [1, 42].
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Hypothesis, short noted as ETH. Roughly speaking, ETH states that for a generic
many-body eigenstate |↵i with energy E↵, the expectation value of a local operator
Ô is identical to the measured value of this observable in a micro-canonical ensemble
with mean energy E↵

5, that is,

h↵|Ô|↵i = h⇢mc(E↵)Ôi, (8.67)

4 With a refined study, the long time average is actually not necessary. Here we consider the long
time average just for the simplicity of our discussion.

5 A more rigorous definition can be found in Ref. [1, 42].
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where ⇢mc(E↵) is the density matrix of the micro-canonical ensemble for the entire
system with energy E↵.

Here we consider the initial state whose energy fluctuation (�E)2 is small enough,
and here (�E)2 is defined as

(�E)2 = h 0|Ĥ2| 0i � (h 0|Ĥ| 0i)2. (8.68)

That is to say, for all states |↵i in Eq. 8.64 whose |a↵|2 is not negligible, E↵ ⇡ E =
h 0|Ĥ| 0i. For such initial states, when Eq. 8.67 is satisfied, it naturally leads to

hÔi1 = h⇢mc(E)Ôi
X

↵

|a↵|2 = h⇢mc(E)Ôi. (8.69)

This means that based on all local measurements within the sub-region A, one
cannot tell whether the entire system is in a pure quantum state, or in a thermal
equilibrium state. In this sense, we state that this initial state thermalizes after
su�cient long evolution time.

A strong version of the ETH can be stated in term of the density matrix of
an eigen-state. To be more precise, for a many-body eigen-state |↵i of the entire
system, we consider the pure state density matrix |↵ih↵|, and by tracing out the
sub-region B, one obtains ⇢↵

A = TrB|↵ih↵|. On the other hand, we can choose a
temperature T such that E↵ = h⇢eq(T )Ĥi, where ⇢eq(T ) is the thermal equilibrium
density matrix given by

⇢eq(T ) =
1

Z
e�Ĥ/(kBT ), (8.70)

and Z is the partition function. We can obtain a reduced density matrix at thermal
equilibrium as ⇢eq

A = TrB⇢eq(T ). A strong version of the ETH states that

⇢↵

A = ⇢eq

A . (8.71)

This means that, when the entire system is prepared in a many-body eigen-state,
any sub-region experiences the remainder region as a heat bath and looks like
thermal.

Eq. 8.71 has a direct consequence on the entanglement entropy. For the left-hand
side of Eq. 8.71, one can compute the entanglement entropy of the quantum state
|↵i between sub-region A and B. And for the right-hand side of Eq. 8.71, one can
compute the thermal entropy of the sub-region A. Hence, Eq. 8.71 says that these
two entropies have to be equal. Because the thermal entropy is an extensive quan-
tity that should be proportional to the volume of A. Therefore, the entanglement
entropy of state |↵i should also be proportional to the volume of A. This is called
the volume law of the entanglement entropy and it is a strong evidence to support
whether a system obeys ETH.

Many-Body Localization. ETH is a hypothesis. It has been tested numerically
for a number of models. Nevertheless, the numerical tests always su↵er from the
finite size e↵ect. Therefore, another route to understand ETH is to study examples
that violate ETH. First of all, the exactly integrable systems violate ETH, because
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tFig. 8.17 Measuring the Entanglement Entropy: (a) Experimental procedure of measuring the
second Rényi entropy S2 of a BHM, and ideal experimental results for the MI regime
and the SF regime. (B) Experimental results of S2 as a function of U/J for the
low-temperature equilibrium phase. (c) Experimental measurement of S2 of a quantum
state under long time evolution after quench. Reprinted from Ref. [80] and [88].

Fig. 8.17(b) shows the measurements of the entanglement entropy for a low-
temperature equilibrium phase of one-dimensional BHM with four sites [80]. Ideally,
the results should be as what are shown in Fig. 8.17(a). For the MI phase, since the
many-body wave function is a product state of di↵erent sites as Eq. 8.6, there is
no entanglement between any of two subsystems, no matter how the entire system
is divided. Thus, the occupations of nit are always even for all sites. For the SF
state, two sub-systems are entangled. As shown in the lower part of Fig. 8.17(a),
in A or B sub-system, there is odd number of sites whose nit is odd. But since
the total system is always a pure state, in the total system there is always even
number of sites whose nit is odd. In real experimental data, the measurement of
entropy for the entire system is nearly a constant independent of U/J , although it
is not absolutely zero because of the finite temperature e↵ect and the imperfection
in measurement. Two sets of data correspond to two di↵erent ways of dividing the
total system into two sub-regions A and B. Clearly, in both cases, the entanglement
entropy is smaller in the MI regime and larger in the SF regime.

Fig. 8.17(c) shows the entanglement entropy after a quench in a one-dimensional
BHM with six sites [88]. The initial state is a Fock state with fixed number of atoms
at each site. Then, the hopping J term along the chain is turned on and the system

Harvard Group, Science, 2016
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ETH

MBL

Exact
Integrable

?tFig. 8.14 Schematic of Di↵erent Type of Models: The largest circle includes all possible physical
models. One circle labelled by “ETH” includes models obeying eigenstate
thermalization hypothesis (ETH). Models outside this circle do not obey ETH, among
which a smaller circle includes all exactly integrable systems. Currently, models
excluded by these two circles are systems understood in term of many-body
localization system (MBL), with other open possibilities denoted by the circles with
question-mark.

the number of conserved quantities is equal to the number of the degree of freedoms.
Examples of such models include non-interacting bosons and fermions, and one-
dimensional models that are exactly solvable by the Bethe Ansatz method, as we
have discussed in Sec. 3.4. However, we should emphasize that the violation of ETH
in these models requires fine tuning of model parameters. For instance, for the non-
interacting bosons and fermions, any finite interactions between particles can lead to
thermalization when disorder is absent. In order for the one-dimensional model to be
exactly solvable by the Bethe Ansatz method, these one-dimensional models require
specific form of interaction potentials or interaction parameters. Any deviation from
such interactions can break the integrability and lead to thermalization.

It is now known that among all the models violating ETH, there exists another
class of models aside from the exactly integrable models. In contrast to these exactly
integrable models, the violation of ETH in these models is stable against small per-
turbation to the Hamiltonian. These models are called the many-body localizations
(MBL), because so far most of these models always include disorders. Nevertheless,
whether there exists other possibilities is still an open question. We summarize the
relation between ETH, MBL and exact integrable models in Fig. 8.14. More details
about MBL and ETH can be found in Ref. [1, 42, 124].

There are a few metrics to characterize the breakdown of the ETH [1, 42, 124]:

• Observable-Energy Relation: Note that the right-hand side of Eq. 8.67 only de-

HZ, Ultracold Atomic Physics
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The realization of fully controlled, coherent many-body quantum 
systems is an outstanding challenge in science and engineering. As 
quantum simulators, they can provide insights into strongly correlated 
quantum systems and the role of quantum entanglement1, and ena-
ble realizations and studies of new states of matter, even away from 
equilibrium. These systems also form the basis of the realization of 
quantum information processors2. Although basic building blocks of 
such processors have been demonstrated in systems of a few coupled 
qubits3–5, the current challenge is to increase the number of coherently 
coupled qubits to potentially perform tasks that are beyond the reach 
of modern classical machines.

Several physical platforms are currently being explored to reach these 
goals. Systems composed of about 10–20 individually controlled atomic 
ions have been used to create entangled states and to explore quantum 
simulations of Ising spin models6,7. Similarly sized systems of pro-
grammable superconducting qubits have been implemented recently8. 
Quantum simulations have been carried out in larger ensembles of 
more than 100 trapped ions without individual readout9. Strongly 
interacting quantum dynamics has been explored using optical lattice 
simulators10. These systems are already addressing computationally 
difficult problems in quantum dynamics11 and the fermionic Hubbard 
model12. Larger-scale Ising-like machines have been realized in super-
conducting13 and optical14 systems, but these realizations lack either 
coherence or quantum nonlinearity, which are essential for achieving 
full quantum speedup.

Arrays of strongly interacting atoms
A promising avenue for realizing strongly interacting quantum matter 
involves coherent coupling of neutral atoms to highly excited  
Rydberg states15,16 (Fig. 1a). This results in repulsive van der Waals 
interactions (of strength = /V C Rij ij

6) between Rydberg atom pairs at a 
distance Rij (ref. 15), where C > 0 is the van der Waals coefficient. Such 
interactions have recently been used to realize quantum gates17–19, to 
implement strong photon–photon interactions20 and to study quantum 
many-body physics of Ising spin systems in optical lattices21–23 and in 

probabilistically loaded dipole trap arrays24. Our approach combines 
these strong, controllable interactions with atom-by-atom assembly of 
arrays of cold neutral 87Rb atoms25–27. The quantum dynamics of this 
system is governed by the Hamiltonian

! ! !! " #= " +
<

H
!

n V n n
2 (1)

i

i
x
i

i
i i

i j
ij i j

where #i are the detunings of the driving lasers from the Rydberg  
state (Fig. 1b), " = | #$ | + | #$ |g r r gx

i
i i i i  describes the coupling between  

the ground state |gi# and the Rydberg state |ri# of an atom at position i, 
driven at Rabi frequency !i, ni = |ri#$ri|, and ! is the reduced  
Planck constant. Here, we focus on homogeneous coherent coupling 
(|!i| = !, #i = #), controlled by changing laser intensities and  
detunings in time. The interaction strength Vij is tuned either by  
varying the distance between the atoms or by coupling them to a  
different Rydberg state.

The experimental protocol that we implement is depicted in Fig. 1c  
(see also Extended Data Fig. 1). First, atoms are loaded from a magneto- 
optical trap into a tweezer array created by an acousto-optic deflector.  
We then use a measurement and feedback procedure that eliminates 
the entropy associated with the probabilistic trap loading and results 
in the rapid production of defect-free arrays with more than 50 laser-
cooled atoms, as described previously26. These atoms are prepared 
in a preprogrammed spatial configuration in a well-defined internal  
ground state |g# (Methods). We then turn off the traps and let the  
system evolve under the unitary time evolution U(!,!#,!t), which is 
realized by coupling the atoms to the Rydberg state |r# = |70S1/2# with 
laser light along the array axis (Fig. 1a). The final states of individual 
atoms are detected by turning the traps back on and imaging the recap-
tured ground-state atoms via atomic fluorescence; the anti-trapped 
Rydberg atoms are ejected. The atomic motion in the absence of traps 
limits the time window for exploring coherent dynamics. For a typical 
sequence duration of about 1 µs, the probability of atom loss is less than 
1% (see Extended Data Fig. 2).

Controllable, coherent many-body systems can provide insights into the fundamental properties of quantum matter, 
enable the realization of new quantum phases and could ultimately lead to computational systems that outperform 
existing computers based on classical approaches. Here we demonstrate a method for creating controlled many-body 
quantum matter that combines deterministically prepared, reconfigurable arrays of individually trapped cold atoms with 
strong, coherent interactions enabled by excitation to Rydberg states. We realize a programmable Ising-type quantum 
spin model with tunable interactions and system sizes of up to 51 qubits. Within this model, we observe phase transitions 
into spatially ordered states that break various discrete symmetries, verify the high-fidelity preparation of these states 
and investigate the dynamics across the phase transition in large arrays of atoms. In particular, we observe robust many-
body dynamics corresponding to persistent oscillations of the order after a rapid quantum quench that results from a 
sudden transition across the phase boundary. Our method provides a way of exploring many-body phenomena on a 
programmable quantum simulator and could enable realizations of new quantum algorithms.
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The strong, coherent interactions between Rydberg atoms provide 
an effective coherent constraint that prevents simultaneous excitation 
of nearby atoms into Rydberg states. This is the essence of the so-called 
Rydberg blockade15, demonstrated in Fig. 1d. When two atoms are 
sufficiently close that that their Rydberg–Rydberg interactions Vij 
exceed the effective Rabi frequency !, multiple Rydberg excitations are 
suppressed. This defines the Rydberg blockade radius Rb, at which 
Vij = ! (Rb = 9 µm for |r! = |70S1/2! and ! = 2" # 2!MHz, as used here). 
In the case of resonant driving of atoms separated by a = 23 µm, we 
observe Rabi oscillations associated with non-interacting atoms (blue 
curve in Fig. 1d). However, the dynamics changes substantially as we 
bring multiple atoms close to each other (a = 2.87 µm < Rb). In this case, 
we observe Rabi oscillations between the ground state and a collective 

state with exactly one excitation ( = / $ | … … !W N g r g(1 ) i i N1 ) with 
the characteristic N  scaling of the collective Rabi frequency24,28,29. 
These observations enable us to quantify the coherence properties of 
our system (see Methods and Extended Data Fig. 3). In particular, the 
amplitude of Rabi oscillations in Fig. 1d is limited mostly by the state 
detection fidelity (93% for |r! and about 98% for |g!; Methods). The 
individual Rabi frequencies are controlled to better than 3% across the 
array, whereas the coherence time is limited ultimately by the small 
probability of spontaneous emission from the intermediate state |e! 
during the laser pulse (scattering rate 0.022 µs%1; Methods).

Programmable quantum simulator
In the case of homogeneous coherent coupling considered here, the 
Hamiltonian in equation (1) resembles closely the paradigmatic Ising 
model for effective spin-1/2 particles with variable interaction range. 
Its ground state exhibits a rich variety of many-body phases that break 
distinct spatial symmetries (Fig. 2a). Specifically, at large negative  
values of "/!, its ground state corresponds to all atoms in the state |g!, 
corresponding to the paramagnetic or disordered phase. As "/! is 
increased towards large positive values, the number of atoms in |r! 
increases and interactions between them become important. This gives 
rise to spatially ordered phases in which Rydberg atoms are arranged 
regularly across the array, resulting in ‘Rydberg crystals’ with different 
spatial symmetries30,31, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. The origin of these 
correlated states can be understood intuitively by first considering the 
situation in which " !+ +! ! !V Vi i i i, 1 , 2, that is, with blockade for 
neighbouring atoms but negligible interaction between next-nearest 
neighbours. In this case, the ground state corresponds to a Rydberg 
crystal that breaks Z2 translational symmetry in a manner analogous 
to antiferromagnetic order in magnetic systems. Moreover, by  
tuning the parameters so that " !+ + +! ! !V V V,i i i i i i, 1 , 2 , 3 and 

" !+ + + +! ! !V V V V, ,i i i i i i i i, 1 , 2 , 3 , 4  , we obtain arrays with broken Z3 
and Z4 symmetries, respectively (Fig. 2).

To prepare the system in these phases, we control the detuning "(t) 
of the driving lasers dynamically to transform the ground state of the 
Hamiltonian adiabatically from a product state of all atoms in |g! to 
crystalline states22,31. In contrast to previous work where Rydberg 
crystals are prepared via a sequence of avoided crossings22,31,32, the 
operation at a finite ! and well-defined atom separation enables us to 
move across a single phase transition into the desired phase directly33.

In the experiment, we first prepare all atoms in state |g! = |5S1/2,!F = 2, 
mF = %2! by optical pumping. We then switch on the laser fields and 
sweep the two-photon detuning from negative to positive values using 
the functional form shown in Fig. 3a. Figure 2b displays the resulting 
single-atom trajectories in a group of 13 atoms for three different inter-
action strengths as we vary the detuning ". In each of these instances, 
we observe a clear transition from the initial state |g1,!…,!g13! to an 
ordered state of different broken symmetry. The distance between the 
atoms determines the interaction strength, which leads to different 
crystalline order for a given final detuning. To achieve Z2 order,  
we arrange the atoms with a spacing of 5.74 µm, which results  
in a measured nearest-neighbour interaction strength (see Extended 
Data Fig. 4) of != "# = "#+ !V 2 24 MHz 2 2 MHzi i, 1 , while the 
next-nearest-neighbour interaction is small (2" # 0.38 MHz). This 
results in a build-up of antiferromagnetic order whereby every other 
trap site is occupied by a Rydberg atom (Z2 order). By reducing the 
spacing between the atoms to 3.57 µm and 2.87 µm, Z3 and Z4 order is 
observed, respectively (Fig. 2b).

We benchmark the performance of the quantum simulator by com-
paring the measured build-up of Z2 order with theoretical predictions 
for a N = 7 atom system, obtained via exact numerical simulations. As 
shown in Fig. 3, this fully coherent simulation without free parameters 
yields excellent agreement with the observed data when the finite detec-
tion fidelity is accounted for. The evolution of the many-body states in 
Fig. 3c shows that we measure the perfect antiferromagnetic state with 
54(4)% probability (here and elsewhere, unless otherwise specified, the 
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Figure 1 | Experimental platform. a, Individual 87Rb atoms (green) are 
trapped using optical tweezers (vertical red beams) and arranged into 
defect-free arrays. Coherent interactions Vij between the atoms (arrows) 
are enabled by exciting them (horizontal blue and red beams) to a  
Rydberg state with strength ! and detuning " (inset). b, A two-photon 
process couples the ground state |g! = |5S1/2,!F = 2,!mF = %2! to the 
Rydberg state |r! = |70S1/2,!J = 1/2,!mJ = %1/2! via an intermediate  
state |e! = |6P3/2,!F = 3,!mF = %3! with detuning #, using circularly 
polarized 420-nm and 1,013-nm lasers with single-photon Rabi 
frequencies of !B and !R, respectively. Typical experimental values are 
# ! !& "# & "#!2 560 MHz ( , ) 2 (60, 36) MHzB R . c, The experimental 
protocol consists of loading the atoms into a tweezer array (1) and then 
rearranging them into a preprogrammed configuration (2). After this, the 
system evolves under U(t) with tunable parameters "(t), !(t) and Vij. This 
evolution can be implemented in parallel on several non-interacting  
sub-systems (3). We then detect the final state using fluorescence  
imaging (4). Atoms in state |g! remain trapped, whereas atoms in state |r! 
are ejected from the trap and detected as the absence of fluorescence 
(indicated with red circles). d, For resonant driving (" = 0), isolated atoms 
(blue circles) display Rabi oscillations between |g! and |r!. Arranging the 
atoms into fully blockaded clusters of N = 2 (green circles) and N = 3  
(red circles) atoms results in only one excitation being shared between the 
atoms in the cluster, while the Rabi frequency is enhanced by N . The 
probability of detecting more than one excitation in the cluster is '5%. 
Error bars indicate 68% confidence intervals and are smaller than the 
marker size.
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The realization of fully controlled, coherent many-body quantum 
systems is an outstanding challenge in science and engineering. As 
quantum simulators, they can provide insights into strongly correlated 
quantum systems and the role of quantum entanglement1, and ena-
ble realizations and studies of new states of matter, even away from 
equilibrium. These systems also form the basis of the realization of 
quantum information processors2. Although basic building blocks of 
such processors have been demonstrated in systems of a few coupled 
qubits3–5, the current challenge is to increase the number of coherently 
coupled qubits to potentially perform tasks that are beyond the reach 
of modern classical machines.

Several physical platforms are currently being explored to reach these 
goals. Systems composed of about 10–20 individually controlled atomic 
ions have been used to create entangled states and to explore quantum 
simulations of Ising spin models6,7. Similarly sized systems of pro-
grammable superconducting qubits have been implemented recently8. 
Quantum simulations have been carried out in larger ensembles of 
more than 100 trapped ions without individual readout9. Strongly 
interacting quantum dynamics has been explored using optical lattice 
simulators10. These systems are already addressing computationally 
difficult problems in quantum dynamics11 and the fermionic Hubbard 
model12. Larger-scale Ising-like machines have been realized in super-
conducting13 and optical14 systems, but these realizations lack either 
coherence or quantum nonlinearity, which are essential for achieving 
full quantum speedup.

Arrays of strongly interacting atoms
A promising avenue for realizing strongly interacting quantum matter 
involves coherent coupling of neutral atoms to highly excited  
Rydberg states15,16 (Fig. 1a). This results in repulsive van der Waals 
interactions (of strength = /V C Rij ij

6) between Rydberg atom pairs at a 
distance Rij (ref. 15), where C > 0 is the van der Waals coefficient. Such 
interactions have recently been used to realize quantum gates17–19, to 
implement strong photon–photon interactions20 and to study quantum 
many-body physics of Ising spin systems in optical lattices21–23 and in 

probabilistically loaded dipole trap arrays24. Our approach combines 
these strong, controllable interactions with atom-by-atom assembly of 
arrays of cold neutral 87Rb atoms25–27. The quantum dynamics of this 
system is governed by the Hamiltonian
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where #i are the detunings of the driving lasers from the Rydberg  
state (Fig. 1b), " = | #$ | + | #$ |g r r gx

i
i i i i  describes the coupling between  

the ground state |gi# and the Rydberg state |ri# of an atom at position i, 
driven at Rabi frequency !i, ni = |ri#$ri|, and ! is the reduced  
Planck constant. Here, we focus on homogeneous coherent coupling 
(|!i| = !, #i = #), controlled by changing laser intensities and  
detunings in time. The interaction strength Vij is tuned either by  
varying the distance between the atoms or by coupling them to a  
different Rydberg state.

The experimental protocol that we implement is depicted in Fig. 1c  
(see also Extended Data Fig. 1). First, atoms are loaded from a magneto- 
optical trap into a tweezer array created by an acousto-optic deflector.  
We then use a measurement and feedback procedure that eliminates 
the entropy associated with the probabilistic trap loading and results 
in the rapid production of defect-free arrays with more than 50 laser-
cooled atoms, as described previously26. These atoms are prepared 
in a preprogrammed spatial configuration in a well-defined internal  
ground state |g# (Methods). We then turn off the traps and let the  
system evolve under the unitary time evolution U(!,!#,!t), which is 
realized by coupling the atoms to the Rydberg state |r# = |70S1/2# with 
laser light along the array axis (Fig. 1a). The final states of individual 
atoms are detected by turning the traps back on and imaging the recap-
tured ground-state atoms via atomic fluorescence; the anti-trapped 
Rydberg atoms are ejected. The atomic motion in the absence of traps 
limits the time window for exploring coherent dynamics. For a typical 
sequence duration of about 1 µs, the probability of atom loss is less than 
1% (see Extended Data Fig. 2).

Controllable, coherent many-body systems can provide insights into the fundamental properties of quantum matter, 
enable the realization of new quantum phases and could ultimately lead to computational systems that outperform 
existing computers based on classical approaches. Here we demonstrate a method for creating controlled many-body 
quantum matter that combines deterministically prepared, reconfigurable arrays of individually trapped cold atoms with 
strong, coherent interactions enabled by excitation to Rydberg states. We realize a programmable Ising-type quantum 
spin model with tunable interactions and system sizes of up to 51 qubits. Within this model, we observe phase transitions 
into spatially ordered states that break various discrete symmetries, verify the high-fidelity preparation of these states 
and investigate the dynamics across the phase transition in large arrays of atoms. In particular, we observe robust many-
body dynamics corresponding to persistent oscillations of the order after a rapid quantum quench that results from a 
sudden transition across the phase boundary. Our method provides a way of exploring many-body phenomena on a 
programmable quantum simulator and could enable realizations of new quantum algorithms.
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Even more striking is the coherent and persistent oscillation 
of the crystalline order after the quantum quench. With respect 
to the quenched Hamiltonian (! = 0), the energy density of our  
Z2-ordered state corresponds to that of an infinite-temperature 
ensemble within the manifold constrained by Rydberg blockade. 
Also, our Hamiltonian does not have any explicitly conserved quan-
tities other than total energy. Nevertheless, the oscillations persist 
well beyond the natural timescale of local relaxation (1/") and the 
fastest timescale (1/Vi,i+1).

To understand these observations, we consider a simplified model 
in which the effect of long-range interactions is neglected, and nearest- 
neighbour interactions are replaced by hard constraints on neigh-
bouring excitations of Rydberg states30. In this limit, the qualitative 
behaviour of the quench dynamics can be understood in terms of 
dimerized spins (Fig. 6c); owing to the blockade constraint, each dimer 
forms an effective spin-1 system with three states (|rg!, |gg! and |gr!), 
in which the resonant drive ‘rotates’ the three states over the period 

""/2 (2 ), which is close to that observed experimentally. Although 
this qualitative picture does not take into account the strong interac-
tions (constraints) between neighbouring dimers, it can be extended 
by considering a minimal variational ansatz for the many-body wave 
function based on matrix product states that respect all blockade con-
straints (Methods). Using the time-dependent variational principle, we 
derive analytical equations of motion and obtain a crystalline-order 
oscillation with a frequency of about "/1.51 (see Extended Data  
Fig. 9), which is within 10% of the experimental observations. These 
considerations are supported by various numerical simulations. The 
exact numerics predict that this simplified model exhibits crystal oscil-
lations with the observed frequency, while the entanglement entropy 
grows at a rate much smaller than ", indicating that the oscillation 
persists over many cycles (Fig. 6d and Methods). The addition of long-
range interactions leads to a faster decay of the oscillations, with a 

timescale that is determined by 1/Vi,i+2, in good agreement with experi-
mental observations (Fig. 6b); the entanglement entropy also grows on 
this timescale (Fig. 6d, see also Extended Data Fig. 10).

Our observations and analysis therefore indicate that the decay of 
crystal oscillation is governed by weak next-nearest-neighbour inter-
actions. This relatively slow thermalization is rather unexpected, 
because our Hamiltonian, with or without long-range interactions, is 
far from any known integrable system30, and features neither strong 
disorder nor explicitly conserved quantities38. Instead, our observations 
are probably associated with constrained dynamics due to Rydberg 
blockade and large separations of timescales ( "+ +! !V Vi i i i, 1 , 2 ;  
ref. 39) that result in an effective Hilbert-space dimension that is deter-
mined by the golden ratio + /(1 5 ) 2N N  (refs 40, 41). The evolution 
within such a constrained Hilbert space gives rise to the so-called quan-
tum dimer models, which are known to possess non-trivial dynamics42. 
Although these considerations provide important insights into the 
origin of robust emergent dynamics, our results challenge conventional 
theoretical concepts and so warrant further studies.

Outlook
Our observations demonstrate that Rydberg excitation of arrays of 
neutral atoms is a promising way of studying quantum dynamics and 
quantum simulations in large systems. Our method can be extended 
and improved in several ways. Individual qubit rotations around the z 
axis could be implemented using light shifts associated with trap light, 
and a second acousto-optic deflector could be used for individual con-
trol of coherent rotations around other directions. Further improve-
ment in coherence and controllability could be obtained by encoding 
qubits into hyperfine sublevels of the electronic ground state and using 
state-selective Rydberg excitation23. Implementing two-dimensional 
arrays could provide a path towards realizing thousands of traps. 
Such two-dimensional configurations could be realized by using a  
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Figure 6 | Emergent oscillations in many-body dynamics after sudden 
quench. a, A schematic of the sequence (top, showing !(t)), which 
involves adiabatic preparation and then a sudden quench to single-atom 
resonance. The single-atom trajectories are shown (bottom) for a 9-atom 
cluster, with the colour scale indicating the Rydberg probability. We 
observe that the initial crystal with a Rydberg excitation at every odd trap 
site (left inset) collapses after the quench, and a crystal with an excitation 
at every even site builds up (middle inset). At a later time, the initial crystal 
revives with a frequency of "/1.38(1) (right inset). Error bars denote 
68% confidence intervals. b, Domain-wall density after the quench. The 
dynamics decay slowly on a timescale of 0.88 µs. Shaded region represents 

the standard error of the mean. Solid blue line is a fully coherent matrix 
product state (MPS) simulation with bond dimension D = 256, taking into 
account measurement fidelity. c, Toy model of non-interacting dimers  
(see main text). Blue (white) circles represent atoms in state |g! (|r!).  
d, Numerical calculations of the dynamics after a quench, starting from an 
ideal 25-atom crystal, obtained from exact diagonalization. Domain-wall 
density (red) and the growth of entanglement entropy of the half chain  
(13 atoms; blue) are shown as functions of time after the quench. Dashed 
lines take into account only the nearest-neighbour (NN) blockade 
constraint. Solid lines correspond to the full 1/R6 interaction potential.
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Even more striking is the coherent and persistent oscillation 
of the crystalline order after the quantum quench. With respect 
to the quenched Hamiltonian (! = 0), the energy density of our  
Z2-ordered state corresponds to that of an infinite-temperature 
ensemble within the manifold constrained by Rydberg blockade. 
Also, our Hamiltonian does not have any explicitly conserved quan-
tities other than total energy. Nevertheless, the oscillations persist 
well beyond the natural timescale of local relaxation (1/") and the 
fastest timescale (1/Vi,i+1).

To understand these observations, we consider a simplified model 
in which the effect of long-range interactions is neglected, and nearest- 
neighbour interactions are replaced by hard constraints on neigh-
bouring excitations of Rydberg states30. In this limit, the qualitative 
behaviour of the quench dynamics can be understood in terms of 
dimerized spins (Fig. 6c); owing to the blockade constraint, each dimer 
forms an effective spin-1 system with three states (|rg!, |gg! and |gr!), 
in which the resonant drive ‘rotates’ the three states over the period 

""/2 (2 ), which is close to that observed experimentally. Although 
this qualitative picture does not take into account the strong interac-
tions (constraints) between neighbouring dimers, it can be extended 
by considering a minimal variational ansatz for the many-body wave 
function based on matrix product states that respect all blockade con-
straints (Methods). Using the time-dependent variational principle, we 
derive analytical equations of motion and obtain a crystalline-order 
oscillation with a frequency of about "/1.51 (see Extended Data  
Fig. 9), which is within 10% of the experimental observations. These 
considerations are supported by various numerical simulations. The 
exact numerics predict that this simplified model exhibits crystal oscil-
lations with the observed frequency, while the entanglement entropy 
grows at a rate much smaller than ", indicating that the oscillation 
persists over many cycles (Fig. 6d and Methods). The addition of long-
range interactions leads to a faster decay of the oscillations, with a 

timescale that is determined by 1/Vi,i+2, in good agreement with experi-
mental observations (Fig. 6b); the entanglement entropy also grows on 
this timescale (Fig. 6d, see also Extended Data Fig. 10).

Our observations and analysis therefore indicate that the decay of 
crystal oscillation is governed by weak next-nearest-neighbour inter-
actions. This relatively slow thermalization is rather unexpected, 
because our Hamiltonian, with or without long-range interactions, is 
far from any known integrable system30, and features neither strong 
disorder nor explicitly conserved quantities38. Instead, our observations 
are probably associated with constrained dynamics due to Rydberg 
blockade and large separations of timescales ( "+ +! !V Vi i i i, 1 , 2 ;  
ref. 39) that result in an effective Hilbert-space dimension that is deter-
mined by the golden ratio + /(1 5 ) 2N N  (refs 40, 41). The evolution 
within such a constrained Hilbert space gives rise to the so-called quan-
tum dimer models, which are known to possess non-trivial dynamics42. 
Although these considerations provide important insights into the 
origin of robust emergent dynamics, our results challenge conventional 
theoretical concepts and so warrant further studies.

Outlook
Our observations demonstrate that Rydberg excitation of arrays of 
neutral atoms is a promising way of studying quantum dynamics and 
quantum simulations in large systems. Our method can be extended 
and improved in several ways. Individual qubit rotations around the z 
axis could be implemented using light shifts associated with trap light, 
and a second acousto-optic deflector could be used for individual con-
trol of coherent rotations around other directions. Further improve-
ment in coherence and controllability could be obtained by encoding 
qubits into hyperfine sublevels of the electronic ground state and using 
state-selective Rydberg excitation23. Implementing two-dimensional 
arrays could provide a path towards realizing thousands of traps. 
Such two-dimensional configurations could be realized by using a  
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Figure 6 | Emergent oscillations in many-body dynamics after sudden 
quench. a, A schematic of the sequence (top, showing !(t)), which 
involves adiabatic preparation and then a sudden quench to single-atom 
resonance. The single-atom trajectories are shown (bottom) for a 9-atom 
cluster, with the colour scale indicating the Rydberg probability. We 
observe that the initial crystal with a Rydberg excitation at every odd trap 
site (left inset) collapses after the quench, and a crystal with an excitation 
at every even site builds up (middle inset). At a later time, the initial crystal 
revives with a frequency of "/1.38(1) (right inset). Error bars denote 
68% confidence intervals. b, Domain-wall density after the quench. The 
dynamics decay slowly on a timescale of 0.88 µs. Shaded region represents 

the standard error of the mean. Solid blue line is a fully coherent matrix 
product state (MPS) simulation with bond dimension D = 256, taking into 
account measurement fidelity. c, Toy model of non-interacting dimers  
(see main text). Blue (white) circles represent atoms in state |g! (|r!).  
d, Numerical calculations of the dynamics after a quench, starting from an 
ideal 25-atom crystal, obtained from exact diagonalization. Domain-wall 
density (red) and the growth of entanglement entropy of the half chain  
(13 atoms; blue) are shown as functions of time after the quench. Dashed 
lines take into account only the nearest-neighbour (NN) blockade 
constraint. Solid lines correspond to the full 1/R6 interaction potential.
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The realization of fully controlled, coherent many-body quantum 
systems is an outstanding challenge in science and engineering. As 
quantum simulators, they can provide insights into strongly correlated 
quantum systems and the role of quantum entanglement1, and ena-
ble realizations and studies of new states of matter, even away from 
equilibrium. These systems also form the basis of the realization of 
quantum information processors2. Although basic building blocks of 
such processors have been demonstrated in systems of a few coupled 
qubits3–5, the current challenge is to increase the number of coherently 
coupled qubits to potentially perform tasks that are beyond the reach 
of modern classical machines.

Several physical platforms are currently being explored to reach these 
goals. Systems composed of about 10–20 individually controlled atomic 
ions have been used to create entangled states and to explore quantum 
simulations of Ising spin models6,7. Similarly sized systems of pro-
grammable superconducting qubits have been implemented recently8. 
Quantum simulations have been carried out in larger ensembles of 
more than 100 trapped ions without individual readout9. Strongly 
interacting quantum dynamics has been explored using optical lattice 
simulators10. These systems are already addressing computationally 
difficult problems in quantum dynamics11 and the fermionic Hubbard 
model12. Larger-scale Ising-like machines have been realized in super-
conducting13 and optical14 systems, but these realizations lack either 
coherence or quantum nonlinearity, which are essential for achieving 
full quantum speedup.

Arrays of strongly interacting atoms
A promising avenue for realizing strongly interacting quantum matter 
involves coherent coupling of neutral atoms to highly excited  
Rydberg states15,16 (Fig. 1a). This results in repulsive van der Waals 
interactions (of strength = /V C Rij ij

6) between Rydberg atom pairs at a 
distance Rij (ref. 15), where C > 0 is the van der Waals coefficient. Such 
interactions have recently been used to realize quantum gates17–19, to 
implement strong photon–photon interactions20 and to study quantum 
many-body physics of Ising spin systems in optical lattices21–23 and in 

probabilistically loaded dipole trap arrays24. Our approach combines 
these strong, controllable interactions with atom-by-atom assembly of 
arrays of cold neutral 87Rb atoms25–27. The quantum dynamics of this 
system is governed by the Hamiltonian
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where #i are the detunings of the driving lasers from the Rydberg  
state (Fig. 1b), " = | #$ | + | #$ |g r r gx

i
i i i i  describes the coupling between  

the ground state |gi# and the Rydberg state |ri# of an atom at position i, 
driven at Rabi frequency !i, ni = |ri#$ri|, and ! is the reduced  
Planck constant. Here, we focus on homogeneous coherent coupling 
(|!i| = !, #i = #), controlled by changing laser intensities and  
detunings in time. The interaction strength Vij is tuned either by  
varying the distance between the atoms or by coupling them to a  
different Rydberg state.

The experimental protocol that we implement is depicted in Fig. 1c  
(see also Extended Data Fig. 1). First, atoms are loaded from a magneto- 
optical trap into a tweezer array created by an acousto-optic deflector.  
We then use a measurement and feedback procedure that eliminates 
the entropy associated with the probabilistic trap loading and results 
in the rapid production of defect-free arrays with more than 50 laser-
cooled atoms, as described previously26. These atoms are prepared 
in a preprogrammed spatial configuration in a well-defined internal  
ground state |g# (Methods). We then turn off the traps and let the  
system evolve under the unitary time evolution U(!,!#,!t), which is 
realized by coupling the atoms to the Rydberg state |r# = |70S1/2# with 
laser light along the array axis (Fig. 1a). The final states of individual 
atoms are detected by turning the traps back on and imaging the recap-
tured ground-state atoms via atomic fluorescence; the anti-trapped 
Rydberg atoms are ejected. The atomic motion in the absence of traps 
limits the time window for exploring coherent dynamics. For a typical 
sequence duration of about 1 µs, the probability of atom loss is less than 
1% (see Extended Data Fig. 2).

Controllable, coherent many-body systems can provide insights into the fundamental properties of quantum matter, 
enable the realization of new quantum phases and could ultimately lead to computational systems that outperform 
existing computers based on classical approaches. Here we demonstrate a method for creating controlled many-body 
quantum matter that combines deterministically prepared, reconfigurable arrays of individually trapped cold atoms with 
strong, coherent interactions enabled by excitation to Rydberg states. We realize a programmable Ising-type quantum 
spin model with tunable interactions and system sizes of up to 51 qubits. Within this model, we observe phase transitions 
into spatially ordered states that break various discrete symmetries, verify the high-fidelity preparation of these states 
and investigate the dynamics across the phase transition in large arrays of atoms. In particular, we observe robust many-
body dynamics corresponding to persistent oscillations of the order after a rapid quantum quench that results from a 
sudden transition across the phase boundary. Our method provides a way of exploring many-body phenomena on a 
programmable quantum simulator and could enable realizations of new quantum algorithms.
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Even more striking is the coherent and persistent oscillation 
of the crystalline order after the quantum quench. With respect 
to the quenched Hamiltonian (! = 0), the energy density of our  
Z2-ordered state corresponds to that of an infinite-temperature 
ensemble within the manifold constrained by Rydberg blockade. 
Also, our Hamiltonian does not have any explicitly conserved quan-
tities other than total energy. Nevertheless, the oscillations persist 
well beyond the natural timescale of local relaxation (1/") and the 
fastest timescale (1/Vi,i+1).

To understand these observations, we consider a simplified model 
in which the effect of long-range interactions is neglected, and nearest- 
neighbour interactions are replaced by hard constraints on neigh-
bouring excitations of Rydberg states30. In this limit, the qualitative 
behaviour of the quench dynamics can be understood in terms of 
dimerized spins (Fig. 6c); owing to the blockade constraint, each dimer 
forms an effective spin-1 system with three states (|rg!, |gg! and |gr!), 
in which the resonant drive ‘rotates’ the three states over the period 

""/2 (2 ), which is close to that observed experimentally. Although 
this qualitative picture does not take into account the strong interac-
tions (constraints) between neighbouring dimers, it can be extended 
by considering a minimal variational ansatz for the many-body wave 
function based on matrix product states that respect all blockade con-
straints (Methods). Using the time-dependent variational principle, we 
derive analytical equations of motion and obtain a crystalline-order 
oscillation with a frequency of about "/1.51 (see Extended Data  
Fig. 9), which is within 10% of the experimental observations. These 
considerations are supported by various numerical simulations. The 
exact numerics predict that this simplified model exhibits crystal oscil-
lations with the observed frequency, while the entanglement entropy 
grows at a rate much smaller than ", indicating that the oscillation 
persists over many cycles (Fig. 6d and Methods). The addition of long-
range interactions leads to a faster decay of the oscillations, with a 

timescale that is determined by 1/Vi,i+2, in good agreement with experi-
mental observations (Fig. 6b); the entanglement entropy also grows on 
this timescale (Fig. 6d, see also Extended Data Fig. 10).

Our observations and analysis therefore indicate that the decay of 
crystal oscillation is governed by weak next-nearest-neighbour inter-
actions. This relatively slow thermalization is rather unexpected, 
because our Hamiltonian, with or without long-range interactions, is 
far from any known integrable system30, and features neither strong 
disorder nor explicitly conserved quantities38. Instead, our observations 
are probably associated with constrained dynamics due to Rydberg 
blockade and large separations of timescales ( "+ +! !V Vi i i i, 1 , 2 ;  
ref. 39) that result in an effective Hilbert-space dimension that is deter-
mined by the golden ratio + /(1 5 ) 2N N  (refs 40, 41). The evolution 
within such a constrained Hilbert space gives rise to the so-called quan-
tum dimer models, which are known to possess non-trivial dynamics42. 
Although these considerations provide important insights into the 
origin of robust emergent dynamics, our results challenge conventional 
theoretical concepts and so warrant further studies.

Outlook
Our observations demonstrate that Rydberg excitation of arrays of 
neutral atoms is a promising way of studying quantum dynamics and 
quantum simulations in large systems. Our method can be extended 
and improved in several ways. Individual qubit rotations around the z 
axis could be implemented using light shifts associated with trap light, 
and a second acousto-optic deflector could be used for individual con-
trol of coherent rotations around other directions. Further improve-
ment in coherence and controllability could be obtained by encoding 
qubits into hyperfine sublevels of the electronic ground state and using 
state-selective Rydberg excitation23. Implementing two-dimensional 
arrays could provide a path towards realizing thousands of traps. 
Such two-dimensional configurations could be realized by using a  
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Figure 6 | Emergent oscillations in many-body dynamics after sudden 
quench. a, A schematic of the sequence (top, showing !(t)), which 
involves adiabatic preparation and then a sudden quench to single-atom 
resonance. The single-atom trajectories are shown (bottom) for a 9-atom 
cluster, with the colour scale indicating the Rydberg probability. We 
observe that the initial crystal with a Rydberg excitation at every odd trap 
site (left inset) collapses after the quench, and a crystal with an excitation 
at every even site builds up (middle inset). At a later time, the initial crystal 
revives with a frequency of "/1.38(1) (right inset). Error bars denote 
68% confidence intervals. b, Domain-wall density after the quench. The 
dynamics decay slowly on a timescale of 0.88 µs. Shaded region represents 

the standard error of the mean. Solid blue line is a fully coherent matrix 
product state (MPS) simulation with bond dimension D = 256, taking into 
account measurement fidelity. c, Toy model of non-interacting dimers  
(see main text). Blue (white) circles represent atoms in state |g! (|r!).  
d, Numerical calculations of the dynamics after a quench, starting from an 
ideal 25-atom crystal, obtained from exact diagonalization. Domain-wall 
density (red) and the growth of entanglement entropy of the half chain  
(13 atoms; blue) are shown as functions of time after the quench. Dashed 
lines take into account only the nearest-neighbour (NN) blockade 
constraint. Solid lines correspond to the full 1/R6 interaction potential.
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Controllable, quantum-coherent systems of ultracold atoms1,2, 
trapped ions3 and nitrogen-vacancy spins in diamond4 have 
emerged as platforms for realizing and probing highly non-

equilibrium quantum matter. In particular, these systems have 
opened the door to the investigation of non-ergodic dynamics in 
isolated quantum systems. Such an unusual kind of dynamics is now 
known to occur when there is an emergence of many conserved 
quantities, such as in integrable systems5 and many-body localiza-
tion6–8. In both cases, the system strongly violates the ‘eigenstate 
thermalization hypothesis’ (ETH)9,10, which was conjectured to gov-
ern the properties of ergodic systems and their approach to thermal 
equilibrium. This motivates the question: are there systems that only 
weakly break ergodicity? In particular, are there systems in which 
some eigenstates are atypical and dynamics strongly depends on the 
initial conditions? The existing theoretical studies, which tested the 
ETH numerically in systems of spins, fermions and bosons in one-
dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) systems11,12 seem to 
rule out such a possibility. In particular, an earlier study13 found that 
in an ergodic spin chain, all highly excited states were typical and 
thermal, obeying the strong version of the ETH.

In this paper we demonstrate that weak breaking of ergodicity 
can occur in kinetically constrained 1D models that are reminis-
cent of the effective models describing the interactions between 
anyon excitations in 2D topological phases of matter, such as frac-
tional quantum Hall states14. Topological order in these systems is 
connected with emergent gauge fields, such that their many-body 
Hilbert space cannot be decomposed as a tensor product of local 
Hilbert spaces. Although models of this type have been theoretically 
investigated15–22, recent works23–25 demonstrate that they can also 
be realized in experiments with Rydberg atoms in 1D or 2D traps.  
We focus on the simple example of a 1D chain (with the Hamiltonian 
defined in equation (1) below) whose constrained Hilbert space 
grows in the Fibonacci sequence, and therefore below we refer to 
this system as a ‘Fibonacci chain’.

Our results for the non-ergodic dynamics in the Fibonacci chain 
can be summarized as follows. First, based on the energy level sta-
tistics, we find that the model exhibits level repulsion and is non-
integrable. Second, we show that the model has a band of special 
eigenstates coexisting with thermalizing eigenstates in the middle 
of the many-body band. Surprisingly, even though the special 
eigenstates comprise only a vanishing fraction of all states in the 
thermodynamic limit, they have direct physical manifestations, and 
they can be accessed by preparing the system in specific product 
states. In particular, the band of special eigenstates underlies the 
unexpected long-duration oscillations observed experimentally25. 
Finally, we shed light on the structure of special eigenstates by intro-
ducing an effective tight-binding model. This allows us to obtain 
accurate numerical approximations of special eigenstates by solving 
the problem of a single particle hopping on a Hilbert space graph.

The existence of a band of special eigenstates is strongly remi-
niscent of the phenomenon of quantum scars in single-particle 
chaotic billiards26, which have been observed in microwave cavi-
ties27 and quantum dots28. In the context of single-particle quantum 
chaos, scars represent a concentration of some eigenfunctions along 
the trajectory of unstable classical periodic orbits. In our study of a 
many-body system, strong revivals arise due to the existence of an 
analogous trajectory in the Hilbert space that includes two particular 
product states. We show that this periodic orbit ‘scars’ a subset of 
eigenstates that form a special band. Analogous to the single-par-
ticle case, these eigenstates are concentrated in parts of the Hilbert 
space. Our effective tight-binding approach sheds light on the struc-
ture of scarred eigenstates and, correspondingly, the structure of the  
periodic orbit.

Model
In the experiment25, a chain of Rydberg atoms was realized in which, 
effectively, excitations were created/annihilated with equal ampli-
tudes. In the limit where the nearest-neighbour interaction is much 

Weak ergodicity breaking from quantum  
many-body scars
C. J. Turner! !1, A. A. Michailidis1,2, D. A. Abanin3, M. Serbyn2 and Z. Papi"! !1*

The thermodynamic description of many-particle systems rests on the assumption of ergodicity, the ability of a system to 
explore all allowed configurations in the phase space. Recent studies on many-body localization have revealed the exis-
tence of systems that strongly violate ergodicity in the presence of quenched disorder. Here, we demonstrate that ergo-
dicity can be weakly broken by a different mechanism, arising from the presence of special eigenstates in the many-body 
spectrum that are reminiscent of quantum scars in chaotic non-interacting systems. In the single-particle case, quantum 
scars correspond to wavefunctions that concentrate in the vicinity of unstable periodic classical trajectories. We show 
that many-body scars appear in the Fibonacci chain, a model with a constrained local Hilbert space that has recently been 
experimentally realized in a Rydberg-atom quantum simulator. The quantum scarred eigenstates are embedded through-
out the otherwise thermalizing many-body spectrum but lead to direct experimental signatures, as we show for periodic 
recurrences that reproduce those observed in the experiment. Our results suggest that scarred many-body bands give rise 
to a new universality class of quantum dynamics, opening up opportunities for the creation of novel states with long-lived 
coherence in systems that are now experimentally realizable.
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all the information. Hence, the black hole information paradox is quite similar as
the quantum thermalization paradox.

The resolution to this apparent paradox is that all the local information of the ini-
tial state has been spread into the entire system, such that it cannot be retrieved by
local unitary measurements. In this sense, the local information has been “erased”.
That is the reason why the two concepts of the quantum thermalization and the
quantum information scrambling are tied together. The lesson from this discussion
is that, for quantum thermalization, we should not focus on the entire system but
should focus on local observables. Hence, we consider a small fraction of the system
called region A and all the remainder part is called region B. Thermalization means
that the sub-region A reaches thermal equilibrium in contact with the rest part of
the system B, which servers as a reservoir.

We consider wave function | (t)i evolved from the initial state | (0)i. By ex-
panding | (0)i over a complete set of bases given by the many-body eigen-states
|↵i with energy E↵, i.e.

| (0)i =
X

↵

a↵|↵i, (8.64)

we have

| (t)i =
X

↵

a↵e�iE↵t|↵i. (8.65)

We consider local observable Ô in the region A, and for simplicity, we consider an
infinite-time average of this physical observable as 4

hÔi1 = lim
T!1

1

T

Z
T

0

h (t)|Ô| (t)idt =
X

↵

|a↵|2h↵|Ô|↵i. (8.66)

Here we should emphasize a key di↵erence between thermalization in a classical
system and in a quantum system. Thermalization in the classical system is based
on the Ergodicity Hypothesis, which states that all microscopic states of the system
can be accessed with equal probability as long as the evolution time is su�ciently
long. However, this ergodicity cannot be applied to a quantum system. It is clear
from Eq. 8.66 that the occupations of di↵erent many-body eigen-states are fixed by
the choice of the initial state, and the occupations do not change as time evolves.
Therefore, in order for any generic initial state to thermalize, a natural assumption
is that all generic eigen-states have to thermalize. That is to say, for a quantum
system, the Ergodicity Hypothesis should be replaced by Eigenstate Thermalization
Hypothesis, short noted as ETH. Roughly speaking, ETH states that for a generic
many-body eigenstate |↵i with energy E↵, the expectation value of a local operator
Ô is identical to the measured value of this observable in a micro-canonical ensemble
with mean energy E↵

5, that is,

h↵|Ô|↵i = h⇢mc(E↵)Ôi, (8.67)

4 With a refined study, the long time average is actually not necessary. Here we consider the long
time average just for the simplicity of our discussion.

5 A more rigorous definition can be found in Ref. [1, 42].
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Significantly low entanglement entropy
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Z2 state cannot thermalize
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ETH

MBL

Exact
Integrable

?tFig. 8.14 Schematic of Di↵erent Type of Models: The largest circle includes all possible physical
models. One circle labelled by “ETH” includes models obeying eigenstate
thermalization hypothesis (ETH). Models outside this circle do not obey ETH, among
which a smaller circle includes all exactly integrable systems. Currently, models
excluded by these two circles are systems understood in term of many-body
localization system (MBL), with other open possibilities denoted by the circles with
question-mark.

the number of conserved quantities is equal to the number of the degree of freedoms.
Examples of such models include non-interacting bosons and fermions, and one-
dimensional models that are exactly solvable by the Bethe Ansatz method, as we
have discussed in Sec. 3.4. However, we should emphasize that the violation of ETH
in these models requires fine tuning of model parameters. For instance, for the non-
interacting bosons and fermions, any finite interactions between particles can lead to
thermalization when disorder is absent. In order for the one-dimensional model to be
exactly solvable by the Bethe Ansatz method, these one-dimensional models require
specific form of interaction potentials or interaction parameters. Any deviation from
such interactions can break the integrability and lead to thermalization.

It is now known that among all the models violating ETH, there exists another
class of models aside from the exactly integrable models. In contrast to these exactly
integrable models, the violation of ETH in these models is stable against small per-
turbation to the Hamiltonian. These models are called the many-body localizations
(MBL), because so far most of these models always include disorders. Nevertheless,
whether there exists other possibilities is still an open question. We summarize the
relation between ETH, MBL and exact integrable models in Fig. 8.14. More details
about MBL and ETH can be found in Ref. [1, 42, 124].

There are a few metrics to characterize the breakdown of the ETH [1, 42, 124]:

• Observable-Energy Relation: Note that the right-hand side of Eq. 8.67 only de-

Quantum Many-Body Scar  
(Partially Breaking of Thermalization)

Fully Breaking of 
Thermalization

Thermalization

See review:  
arXiv: 2011.09486
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before and after the transition. The second issue is how
to tune the topological angle experimentally and therefore
tune the conf-deconf transition. We present our theoretical
proposals on both issues.

Another recent experimental development in ultracold-
atom physics is the Rydberg-atom array quantum simulator
[50–56]. A Rydberg atom is an excited atom with one or
more electrons with a very high principal quantum num-
ber, because of which there exists a repulsive interaction
between two Rydberg atoms. This repulsive interaction
increases when the distance between two Rydberg atoms
decreases and it forbids two Rydberg atoms from simul-
taneously existing within a certain distance [57,58]. This
phenomenon is called the Rydberg-blockade e!ect and
the distance is called the blockade radius. Experimen-
tally, Rydberg atoms are placed into a one-dimensional
array and the blockade e!ect makes this system an inter-
esting many-body system, described by a so-called PXP
Hamiltonian [59]. This Rydberg-atom quantum simula-
tor can simulate quantum many-body dynamics with high
fidelity and explore exotic ground-state quantum phases
[60–78]. Here, we also discuss the connection between
the U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian [19] and discuss
the manifestation of the conf-deconf transition in the PXP
model.

This paper is organized as follows. We first review the
experimental setting in Sec. II. Then, we discuss how to
tune the topological angle ! in Sec. III and present the
protocol for detecting confinement or deconfinement in
Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we bring out the connection between
this LGT and the PXP model and we show that the conf-
deconf physics can also be studied in the PXP model. We
summarize the results in Sec. VI.

II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment of Ref. [10] explores bosonic atoms in
a one-dimensional optical lattice formed by two standing
wave of lasers [79,80] and the lattice contains a staggered
potential with di!erent on-site energies between even and
odd sites. When the interaction energy is much weaker
than the band gap, one only needs to keep the lowest
band, giving rise to the Bose-Hubbard model [79,80]. The
Hamiltonian reads

ĤBHM =
!

j

[!J (b̂†
j b̂j +1 + h.c.) + U

2
n̂j (n̂j ! 1) + "j n̂j ],

(1)

where "j = (!1)j #/2 is the staggered potential and # sets
the on-site energy di!erence between the even and odd
sites. b̂†

j and b̂j are the creation and annihilation opera-
tors. n̂j = b̂†

j b̂j , J denotes the tunneling strength between
neighboring sites and U denotes the on-site interaction
strength. In practice, there is also a gradient potential

that suppresses long-range hopping (hopping beyond the
nearest-neighboring sites). Reference [10] has shown that
the e!ects of these terms are insignificant and their e!ects
can be further reduced by performing postselection, where
processes violating Gauss’s law are ignored. Since we do
not explicitly include the long-range hopping in our model,
we ignore this gradient-potential term as well.

This experiment works in the parameter range # " J ,
U " J , and U # 2# [10]. We show four di!erent cases for
two-atom states in Fig. 1. In the limit J $ 0 and U = 2#,
the energy is # when two even sites are singly occupied
[Fig. 1(a)] and the energy is U ! # when an odd site is
doubly occupied [Fig. 1(b)]. Thus, the energies of these
two states are nearly degenerate. However, for states as
shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the energies are 0 and U + #,
respectively, and these two energies are o!set by # and
2#, compared with the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
Hence, when # " J , we can project out both the doubly
occupied even sites or the singly occupied odd sites. That
is to say, for odd sites, we only retain the vacuum state
and the doubly occupied state. We view these two cases as
two states of a spin-1/2, with the vacuum state denoted by
|%& and the doubly occupied state denoted by |'&. These
spin-1/2 states are viewed as the degrees of freedom of the
gauge field.

Now considering a small but finite hopping amplitude J ,
the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) can be connected by
a second-order hopping process, with its strength denoted
by J̃ [10]. The resulting e!ective Hamiltonian reads [10]

Ĥe! =
!

l

"

! J̃
2

Ŝ+
l,l+1b̂lb̂l+1 + h.c. + mn̂l

#

, (2)

where l labels all the even lattice sites playing the role
of the matter field. We use m to denote # ! U/2 and m
can be considered as the mass of a matter-field particle.
That is to say, we allow a certain di!erence between 2#
and U, although the di!erence should always be small
compared with 2# or U such that the projection on the
sub-Hilbert space is still valid. The boson numbers in these

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 1. A schematic of the di!erent states of a three-site build-
ing block. When U # 2# and J $ 0, the energies of (a) and (b)
are nearly degenerate and are o! resonance with the energies of
(c) and (d).
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sites are subjected to a constraint nl = b†
l bl ! 1 and, there-

fore, these bosons are considered as hard-core bosons.
This model, shown in Eq. (2), is equivalent to the lat-
tice Schwinger model in one spatial dimension in the
Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian formulation [10,81].

A. Local gauge symmetry
It is easy to see that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) pos-

sesses local gauge symmetries. For any site l, performing a
local gauge transformation b̂l " ei!l b̂l, and simultaneously
Ŝ+

l,l+1 " e#i!l Ŝ+
l,l+1 and Ŝ+

l#1,l " e#i!l Ŝ+
l#1,l, the Hamilto-

nian is invariant. The local gauge symmetries force local
conserved quantities. In this case, the conserved gauge
charges are

Gl = Sz
l#1,l + Sz

l,l+1 + nl, (3)

where nl is the particle number at site l of the matter field. It
can also easily be seen from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) that
any spin flip increasing or decreasing Sz by one is always
accompanied by a decrease or increase by one of the boson
numbers nl and nl+1. Several examples of local configura-
tions with di!erent Gl are shown in Fig. 2. By introducing
the electric field at each link as

El#1,l = (#1)lSz
l#1,l (4)

and the physical charge at each site as Ql = (#1)lnl, Gl =
0 can always be rewritten as

El,l+1 # El#1,l = Ql. (5)

This is reminiscent of Gauss’s law that $ · E = ".

B. Phase transition
There is a quantum phase transition in the Gl = 0 gauge

sector. It is easy to identify this transition by studying

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

FIG. 2. Configurations with di!erent values of the gauge
charge: (a),(b) G = 0; (c) G = 1; (d) G = #1.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. A schematic of two phases in the Gl = 0 gauge sector
in (a) the m " % limit and (b) the m " #% limit.

two limits of m " ±% as shown in Fig. 3. In the limit
m " #%, it favors nl = 1 and all matter-field sites are
singly occupied. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0
force all gauge field sites to be in the |&' state. This state
respects the lattice translational symmetry. In the opposite
limit m " %, it favors nl = 0 and all matter-field sites
are empty. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0 force
Sz

l#1,l + Sz
l,l+1 = 0 and the spins in the gauge-field sites

form a classical antiferromagnetic order. Thus, this state
breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
shown in Fig. 3(a) are degenerate. Therefore, we expect
that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
eter is

!
l(#1)lSz

l,l+1. In fact, the signature of this phase
transition has been observed in the experiment reported in
Ref. [10]

III. TUNING THE TOPOLOGICAL ANGLE

The phase diagram of the U(1) LGT, shown in Fig. 4,
contains the mass parameter m and another important
parameter called the topological angle ! . In the U(1) LGT,
a conf-deconf transition occurs when ! = # . This tran-
sition is actually the same transition as the Ising-type
transition discussed above. In other words, the situation
discussed above corresponds to the ! = # situation in the
LGT. To understand why this is the case, we need to
address the following two closely related issues. First, we
need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
through the quantization value of the electric field, i.e.,

El#1,l = n # !

2#
, n ( Z. (6)

Therefore, by the definition of Eq. (4), it is clear that El#1,l
can take values of n # 1/2 when ! = # . For the second
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sites are subjected to a constraint nl = b†
l bl ! 1 and, there-

fore, these bosons are considered as hard-core bosons.
This model, shown in Eq. (2), is equivalent to the lat-
tice Schwinger model in one spatial dimension in the
Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian formulation [10,81].

A. Local gauge symmetry
It is easy to see that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) pos-

sesses local gauge symmetries. For any site l, performing a
local gauge transformation b̂l " ei!l b̂l, and simultaneously
Ŝ+

l,l+1 " e#i!l Ŝ+
l,l+1 and Ŝ+

l#1,l " e#i!l Ŝ+
l#1,l, the Hamilto-

nian is invariant. The local gauge symmetries force local
conserved quantities. In this case, the conserved gauge
charges are

Gl = Sz
l#1,l + Sz

l,l+1 + nl, (3)

where nl is the particle number at site l of the matter field. It
can also easily be seen from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) that
any spin flip increasing or decreasing Sz by one is always
accompanied by a decrease or increase by one of the boson
numbers nl and nl+1. Several examples of local configura-
tions with di!erent Gl are shown in Fig. 2. By introducing
the electric field at each link as

El#1,l = (#1)lSz
l#1,l (4)

and the physical charge at each site as Ql = (#1)lnl, Gl =
0 can always be rewritten as

El,l+1 # El#1,l = Ql. (5)

This is reminiscent of Gauss’s law that $ · E = ".

B. Phase transition
There is a quantum phase transition in the Gl = 0 gauge

sector. It is easy to identify this transition by studying
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FIG. 2. Configurations with di!erent values of the gauge
charge: (a),(b) G = 0; (c) G = 1; (d) G = #1.
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FIG. 3. A schematic of two phases in the Gl = 0 gauge sector
in (a) the m " % limit and (b) the m " #% limit.

two limits of m " ±% as shown in Fig. 3. In the limit
m " #%, it favors nl = 1 and all matter-field sites are
singly occupied. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0
force all gauge field sites to be in the |&' state. This state
respects the lattice translational symmetry. In the opposite
limit m " %, it favors nl = 0 and all matter-field sites
are empty. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0 force
Sz

l#1,l + Sz
l,l+1 = 0 and the spins in the gauge-field sites

form a classical antiferromagnetic order. Thus, this state
breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
shown in Fig. 3(a) are degenerate. Therefore, we expect
that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
eter is
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l,l+1. In fact, the signature of this phase
transition has been observed in the experiment reported in
Ref. [10]
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need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
through the quantization value of the electric field, i.e.,
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sites are subjected to a constraint nl = b†
l bl ! 1 and, there-

fore, these bosons are considered as hard-core bosons.
This model, shown in Eq. (2), is equivalent to the lat-
tice Schwinger model in one spatial dimension in the
Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian formulation [10,81].
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can also easily be seen from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) that
any spin flip increasing or decreasing Sz by one is always
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two limits of m " ±% as shown in Fig. 3. In the limit
m " #%, it favors nl = 1 and all matter-field sites are
singly occupied. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0
force all gauge field sites to be in the |&' state. This state
respects the lattice translational symmetry. In the opposite
limit m " %, it favors nl = 0 and all matter-field sites
are empty. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0 force
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l#1,l + Sz
l,l+1 = 0 and the spins in the gauge-field sites

form a classical antiferromagnetic order. Thus, this state
breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
shown in Fig. 3(a) are degenerate. Therefore, we expect
that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
eter is
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l,l+1. In fact, the signature of this phase
transition has been observed in the experiment reported in
Ref. [10]

III. TUNING THE TOPOLOGICAL ANGLE

The phase diagram of the U(1) LGT, shown in Fig. 4,
contains the mass parameter m and another important
parameter called the topological angle ! . In the U(1) LGT,
a conf-deconf transition occurs when ! = # . This tran-
sition is actually the same transition as the Ising-type
transition discussed above. In other words, the situation
discussed above corresponds to the ! = # situation in the
LGT. To understand why this is the case, we need to
address the following two closely related issues. First, we
need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
through the quantization value of the electric field, i.e.,
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Therefore, by the definition of Eq. (4), it is clear that El#1,l
can take values of n # 1/2 when ! = # . For the second
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FIG. 4. A schematic of the phase diagram of the one-
dimensional U(1) LGT in term of the mass parameter m and
the topological angle ! around " . The dashed line represents the
deconfinement phase.

question, we can add a “Maxwell” term gE2
l!1,l into the

Hamiltonian in Eq. (2). When g is large, we can only focus
on El!1,l = ±1/2 when ! = " , because other possible val-
ues of El!1,l in Eq. (6) are not energetically favorable.
Hence, Eq. (6) is consistent with the definition Eq. (4). We
note that the Maxwell term is a constant for El!1,l = ±1/2
and this constant can be ignored in the Hamiltonian.

With these understandings, it also becomes clear how to
tune the topological angle ! . We note that Eq. (4) can be
changed to

El!1,l = (!1)lSz
l!1,l + h. (7)

With this new definition, Gauss’s law in Eq. (5) still
holds. However, this new definition changes the quantiza-
tion value of El!1,l and, therefore, changes the value of ! .
Meanwhile, the Maxwell term now becomes

g
!

l

E2
l!1,l = g

!

l

((!1)lSz
l!1,l + h)2. (8)

Aside from constant terms, this is equivalent to adding a
term gh

"
l(!1)lSz

l!1,l into the Hamiltonian. h = 0 corre-
sponds to ! = " . Adding a finite h tunes ! away from " . In
the original model, this corresponds to adding an alternat-
ing potential energy di!erence between two neighboring
gauge sites. This alternating potential energy doubles the
unit cell for the lattice translational symmetry and the two
states shown in Fig. 3(a) are no longer related by the trans-
lational symmetry of the Hamiltonian, which is consistent
with an energy splitting between them. Hence, from the
symmetry perspective, it is also understandable that the
Ising-type symmetry-breaking phase transition no longer
exists. Here, we also note that the terms we neglect but
exist in the actual system, such as long-range hoppings, do
not break the lattice translation symmetry and, therefore,
they do not a!ect the existence of the Ising transition.

IV. PROBE CONFINEMENT AND
DECONFINEMENT

As we mentioned above, the Ising-type transition with
h = 0 is also the conf-deconf transition in the LGT with
! = " . However, the USTC experiment has only observed
evidence of antiferromagnetic spin order [10] and has not
observed evidence of confinement or deconfinement. Here,
we propose an experimental scheme to detect confinement
or deconfinement. The basic idea is to change both the
gauge charge [defined by Eq. (3)] and the physical charge
(i.e., the particle number of the matter field) locally. The
gauge charge cannot move due to the local gauge conserva-
tion but the physical charge is free to move. The evidence
should be as follows:

(a) If the physical charge is always localized around the
gauge charge, this is evidence of confinement.

(b) If the physical charge is delocalized and free to
move, this is evidence of deconfinement.

To be concrete, we first prepare the ground state |#g" with
a fixed m/J̃ . Then we either apply b̂†

l to create a physi-
cal charge at site-l, such as the process from Fig. 2(a) to
Fig. 2(c) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = 1, or we apply b̂l
to annihilate a physical charge at site-l, such as the process
from Fig. 2(b) to Fig. 2(d) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = !1.
Experimentally, this can be achieved by the capability
of single-site addressing using quantum gas microscope,
together with single-site resolved density measurement
and postselection. We follow the time evolution of the
quantum state b̂†

l |#g" or b̂l|#g" and monitor the real-space
distribution of the physical charge.

Our numerical calculation is based on the exact diago-
nalization of the many-body Hamiltonian. We can obtain
all eigenstates and their eigenvalues, with which the time
evolution of an initial state can be straightforwardly simu-
lated [83]. The results of numerical simulation are shown
in Fig. 5, which plots the time evolution of the spatial
distribution of the physical charge. In Fig. 5(a), we show
the physical charge distribution after removing a physical
charge for m = !J̃ and h = 0. In this case, the physical
charge is a hole. Initially, the physical charge is removed at
the tenth site and the extra gauge charge is always localized
at the tenth site. Figure 5(a) clearly shows that the physi-
cal charge is always localized around the nonzero gauge
charge. Figure 5(b) shows the physical charge distribution
after creating a physical charge for m = J̃ and h = 0. The
extra gauge charge is also fixed at the tenth site. However,
very di!erently, Fig. 5(b) shows that the extra physical
charge soon becomes delocalized as time evolves. This
di!erence clearly distinguishes confinement from decon-
finement. Here, we should note that, to obtain Fig. 5(b), we
start from a ground state that is an equal-weight superpo-
sition of two symmetry-breaking degenerate states. If we
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sites are subjected to a constraint nl = b†
l bl ! 1 and, there-

fore, these bosons are considered as hard-core bosons.
This model, shown in Eq. (2), is equivalent to the lat-
tice Schwinger model in one spatial dimension in the
Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian formulation [10,81].

A. Local gauge symmetry
It is easy to see that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) pos-

sesses local gauge symmetries. For any site l, performing a
local gauge transformation b̂l " ei!l b̂l, and simultaneously
Ŝ+

l,l+1 " e#i!l Ŝ+
l,l+1 and Ŝ+

l#1,l " e#i!l Ŝ+
l#1,l, the Hamilto-

nian is invariant. The local gauge symmetries force local
conserved quantities. In this case, the conserved gauge
charges are

Gl = Sz
l#1,l + Sz

l,l+1 + nl, (3)

where nl is the particle number at site l of the matter field. It
can also easily be seen from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) that
any spin flip increasing or decreasing Sz by one is always
accompanied by a decrease or increase by one of the boson
numbers nl and nl+1. Several examples of local configura-
tions with di!erent Gl are shown in Fig. 2. By introducing
the electric field at each link as

El#1,l = (#1)lSz
l#1,l (4)

and the physical charge at each site as Ql = (#1)lnl, Gl =
0 can always be rewritten as

El,l+1 # El#1,l = Ql. (5)

This is reminiscent of Gauss’s law that $ · E = ".
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There is a quantum phase transition in the Gl = 0 gauge
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two limits of m " ±% as shown in Fig. 3. In the limit
m " #%, it favors nl = 1 and all matter-field sites are
singly occupied. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0
force all gauge field sites to be in the |&' state. This state
respects the lattice translational symmetry. In the opposite
limit m " %, it favors nl = 0 and all matter-field sites
are empty. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0 force
Sz

l#1,l + Sz
l,l+1 = 0 and the spins in the gauge-field sites

form a classical antiferromagnetic order. Thus, this state
breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
shown in Fig. 3(a) are degenerate. Therefore, we expect
that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
eter is

!
l(#1)lSz

l,l+1. In fact, the signature of this phase
transition has been observed in the experiment reported in
Ref. [10]

III. TUNING THE TOPOLOGICAL ANGLE

The phase diagram of the U(1) LGT, shown in Fig. 4,
contains the mass parameter m and another important
parameter called the topological angle ! . In the U(1) LGT,
a conf-deconf transition occurs when ! = # . This tran-
sition is actually the same transition as the Ising-type
transition discussed above. In other words, the situation
discussed above corresponds to the ! = # situation in the
LGT. To understand why this is the case, we need to
address the following two closely related issues. First, we
need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
through the quantization value of the electric field, i.e.,

El#1,l = n # !

2#
, n ( Z. (6)

Therefore, by the definition of Eq. (4), it is clear that El#1,l
can take values of n # 1/2 when ! = # . For the second
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First, to manipulate quantum states in isolated double wells, which we 
use for state initialization and readout, the superlattice phase is con-
trolled to match the positions of the intensity maxima of the short and 
long lattices. Second, in contrast, when performing the phase transi-
tion, overlapping the intensity minima of the lattices enables the pro-
duction of identical tunnelling strength between neighbouring sites.

To prepare the initial state, we selectively address and flip the hyper-
fine state of the atoms residing on odd sites24, followed by their removal 
using resonant light. The remaining atoms on the even sites of the 1D 
chains correspond to an overall charge neutral configuration. They 
form the ground state of our target gauge theory, equation!(1), at m!"!#$ 
in the G !ˆ = 0"  sub-sector.

The phase transition is accessed by slowly tuning the superlattice 
structure in terms of the Hubbard parameters. The linear potential 
#!=!57!Hz per site (formed by the projection of gravity) as well as the 
main contribution to the staggered potential $!=!0.73(1)!kHz (arising 
from the depth of the long lattice) are kept constant during the 120-ms 
transition process. This ramp speed has been chosen to minimize both 
non-adiabatic excitations when crossing the phase transition and unde-
sired heating effects. As shown in Fig.!2a, the tunnelling strength J/U is 
ramped from 0.014 up to 0.065 and back to 0.019. Simultaneously, we 
linearly lower the z-lattice potential to ramp the on-site interaction U 
from 1.82(1)!kHz to 1.35(1)!kHz. This ramp corresponds to driving the 
system from a large and negative m, through its critical point at m!%!0, 
to a large and positive value deep within the C/P-broken phase.

To probe the system dynamics, we ramp up the lattice barriers after 
evolution time t and extract the probability distributions p n( )j

(m/g)  of 
the occupation number n. With our optical resolution of about 1!µm, 
in!situ observables average the signal over a small region around site 
j. Our measurements distinguish between even matter sites (m) and 
odd gauge-field sites (g). We illustrate the procedure for p n( )j

(g) .  

To extract it for n!&!3, we combine the three schemes sketched in Fig.!2a 
((i)–(iii); see!Methods for a detailed application of (i)–(iii) to obtain the 
p n( )j

(m/g) ). (i) The mean occupation of gauge-field sites is recorded by 
in!situ absorption imaging after applying a site-selective spin flip in 
the superlattice, which gives n np n= ' ( )n j

(g) (g)  with natural numbers n. 
(ii) We use a photoassociation (PA) laser to project the occupancy into 
odd or even parity. Unlike selecting out doublons via Feshbach reso-
nances25,26, the PA-excited molecule decays spontaneously and gains 
kinetic energy to escape from the trap. After this parity projection, the 
residual atomic density is n n p n= ' mod ( ) ( )n jc

(g)
2

(g) . (iii) A further engi-
neering of atoms in double wells allows us to measure the probabilities 
of occupancies larger than two. We first clean the matter sites and then 
split the atoms into double wells. After a subsequent parity projection 
via illumination with PA light, the remaining atomic density is 
n p+ 2 (2)jc

(g) (g) . From the population, we find that high-energy excita-
tions, such as n!=!3, are negligible throughout our experiment.

As the data for p n( )j
(m/g)  in Fig.!2b, c show, after the ramp through the 

phase transition, on average 80(±3)% of the atoms have left the even 
sites and 39(±2)% of double occupancy is observed on the odd sites 
(we checked the coherence and reversibility of the process by ramping 
back from the final state, see!Methods). This corresponds to the anni-
hilation of 78(±5)% of particle–antiparticle pairs. From the remaining 
22(±5)% of particles that have not annihilated, we estimate the average 
size of ordered domains after the ramp to be 9!±!2 sites. The formation 
of ordered domains can be further confirmed by measuring density–
density correlations C i j n n( , ) = ( ˆ ˆ )i j  (refs. 27–29). We extract the correlation 
functions in momentum space after an 8-ms time of flight. For a bosonic 
Mott state with unity filling, the correlation function shows a bunching 
effect at momentum positions of ±2%k, where k!=!2*/&s is the wave 
vector. Two more peaks at ±%k appear in the correlation function of 
our initial state owing to the staggered distribution, as shown in Fig.!3a. 
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Fig. 2 | Probing the many-body dynamics. a, Experimental sequence. Starting 
from a near perfect Mott insulator in the ‘short’ lattice, the initial staggered state is 
prepared by removing the atoms on odd sites. We drive the phase transition by 
ramping the mass m!=!$ # U/2 and the tunnelling J. Afterwards, the occupation 
probabilities p n( )(m/g)  are identified for even and odd sites by engineering the 
atomic states with measurement schemes (i)–(iii), see!Methods section ‘State 
preparation and detection’. b, c, Time-resolved observation of the C/P-breaking 
phase transition. As revealed by the probabilities (b), atoms initially residing on 
even sites (upper panel) bind into doublons on odd sites (lower panel), 

corresponding to an annihilation of particles on matter sites and a deviation of the 
electric field, quantified by E t E N' (# 1) (ˆ ( ) # ˆ (0))/(2 )"

"
" " " ", +1 , +1 . c, Experimental 

observables and their correspondence in the QLM. Measured results agree well 
with theoretical predictions (solid curves) from the time-adaptive density matrix 
renormalization group (t-DMRG) method, where our numerics takes into account 
spatial inhomogeneity and sampling over noisy experimental parameters 
(see!Methods). Error bars and shaded regions, s.d. The dashed lines represent the 
exact evolution of the ideal QLM (see!Methods).
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The width of these peaks is mainly determined by the spatial resolution 
of the absorption imaging. The correlation function of the final state 
in Fig.!3 shows two broader peaks at ±0.5!k, which indicates the emer-
gence of a new ordering with a doubled spatial period. The finite cor-
relation length " of the final state broadens the interference pattern. 
Assuming exponential decay of density–density correlations, 
C i j i j "( , ) " exp(# | # |/ ), we obtain the correlation length of the final 
state as " = 4.4#1.0

+2.0 sites (see!Methods). Thus, we can achieve many-body 
regions with spontaneously broken C/P symmetry.

Finally, we quantify the violation of Gauss’s law, for which we monitor 
the probabilities p n n n|… …$j j j#1 +1

 of the three allowed gauge-invariant  
Fock states sketched in Fig.!1b, n n n|… …$ = |…010…$j j j#1 +1 , …200…$, 
and …002…$, j even. To achieve this, we have developed a method to 
measure the density correlations between neighbouring lattice sites 
within double wells. Unlike the approach in Fig.!2a, which does not give 
access to correlations between sites, here we distinguish different states 
by their dynamical features (Fig.!4a). In particular, we use the charac-
teristic tunnelling frequency to distinguish the target states from the 
others. For example, to detect the state …010…$, we perform tunnelling 
sequences between double wells in two mirrored superlattice configu-
rations (setting the parameters to J/h!=!68.9(5)!Hz and U/h!=!1.71(1)!kHz 
to avoid frequency overlap between different processes). The tunnelling 
frequency 2J/h for the state |10$ in a double well is one order of magni-
tude higher than the superexchange frequency 4J2/(hU) for the states 
|20$ or |11$. Thus, the oscillation amplitudes at frequency 2J/h yield the 
probabilities p n|…01 …$j+1  and p n|… 10…$j#1 . In addition, the probability 
p n n|… 1 …$j j#1 +1

 equals p (1)j
(m)  (see Fig.!2b, c). With these, we can deduce a 

lower bound p p p p% + #n n n n|…010…$ |…01 …$ |… 10…$ |… 1 …$j j j j+1 #1 #1 +1 . We obtain 
the population of the states …002…$ and …200…$ in a similar fash-
ion (see!Methods).

From these measurements, we can obtain the degree of gauge viola-
tion #(t), defined as the spatial average of $ t P $ t1 # & ( ) ( )$% , where P% pro-
jects the system state |$(t)$ onto the local gauge-invariant subspace. As 
shown in Fig.!4b, throughout our entire experiment the summed prob-
abilities of gauge-invariant states remains close to 1. Thus, our many-body 
quantum simulator retains gauge invariance to an excellent degree, even 
during and after a sweep through a quantum phase transition.

In conclusion, we have developed a fully tunable many-body quantum 
simulator for a U(1) gauge theory and demonstrated that it faithfully 
implements gauge invariance, the essential property of lattice gauge 
theories. Future extensions may give access to other symmetry groups 
and gauge theories in higher dimensions. The main challenge for the 
latter is to combine the model with a plaquette term that has been dem-
onstrated previously in the present apparatus13. Importantly, our results 
enable the controlled analysis of gauge theories far from equilibrium, 
which is notoriously difficult for classical computers3–6. A plethora of 
target phenomena offers itself for investigation, including false vacuum 
decay30,31, dynamical transitions related to the topological &-angle32–34, 
and thermal signatures of gauge theories under extreme conditions35.
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sites are subjected to a constraint nl = b†
l bl ! 1 and, there-

fore, these bosons are considered as hard-core bosons.
This model, shown in Eq. (2), is equivalent to the lat-
tice Schwinger model in one spatial dimension in the
Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian formulation [10,81].

A. Local gauge symmetry
It is easy to see that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) pos-

sesses local gauge symmetries. For any site l, performing a
local gauge transformation b̂l " ei!l b̂l, and simultaneously
Ŝ+

l,l+1 " e#i!l Ŝ+
l,l+1 and Ŝ+

l#1,l " e#i!l Ŝ+
l#1,l, the Hamilto-

nian is invariant. The local gauge symmetries force local
conserved quantities. In this case, the conserved gauge
charges are

Gl = Sz
l#1,l + Sz

l,l+1 + nl, (3)

where nl is the particle number at site l of the matter field. It
can also easily be seen from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) that
any spin flip increasing or decreasing Sz by one is always
accompanied by a decrease or increase by one of the boson
numbers nl and nl+1. Several examples of local configura-
tions with di!erent Gl are shown in Fig. 2. By introducing
the electric field at each link as

El#1,l = (#1)lSz
l#1,l (4)

and the physical charge at each site as Ql = (#1)lnl, Gl =
0 can always be rewritten as

El,l+1 # El#1,l = Ql. (5)

This is reminiscent of Gauss’s law that $ · E = ".

B. Phase transition
There is a quantum phase transition in the Gl = 0 gauge

sector. It is easy to identify this transition by studying

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

FIG. 2. Configurations with di!erent values of the gauge
charge: (a),(b) G = 0; (c) G = 1; (d) G = #1.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. A schematic of two phases in the Gl = 0 gauge sector
in (a) the m " % limit and (b) the m " #% limit.

two limits of m " ±% as shown in Fig. 3. In the limit
m " #%, it favors nl = 1 and all matter-field sites are
singly occupied. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0
force all gauge field sites to be in the |&' state. This state
respects the lattice translational symmetry. In the opposite
limit m " %, it favors nl = 0 and all matter-field sites
are empty. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0 force
Sz

l#1,l + Sz
l,l+1 = 0 and the spins in the gauge-field sites

form a classical antiferromagnetic order. Thus, this state
breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
shown in Fig. 3(a) are degenerate. Therefore, we expect
that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
eter is

!
l(#1)lSz

l,l+1. In fact, the signature of this phase
transition has been observed in the experiment reported in
Ref. [10]

III. TUNING THE TOPOLOGICAL ANGLE

The phase diagram of the U(1) LGT, shown in Fig. 4,
contains the mass parameter m and another important
parameter called the topological angle ! . In the U(1) LGT,
a conf-deconf transition occurs when ! = # . This tran-
sition is actually the same transition as the Ising-type
transition discussed above. In other words, the situation
discussed above corresponds to the ! = # situation in the
LGT. To understand why this is the case, we need to
address the following two closely related issues. First, we
need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
through the quantization value of the electric field, i.e.,

El#1,l = n # !

2#
, n ( Z. (6)

Therefore, by the definition of Eq. (4), it is clear that El#1,l
can take values of n # 1/2 when ! = # . For the second
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FIG. 1. Schematic of two kinds of subvolume law states in the
PXP model with an external magnetic field. One consists of quantum
many-body scar states (green balls) first discovered at m = 0, and the
other one involves the low-energy critical states at the Ising quantum
critical point mc. Here, E denotes the energy and m is the strength of
the external field. This paper focuses on the relation between these
two sets of quantum states.

and we focus on the m > 0 side. The external magnetic
field can drive a quantum phase transition at m = mc ! 0.655
[41–44]. When m > mc, the external magnetic field tends to
polarize all atoms into the |e" states. However, due to the
Hilbert space constraint, at most a half of the atoms can
be in the |e" states. Moreover, in the limit of m # $, the
ground states are twofold degenerate, which are |gegege · · · "
and |egegeg · · · ", and each of them breaks the translation sym-
metry. This twofold degeneracy suggests that the quantum
phase transition belongs to the Ising universality class.

Hence, both scar states and critical states exist in the phase
diagram of this model, as shown in Fig. 1. On the one hand,
it has been well studied that the PXP model at m = 0 hosts
a set of approximately equally spaced scar states, ranging
from the lowest to the highest energy of the model. On the
other hand, around m = mc, the presence of the Ising quantum
phase transition ensures a set of low-energy quantum critical
states governed by the Ising conformal field theory (CFT).
Both states display subvolume law entanglement entropies but
due to different mechanisms. In this paper, we address the
question whether there exists a connection between these two
sets of seemingly different states, and more generally, whether
there exists a connection between quantum thermalization and
quantum criticality.

II. TRACKING SCARS TO CRITICALITY

Considering a set of eigenstates {|n"} of the model Eq. (3)
with a given m, we then change m to m + !m, and the set of
eigenstates becomes {|n%"}. Now for a given eigenstate |n0" in
{|n"}, we can find out a unique state |n%

0" in {|n%"}, which max-
imizes |&n%

0|n0"|. Then |n%
0" is identified as the corresponding

state of |n0". In this way, we can keep tracking an eigenstate
as m varies. Here, we focus on the situation that |n0" is a scar
state and we track the scar states from m = 0 to the critical
point m = mc.

We numerically diagonalize the PXP model of system size
L = 28 under the periodic boundary condition. Besides the
translational symmetry, the system also has a bond inversion

symmetry, and the good quantum numbers associated with
them are momentum k and parity I . Quantum many-body scar
states exist only in (k, I ) = (0,+) and (k, I ) = (" ,') sectors
where + and ' denote even and odd under inversion, respec-
tively [12,13]. Our results for the (k, I ) = (0,+) sector are
shown in Fig. 2, and the results for the (k, I ) = (" ,') sector
are similar. For this state tracking, we have chosen !m = 0.1
starting from m = 0, and for most steps, the maximal overlap
is around 0.9. We have also changed !m to 0.05 or 0.02 and
found that the tracking results are robust at least for low-lying
scar states.

As one can see from Fig. 2, there are two prominent fea-
tures in this tracking process. First, as regards the energy,
around half of the scar states move towards lower ener-
gies when m approaches mc. Second, as regards the entropy,
we employ the von Neumann entanglement entropy Sv =
'TrA #A log #A, where #A is the reduced density matrix of the
subsystem A after tracing out degrees of freedom in the rest
of the system. In Figs. 2(e)–2(h), we plot Sv when A is taken
as half of the entire system, which is also called the bipartite
entanglement entropy, for all eigenstates in the (k, I ) = (0,+)
sector. It is clear that in the process of tracking to the critical
point, the tracked scar states basically retain entanglement
entropies much lower than the surrounding thermal states.

III. LOW-ENTROPY STATES AT CRITICALITY

In the dashed box in Fig. 2(h), we highlight a set of low-
energy states at the critical point m = mc, in which the states
marked by black-edged dots are the tracked scar states. We
shall show that the nature of these scar states can be under-
stood from the perspective of quantum criticality utilizing the
Ising conformal field theory (CFT) [45,46]. Below we will
compare both the energies and the entanglement entropies
of these tracked states at m = mc with the prediction of the
Ising CFT. To make a proper comparison, we should cau-
tion that the symmetry breaking phase in the PXP model is
an antiferromagnetic phase. Therefore, the translation of one
lattice spacing in the PXP model is related to the Ising Z2
symmetry in the Ising CFT, and only the translation of two
lattice spacings in the PXP model corresponds to the transla-
tional symmetry in the Ising CFT. Similarly, the bond-center
inversion in the PXP model is equivalent to the inversion in the
Ising CFT followed by the action of the Ising Z2 generator.

First, in Fig. 3(a) we compare the energies of these tracked
scar states with the spectrum of the Ising CFT [47], with the
latter properly shifted and rescaled. We find perfect agreement
at least for a few lowest-energy states, including three tracked
scar states denoted by |a", |b", and |c" shown in Fig. 3(a). In
terms of the standard notation of the Ising CFT, they are iden-
tified as |1", |$", and L'2L̃'2|1", respectively [48]. However,
this comparison can hardly be extended to a higher energy
because the Ising CFT describes continuum models, and the
finite-size effect of the lattice model calculation will be more
severe as energy increases.

Second, we consider the transverse field Ising model sit-
ting at the Ising criticality. The transverse field Ising model
and the PXP model share the same low-energy physics at
criticality due to the universality of critical behaviors. The
transverse field Ising model has the advantage that it can
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FIG. 2. Snapshots of the process of tracking the quantum many-body scar states (highlighted by black-edged dots with colors representing
different sequences of matched scar states) from m = 0 to m = mc. Here, we present results for system size L = 28 in the symmetry
sector (k, I ) = (0, +) at four typical values of m. For a given m, the top panel shows expectation values of local observables !!̂ z

1 ", and
the corresponding bottom panel displays the bipartite von Neumann entanglement entropies (see text for definition) of all eigenstates.

be written explicitly in terms of free fermions so that many
physical quantities, such as the energies and entanglement
entropies, of the eigenstates can be analytically or semiana-
lytically computed [49]. Here, we properly choose the overall
energy scale of the transverse field Ising model such that its
spectrum matches that of the PXP model at the criticality.
Then, we compute the bipartite entanglement entropy for the
transverse field Ising model at the criticality with L = 103

sites, as shown in Fig. 3(d), where an overall vertical shift
has been applied for comparison with the PXP model. As
one can see, the entropy profile is similar to that of the PXP
model shown in Fig. 3(c). In both cases, there exist a series
of low-entropy states (marked by red circles). In Fig. 3(b), we
compare the entanglement entropies of these labeled states in
the PXP model with the corresponding ones in the transverse
field Ising model, and we obtain reasonably good agreements
between them, both of which exhibit subvolume law behavior.
Therefore, these two sets of states share the same nature. Since
the latter can be expressed in terms of the Slater determinants
of free fermions, we can now reveal the nature of these tracked
scar states. As shown in Fig. 3(e), they are just pairwisely
occupied Fermi sea states of free fermions.

IV. THERMALIZATION OF THE Z2 STATE

We have shown that the scar states are stable until reaching
the critical point. One physical manifestation of these scar
states is the violation of thermalization of the Z2 state. Here,
the Z2 state denotes the antiferromagnetic state |gegege · · · ".
This violation is attributed to the large overlap of the Z2
state with scar eigenstates [12,13]. Here, we study how this
violation of thermalization changes as the parameter m varies
across the critical point.

Starting from the Z2 initial state, we compute the time evo-
lution of the local observable !"(t )|!̂ z

i |"(t )" at site i (below

we take i = 1 for concreteness), where |"(t )" = e#iĤt |Z2".
As shown in Figs. 4(a)–4(c), after a sufficiently long time,
this local observable eventually fluctuates around a stationary
value. The stationary value !̄ z can be obtained by calculating
the long-time average as

!̄ z = 1
T

! t0+T

t0
!"(t )|!̂ z

i |"(t )"dt, (4)

where in practice we take both t0 and T as sufficiently long
timescales. We compare !̄ z with the thermal equilibrium value
! z

th defined as

! z
th = Tr

"
#th!̂

z
1

#
. (5)

Here, the thermal density matrix #th is given by

#th = 1
Z

e#$Ĥ#%&̂, Z = Tr e#$Ĥ#%&̂, (6)

where $ is the inverse temperature and &̂ is the total momen-
tum operator with % being the associated Lagrange multiplier.
Here, Ĥ includes the Rydberg blockade condition Eq. (2). The
values of $ and % are then determined by matching the energy
and the momentum conservation conditions as !Z2|Ĥ |Z2" =
Tr(Ĥ#th) and !Z2|&̂|Z2" = Tr(&̂#th ). The computed values
of ! z

th are shown by the dashed lines in Figs. 4(a)–4(c). Then,
we compute the quantity '! z = !̄ z # ! z

th, and use this quantity
to quantify the degree of thermalization violation.

The deviation '! z as a function of m is plotted in Fig. 5.
Remarkably, when m increases from zero, we find that '! z

first decreases before the critical point when m < mc, then
vanishes in the critical regime m $ mc, and finally increases
again above the critical point when m > mc. This trend can
also be seen in three typical situations in Figs. 4(a)–4(c) for
m < mc, m = 0.655 $ mc, and m > mc, respectively.
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FIG. 4. A schematic of the phase diagram of the one-
dimensional U(1) LGT in term of the mass parameter m and
the topological angle ! around " . The dashed line represents the
deconfinement phase.

question, we can add a “Maxwell” term gE2
l!1,l into the

Hamiltonian in Eq. (2). When g is large, we can only focus
on El!1,l = ±1/2 when ! = " , because other possible val-
ues of El!1,l in Eq. (6) are not energetically favorable.
Hence, Eq. (6) is consistent with the definition Eq. (4). We
note that the Maxwell term is a constant for El!1,l = ±1/2
and this constant can be ignored in the Hamiltonian.

With these understandings, it also becomes clear how to
tune the topological angle ! . We note that Eq. (4) can be
changed to

El!1,l = (!1)lSz
l!1,l + h. (7)

With this new definition, Gauss’s law in Eq. (5) still
holds. However, this new definition changes the quantiza-
tion value of El!1,l and, therefore, changes the value of ! .
Meanwhile, the Maxwell term now becomes

g
!

l

E2
l!1,l = g

!

l

((!1)lSz
l!1,l + h)2. (8)

Aside from constant terms, this is equivalent to adding a
term gh

"
l(!1)lSz

l!1,l into the Hamiltonian. h = 0 corre-
sponds to ! = " . Adding a finite h tunes ! away from " . In
the original model, this corresponds to adding an alternat-
ing potential energy di!erence between two neighboring
gauge sites. This alternating potential energy doubles the
unit cell for the lattice translational symmetry and the two
states shown in Fig. 3(a) are no longer related by the trans-
lational symmetry of the Hamiltonian, which is consistent
with an energy splitting between them. Hence, from the
symmetry perspective, it is also understandable that the
Ising-type symmetry-breaking phase transition no longer
exists. Here, we also note that the terms we neglect but
exist in the actual system, such as long-range hoppings, do
not break the lattice translation symmetry and, therefore,
they do not a!ect the existence of the Ising transition.

IV. PROBE CONFINEMENT AND
DECONFINEMENT

As we mentioned above, the Ising-type transition with
h = 0 is also the conf-deconf transition in the LGT with
! = " . However, the USTC experiment has only observed
evidence of antiferromagnetic spin order [10] and has not
observed evidence of confinement or deconfinement. Here,
we propose an experimental scheme to detect confinement
or deconfinement. The basic idea is to change both the
gauge charge [defined by Eq. (3)] and the physical charge
(i.e., the particle number of the matter field) locally. The
gauge charge cannot move due to the local gauge conserva-
tion but the physical charge is free to move. The evidence
should be as follows:

(a) If the physical charge is always localized around the
gauge charge, this is evidence of confinement.

(b) If the physical charge is delocalized and free to
move, this is evidence of deconfinement.

To be concrete, we first prepare the ground state |#g" with
a fixed m/J̃ . Then we either apply b̂†

l to create a physi-
cal charge at site-l, such as the process from Fig. 2(a) to
Fig. 2(c) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = 1, or we apply b̂l
to annihilate a physical charge at site-l, such as the process
from Fig. 2(b) to Fig. 2(d) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = !1.
Experimentally, this can be achieved by the capability
of single-site addressing using quantum gas microscope,
together with single-site resolved density measurement
and postselection. We follow the time evolution of the
quantum state b̂†

l |#g" or b̂l|#g" and monitor the real-space
distribution of the physical charge.

Our numerical calculation is based on the exact diago-
nalization of the many-body Hamiltonian. We can obtain
all eigenstates and their eigenvalues, with which the time
evolution of an initial state can be straightforwardly simu-
lated [83]. The results of numerical simulation are shown
in Fig. 5, which plots the time evolution of the spatial
distribution of the physical charge. In Fig. 5(a), we show
the physical charge distribution after removing a physical
charge for m = !J̃ and h = 0. In this case, the physical
charge is a hole. Initially, the physical charge is removed at
the tenth site and the extra gauge charge is always localized
at the tenth site. Figure 5(a) clearly shows that the physi-
cal charge is always localized around the nonzero gauge
charge. Figure 5(b) shows the physical charge distribution
after creating a physical charge for m = J̃ and h = 0. The
extra gauge charge is also fixed at the tenth site. However,
very di!erently, Fig. 5(b) shows that the extra physical
charge soon becomes delocalized as time evolves. This
di!erence clearly distinguishes confinement from decon-
finement. Here, we should note that, to obtain Fig. 5(b), we
start from a ground state that is an equal-weight superpo-
sition of two symmetry-breaking degenerate states. If we
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FIG. 3. (a) Comparison between the low-energy spectrum of the
PXP model with an external magnetic field at the criticality (boxes)
and the prediction of the Ising CFT (dashed lines). Solid boxes
represent the lowest three tracked scar states. (b) Sv as a function
of the size LA of the subsystem A, scaled by the total number of sites
L. The discrete data points correspond to the tracked scar states in
the dashed box of Fig. 2(h). The solid lines correspond to the six
low-energy and low-entropy states marked by red circles in (d), and
are obtained from the free fermion theory of the transverse field Ising
model. (c) The enlarged plot of the dashed box of Fig. 2(h) with
red-circled dots marking the tracked scar states. (d) The bipartite
entanglement entropy for the transverse field Ising model. The color
bar indicates the number of fermionic quasiparticles of each state. (e)
Illustration of the lowest three states marked by red circles in (d) [also
labeled as |a!, |b!, and |c! in (a)], which are pairwisely occupied
Fermi sea states of free fermions.

To understand this feature, we use a color plot to high-
light the weight of the Z2 state on different eigenstates in
Figs. 4(d)–4(f), in which the bipartite entanglement entropies
are used to distinguish the scar states from the thermal states.

FIG. 4. (a)–(c) Time evolution of the local observable "!̂ z
1 ! start-

ing from the Z2 initial state for different m. The dashed lines indicate
the corresponding thermal averaged values. (d)–(f) The bipartite
entanglement entropies of all eigenstates, with the color bar repre-
senting the overlaps of the eigenstates with the Z2 initial state. Here,
m = 0.2 for (a) and (d), m = 0.655 # mc for (b) and (e), and m = 1.0
for (c) and (f).

In Figs. 4(d) and 4(e), we can see that the main weights of
the Z2 state shift from the scar states to the thermal states
when m increases towards mc. As a result, the deviation from
thermalization becomes smaller. When m > mc, we can see
from Fig. 4(f) that the weight of the Z2 state becomes more
and more concentrated on the ground state because the Z2
state is one of the symmetry breaking ground states in the
large m limit. Consequently, the deviation from thermalization
increases again because the ground state is usually a nonther-
mal state. That is to say, the Z2 state does not thermalize at
the m < mc side because of its large overlaps with the scar
states, and also fails to thermalize at the m > mc side because
of its large overlaps with the symmetry breaking ground state.
Hence, the regime where the Z2 state thermalizes coincides
with the quantum critical regime. We note that this discussion
is restricted to being around the quantum critical regime.
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the dashed box of Fig. 2(h). The solid lines correspond to the six
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red-circled dots marking the tracked scar states. (d) The bipartite
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bar indicates the number of fermionic quasiparticles of each state. (e)
Illustration of the lowest three states marked by red circles in (d) [also
labeled as |a!, |b!, and |c! in (a)], which are pairwisely occupied
Fermi sea states of free fermions.

To understand this feature, we use a color plot to high-
light the weight of the Z2 state on different eigenstates in
Figs. 4(d)–4(f), in which the bipartite entanglement entropies
are used to distinguish the scar states from the thermal states.
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ing from the Z2 initial state for different m. The dashed lines indicate
the corresponding thermal averaged values. (d)–(f) The bipartite
entanglement entropies of all eigenstates, with the color bar repre-
senting the overlaps of the eigenstates with the Z2 initial state. Here,
m = 0.2 for (a) and (d), m = 0.655 # mc for (b) and (e), and m = 1.0
for (c) and (f).

In Figs. 4(d) and 4(e), we can see that the main weights of
the Z2 state shift from the scar states to the thermal states
when m increases towards mc. As a result, the deviation from
thermalization becomes smaller. When m > mc, we can see
from Fig. 4(f) that the weight of the Z2 state becomes more
and more concentrated on the ground state because the Z2
state is one of the symmetry breaking ground states in the
large m limit. Consequently, the deviation from thermalization
increases again because the ground state is usually a nonther-
mal state. That is to say, the Z2 state does not thermalize at
the m < mc side because of its large overlaps with the scar
states, and also fails to thermalize at the m > mc side because
of its large overlaps with the symmetry breaking ground state.
Hence, the regime where the Z2 state thermalizes coincides
with the quantum critical regime. We note that this discussion
is restricted to being around the quantum critical regime.
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FIG. 3. (a) Comparison between the low-energy spectrum of the
PXP model with an external magnetic field at the criticality (boxes)
and the prediction of the Ising CFT (dashed lines). Solid boxes
represent the lowest three tracked scar states. (b) Sv as a function
of the size LA of the subsystem A, scaled by the total number of sites
L. The discrete data points correspond to the tracked scar states in
the dashed box of Fig. 2(h). The solid lines correspond to the six
low-energy and low-entropy states marked by red circles in (d), and
are obtained from the free fermion theory of the transverse field Ising
model. (c) The enlarged plot of the dashed box of Fig. 2(h) with
red-circled dots marking the tracked scar states. (d) The bipartite
entanglement entropy for the transverse field Ising model. The color
bar indicates the number of fermionic quasiparticles of each state. (e)
Illustration of the lowest three states marked by red circles in (d) [also
labeled as |a!, |b!, and |c! in (a)], which are pairwisely occupied
Fermi sea states of free fermions.

To understand this feature, we use a color plot to high-
light the weight of the Z2 state on different eigenstates in
Figs. 4(d)–4(f), in which the bipartite entanglement entropies
are used to distinguish the scar states from the thermal states.

FIG. 4. (a)–(c) Time evolution of the local observable "!̂ z
1 ! start-

ing from the Z2 initial state for different m. The dashed lines indicate
the corresponding thermal averaged values. (d)–(f) The bipartite
entanglement entropies of all eigenstates, with the color bar repre-
senting the overlaps of the eigenstates with the Z2 initial state. Here,
m = 0.2 for (a) and (d), m = 0.655 # mc for (b) and (e), and m = 1.0
for (c) and (f).

In Figs. 4(d) and 4(e), we can see that the main weights of
the Z2 state shift from the scar states to the thermal states
when m increases towards mc. As a result, the deviation from
thermalization becomes smaller. When m > mc, we can see
from Fig. 4(f) that the weight of the Z2 state becomes more
and more concentrated on the ground state because the Z2
state is one of the symmetry breaking ground states in the
large m limit. Consequently, the deviation from thermalization
increases again because the ground state is usually a nonther-
mal state. That is to say, the Z2 state does not thermalize at
the m < mc side because of its large overlaps with the scar
states, and also fails to thermalize at the m > mc side because
of its large overlaps with the symmetry breaking ground state.
Hence, the regime where the Z2 state thermalizes coincides
with the quantum critical regime. We note that this discussion
is restricted to being around the quantum critical regime.
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and the prediction of the Ising CFT (dashed lines). Solid boxes
represent the lowest three tracked scar states. (b) Sv as a function
of the size LA of the subsystem A, scaled by the total number of sites
L. The discrete data points correspond to the tracked scar states in
the dashed box of Fig. 2(h). The solid lines correspond to the six
low-energy and low-entropy states marked by red circles in (d), and
are obtained from the free fermion theory of the transverse field Ising
model. (c) The enlarged plot of the dashed box of Fig. 2(h) with
red-circled dots marking the tracked scar states. (d) The bipartite
entanglement entropy for the transverse field Ising model. The color
bar indicates the number of fermionic quasiparticles of each state. (e)
Illustration of the lowest three states marked by red circles in (d) [also
labeled as |a!, |b!, and |c! in (a)], which are pairwisely occupied
Fermi sea states of free fermions.

To understand this feature, we use a color plot to high-
light the weight of the Z2 state on different eigenstates in
Figs. 4(d)–4(f), in which the bipartite entanglement entropies
are used to distinguish the scar states from the thermal states.

FIG. 4. (a)–(c) Time evolution of the local observable "!̂ z
1 ! start-

ing from the Z2 initial state for different m. The dashed lines indicate
the corresponding thermal averaged values. (d)–(f) The bipartite
entanglement entropies of all eigenstates, with the color bar repre-
senting the overlaps of the eigenstates with the Z2 initial state. Here,
m = 0.2 for (a) and (d), m = 0.655 # mc for (b) and (e), and m = 1.0
for (c) and (f).

In Figs. 4(d) and 4(e), we can see that the main weights of
the Z2 state shift from the scar states to the thermal states
when m increases towards mc. As a result, the deviation from
thermalization becomes smaller. When m > mc, we can see
from Fig. 4(f) that the weight of the Z2 state becomes more
and more concentrated on the ground state because the Z2
state is one of the symmetry breaking ground states in the
large m limit. Consequently, the deviation from thermalization
increases again because the ground state is usually a nonther-
mal state. That is to say, the Z2 state does not thermalize at
the m < mc side because of its large overlaps with the scar
states, and also fails to thermalize at the m > mc side because
of its large overlaps with the symmetry breaking ground state.
Hence, the regime where the Z2 state thermalizes coincides
with the quantum critical regime. We note that this discussion
is restricted to being around the quantum critical regime.
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FIG. 3. (a) Comparison between the low-energy spectrum of the
PXP model with an external magnetic field at the criticality (boxes)
and the prediction of the Ising CFT (dashed lines). Solid boxes
represent the lowest three tracked scar states. (b) Sv as a function
of the size LA of the subsystem A, scaled by the total number of sites
L. The discrete data points correspond to the tracked scar states in
the dashed box of Fig. 2(h). The solid lines correspond to the six
low-energy and low-entropy states marked by red circles in (d), and
are obtained from the free fermion theory of the transverse field Ising
model. (c) The enlarged plot of the dashed box of Fig. 2(h) with
red-circled dots marking the tracked scar states. (d) The bipartite
entanglement entropy for the transverse field Ising model. The color
bar indicates the number of fermionic quasiparticles of each state. (e)
Illustration of the lowest three states marked by red circles in (d) [also
labeled as |a!, |b!, and |c! in (a)], which are pairwisely occupied
Fermi sea states of free fermions.

To understand this feature, we use a color plot to high-
light the weight of the Z2 state on different eigenstates in
Figs. 4(d)–4(f), in which the bipartite entanglement entropies
are used to distinguish the scar states from the thermal states.

FIG. 4. (a)–(c) Time evolution of the local observable "!̂ z
1 ! start-

ing from the Z2 initial state for different m. The dashed lines indicate
the corresponding thermal averaged values. (d)–(f) The bipartite
entanglement entropies of all eigenstates, with the color bar repre-
senting the overlaps of the eigenstates with the Z2 initial state. Here,
m = 0.2 for (a) and (d), m = 0.655 # mc for (b) and (e), and m = 1.0
for (c) and (f).

In Figs. 4(d) and 4(e), we can see that the main weights of
the Z2 state shift from the scar states to the thermal states
when m increases towards mc. As a result, the deviation from
thermalization becomes smaller. When m > mc, we can see
from Fig. 4(f) that the weight of the Z2 state becomes more
and more concentrated on the ground state because the Z2
state is one of the symmetry breaking ground states in the
large m limit. Consequently, the deviation from thermalization
increases again because the ground state is usually a nonther-
mal state. That is to say, the Z2 state does not thermalize at
the m < mc side because of its large overlaps with the scar
states, and also fails to thermalize at the m > mc side because
of its large overlaps with the symmetry breaking ground state.
Hence, the regime where the Z2 state thermalizes coincides
with the quantum critical regime. We note that this discussion
is restricted to being around the quantum critical regime.
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FIG. 3. (a) Comparison between the low-energy spectrum of the
PXP model with an external magnetic field at the criticality (boxes)
and the prediction of the Ising CFT (dashed lines). Solid boxes
represent the lowest three tracked scar states. (b) Sv as a function
of the size LA of the subsystem A, scaled by the total number of sites
L. The discrete data points correspond to the tracked scar states in
the dashed box of Fig. 2(h). The solid lines correspond to the six
low-energy and low-entropy states marked by red circles in (d), and
are obtained from the free fermion theory of the transverse field Ising
model. (c) The enlarged plot of the dashed box of Fig. 2(h) with
red-circled dots marking the tracked scar states. (d) The bipartite
entanglement entropy for the transverse field Ising model. The color
bar indicates the number of fermionic quasiparticles of each state. (e)
Illustration of the lowest three states marked by red circles in (d) [also
labeled as |a!, |b!, and |c! in (a)], which are pairwisely occupied
Fermi sea states of free fermions.

To understand this feature, we use a color plot to high-
light the weight of the Z2 state on different eigenstates in
Figs. 4(d)–4(f), in which the bipartite entanglement entropies
are used to distinguish the scar states from the thermal states.

FIG. 4. (a)–(c) Time evolution of the local observable "!̂ z
1 ! start-

ing from the Z2 initial state for different m. The dashed lines indicate
the corresponding thermal averaged values. (d)–(f) The bipartite
entanglement entropies of all eigenstates, with the color bar repre-
senting the overlaps of the eigenstates with the Z2 initial state. Here,
m = 0.2 for (a) and (d), m = 0.655 # mc for (b) and (e), and m = 1.0
for (c) and (f).

In Figs. 4(d) and 4(e), we can see that the main weights of
the Z2 state shift from the scar states to the thermal states
when m increases towards mc. As a result, the deviation from
thermalization becomes smaller. When m > mc, we can see
from Fig. 4(f) that the weight of the Z2 state becomes more
and more concentrated on the ground state because the Z2
state is one of the symmetry breaking ground states in the
large m limit. Consequently, the deviation from thermalization
increases again because the ground state is usually a nonther-
mal state. That is to say, the Z2 state does not thermalize at
the m < mc side because of its large overlaps with the scar
states, and also fails to thermalize at the m > mc side because
of its large overlaps with the symmetry breaking ground state.
Hence, the regime where the Z2 state thermalizes coincides
with the quantum critical regime. We note that this discussion
is restricted to being around the quantum critical regime.
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FIG. 3. (a) Comparison between the low-energy spectrum of the
PXP model with an external magnetic field at the criticality (boxes)
and the prediction of the Ising CFT (dashed lines). Solid boxes
represent the lowest three tracked scar states. (b) Sv as a function
of the size LA of the subsystem A, scaled by the total number of sites
L. The discrete data points correspond to the tracked scar states in
the dashed box of Fig. 2(h). The solid lines correspond to the six
low-energy and low-entropy states marked by red circles in (d), and
are obtained from the free fermion theory of the transverse field Ising
model. (c) The enlarged plot of the dashed box of Fig. 2(h) with
red-circled dots marking the tracked scar states. (d) The bipartite
entanglement entropy for the transverse field Ising model. The color
bar indicates the number of fermionic quasiparticles of each state. (e)
Illustration of the lowest three states marked by red circles in (d) [also
labeled as |a!, |b!, and |c! in (a)], which are pairwisely occupied
Fermi sea states of free fermions.

To understand this feature, we use a color plot to high-
light the weight of the Z2 state on different eigenstates in
Figs. 4(d)–4(f), in which the bipartite entanglement entropies
are used to distinguish the scar states from the thermal states.

FIG. 4. (a)–(c) Time evolution of the local observable "!̂ z
1 ! start-

ing from the Z2 initial state for different m. The dashed lines indicate
the corresponding thermal averaged values. (d)–(f) The bipartite
entanglement entropies of all eigenstates, with the color bar repre-
senting the overlaps of the eigenstates with the Z2 initial state. Here,
m = 0.2 for (a) and (d), m = 0.655 # mc for (b) and (e), and m = 1.0
for (c) and (f).

In Figs. 4(d) and 4(e), we can see that the main weights of
the Z2 state shift from the scar states to the thermal states
when m increases towards mc. As a result, the deviation from
thermalization becomes smaller. When m > mc, we can see
from Fig. 4(f) that the weight of the Z2 state becomes more
and more concentrated on the ground state because the Z2
state is one of the symmetry breaking ground states in the
large m limit. Consequently, the deviation from thermalization
increases again because the ground state is usually a nonther-
mal state. That is to say, the Z2 state does not thermalize at
the m < mc side because of its large overlaps with the scar
states, and also fails to thermalize at the m > mc side because
of its large overlaps with the symmetry breaking ground state.
Hence, the regime where the Z2 state thermalizes coincides
with the quantum critical regime. We note that this discussion
is restricted to being around the quantum critical regime.
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Gauge theory and thermalization are both foundations of physics and nowadays are both topics
of essential importance for modern quantum science and technology [1–10]. Simulating lattice gauge
theories (LGTs) realized recently with ultracold atoms provides a unique opportunity for carrying
out a correlated study of gauge theory and thermalization in the same setting [11, 12]. Theoretical
studies have shown that an Ising quantum phase transition exists in this implemented LGT [13–17],
and quantum thermalization can also signal this phase transition [17]. Nevertheless, it remains
an experimental challenge to accurately determine the critical point and controllably explore the
thermalization dynamics in the quantum critical regime due to the lack of techniques for locally
manipulating and detecting matter and gauge fields. Here, we report an experimental investigation
of the quantum criticality in the LGT from both equilibrium and non-equilibrium thermalization
perspectives by equipping the single-site addressing and atom-number-resolved detection into our
LGT simulator. We accurately determine the quantum critical point agreed with the predicted value
[13–15]. We prepare a |Z2i state deterministically and study its thermalization dynamics across the
critical point, leading to the observation that this |Z2i state thermalizes only in the critical regime
[17]. This result manifests the interplay between quantum many-body scars, quantum criticality,
and symmetry breaking.

Since quantum gauge theories are computationally in-
tractable in the non-perturbative regime, the idea of for-
mulating gauge theories on discretized space-time lattices
led to LGTs, and the developments of LGTs enable nu-
merical simulation of gauge theories with various clas-
sical algorithms in the past decades [18]. Recently, a
new trend is realizing LGTs in quantum simulators with
ultracold atoms or trapped ions [11, 12, 19–22]. By tak-
ing the quantum advantage, these quantum simulation
platforms o↵er the promise of a better understanding of
LGTs than classical simulations.

One potential advantage of quantum simulation for
studying LGTs lies in the non-equilibrium dynamics,
such as quantum thermalization. In ultracold atom
systems, the essential parameters in the gauge theory
are tunable, allowing accessing di↵erent phases and the
quantum criticality in between. Quantum criticality
refers to a qualitative change of the ground state and the
universal behavior of low-energy physics. On the con-
trary, thermalization dynamics usually involves highly
excited states. Remarkably, it has been recently proposed
that the thermalization dynamics of the |Z2i state can
also signal the quantum critical regime in the U(1) LGT
[17]. However, it is challenging to study these physics due
to the lack of techniques for manipulating and detecting
local matter and gauge fields in the previous experiments.

In this work, we report on an experimental study of
both equilibrium and thermalization dynamics in the
quantum critical regime of the U(1) LGT. We integrate

the techniques of single-site manipulation of matter and
gauge fields and atom-number-resolved detection into an
updated LGT simulator. With these technical advances,
we can monitor the local Gauss’s law and then perform
the post-selection, which eliminates the processes violat-
ing local gauge symmetries. We can measure the order
parameter with various system sizes to perform a proper
finite-size scaling, which overcomes the finite-size e↵ects
and determines the critical point accurately. We can also
deterministically prepare the |Z2i state by addressing sin-
gle atoms in a programmed manner. Equipped with these
capabilities, we observe the nontrivial thermalization dy-
namics across the quantum critical regime [17].

Our experimental system is shown in Fig. 1(a), which
realizes a U(1) LGT using bosons in optical lattices, and
the protocol is the same as that reported in the previous
work [11]. We combine a short lattice and a long lattice
with twice the lattice spacing to create a one-dimensional
superlattice, as shown in Fig. 1(b) [23]. When the deep
lattice sites are doubly occupied, the on-site energy is
U � 2�, where U is the on-site interaction energy and �
is the energy o↵set between deep and shallow lattices.
When U ⇡ 2�, the on-site energy of a doubly occupied
site is nearly degenerate with an empty site, but is o↵-
resonant with a singly occupied state. Thus, we only
retain the empty and the doubly occupied states, and
they are denoted by |#i and |"i, respectively. These deep
lattice sites are viewed as gauge sites, and the shallow
lattice sites are viewed as matter sites. This realizes the
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FIG. 2: Adiabatic ramping and phase transition. (a-b) Single-site-resolved atom number distribution for a range of m/t̃.
(c) The absolute of the spatial averaged electric field |Ē| as a function of m/t̃. (d) |Ē|L1/8 as a function of m/t̃ for L = 5, 7, 9.
The crossing point of the three curves locates the quantum critical point. Error bars denote the s.e.m.

out with the single-site-resolved microscope. Note that
usually the fluorescence imaging cannot distinguish two
atoms from zero atom at the same site [25, 26]. Here,
before detection, we split two atoms into two sites of a
double well along the y direction if there are two atoms
at the same site. This allows us to resolve atom number
two from zero at a single site (see Methods). To mitigate
the undesired e↵ects from processes beyond the LGT,
we post-select our data based on two rules: (i) the to-
tal atom number remains the same as that of the initial
state, and (ii) the Gauss’s law Eq. (2) has to be obeyed
for all sites. With the adiabatic ramping and the post-
selection, we ensure that the ground state of the LGT
at the targeted m/t̃ is reached. The results of single-
site-resolved measurement of atom number distribution
is shown in Fig. 2(a) for a range of m/t̃.

To locate the critical point, we measure the order pa-
rameter L�1

P
l
(�1)lSz

l�1,l. This order parameter is the
staggered magnetization, and given the definition of the
electric field, this order parameter is also the spatial av-
eraged electric field strength, denoted by Ē. We plot |Ē|
as a function of m/t̃ with L = 7 in Fig. 2(c), which ex-
hibits a rapid change when m/t̃ is in the range ⇠ [0, 1].
To more accurately determine the critical point, we zoom
in this range and perform a finite-size scaling. We plot
|Ē|L�/⌫ for di↵erent system size L = 5, 7, 9, and for the
two-dimensional Ising universality class, the order pa-

rameter critical exponent � = 1/8 and the correlation
length critical exponent ⌫ = 1 [27]. The crossing point
of these curves locates the critical point (see Methods
for numerical simulation). Here we indeed observe the
crossing of three curves. However, since each data point
has an error bar, it is not clear to visualize the exact
crossing point. Hence, we consider each point as a nor-
malized Gaussian distribution pi(x) = N (µi, �2

i
) where

x = |Ē|L1/8, µi and �i are respectively the value and the
error bar of each data point. We calculate the averaged
Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence of the three Gaussian
distributions at each m/t̃, which quantifies the degree of
overlap between three Gaussian distributions. The aver-
aged KL divergence is defined as [28]

DKL =
1

6

3X

i,j=1

Z +1

�1
dxpi(x) log

✓
pi(x)

pj(x)

◆
. (3)

We plot the DKL as a function of m/t̃ in Fig. 4(a), and
fitting the data yields a peak position at m/t̃ = 0.59(8).
This value is consistent with theoretical predictions [13–
15]. Given the energy scale of our t̃, the deviation from
the theoretical critical value is less than 2 Hz.

We then consider the quench dynamics. The same |Z2i
state is prepared as the initial state. Now, instead of
adiabatic ramping, we suddenly change the value of m/t̃
to the targeted value nearby the critical point, with a
typical time scale of 1 ms. Here we fix t̃ = 34.1(3) Hz
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FIG. 3: Time evolution after a quench. The real-time dynamics of Ē for di↵erent values of m/t̃ (marked at the axes of
m/t̃). The dashed lines are the fitted long-time steady values E1, and the solid lines are the theoretical thermal values Eth

assuming that the initial state fully thermalizes. Here L = 7 and each data point is averaged over 10 ⇠ 20 chains after the
post-selection. Error bars denote the s.e.m, and are smaller than the markers if hidden.

and U = 676(2) Hz. The value of t̃ is larger than what
we used for the adiabatic ramping process. This is be-
cause we find that even a weak spatial inhomogeneity can
cause noticeable variations of m from site to site, which
can a↵ect the time dynamics. A larger t̃ helps to reduce
this variation in terms of m/t̃ and can significantly sup-
press the e↵ects of the inhomogeneity. We record the
spatial atom number distribution at di↵erent times dur-
ing the real-time dynamics using a single-site-resolved
microscope. We also apply the same post-selection to
ensure that the dynamics is governed by the LGT. The
measurements of time dynamics are shown in Fig. 3 for
di↵erent values of m/t̃.

We fit the experimental data in Fig. 3 with a damped
sinusoidal function Ae�t/⌧ sin(!t) + E1, where A, ⌧ , !,
and E1 are all fitting parameters. We obtain E1 as
the long-time steady value, as illustrated by the dashed
lines in Fig. 3. Meanwhile, we can also theoretically ex-
tract the thermalization values Eth, provided that the
system obeys the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis
and the initial |Z2i state thermalizes [29–32]. Eth is ob-

tained by calculating Tr
h
⇢(T )L�1

P
l
(�1)lSz

l�1,l

i
. Here

⇢(T ) is an equilibrium density matrix of the LGT system,
with the temperature T determined by matching energy
Tr[⇢(T )Ĥ] = hZ2| Ĥ |Z2i (see Methods). Previous work
has predicted that for the PXP model, E1 matches Eth

and the initial |Z2i state thermalizes only in the quan-
tum critical regime [17]. These two values depart from
each other away from the critical point (m/t̃)c. When
m/t̃ > (m/t̃)c, the ground state is two-fold degenerate
and the |Z2i state has large overlap with the ground
state, and the ground state is always not thermalized.
When m/t̃ < (m/t̃)c, especially around m/t̃ = 0, it is
known that the PXP model hosts a set of many-body
scar states as the system’s eigenstates [33–35]. The |Z2i
state also has large overlap with the scar states, prevent-
ing it from thermalization [33–35]. The PXP model is
equivalent to this LGT model under the local gauge con-
straints of Gl = 0 for all l, and therefore, the discussion
also applies to this LGT model [16, 36]. In Fig. 4(b),
we compare E1 with Eth, and our measurements agree

FIG. 4: Quantum criticality. (a) The averaged KL diver-
gence DKL defined by Eq. 3 quantifies the overlap of three
data points for each m/t̃ in Fig. 2(d). DKL is plotted as a
function of m/t̃. The peak of DKL defines the point where
the three curves in Fig. 2(d) cross each other and locates the
quantum critical point. The error bars of the data points are
the error of the calibrated m/t̃ (see Methods). The shade
region represents the error bar contains both the Gaussian
fitting error and the error of the calibrated m/t̃ and its cen-
tral value is the fitted quantum critical point. (b) The data
points are the steady values E1 extracted from Fig. 3. The
red dashed line is the theoretical steady value with the same
system size as the experimental system, and the solid yellow
line is the theoretical thermal value Eth assuming that the
initial state obeys the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis.
The horizontal error bars denote the errors of the calibrated
m/t̃ and the vertical error bars denote the standard devia-
tions of the fitted E1. The shade region represents the error
of the calibrated m/t̃ and its central value is the point of in-
tersection between theorical thermal value and fitted curve of
the steady values E1.
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m/t̃). The dashed lines are the fitted long-time steady values E1, and the solid lines are the theoretical thermal values Eth

assuming that the initial state fully thermalizes. Here L = 7 and each data point is averaged over 10 ⇠ 20 chains after the
post-selection. Error bars denote the s.e.m, and are smaller than the markers if hidden.
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gence DKL defined by Eq. 3 quantifies the overlap of three
data points for each m/t̃ in Fig. 2(d). DKL is plotted as a
function of m/t̃. The peak of DKL defines the point where
the three curves in Fig. 2(d) cross each other and locates the
quantum critical point. The error bars of the data points are
the error of the calibrated m/t̃ (see Methods). The shade
region represents the error bar contains both the Gaussian
fitting error and the error of the calibrated m/t̃ and its cen-
tral value is the fitted quantum critical point. (b) The data
points are the steady values E1 extracted from Fig. 3. The
red dashed line is the theoretical steady value with the same
system size as the experimental system, and the solid yellow
line is the theoretical thermal value Eth assuming that the
initial state obeys the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis.
The horizontal error bars denote the errors of the calibrated
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the Rydberg blockade PXP model and
its auxiliary fermion representation. (b) Schematic of the composite
spins. (c) illustrates the ground state as a polarized state of composite
spins, and (d) illustrates the magnon excitations of composite spins.
When ! = 0, the positive energy states and the negative energy
states of the PXP model are related by a unitary transition. (e) is a
schematic of the highest-energy state, and (f) lowers energy from (e)
and generates a state corresponding to (d).

effect imposes a constraint that there cannot be more than one
Rydberg atom within the Rydberg radius. When the blockade
radius is one lattice spacing, the constraint prevents any two
neighboring spins from being both |!", and it requires that for
all physical states and for all sites i,

! 1
2 # Ŝz

i

"! 1
2 # Ŝz

i+1

"
|"" = 0. (2)

Equations (1) and (2) together give rise to the PXP model,
which can also be written as

Ĥ =
#

i

!
#P̂i#1Ŝx

i P̂i+1 + !Ŝz
i

"
. (3)

Here, P̂i = 1/2 + Ŝz
i is the projection operator that projects

the state in site i onto the ground state |$". We focus on the
periodical boundary condition throughout this Letter.

Here, we present an alternative way to implement the
Rydberg blockade constraint Eq. (2) by introducing spinless
fermions sitting at each link [30,34], as shown in Fig. 1(a).
We write the model as

Ĥ =
#

i

$
#

2
(Ŝ#

i f †
i#1,i f̂ †

i,i+1 + Ŝ+
i f̂i,i+1 f̂i#1,i ) + !Ŝz

i

%
, (4)

where f̂ †
i,i+1 ( f̂i,i+1) is the fermion creation (annihilation) oper-

ator at the link between site i and i + 1. This model possesses
local U (1) gauge symmetry f̂i,i+1 % ei$i f̂i,i+1, Ŝ+

i % e#i$i Ŝ+
i ,

and Ŝ+
i+1 % e#i$i Ŝ+

i+1, and it gives rise to a local conserved
gauge charge Qi,i+1 = Sz

i + Sz
i+1 + ni,i+1, where ni,i+1 is the

fermion number. When we focus on the gauge sector with
all Qi,i+1 = 1, it is clear that when the operator Ŝ#

i flips the
|$" state at site i to the |!" state, it simultaneously creates
two fermions at two neighboring links between site i and site
i # 1 (and site i + 1). Hence, a spin flip can no longer occur
in site i # 1 and site i + 1. Therefore, we can introduce the
composite spins by combining a pair of fermions with each

spin. That is to say, for each site, we define the composite spin
%i as

|&" = |$" ' |00", (5)

|(" = |!" ' |11", (6)

and we schematically illustrate the composite spins in
Fig. 1(b).

Ground state. In terms of the composite % spin, the Hamil-
tonian simply reads

Ĥ =
#

i

!
#%̂ x

i + !%̂ z
i

"
. (7)

Note that we do not need to add the Rydberg blockade con-
straint when the model is written in terms of % spin, because
the Fermi exclusion principle automatically forbids the com-
posite spins in two neighboring sites from both being |(",
implementing the constraint from the Rydberg blockade ef-
fect. Motivated by Eq. (7), it is natural to speculate that the
ground state is a product state of composite spins polarized by
an external field, i.e.,

|GS" = 1
N

&

i

(u |&"i + v |("i ), (8)

where N is the normalization factor. This state is illustrated
by Fig. 1(c). Below we will set u = 1, and then v is the only
parameter in the wave function.

We first consider the situation ! = 0. The parameter v is
determined by minimizing EGS = )GS| Ĥ |GS" and we ob-
tain v = #0.636. We also compare the wave function with
the ground state obtained from exact diagonalization (ED),
where the overlap between them is as high as 0.99 [35]. This
shows that the wave function Eq. (8) provides a very precise
description of the ground state. Moreover, note that when
! = 0, we can define a unitary transformation Û =

'
i &

z
i ,

and Û ĤÛ = #Ĥ . Thus, if |"" is an eigenstate of Ĥ with a
negative eigenenergy E , Û |"" generates an eigenstate with
positive eigenenergy #E . Thus, |(GS" = Û |GS" generates the
highest-energy state, which takes the same form as Eq. 8 but
v = 0.636. This state is illustrated by Fig. 1(e).

Magnon excitation. Since we have obtained a very accurate
wave function for the ground state, now we consider excita-
tions above it. The most natural excitation is the magnon or
spin wave. We define the operator '̂i that only acts on the %
spin at site i as

'̂†
i (u |&"i + v |("i ) = v |&"i # u |("i , (9)

which is illustrated in Fig. 1(d) and satisfies the condition
('̂†

i )2 = 0. Then, we consider the magnon excitation with
momentum k, and up to a normalization factor, it is defined
as

|k" * '̂†
k |GS" = 1

Ns

#

i

eikRi '̂†
i |GS" , (10)

where Ns is the number of total sites. The '̂†
k operator creates

a wave of composite spins with a fixed wave vector k. The
magnon should obey bosonic statistics since it is a composite
object of a spin and two fermions. We compute the energy
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the Rydberg blockade PXP model and
its auxiliary fermion representation. (b) Schematic of the composite
spins. (c) illustrates the ground state as a polarized state of composite
spins, and (d) illustrates the magnon excitations of composite spins.
When ! = 0, the positive energy states and the negative energy
states of the PXP model are related by a unitary transition. (e) is a
schematic of the highest-energy state, and (f) lowers energy from (e)
and generates a state corresponding to (d).

effect imposes a constraint that there cannot be more than one
Rydberg atom within the Rydberg radius. When the blockade
radius is one lattice spacing, the constraint prevents any two
neighboring spins from being both |!", and it requires that for
all physical states and for all sites i,
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the state in site i onto the ground state |$". We focus on the
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by Fig. 1(c). Below we will set u = 1, and then v is the only
parameter in the wave function.

We first consider the situation ! = 0. The parameter v is
determined by minimizing EGS = )GS| Ĥ |GS" and we ob-
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wave function for the ground state, now we consider excita-
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which is illustrated in Fig. 1(d) and satisfies the condition
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by Fig. 1(c). Below we will set u = 1, and then v is the only
parameter in the wave function.
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the ground state obtained from exact diagonalization (ED),
where the overlap between them is as high as 0.99 [35]. This
shows that the wave function Eq. (8) provides a very precise
description of the ground state. Moreover, note that when
! = 0, we can define a unitary transformation Û =

'
i &

z
i ,

and Û ĤÛ = #Ĥ . Thus, if |"" is an eigenstate of Ĥ with a
negative eigenenergy E , Û |"" generates an eigenstate with
positive eigenenergy #E . Thus, |(GS" = Û |GS" generates the
highest-energy state, which takes the same form as Eq. 8 but
v = 0.636. This state is illustrated by Fig. 1(e).

Magnon excitation. Since we have obtained a very accurate
wave function for the ground state, now we consider excita-
tions above it. The most natural excitation is the magnon or
spin wave. We define the operator '̂i that only acts on the %
spin at site i as

'̂†
i (u |&"i + v |("i ) = v |&"i # u |("i , (9)

which is illustrated in Fig. 1(d) and satisfies the condition
('̂†

i )2 = 0. Then, we consider the magnon excitation with
momentum k, and up to a normalization factor, it is defined
as

|k" * '̂†
k |GS" = 1

Ns

#

i

eikRi '̂†
i |GS" , (10)

where Ns is the number of total sites. The '̂†
k operator creates

a wave of composite spins with a fixed wave vector k. The
magnon should obey bosonic statistics since it is a composite
object of a spin and two fermions. We compute the energy
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the Rydberg blockade PXP model and
its auxiliary fermion representation. (b) Schematic of the composite
spins. (c) illustrates the ground state as a polarized state of composite
spins, and (d) illustrates the magnon excitations of composite spins.
When ! = 0, the positive energy states and the negative energy
states of the PXP model are related by a unitary transition. (e) is a
schematic of the highest-energy state, and (f) lowers energy from (e)
and generates a state corresponding to (d).

effect imposes a constraint that there cannot be more than one
Rydberg atom within the Rydberg radius. When the blockade
radius is one lattice spacing, the constraint prevents any two
neighboring spins from being both |!", and it requires that for
all physical states and for all sites i,
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"
|"" = 0. (2)

Equations (1) and (2) together give rise to the PXP model,
which can also be written as

Ĥ =
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!
#P̂i#1Ŝx

i P̂i+1 + !Ŝz
i

"
. (3)

Here, P̂i = 1/2 + Ŝz
i is the projection operator that projects

the state in site i onto the ground state |$". We focus on the
periodical boundary condition throughout this Letter.

Here, we present an alternative way to implement the
Rydberg blockade constraint Eq. (2) by introducing spinless
fermions sitting at each link [30,34], as shown in Fig. 1(a).
We write the model as

Ĥ =
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where f̂ †
i,i+1 ( f̂i,i+1) is the fermion creation (annihilation) oper-

ator at the link between site i and i + 1. This model possesses
local U (1) gauge symmetry f̂i,i+1 % ei$i f̂i,i+1, Ŝ+

i % e#i$i Ŝ+
i ,

and Ŝ+
i+1 % e#i$i Ŝ+

i+1, and it gives rise to a local conserved
gauge charge Qi,i+1 = Sz

i + Sz
i+1 + ni,i+1, where ni,i+1 is the

fermion number. When we focus on the gauge sector with
all Qi,i+1 = 1, it is clear that when the operator Ŝ#

i flips the
|$" state at site i to the |!" state, it simultaneously creates
two fermions at two neighboring links between site i and site
i # 1 (and site i + 1). Hence, a spin flip can no longer occur
in site i # 1 and site i + 1. Therefore, we can introduce the
composite spins by combining a pair of fermions with each

spin. That is to say, for each site, we define the composite spin
%i as

|&" = |$" ' |00", (5)

|(" = |!" ' |11", (6)

and we schematically illustrate the composite spins in
Fig. 1(b).

Ground state. In terms of the composite % spin, the Hamil-
tonian simply reads

Ĥ =
#

i

!
#%̂ x

i + !%̂ z
i

"
. (7)

Note that we do not need to add the Rydberg blockade con-
straint when the model is written in terms of % spin, because
the Fermi exclusion principle automatically forbids the com-
posite spins in two neighboring sites from both being |(",
implementing the constraint from the Rydberg blockade ef-
fect. Motivated by Eq. (7), it is natural to speculate that the
ground state is a product state of composite spins polarized by
an external field, i.e.,

|GS" = 1
N

&

i

(u |&"i + v |("i ), (8)

where N is the normalization factor. This state is illustrated
by Fig. 1(c). Below we will set u = 1, and then v is the only
parameter in the wave function.

We first consider the situation ! = 0. The parameter v is
determined by minimizing EGS = )GS| Ĥ |GS" and we ob-
tain v = #0.636. We also compare the wave function with
the ground state obtained from exact diagonalization (ED),
where the overlap between them is as high as 0.99 [35]. This
shows that the wave function Eq. (8) provides a very precise
description of the ground state. Moreover, note that when
! = 0, we can define a unitary transformation Û =

'
i &

z
i ,

and Û ĤÛ = #Ĥ . Thus, if |"" is an eigenstate of Ĥ with a
negative eigenenergy E , Û |"" generates an eigenstate with
positive eigenenergy #E . Thus, |(GS" = Û |GS" generates the
highest-energy state, which takes the same form as Eq. 8 but
v = 0.636. This state is illustrated by Fig. 1(e).

Magnon excitation. Since we have obtained a very accurate
wave function for the ground state, now we consider excita-
tions above it. The most natural excitation is the magnon or
spin wave. We define the operator '̂i that only acts on the %
spin at site i as

'̂†
i (u |&"i + v |("i ) = v |&"i # u |("i , (9)

which is illustrated in Fig. 1(d) and satisfies the condition
('̂†

i )2 = 0. Then, we consider the magnon excitation with
momentum k, and up to a normalization factor, it is defined
as

|k" * '̂†
k |GS" = 1

Ns

#

i

eikRi '̂†
i |GS" , (10)

where Ns is the number of total sites. The '̂†
k operator creates

a wave of composite spins with a fixed wave vector k. The
magnon should obey bosonic statistics since it is a composite
object of a spin and two fermions. We compute the energy
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the Rydberg blockade PXP model and
its auxiliary fermion representation. (b) Schematic of the composite
spins. (c) illustrates the ground state as a polarized state of composite
spins, and (d) illustrates the magnon excitations of composite spins.
When ! = 0, the positive energy states and the negative energy
states of the PXP model are related by a unitary transition. (e) is a
schematic of the highest-energy state, and (f) lowers energy from (e)
and generates a state corresponding to (d).

effect imposes a constraint that there cannot be more than one
Rydberg atom within the Rydberg radius. When the blockade
radius is one lattice spacing, the constraint prevents any two
neighboring spins from being both |!", and it requires that for
all physical states and for all sites i,

! 1
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|"" = 0. (2)

Equations (1) and (2) together give rise to the PXP model,
which can also be written as

Ĥ =
#

i

!
#P̂i#1Ŝx

i P̂i+1 + !Ŝz
i

"
. (3)

Here, P̂i = 1/2 + Ŝz
i is the projection operator that projects

the state in site i onto the ground state |$". We focus on the
periodical boundary condition throughout this Letter.

Here, we present an alternative way to implement the
Rydberg blockade constraint Eq. (2) by introducing spinless
fermions sitting at each link [30,34], as shown in Fig. 1(a).
We write the model as

Ĥ =
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2
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i f †
i#1,i f̂ †

i,i+1 + Ŝ+
i f̂i,i+1 f̂i#1,i ) + !Ŝz
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, (4)

where f̂ †
i,i+1 ( f̂i,i+1) is the fermion creation (annihilation) oper-

ator at the link between site i and i + 1. This model possesses
local U (1) gauge symmetry f̂i,i+1 % ei$i f̂i,i+1, Ŝ+

i % e#i$i Ŝ+
i ,

and Ŝ+
i+1 % e#i$i Ŝ+

i+1, and it gives rise to a local conserved
gauge charge Qi,i+1 = Sz

i + Sz
i+1 + ni,i+1, where ni,i+1 is the

fermion number. When we focus on the gauge sector with
all Qi,i+1 = 1, it is clear that when the operator Ŝ#

i flips the
|$" state at site i to the |!" state, it simultaneously creates
two fermions at two neighboring links between site i and site
i # 1 (and site i + 1). Hence, a spin flip can no longer occur
in site i # 1 and site i + 1. Therefore, we can introduce the
composite spins by combining a pair of fermions with each

spin. That is to say, for each site, we define the composite spin
%i as

|&" = |$" ' |00", (5)

|(" = |!" ' |11", (6)

and we schematically illustrate the composite spins in
Fig. 1(b).

Ground state. In terms of the composite % spin, the Hamil-
tonian simply reads

Ĥ =
#

i

!
#%̂ x

i + !%̂ z
i

"
. (7)

Note that we do not need to add the Rydberg blockade con-
straint when the model is written in terms of % spin, because
the Fermi exclusion principle automatically forbids the com-
posite spins in two neighboring sites from both being |(",
implementing the constraint from the Rydberg blockade ef-
fect. Motivated by Eq. (7), it is natural to speculate that the
ground state is a product state of composite spins polarized by
an external field, i.e.,

|GS" = 1
N

&

i

(u |&"i + v |("i ), (8)

where N is the normalization factor. This state is illustrated
by Fig. 1(c). Below we will set u = 1, and then v is the only
parameter in the wave function.

We first consider the situation ! = 0. The parameter v is
determined by minimizing EGS = )GS| Ĥ |GS" and we ob-
tain v = #0.636. We also compare the wave function with
the ground state obtained from exact diagonalization (ED),
where the overlap between them is as high as 0.99 [35]. This
shows that the wave function Eq. (8) provides a very precise
description of the ground state. Moreover, note that when
! = 0, we can define a unitary transformation Û =

'
i &

z
i ,

and Û ĤÛ = #Ĥ . Thus, if |"" is an eigenstate of Ĥ with a
negative eigenenergy E , Û |"" generates an eigenstate with
positive eigenenergy #E . Thus, |(GS" = Û |GS" generates the
highest-energy state, which takes the same form as Eq. 8 but
v = 0.636. This state is illustrated by Fig. 1(e).

Magnon excitation. Since we have obtained a very accurate
wave function for the ground state, now we consider excita-
tions above it. The most natural excitation is the magnon or
spin wave. We define the operator '̂i that only acts on the %
spin at site i as

'̂†
i (u |&"i + v |("i ) = v |&"i # u |("i , (9)

which is illustrated in Fig. 1(d) and satisfies the condition
('̂†

i )2 = 0. Then, we consider the magnon excitation with
momentum k, and up to a normalization factor, it is defined
as

|k" * '̂†
k |GS" = 1

Ns

#

i

eikRi '̂†
i |GS" , (10)

where Ns is the number of total sites. The '̂†
k operator creates

a wave of composite spins with a fixed wave vector k. The
magnon should obey bosonic statistics since it is a composite
object of a spin and two fermions. We compute the energy
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the Rydberg blockade PXP model and
its auxiliary fermion representation. (b) Schematic of the composite
spins. (c) illustrates the ground state as a polarized state of composite
spins, and (d) illustrates the magnon excitations of composite spins.
When ! = 0, the positive energy states and the negative energy
states of the PXP model are related by a unitary transition. (e) is a
schematic of the highest-energy state, and (f) lowers energy from (e)
and generates a state corresponding to (d).

effect imposes a constraint that there cannot be more than one
Rydberg atom within the Rydberg radius. When the blockade
radius is one lattice spacing, the constraint prevents any two
neighboring spins from being both |!", and it requires that for
all physical states and for all sites i,

! 1
2 # Ŝz
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"! 1
2 # Ŝz

i+1

"
|"" = 0. (2)

Equations (1) and (2) together give rise to the PXP model,
which can also be written as

Ĥ =
#

i

!
#P̂i#1Ŝx

i P̂i+1 + !Ŝz
i

"
. (3)

Here, P̂i = 1/2 + Ŝz
i is the projection operator that projects

the state in site i onto the ground state |$". We focus on the
periodical boundary condition throughout this Letter.

Here, we present an alternative way to implement the
Rydberg blockade constraint Eq. (2) by introducing spinless
fermions sitting at each link [30,34], as shown in Fig. 1(a).
We write the model as

Ĥ =
#

i

$
#

2
(Ŝ#

i f †
i#1,i f̂ †

i,i+1 + Ŝ+
i f̂i,i+1 f̂i#1,i ) + !Ŝz
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%
, (4)

where f̂ †
i,i+1 ( f̂i,i+1) is the fermion creation (annihilation) oper-

ator at the link between site i and i + 1. This model possesses
local U (1) gauge symmetry f̂i,i+1 % ei$i f̂i,i+1, Ŝ+

i % e#i$i Ŝ+
i ,

and Ŝ+
i+1 % e#i$i Ŝ+

i+1, and it gives rise to a local conserved
gauge charge Qi,i+1 = Sz

i + Sz
i+1 + ni,i+1, where ni,i+1 is the

fermion number. When we focus on the gauge sector with
all Qi,i+1 = 1, it is clear that when the operator Ŝ#

i flips the
|$" state at site i to the |!" state, it simultaneously creates
two fermions at two neighboring links between site i and site
i # 1 (and site i + 1). Hence, a spin flip can no longer occur
in site i # 1 and site i + 1. Therefore, we can introduce the
composite spins by combining a pair of fermions with each

spin. That is to say, for each site, we define the composite spin
%i as

|&" = |$" ' |00", (5)

|(" = |!" ' |11", (6)

and we schematically illustrate the composite spins in
Fig. 1(b).

Ground state. In terms of the composite % spin, the Hamil-
tonian simply reads

Ĥ =
#

i

!
#%̂ x

i + !%̂ z
i

"
. (7)

Note that we do not need to add the Rydberg blockade con-
straint when the model is written in terms of % spin, because
the Fermi exclusion principle automatically forbids the com-
posite spins in two neighboring sites from both being |(",
implementing the constraint from the Rydberg blockade ef-
fect. Motivated by Eq. (7), it is natural to speculate that the
ground state is a product state of composite spins polarized by
an external field, i.e.,

|GS" = 1
N

&

i

(u |&"i + v |("i ), (8)

where N is the normalization factor. This state is illustrated
by Fig. 1(c). Below we will set u = 1, and then v is the only
parameter in the wave function.

We first consider the situation ! = 0. The parameter v is
determined by minimizing EGS = )GS| Ĥ |GS" and we ob-
tain v = #0.636. We also compare the wave function with
the ground state obtained from exact diagonalization (ED),
where the overlap between them is as high as 0.99 [35]. This
shows that the wave function Eq. (8) provides a very precise
description of the ground state. Moreover, note that when
! = 0, we can define a unitary transformation Û =

'
i &

z
i ,

and Û ĤÛ = #Ĥ . Thus, if |"" is an eigenstate of Ĥ with a
negative eigenenergy E , Û |"" generates an eigenstate with
positive eigenenergy #E . Thus, |(GS" = Û |GS" generates the
highest-energy state, which takes the same form as Eq. 8 but
v = 0.636. This state is illustrated by Fig. 1(e).

Magnon excitation. Since we have obtained a very accurate
wave function for the ground state, now we consider excita-
tions above it. The most natural excitation is the magnon or
spin wave. We define the operator '̂i that only acts on the %
spin at site i as

'̂†
i (u |&"i + v |("i ) = v |&"i # u |("i , (9)

which is illustrated in Fig. 1(d) and satisfies the condition
('̂†

i )2 = 0. Then, we consider the magnon excitation with
momentum k, and up to a normalization factor, it is defined
as

|k" * '̂†
k |GS" = 1

Ns

#

i

eikRi '̂†
i |GS" , (10)

where Ns is the number of total sites. The '̂†
k operator creates

a wave of composite spins with a fixed wave vector k. The
magnon should obey bosonic statistics since it is a composite
object of a spin and two fermions. We compute the energy
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the Rydberg blockade PXP model and
its auxiliary fermion representation. (b) Schematic of the composite
spins. (c) illustrates the ground state as a polarized state of composite
spins, and (d) illustrates the magnon excitations of composite spins.
When ! = 0, the positive energy states and the negative energy
states of the PXP model are related by a unitary transition. (e) is a
schematic of the highest-energy state, and (f) lowers energy from (e)
and generates a state corresponding to (d).

effect imposes a constraint that there cannot be more than one
Rydberg atom within the Rydberg radius. When the blockade
radius is one lattice spacing, the constraint prevents any two
neighboring spins from being both |!", and it requires that for
all physical states and for all sites i,
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Equations (1) and (2) together give rise to the PXP model,
which can also be written as

Ĥ =
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#P̂i#1Ŝx

i P̂i+1 + !Ŝz
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. (3)

Here, P̂i = 1/2 + Ŝz
i is the projection operator that projects

the state in site i onto the ground state |$". We focus on the
periodical boundary condition throughout this Letter.

Here, we present an alternative way to implement the
Rydberg blockade constraint Eq. (2) by introducing spinless
fermions sitting at each link [30,34], as shown in Fig. 1(a).
We write the model as

Ĥ =
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where f̂ †
i,i+1 ( f̂i,i+1) is the fermion creation (annihilation) oper-

ator at the link between site i and i + 1. This model possesses
local U (1) gauge symmetry f̂i,i+1 % ei$i f̂i,i+1, Ŝ+

i % e#i$i Ŝ+
i ,

and Ŝ+
i+1 % e#i$i Ŝ+

i+1, and it gives rise to a local conserved
gauge charge Qi,i+1 = Sz

i + Sz
i+1 + ni,i+1, where ni,i+1 is the

fermion number. When we focus on the gauge sector with
all Qi,i+1 = 1, it is clear that when the operator Ŝ#

i flips the
|$" state at site i to the |!" state, it simultaneously creates
two fermions at two neighboring links between site i and site
i # 1 (and site i + 1). Hence, a spin flip can no longer occur
in site i # 1 and site i + 1. Therefore, we can introduce the
composite spins by combining a pair of fermions with each

spin. That is to say, for each site, we define the composite spin
%i as

|&" = |$" ' |00", (5)

|(" = |!" ' |11", (6)

and we schematically illustrate the composite spins in
Fig. 1(b).

Ground state. In terms of the composite % spin, the Hamil-
tonian simply reads

Ĥ =
#

i
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#%̂ x

i + !%̂ z
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. (7)

Note that we do not need to add the Rydberg blockade con-
straint when the model is written in terms of % spin, because
the Fermi exclusion principle automatically forbids the com-
posite spins in two neighboring sites from both being |(",
implementing the constraint from the Rydberg blockade ef-
fect. Motivated by Eq. (7), it is natural to speculate that the
ground state is a product state of composite spins polarized by
an external field, i.e.,

|GS" = 1
N

&

i

(u |&"i + v |("i ), (8)

where N is the normalization factor. This state is illustrated
by Fig. 1(c). Below we will set u = 1, and then v is the only
parameter in the wave function.

We first consider the situation ! = 0. The parameter v is
determined by minimizing EGS = )GS| Ĥ |GS" and we ob-
tain v = #0.636. We also compare the wave function with
the ground state obtained from exact diagonalization (ED),
where the overlap between them is as high as 0.99 [35]. This
shows that the wave function Eq. (8) provides a very precise
description of the ground state. Moreover, note that when
! = 0, we can define a unitary transformation Û =

'
i &

z
i ,

and Û ĤÛ = #Ĥ . Thus, if |"" is an eigenstate of Ĥ with a
negative eigenenergy E , Û |"" generates an eigenstate with
positive eigenenergy #E . Thus, |(GS" = Û |GS" generates the
highest-energy state, which takes the same form as Eq. 8 but
v = 0.636. This state is illustrated by Fig. 1(e).

Magnon excitation. Since we have obtained a very accurate
wave function for the ground state, now we consider excita-
tions above it. The most natural excitation is the magnon or
spin wave. We define the operator '̂i that only acts on the %
spin at site i as

'̂†
i (u |&"i + v |("i ) = v |&"i # u |("i , (9)

which is illustrated in Fig. 1(d) and satisfies the condition
('̂†

i )2 = 0. Then, we consider the magnon excitation with
momentum k, and up to a normalization factor, it is defined
as

|k" * '̂†
k |GS" = 1

Ns

#

i

eikRi '̂†
i |GS" , (10)

where Ns is the number of total sites. The '̂†
k operator creates

a wave of composite spins with a fixed wave vector k. The
magnon should obey bosonic statistics since it is a composite
object of a spin and two fermions. We compute the energy
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When ! = 0, the positive energy states and the negative energy
states of the PXP model are related by a unitary transition. (e) is a
schematic of the highest-energy state, and (f) lowers energy from (e)
and generates a state corresponding to (d).

effect imposes a constraint that there cannot be more than one
Rydberg atom within the Rydberg radius. When the blockade
radius is one lattice spacing, the constraint prevents any two
neighboring spins from being both |!", and it requires that for
all physical states and for all sites i,
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Equations (1) and (2) together give rise to the PXP model,
which can also be written as

Ĥ =
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. (3)

Here, P̂i = 1/2 + Ŝz
i is the projection operator that projects

the state in site i onto the ground state |$". We focus on the
periodical boundary condition throughout this Letter.

Here, we present an alternative way to implement the
Rydberg blockade constraint Eq. (2) by introducing spinless
fermions sitting at each link [30,34], as shown in Fig. 1(a).
We write the model as
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where f̂ †
i,i+1 ( f̂i,i+1) is the fermion creation (annihilation) oper-

ator at the link between site i and i + 1. This model possesses
local U (1) gauge symmetry f̂i,i+1 % ei$i f̂i,i+1, Ŝ+

i % e#i$i Ŝ+
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and Ŝ+
i+1 % e#i$i Ŝ+

i+1, and it gives rise to a local conserved
gauge charge Qi,i+1 = Sz

i + Sz
i+1 + ni,i+1, where ni,i+1 is the

fermion number. When we focus on the gauge sector with
all Qi,i+1 = 1, it is clear that when the operator Ŝ#

i flips the
|$" state at site i to the |!" state, it simultaneously creates
two fermions at two neighboring links between site i and site
i # 1 (and site i + 1). Hence, a spin flip can no longer occur
in site i # 1 and site i + 1. Therefore, we can introduce the
composite spins by combining a pair of fermions with each

spin. That is to say, for each site, we define the composite spin
%i as

|&" = |$" ' |00", (5)

|(" = |!" ' |11", (6)

and we schematically illustrate the composite spins in
Fig. 1(b).

Ground state. In terms of the composite % spin, the Hamil-
tonian simply reads

Ĥ =
#

i

!
#%̂ x

i + !%̂ z
i

"
. (7)

Note that we do not need to add the Rydberg blockade con-
straint when the model is written in terms of % spin, because
the Fermi exclusion principle automatically forbids the com-
posite spins in two neighboring sites from both being |(",
implementing the constraint from the Rydberg blockade ef-
fect. Motivated by Eq. (7), it is natural to speculate that the
ground state is a product state of composite spins polarized by
an external field, i.e.,

|GS" = 1
N

&

i

(u |&"i + v |("i ), (8)

where N is the normalization factor. This state is illustrated
by Fig. 1(c). Below we will set u = 1, and then v is the only
parameter in the wave function.

We first consider the situation ! = 0. The parameter v is
determined by minimizing EGS = )GS| Ĥ |GS" and we ob-
tain v = #0.636. We also compare the wave function with
the ground state obtained from exact diagonalization (ED),
where the overlap between them is as high as 0.99 [35]. This
shows that the wave function Eq. (8) provides a very precise
description of the ground state. Moreover, note that when
! = 0, we can define a unitary transformation Û =

'
i &

z
i ,

and Û ĤÛ = #Ĥ . Thus, if |"" is an eigenstate of Ĥ with a
negative eigenenergy E , Û |"" generates an eigenstate with
positive eigenenergy #E . Thus, |(GS" = Û |GS" generates the
highest-energy state, which takes the same form as Eq. 8 but
v = 0.636. This state is illustrated by Fig. 1(e).

Magnon excitation. Since we have obtained a very accurate
wave function for the ground state, now we consider excita-
tions above it. The most natural excitation is the magnon or
spin wave. We define the operator '̂i that only acts on the %
spin at site i as

'̂†
i (u |&"i + v |("i ) = v |&"i # u |("i , (9)

which is illustrated in Fig. 1(d) and satisfies the condition
('̂†

i )2 = 0. Then, we consider the magnon excitation with
momentum k, and up to a normalization factor, it is defined
as

|k" * '̂†
k |GS" = 1

Ns

#

i

eikRi '̂†
i |GS" , (10)

where Ns is the number of total sites. The '̂†
k operator creates

a wave of composite spins with a fixed wave vector k. The
magnon should obey bosonic statistics since it is a composite
object of a spin and two fermions. We compute the energy
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the Rydberg blockade PXP model and
its auxiliary fermion representation. (b) Schematic of the composite
spins. (c) illustrates the ground state as a polarized state of composite
spins, and (d) illustrates the magnon excitations of composite spins.
When ! = 0, the positive energy states and the negative energy
states of the PXP model are related by a unitary transition. (e) is a
schematic of the highest-energy state, and (f) lowers energy from (e)
and generates a state corresponding to (d).

effect imposes a constraint that there cannot be more than one
Rydberg atom within the Rydberg radius. When the blockade
radius is one lattice spacing, the constraint prevents any two
neighboring spins from being both |!", and it requires that for
all physical states and for all sites i,
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Equations (1) and (2) together give rise to the PXP model,
which can also be written as

Ĥ =
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#P̂i#1Ŝx

i P̂i+1 + !Ŝz
i

"
. (3)

Here, P̂i = 1/2 + Ŝz
i is the projection operator that projects

the state in site i onto the ground state |$". We focus on the
periodical boundary condition throughout this Letter.

Here, we present an alternative way to implement the
Rydberg blockade constraint Eq. (2) by introducing spinless
fermions sitting at each link [30,34], as shown in Fig. 1(a).
We write the model as

Ĥ =
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i f †
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i,i+1 + Ŝ+
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where f̂ †
i,i+1 ( f̂i,i+1) is the fermion creation (annihilation) oper-

ator at the link between site i and i + 1. This model possesses
local U (1) gauge symmetry f̂i,i+1 % ei$i f̂i,i+1, Ŝ+

i % e#i$i Ŝ+
i ,

and Ŝ+
i+1 % e#i$i Ŝ+

i+1, and it gives rise to a local conserved
gauge charge Qi,i+1 = Sz

i + Sz
i+1 + ni,i+1, where ni,i+1 is the

fermion number. When we focus on the gauge sector with
all Qi,i+1 = 1, it is clear that when the operator Ŝ#

i flips the
|$" state at site i to the |!" state, it simultaneously creates
two fermions at two neighboring links between site i and site
i # 1 (and site i + 1). Hence, a spin flip can no longer occur
in site i # 1 and site i + 1. Therefore, we can introduce the
composite spins by combining a pair of fermions with each

spin. That is to say, for each site, we define the composite spin
%i as

|&" = |$" ' |00", (5)

|(" = |!" ' |11", (6)

and we schematically illustrate the composite spins in
Fig. 1(b).

Ground state. In terms of the composite % spin, the Hamil-
tonian simply reads

Ĥ =
#

i

!
#%̂ x

i + !%̂ z
i

"
. (7)

Note that we do not need to add the Rydberg blockade con-
straint when the model is written in terms of % spin, because
the Fermi exclusion principle automatically forbids the com-
posite spins in two neighboring sites from both being |(",
implementing the constraint from the Rydberg blockade ef-
fect. Motivated by Eq. (7), it is natural to speculate that the
ground state is a product state of composite spins polarized by
an external field, i.e.,

|GS" = 1
N

&

i

(u |&"i + v |("i ), (8)

where N is the normalization factor. This state is illustrated
by Fig. 1(c). Below we will set u = 1, and then v is the only
parameter in the wave function.

We first consider the situation ! = 0. The parameter v is
determined by minimizing EGS = )GS| Ĥ |GS" and we ob-
tain v = #0.636. We also compare the wave function with
the ground state obtained from exact diagonalization (ED),
where the overlap between them is as high as 0.99 [35]. This
shows that the wave function Eq. (8) provides a very precise
description of the ground state. Moreover, note that when
! = 0, we can define a unitary transformation Û =

'
i &

z
i ,

and Û ĤÛ = #Ĥ . Thus, if |"" is an eigenstate of Ĥ with a
negative eigenenergy E , Û |"" generates an eigenstate with
positive eigenenergy #E . Thus, |(GS" = Û |GS" generates the
highest-energy state, which takes the same form as Eq. 8 but
v = 0.636. This state is illustrated by Fig. 1(e).

Magnon excitation. Since we have obtained a very accurate
wave function for the ground state, now we consider excita-
tions above it. The most natural excitation is the magnon or
spin wave. We define the operator '̂i that only acts on the %
spin at site i as

'̂†
i (u |&"i + v |("i ) = v |&"i # u |("i , (9)

which is illustrated in Fig. 1(d) and satisfies the condition
('̂†

i )2 = 0. Then, we consider the magnon excitation with
momentum k, and up to a normalization factor, it is defined
as

|k" * '̂†
k |GS" = 1

Ns

#

i

eikRi '̂†
i |GS" , (10)

where Ns is the number of total sites. The '̂†
k operator creates

a wave of composite spins with a fixed wave vector k. The
magnon should obey bosonic statistics since it is a composite
object of a spin and two fermions. We compute the energy
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the Rydberg blockade PXP model and
its auxiliary fermion representation. (b) Schematic of the composite
spins. (c) illustrates the ground state as a polarized state of composite
spins, and (d) illustrates the magnon excitations of composite spins.
When ! = 0, the positive energy states and the negative energy
states of the PXP model are related by a unitary transition. (e) is a
schematic of the highest-energy state, and (f) lowers energy from (e)
and generates a state corresponding to (d).

effect imposes a constraint that there cannot be more than one
Rydberg atom within the Rydberg radius. When the blockade
radius is one lattice spacing, the constraint prevents any two
neighboring spins from being both |!", and it requires that for
all physical states and for all sites i,

! 1
2 # Ŝz

i

"! 1
2 # Ŝz

i+1

"
|"" = 0. (2)

Equations (1) and (2) together give rise to the PXP model,
which can also be written as

Ĥ =
#

i

!
#P̂i#1Ŝx

i P̂i+1 + !Ŝz
i

"
. (3)

Here, P̂i = 1/2 + Ŝz
i is the projection operator that projects

the state in site i onto the ground state |$". We focus on the
periodical boundary condition throughout this Letter.

Here, we present an alternative way to implement the
Rydberg blockade constraint Eq. (2) by introducing spinless
fermions sitting at each link [30,34], as shown in Fig. 1(a).
We write the model as

Ĥ =
#

i

$
#

2
(Ŝ#

i f †
i#1,i f̂ †

i,i+1 + Ŝ+
i f̂i,i+1 f̂i#1,i ) + !Ŝz

i

%
, (4)

where f̂ †
i,i+1 ( f̂i,i+1) is the fermion creation (annihilation) oper-

ator at the link between site i and i + 1. This model possesses
local U (1) gauge symmetry f̂i,i+1 % ei$i f̂i,i+1, Ŝ+

i % e#i$i Ŝ+
i ,

and Ŝ+
i+1 % e#i$i Ŝ+

i+1, and it gives rise to a local conserved
gauge charge Qi,i+1 = Sz

i + Sz
i+1 + ni,i+1, where ni,i+1 is the

fermion number. When we focus on the gauge sector with
all Qi,i+1 = 1, it is clear that when the operator Ŝ#

i flips the
|$" state at site i to the |!" state, it simultaneously creates
two fermions at two neighboring links between site i and site
i # 1 (and site i + 1). Hence, a spin flip can no longer occur
in site i # 1 and site i + 1. Therefore, we can introduce the
composite spins by combining a pair of fermions with each

spin. That is to say, for each site, we define the composite spin
%i as

|&" = |$" ' |00", (5)

|(" = |!" ' |11", (6)

and we schematically illustrate the composite spins in
Fig. 1(b).

Ground state. In terms of the composite % spin, the Hamil-
tonian simply reads

Ĥ =
#

i

!
#%̂ x

i + !%̂ z
i

"
. (7)

Note that we do not need to add the Rydberg blockade con-
straint when the model is written in terms of % spin, because
the Fermi exclusion principle automatically forbids the com-
posite spins in two neighboring sites from both being |(",
implementing the constraint from the Rydberg blockade ef-
fect. Motivated by Eq. (7), it is natural to speculate that the
ground state is a product state of composite spins polarized by
an external field, i.e.,

|GS" = 1
N

&

i

(u |&"i + v |("i ), (8)

where N is the normalization factor. This state is illustrated
by Fig. 1(c). Below we will set u = 1, and then v is the only
parameter in the wave function.

We first consider the situation ! = 0. The parameter v is
determined by minimizing EGS = )GS| Ĥ |GS" and we ob-
tain v = #0.636. We also compare the wave function with
the ground state obtained from exact diagonalization (ED),
where the overlap between them is as high as 0.99 [35]. This
shows that the wave function Eq. (8) provides a very precise
description of the ground state. Moreover, note that when
! = 0, we can define a unitary transformation Û =

'
i &

z
i ,

and Û ĤÛ = #Ĥ . Thus, if |"" is an eigenstate of Ĥ with a
negative eigenenergy E , Û |"" generates an eigenstate with
positive eigenenergy #E . Thus, |(GS" = Û |GS" generates the
highest-energy state, which takes the same form as Eq. 8 but
v = 0.636. This state is illustrated by Fig. 1(e).

Magnon excitation. Since we have obtained a very accurate
wave function for the ground state, now we consider excita-
tions above it. The most natural excitation is the magnon or
spin wave. We define the operator '̂i that only acts on the %
spin at site i as

'̂†
i (u |&"i + v |("i ) = v |&"i # u |("i , (9)

which is illustrated in Fig. 1(d) and satisfies the condition
('̂†

i )2 = 0. Then, we consider the magnon excitation with
momentum k, and up to a normalization factor, it is defined
as

|k" * '̂†
k |GS" = 1

Ns

#

i

eikRi '̂†
i |GS" , (10)

where Ns is the number of total sites. The '̂†
k operator creates

a wave of composite spins with a fixed wave vector k. The
magnon should obey bosonic statistics since it is a composite
object of a spin and two fermions. We compute the energy
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When ! = 0, the positive energy states and the negative energy
states of the PXP model are related by a unitary transition. (e) is a
schematic of the highest-energy state, and (f) lowers energy from (e)
and generates a state corresponding to (d).

effect imposes a constraint that there cannot be more than one
Rydberg atom within the Rydberg radius. When the blockade
radius is one lattice spacing, the constraint prevents any two
neighboring spins from being both |!", and it requires that for
all physical states and for all sites i,
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|"" = 0. (2)

Equations (1) and (2) together give rise to the PXP model,
which can also be written as

Ĥ =
#
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#P̂i#1Ŝx

i P̂i+1 + !Ŝz
i

"
. (3)

Here, P̂i = 1/2 + Ŝz
i is the projection operator that projects

the state in site i onto the ground state |$". We focus on the
periodical boundary condition throughout this Letter.

Here, we present an alternative way to implement the
Rydberg blockade constraint Eq. (2) by introducing spinless
fermions sitting at each link [30,34], as shown in Fig. 1(a).
We write the model as

Ĥ =
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i,i+1 + Ŝ+
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, (4)

where f̂ †
i,i+1 ( f̂i,i+1) is the fermion creation (annihilation) oper-

ator at the link between site i and i + 1. This model possesses
local U (1) gauge symmetry f̂i,i+1 % ei$i f̂i,i+1, Ŝ+

i % e#i$i Ŝ+
i ,

and Ŝ+
i+1 % e#i$i Ŝ+

i+1, and it gives rise to a local conserved
gauge charge Qi,i+1 = Sz

i + Sz
i+1 + ni,i+1, where ni,i+1 is the

fermion number. When we focus on the gauge sector with
all Qi,i+1 = 1, it is clear that when the operator Ŝ#

i flips the
|$" state at site i to the |!" state, it simultaneously creates
two fermions at two neighboring links between site i and site
i # 1 (and site i + 1). Hence, a spin flip can no longer occur
in site i # 1 and site i + 1. Therefore, we can introduce the
composite spins by combining a pair of fermions with each

spin. That is to say, for each site, we define the composite spin
%i as

|&" = |$" ' |00", (5)

|(" = |!" ' |11", (6)

and we schematically illustrate the composite spins in
Fig. 1(b).

Ground state. In terms of the composite % spin, the Hamil-
tonian simply reads

Ĥ =
#

i

!
#%̂ x

i + !%̂ z
i

"
. (7)

Note that we do not need to add the Rydberg blockade con-
straint when the model is written in terms of % spin, because
the Fermi exclusion principle automatically forbids the com-
posite spins in two neighboring sites from both being |(",
implementing the constraint from the Rydberg blockade ef-
fect. Motivated by Eq. (7), it is natural to speculate that the
ground state is a product state of composite spins polarized by
an external field, i.e.,

|GS" = 1
N

&

i

(u |&"i + v |("i ), (8)

where N is the normalization factor. This state is illustrated
by Fig. 1(c). Below we will set u = 1, and then v is the only
parameter in the wave function.

We first consider the situation ! = 0. The parameter v is
determined by minimizing EGS = )GS| Ĥ |GS" and we ob-
tain v = #0.636. We also compare the wave function with
the ground state obtained from exact diagonalization (ED),
where the overlap between them is as high as 0.99 [35]. This
shows that the wave function Eq. (8) provides a very precise
description of the ground state. Moreover, note that when
! = 0, we can define a unitary transformation Û =

'
i &

z
i ,

and Û ĤÛ = #Ĥ . Thus, if |"" is an eigenstate of Ĥ with a
negative eigenenergy E , Û |"" generates an eigenstate with
positive eigenenergy #E . Thus, |(GS" = Û |GS" generates the
highest-energy state, which takes the same form as Eq. 8 but
v = 0.636. This state is illustrated by Fig. 1(e).

Magnon excitation. Since we have obtained a very accurate
wave function for the ground state, now we consider excita-
tions above it. The most natural excitation is the magnon or
spin wave. We define the operator '̂i that only acts on the %
spin at site i as

'̂†
i (u |&"i + v |("i ) = v |&"i # u |("i , (9)

which is illustrated in Fig. 1(d) and satisfies the condition
('̂†

i )2 = 0. Then, we consider the magnon excitation with
momentum k, and up to a normalization factor, it is defined
as

|k" * '̂†
k |GS" = 1

Ns

#

i

eikRi '̂†
i |GS" , (10)

where Ns is the number of total sites. The '̂†
k operator creates

a wave of composite spins with a fixed wave vector k. The
magnon should obey bosonic statistics since it is a composite
object of a spin and two fermions. We compute the energy
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the Rydberg blockade PXP model and
its auxiliary fermion representation. (b) Schematic of the composite
spins. (c) illustrates the ground state as a polarized state of composite
spins, and (d) illustrates the magnon excitations of composite spins.
When ! = 0, the positive energy states and the negative energy
states of the PXP model are related by a unitary transition. (e) is a
schematic of the highest-energy state, and (f) lowers energy from (e)
and generates a state corresponding to (d).

effect imposes a constraint that there cannot be more than one
Rydberg atom within the Rydberg radius. When the blockade
radius is one lattice spacing, the constraint prevents any two
neighboring spins from being both |!", and it requires that for
all physical states and for all sites i,

! 1
2 # Ŝz

i

"! 1
2 # Ŝz

i+1

"
|"" = 0. (2)

Equations (1) and (2) together give rise to the PXP model,
which can also be written as

Ĥ =
#

i

!
#P̂i#1Ŝx

i P̂i+1 + !Ŝz
i

"
. (3)

Here, P̂i = 1/2 + Ŝz
i is the projection operator that projects

the state in site i onto the ground state |$". We focus on the
periodical boundary condition throughout this Letter.

Here, we present an alternative way to implement the
Rydberg blockade constraint Eq. (2) by introducing spinless
fermions sitting at each link [30,34], as shown in Fig. 1(a).
We write the model as

Ĥ =
#

i

$
#

2
(Ŝ#

i f †
i#1,i f̂ †

i,i+1 + Ŝ+
i f̂i,i+1 f̂i#1,i ) + !Ŝz

i

%
, (4)

where f̂ †
i,i+1 ( f̂i,i+1) is the fermion creation (annihilation) oper-

ator at the link between site i and i + 1. This model possesses
local U (1) gauge symmetry f̂i,i+1 % ei$i f̂i,i+1, Ŝ+

i % e#i$i Ŝ+
i ,

and Ŝ+
i+1 % e#i$i Ŝ+

i+1, and it gives rise to a local conserved
gauge charge Qi,i+1 = Sz

i + Sz
i+1 + ni,i+1, where ni,i+1 is the

fermion number. When we focus on the gauge sector with
all Qi,i+1 = 1, it is clear that when the operator Ŝ#

i flips the
|$" state at site i to the |!" state, it simultaneously creates
two fermions at two neighboring links between site i and site
i # 1 (and site i + 1). Hence, a spin flip can no longer occur
in site i # 1 and site i + 1. Therefore, we can introduce the
composite spins by combining a pair of fermions with each

spin. That is to say, for each site, we define the composite spin
%i as

|&" = |$" ' |00", (5)

|(" = |!" ' |11", (6)

and we schematically illustrate the composite spins in
Fig. 1(b).

Ground state. In terms of the composite % spin, the Hamil-
tonian simply reads

Ĥ =
#

i

!
#%̂ x

i + !%̂ z
i

"
. (7)

Note that we do not need to add the Rydberg blockade con-
straint when the model is written in terms of % spin, because
the Fermi exclusion principle automatically forbids the com-
posite spins in two neighboring sites from both being |(",
implementing the constraint from the Rydberg blockade ef-
fect. Motivated by Eq. (7), it is natural to speculate that the
ground state is a product state of composite spins polarized by
an external field, i.e.,

|GS" = 1
N

&

i

(u |&"i + v |("i ), (8)

where N is the normalization factor. This state is illustrated
by Fig. 1(c). Below we will set u = 1, and then v is the only
parameter in the wave function.

We first consider the situation ! = 0. The parameter v is
determined by minimizing EGS = )GS| Ĥ |GS" and we ob-
tain v = #0.636. We also compare the wave function with
the ground state obtained from exact diagonalization (ED),
where the overlap between them is as high as 0.99 [35]. This
shows that the wave function Eq. (8) provides a very precise
description of the ground state. Moreover, note that when
! = 0, we can define a unitary transformation Û =

'
i &

z
i ,

and Û ĤÛ = #Ĥ . Thus, if |"" is an eigenstate of Ĥ with a
negative eigenenergy E , Û |"" generates an eigenstate with
positive eigenenergy #E . Thus, |(GS" = Û |GS" generates the
highest-energy state, which takes the same form as Eq. 8 but
v = 0.636. This state is illustrated by Fig. 1(e).

Magnon excitation. Since we have obtained a very accurate
wave function for the ground state, now we consider excita-
tions above it. The most natural excitation is the magnon or
spin wave. We define the operator '̂i that only acts on the %
spin at site i as

'̂†
i (u |&"i + v |("i ) = v |&"i # u |("i , (9)

which is illustrated in Fig. 1(d) and satisfies the condition
('̂†

i )2 = 0. Then, we consider the magnon excitation with
momentum k, and up to a normalization factor, it is defined
as

|k" * '̂†
k |GS" = 1

Ns

#

i

eikRi '̂†
i |GS" , (10)

where Ns is the number of total sites. The '̂†
k operator creates

a wave of composite spins with a fixed wave vector k. The
magnon should obey bosonic statistics since it is a composite
object of a spin and two fermions. We compute the energy
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the Rydberg blockade PXP model and
its auxiliary fermion representation. (b) Schematic of the composite
spins. (c) illustrates the ground state as a polarized state of composite
spins, and (d) illustrates the magnon excitations of composite spins.
When ! = 0, the positive energy states and the negative energy
states of the PXP model are related by a unitary transition. (e) is a
schematic of the highest-energy state, and (f) lowers energy from (e)
and generates a state corresponding to (d).

effect imposes a constraint that there cannot be more than one
Rydberg atom within the Rydberg radius. When the blockade
radius is one lattice spacing, the constraint prevents any two
neighboring spins from being both |!", and it requires that for
all physical states and for all sites i,

! 1
2 # Ŝz

i

"! 1
2 # Ŝz

i+1

"
|"" = 0. (2)

Equations (1) and (2) together give rise to the PXP model,
which can also be written as

Ĥ =
#

i

!
#P̂i#1Ŝx

i P̂i+1 + !Ŝz
i

"
. (3)

Here, P̂i = 1/2 + Ŝz
i is the projection operator that projects

the state in site i onto the ground state |$". We focus on the
periodical boundary condition throughout this Letter.

Here, we present an alternative way to implement the
Rydberg blockade constraint Eq. (2) by introducing spinless
fermions sitting at each link [30,34], as shown in Fig. 1(a).
We write the model as

Ĥ =
#

i

$
#

2
(Ŝ#

i f †
i#1,i f̂ †

i,i+1 + Ŝ+
i f̂i,i+1 f̂i#1,i ) + !Ŝz

i

%
, (4)

where f̂ †
i,i+1 ( f̂i,i+1) is the fermion creation (annihilation) oper-

ator at the link between site i and i + 1. This model possesses
local U (1) gauge symmetry f̂i,i+1 % ei$i f̂i,i+1, Ŝ+

i % e#i$i Ŝ+
i ,

and Ŝ+
i+1 % e#i$i Ŝ+

i+1, and it gives rise to a local conserved
gauge charge Qi,i+1 = Sz

i + Sz
i+1 + ni,i+1, where ni,i+1 is the

fermion number. When we focus on the gauge sector with
all Qi,i+1 = 1, it is clear that when the operator Ŝ#

i flips the
|$" state at site i to the |!" state, it simultaneously creates
two fermions at two neighboring links between site i and site
i # 1 (and site i + 1). Hence, a spin flip can no longer occur
in site i # 1 and site i + 1. Therefore, we can introduce the
composite spins by combining a pair of fermions with each

spin. That is to say, for each site, we define the composite spin
%i as

|&" = |$" ' |00", (5)

|(" = |!" ' |11", (6)

and we schematically illustrate the composite spins in
Fig. 1(b).

Ground state. In terms of the composite % spin, the Hamil-
tonian simply reads

Ĥ =
#

i

!
#%̂ x

i + !%̂ z
i

"
. (7)

Note that we do not need to add the Rydberg blockade con-
straint when the model is written in terms of % spin, because
the Fermi exclusion principle automatically forbids the com-
posite spins in two neighboring sites from both being |(",
implementing the constraint from the Rydberg blockade ef-
fect. Motivated by Eq. (7), it is natural to speculate that the
ground state is a product state of composite spins polarized by
an external field, i.e.,

|GS" = 1
N

&

i

(u |&"i + v |("i ), (8)

where N is the normalization factor. This state is illustrated
by Fig. 1(c). Below we will set u = 1, and then v is the only
parameter in the wave function.

We first consider the situation ! = 0. The parameter v is
determined by minimizing EGS = )GS| Ĥ |GS" and we ob-
tain v = #0.636. We also compare the wave function with
the ground state obtained from exact diagonalization (ED),
where the overlap between them is as high as 0.99 [35]. This
shows that the wave function Eq. (8) provides a very precise
description of the ground state. Moreover, note that when
! = 0, we can define a unitary transformation Û =

'
i &

z
i ,

and Û ĤÛ = #Ĥ . Thus, if |"" is an eigenstate of Ĥ with a
negative eigenenergy E , Û |"" generates an eigenstate with
positive eigenenergy #E . Thus, |(GS" = Û |GS" generates the
highest-energy state, which takes the same form as Eq. 8 but
v = 0.636. This state is illustrated by Fig. 1(e).

Magnon excitation. Since we have obtained a very accurate
wave function for the ground state, now we consider excita-
tions above it. The most natural excitation is the magnon or
spin wave. We define the operator '̂i that only acts on the %
spin at site i as

'̂†
i (u |&"i + v |("i ) = v |&"i # u |("i , (9)

which is illustrated in Fig. 1(d) and satisfies the condition
('̂†

i )2 = 0. Then, we consider the magnon excitation with
momentum k, and up to a normalization factor, it is defined
as

|k" * '̂†
k |GS" = 1

Ns

#

i

eikRi '̂†
i |GS" , (10)

where Ns is the number of total sites. The '̂†
k operator creates

a wave of composite spins with a fixed wave vector k. The
magnon should obey bosonic statistics since it is a composite
object of a spin and two fermions. We compute the energy
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FIG. 4. A schematic of the phase diagram of the one-
dimensional U(1) LGT in term of the mass parameter m and
the topological angle ! around " . The dashed line represents the
deconfinement phase.

question, we can add a “Maxwell” term gE2
l!1,l into the

Hamiltonian in Eq. (2). When g is large, we can only focus
on El!1,l = ±1/2 when ! = " , because other possible val-
ues of El!1,l in Eq. (6) are not energetically favorable.
Hence, Eq. (6) is consistent with the definition Eq. (4). We
note that the Maxwell term is a constant for El!1,l = ±1/2
and this constant can be ignored in the Hamiltonian.

With these understandings, it also becomes clear how to
tune the topological angle ! . We note that Eq. (4) can be
changed to

El!1,l = (!1)lSz
l!1,l + h. (7)

With this new definition, Gauss’s law in Eq. (5) still
holds. However, this new definition changes the quantiza-
tion value of El!1,l and, therefore, changes the value of ! .
Meanwhile, the Maxwell term now becomes

g
!

l

E2
l!1,l = g

!

l

((!1)lSz
l!1,l + h)2. (8)

Aside from constant terms, this is equivalent to adding a
term gh

"
l(!1)lSz

l!1,l into the Hamiltonian. h = 0 corre-
sponds to ! = " . Adding a finite h tunes ! away from " . In
the original model, this corresponds to adding an alternat-
ing potential energy di!erence between two neighboring
gauge sites. This alternating potential energy doubles the
unit cell for the lattice translational symmetry and the two
states shown in Fig. 3(a) are no longer related by the trans-
lational symmetry of the Hamiltonian, which is consistent
with an energy splitting between them. Hence, from the
symmetry perspective, it is also understandable that the
Ising-type symmetry-breaking phase transition no longer
exists. Here, we also note that the terms we neglect but
exist in the actual system, such as long-range hoppings, do
not break the lattice translation symmetry and, therefore,
they do not a!ect the existence of the Ising transition.

IV. PROBE CONFINEMENT AND
DECONFINEMENT

As we mentioned above, the Ising-type transition with
h = 0 is also the conf-deconf transition in the LGT with
! = " . However, the USTC experiment has only observed
evidence of antiferromagnetic spin order [10] and has not
observed evidence of confinement or deconfinement. Here,
we propose an experimental scheme to detect confinement
or deconfinement. The basic idea is to change both the
gauge charge [defined by Eq. (3)] and the physical charge
(i.e., the particle number of the matter field) locally. The
gauge charge cannot move due to the local gauge conserva-
tion but the physical charge is free to move. The evidence
should be as follows:

(a) If the physical charge is always localized around the
gauge charge, this is evidence of confinement.

(b) If the physical charge is delocalized and free to
move, this is evidence of deconfinement.

To be concrete, we first prepare the ground state |#g" with
a fixed m/J̃ . Then we either apply b̂†

l to create a physi-
cal charge at site-l, such as the process from Fig. 2(a) to
Fig. 2(c) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = 1, or we apply b̂l
to annihilate a physical charge at site-l, such as the process
from Fig. 2(b) to Fig. 2(d) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = !1.
Experimentally, this can be achieved by the capability
of single-site addressing using quantum gas microscope,
together with single-site resolved density measurement
and postselection. We follow the time evolution of the
quantum state b̂†

l |#g" or b̂l|#g" and monitor the real-space
distribution of the physical charge.

Our numerical calculation is based on the exact diago-
nalization of the many-body Hamiltonian. We can obtain
all eigenstates and their eigenvalues, with which the time
evolution of an initial state can be straightforwardly simu-
lated [83]. The results of numerical simulation are shown
in Fig. 5, which plots the time evolution of the spatial
distribution of the physical charge. In Fig. 5(a), we show
the physical charge distribution after removing a physical
charge for m = !J̃ and h = 0. In this case, the physical
charge is a hole. Initially, the physical charge is removed at
the tenth site and the extra gauge charge is always localized
at the tenth site. Figure 5(a) clearly shows that the physi-
cal charge is always localized around the nonzero gauge
charge. Figure 5(b) shows the physical charge distribution
after creating a physical charge for m = J̃ and h = 0. The
extra gauge charge is also fixed at the tenth site. However,
very di!erently, Fig. 5(b) shows that the extra physical
charge soon becomes delocalized as time evolves. This
di!erence clearly distinguishes confinement from decon-
finement. Here, we should note that, to obtain Fig. 5(b), we
start from a ground state that is an equal-weight superpo-
sition of two symmetry-breaking degenerate states. If we
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before and after the transition. The second issue is how
to tune the topological angle experimentally and therefore
tune the conf-deconf transition. We present our theoretical
proposals on both issues.

Another recent experimental development in ultracold-
atom physics is the Rydberg-atom array quantum simulator
[50–56]. A Rydberg atom is an excited atom with one or
more electrons with a very high principal quantum num-
ber, because of which there exists a repulsive interaction
between two Rydberg atoms. This repulsive interaction
increases when the distance between two Rydberg atoms
decreases and it forbids two Rydberg atoms from simul-
taneously existing within a certain distance [57,58]. This
phenomenon is called the Rydberg-blockade e!ect and
the distance is called the blockade radius. Experimen-
tally, Rydberg atoms are placed into a one-dimensional
array and the blockade e!ect makes this system an inter-
esting many-body system, described by a so-called PXP
Hamiltonian [59]. This Rydberg-atom quantum simula-
tor can simulate quantum many-body dynamics with high
fidelity and explore exotic ground-state quantum phases
[60–78]. Here, we also discuss the connection between
the U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian [19] and discuss
the manifestation of the conf-deconf transition in the PXP
model.

This paper is organized as follows. We first review the
experimental setting in Sec. II. Then, we discuss how to
tune the topological angle ! in Sec. III and present the
protocol for detecting confinement or deconfinement in
Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we bring out the connection between
this LGT and the PXP model and we show that the conf-
deconf physics can also be studied in the PXP model. We
summarize the results in Sec. VI.

II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment of Ref. [10] explores bosonic atoms in
a one-dimensional optical lattice formed by two standing
wave of lasers [79,80] and the lattice contains a staggered
potential with di!erent on-site energies between even and
odd sites. When the interaction energy is much weaker
than the band gap, one only needs to keep the lowest
band, giving rise to the Bose-Hubbard model [79,80]. The
Hamiltonian reads

ĤBHM =
!

j

[!J (b̂†
j b̂j +1 + h.c.) + U

2
n̂j (n̂j ! 1) + "j n̂j ],

(1)

where "j = (!1)j #/2 is the staggered potential and # sets
the on-site energy di!erence between the even and odd
sites. b̂†

j and b̂j are the creation and annihilation opera-
tors. n̂j = b̂†

j b̂j , J denotes the tunneling strength between
neighboring sites and U denotes the on-site interaction
strength. In practice, there is also a gradient potential

that suppresses long-range hopping (hopping beyond the
nearest-neighboring sites). Reference [10] has shown that
the e!ects of these terms are insignificant and their e!ects
can be further reduced by performing postselection, where
processes violating Gauss’s law are ignored. Since we do
not explicitly include the long-range hopping in our model,
we ignore this gradient-potential term as well.

This experiment works in the parameter range # " J ,
U " J , and U # 2# [10]. We show four di!erent cases for
two-atom states in Fig. 1. In the limit J $ 0 and U = 2#,
the energy is # when two even sites are singly occupied
[Fig. 1(a)] and the energy is U ! # when an odd site is
doubly occupied [Fig. 1(b)]. Thus, the energies of these
two states are nearly degenerate. However, for states as
shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the energies are 0 and U + #,
respectively, and these two energies are o!set by # and
2#, compared with the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
Hence, when # " J , we can project out both the doubly
occupied even sites or the singly occupied odd sites. That
is to say, for odd sites, we only retain the vacuum state
and the doubly occupied state. We view these two cases as
two states of a spin-1/2, with the vacuum state denoted by
|%& and the doubly occupied state denoted by |'&. These
spin-1/2 states are viewed as the degrees of freedom of the
gauge field.

Now considering a small but finite hopping amplitude J ,
the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) can be connected by
a second-order hopping process, with its strength denoted
by J̃ [10]. The resulting e!ective Hamiltonian reads [10]

Ĥe! =
!

l

"

! J̃
2

Ŝ+
l,l+1b̂lb̂l+1 + h.c. + mn̂l

#

, (2)

where l labels all the even lattice sites playing the role
of the matter field. We use m to denote # ! U/2 and m
can be considered as the mass of a matter-field particle.
That is to say, we allow a certain di!erence between 2#
and U, although the di!erence should always be small
compared with 2# or U such that the projection on the
sub-Hilbert space is still valid. The boson numbers in these

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 1. A schematic of the di!erent states of a three-site build-
ing block. When U # 2# and J $ 0, the energies of (a) and (b)
are nearly degenerate and are o! resonance with the energies of
(c) and (d).
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FIG. 4. A schematic of the phase diagram of the one-
dimensional U(1) LGT in term of the mass parameter m and
the topological angle ! around " . The dashed line represents the
deconfinement phase.

question, we can add a “Maxwell” term gE2
l!1,l into the

Hamiltonian in Eq. (2). When g is large, we can only focus
on El!1,l = ±1/2 when ! = " , because other possible val-
ues of El!1,l in Eq. (6) are not energetically favorable.
Hence, Eq. (6) is consistent with the definition Eq. (4). We
note that the Maxwell term is a constant for El!1,l = ±1/2
and this constant can be ignored in the Hamiltonian.

With these understandings, it also becomes clear how to
tune the topological angle ! . We note that Eq. (4) can be
changed to

El!1,l = (!1)lSz
l!1,l + h. (7)

With this new definition, Gauss’s law in Eq. (5) still
holds. However, this new definition changes the quantiza-
tion value of El!1,l and, therefore, changes the value of ! .
Meanwhile, the Maxwell term now becomes

g
!

l

E2
l!1,l = g

!

l

((!1)lSz
l!1,l + h)2. (8)

Aside from constant terms, this is equivalent to adding a
term gh

"
l(!1)lSz

l!1,l into the Hamiltonian. h = 0 corre-
sponds to ! = " . Adding a finite h tunes ! away from " . In
the original model, this corresponds to adding an alternat-
ing potential energy di!erence between two neighboring
gauge sites. This alternating potential energy doubles the
unit cell for the lattice translational symmetry and the two
states shown in Fig. 3(a) are no longer related by the trans-
lational symmetry of the Hamiltonian, which is consistent
with an energy splitting between them. Hence, from the
symmetry perspective, it is also understandable that the
Ising-type symmetry-breaking phase transition no longer
exists. Here, we also note that the terms we neglect but
exist in the actual system, such as long-range hoppings, do
not break the lattice translation symmetry and, therefore,
they do not a!ect the existence of the Ising transition.

IV. PROBE CONFINEMENT AND
DECONFINEMENT

As we mentioned above, the Ising-type transition with
h = 0 is also the conf-deconf transition in the LGT with
! = " . However, the USTC experiment has only observed
evidence of antiferromagnetic spin order [10] and has not
observed evidence of confinement or deconfinement. Here,
we propose an experimental scheme to detect confinement
or deconfinement. The basic idea is to change both the
gauge charge [defined by Eq. (3)] and the physical charge
(i.e., the particle number of the matter field) locally. The
gauge charge cannot move due to the local gauge conserva-
tion but the physical charge is free to move. The evidence
should be as follows:

(a) If the physical charge is always localized around the
gauge charge, this is evidence of confinement.

(b) If the physical charge is delocalized and free to
move, this is evidence of deconfinement.

To be concrete, we first prepare the ground state |#g" with
a fixed m/J̃ . Then we either apply b̂†

l to create a physi-
cal charge at site-l, such as the process from Fig. 2(a) to
Fig. 2(c) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = 1, or we apply b̂l
to annihilate a physical charge at site-l, such as the process
from Fig. 2(b) to Fig. 2(d) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = !1.
Experimentally, this can be achieved by the capability
of single-site addressing using quantum gas microscope,
together with single-site resolved density measurement
and postselection. We follow the time evolution of the
quantum state b̂†

l |#g" or b̂l|#g" and monitor the real-space
distribution of the physical charge.

Our numerical calculation is based on the exact diago-
nalization of the many-body Hamiltonian. We can obtain
all eigenstates and their eigenvalues, with which the time
evolution of an initial state can be straightforwardly simu-
lated [83]. The results of numerical simulation are shown
in Fig. 5, which plots the time evolution of the spatial
distribution of the physical charge. In Fig. 5(a), we show
the physical charge distribution after removing a physical
charge for m = !J̃ and h = 0. In this case, the physical
charge is a hole. Initially, the physical charge is removed at
the tenth site and the extra gauge charge is always localized
at the tenth site. Figure 5(a) clearly shows that the physi-
cal charge is always localized around the nonzero gauge
charge. Figure 5(b) shows the physical charge distribution
after creating a physical charge for m = J̃ and h = 0. The
extra gauge charge is also fixed at the tenth site. However,
very di!erently, Fig. 5(b) shows that the extra physical
charge soon becomes delocalized as time evolves. This
di!erence clearly distinguishes confinement from decon-
finement. Here, we should note that, to obtain Fig. 5(b), we
start from a ground state that is an equal-weight superpo-
sition of two symmetry-breaking degenerate states. If we
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before and after the transition. The second issue is how
to tune the topological angle experimentally and therefore
tune the conf-deconf transition. We present our theoretical
proposals on both issues.

Another recent experimental development in ultracold-
atom physics is the Rydberg-atom array quantum simulator
[50–56]. A Rydberg atom is an excited atom with one or
more electrons with a very high principal quantum num-
ber, because of which there exists a repulsive interaction
between two Rydberg atoms. This repulsive interaction
increases when the distance between two Rydberg atoms
decreases and it forbids two Rydberg atoms from simul-
taneously existing within a certain distance [57,58]. This
phenomenon is called the Rydberg-blockade e!ect and
the distance is called the blockade radius. Experimen-
tally, Rydberg atoms are placed into a one-dimensional
array and the blockade e!ect makes this system an inter-
esting many-body system, described by a so-called PXP
Hamiltonian [59]. This Rydberg-atom quantum simula-
tor can simulate quantum many-body dynamics with high
fidelity and explore exotic ground-state quantum phases
[60–78]. Here, we also discuss the connection between
the U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian [19] and discuss
the manifestation of the conf-deconf transition in the PXP
model.

This paper is organized as follows. We first review the
experimental setting in Sec. II. Then, we discuss how to
tune the topological angle ! in Sec. III and present the
protocol for detecting confinement or deconfinement in
Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we bring out the connection between
this LGT and the PXP model and we show that the conf-
deconf physics can also be studied in the PXP model. We
summarize the results in Sec. VI.

II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment of Ref. [10] explores bosonic atoms in
a one-dimensional optical lattice formed by two standing
wave of lasers [79,80] and the lattice contains a staggered
potential with di!erent on-site energies between even and
odd sites. When the interaction energy is much weaker
than the band gap, one only needs to keep the lowest
band, giving rise to the Bose-Hubbard model [79,80]. The
Hamiltonian reads

ĤBHM =
!

j

[!J (b̂†
j b̂j +1 + h.c.) + U

2
n̂j (n̂j ! 1) + "j n̂j ],

(1)

where "j = (!1)j #/2 is the staggered potential and # sets
the on-site energy di!erence between the even and odd
sites. b̂†

j and b̂j are the creation and annihilation opera-
tors. n̂j = b̂†

j b̂j , J denotes the tunneling strength between
neighboring sites and U denotes the on-site interaction
strength. In practice, there is also a gradient potential

that suppresses long-range hopping (hopping beyond the
nearest-neighboring sites). Reference [10] has shown that
the e!ects of these terms are insignificant and their e!ects
can be further reduced by performing postselection, where
processes violating Gauss’s law are ignored. Since we do
not explicitly include the long-range hopping in our model,
we ignore this gradient-potential term as well.

This experiment works in the parameter range # " J ,
U " J , and U # 2# [10]. We show four di!erent cases for
two-atom states in Fig. 1. In the limit J $ 0 and U = 2#,
the energy is # when two even sites are singly occupied
[Fig. 1(a)] and the energy is U ! # when an odd site is
doubly occupied [Fig. 1(b)]. Thus, the energies of these
two states are nearly degenerate. However, for states as
shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the energies are 0 and U + #,
respectively, and these two energies are o!set by # and
2#, compared with the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
Hence, when # " J , we can project out both the doubly
occupied even sites or the singly occupied odd sites. That
is to say, for odd sites, we only retain the vacuum state
and the doubly occupied state. We view these two cases as
two states of a spin-1/2, with the vacuum state denoted by
|%& and the doubly occupied state denoted by |'&. These
spin-1/2 states are viewed as the degrees of freedom of the
gauge field.

Now considering a small but finite hopping amplitude J ,
the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) can be connected by
a second-order hopping process, with its strength denoted
by J̃ [10]. The resulting e!ective Hamiltonian reads [10]

Ĥe! =
!

l

"

! J̃
2

Ŝ+
l,l+1b̂lb̂l+1 + h.c. + mn̂l

#

, (2)

where l labels all the even lattice sites playing the role
of the matter field. We use m to denote # ! U/2 and m
can be considered as the mass of a matter-field particle.
That is to say, we allow a certain di!erence between 2#
and U, although the di!erence should always be small
compared with 2# or U such that the projection on the
sub-Hilbert space is still valid. The boson numbers in these

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 1. A schematic of the di!erent states of a three-site build-
ing block. When U # 2# and J $ 0, the energies of (a) and (b)
are nearly degenerate and are o! resonance with the energies of
(c) and (d).
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sites are subjected to a constraint nl = b†
l bl ! 1 and, there-

fore, these bosons are considered as hard-core bosons.
This model, shown in Eq. (2), is equivalent to the lat-
tice Schwinger model in one spatial dimension in the
Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian formulation [10,81].

A. Local gauge symmetry
It is easy to see that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) pos-

sesses local gauge symmetries. For any site l, performing a
local gauge transformation b̂l " ei!l b̂l, and simultaneously
Ŝ+

l,l+1 " e#i!l Ŝ+
l,l+1 and Ŝ+

l#1,l " e#i!l Ŝ+
l#1,l, the Hamilto-

nian is invariant. The local gauge symmetries force local
conserved quantities. In this case, the conserved gauge
charges are

Gl = Sz
l#1,l + Sz

l,l+1 + nl, (3)

where nl is the particle number at site l of the matter field. It
can also easily be seen from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) that
any spin flip increasing or decreasing Sz by one is always
accompanied by a decrease or increase by one of the boson
numbers nl and nl+1. Several examples of local configura-
tions with di!erent Gl are shown in Fig. 2. By introducing
the electric field at each link as

El#1,l = (#1)lSz
l#1,l (4)

and the physical charge at each site as Ql = (#1)lnl, Gl =
0 can always be rewritten as

El,l+1 # El#1,l = Ql. (5)

This is reminiscent of Gauss’s law that $ · E = ".

B. Phase transition
There is a quantum phase transition in the Gl = 0 gauge

sector. It is easy to identify this transition by studying

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

FIG. 2. Configurations with di!erent values of the gauge
charge: (a),(b) G = 0; (c) G = 1; (d) G = #1.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. A schematic of two phases in the Gl = 0 gauge sector
in (a) the m " % limit and (b) the m " #% limit.

two limits of m " ±% as shown in Fig. 3. In the limit
m " #%, it favors nl = 1 and all matter-field sites are
singly occupied. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0
force all gauge field sites to be in the |&' state. This state
respects the lattice translational symmetry. In the opposite
limit m " %, it favors nl = 0 and all matter-field sites
are empty. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0 force
Sz

l#1,l + Sz
l,l+1 = 0 and the spins in the gauge-field sites

form a classical antiferromagnetic order. Thus, this state
breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
shown in Fig. 3(a) are degenerate. Therefore, we expect
that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
eter is

!
l(#1)lSz

l,l+1. In fact, the signature of this phase
transition has been observed in the experiment reported in
Ref. [10]

III. TUNING THE TOPOLOGICAL ANGLE

The phase diagram of the U(1) LGT, shown in Fig. 4,
contains the mass parameter m and another important
parameter called the topological angle ! . In the U(1) LGT,
a conf-deconf transition occurs when ! = # . This tran-
sition is actually the same transition as the Ising-type
transition discussed above. In other words, the situation
discussed above corresponds to the ! = # situation in the
LGT. To understand why this is the case, we need to
address the following two closely related issues. First, we
need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
through the quantization value of the electric field, i.e.,

El#1,l = n # !

2#
, n ( Z. (6)

Therefore, by the definition of Eq. (4), it is clear that El#1,l
can take values of n # 1/2 when ! = # . For the second
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FIG. 4. A schematic of the phase diagram of the one-
dimensional U(1) LGT in term of the mass parameter m and
the topological angle ! around " . The dashed line represents the
deconfinement phase.

question, we can add a “Maxwell” term gE2
l!1,l into the

Hamiltonian in Eq. (2). When g is large, we can only focus
on El!1,l = ±1/2 when ! = " , because other possible val-
ues of El!1,l in Eq. (6) are not energetically favorable.
Hence, Eq. (6) is consistent with the definition Eq. (4). We
note that the Maxwell term is a constant for El!1,l = ±1/2
and this constant can be ignored in the Hamiltonian.

With these understandings, it also becomes clear how to
tune the topological angle ! . We note that Eq. (4) can be
changed to

El!1,l = (!1)lSz
l!1,l + h. (7)

With this new definition, Gauss’s law in Eq. (5) still
holds. However, this new definition changes the quantiza-
tion value of El!1,l and, therefore, changes the value of ! .
Meanwhile, the Maxwell term now becomes

g
!

l

E2
l!1,l = g

!

l

((!1)lSz
l!1,l + h)2. (8)

Aside from constant terms, this is equivalent to adding a
term gh

"
l(!1)lSz

l!1,l into the Hamiltonian. h = 0 corre-
sponds to ! = " . Adding a finite h tunes ! away from " . In
the original model, this corresponds to adding an alternat-
ing potential energy di!erence between two neighboring
gauge sites. This alternating potential energy doubles the
unit cell for the lattice translational symmetry and the two
states shown in Fig. 3(a) are no longer related by the trans-
lational symmetry of the Hamiltonian, which is consistent
with an energy splitting between them. Hence, from the
symmetry perspective, it is also understandable that the
Ising-type symmetry-breaking phase transition no longer
exists. Here, we also note that the terms we neglect but
exist in the actual system, such as long-range hoppings, do
not break the lattice translation symmetry and, therefore,
they do not a!ect the existence of the Ising transition.

IV. PROBE CONFINEMENT AND
DECONFINEMENT

As we mentioned above, the Ising-type transition with
h = 0 is also the conf-deconf transition in the LGT with
! = " . However, the USTC experiment has only observed
evidence of antiferromagnetic spin order [10] and has not
observed evidence of confinement or deconfinement. Here,
we propose an experimental scheme to detect confinement
or deconfinement. The basic idea is to change both the
gauge charge [defined by Eq. (3)] and the physical charge
(i.e., the particle number of the matter field) locally. The
gauge charge cannot move due to the local gauge conserva-
tion but the physical charge is free to move. The evidence
should be as follows:

(a) If the physical charge is always localized around the
gauge charge, this is evidence of confinement.

(b) If the physical charge is delocalized and free to
move, this is evidence of deconfinement.

To be concrete, we first prepare the ground state |#g" with
a fixed m/J̃ . Then we either apply b̂†

l to create a physi-
cal charge at site-l, such as the process from Fig. 2(a) to
Fig. 2(c) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = 1, or we apply b̂l
to annihilate a physical charge at site-l, such as the process
from Fig. 2(b) to Fig. 2(d) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = !1.
Experimentally, this can be achieved by the capability
of single-site addressing using quantum gas microscope,
together with single-site resolved density measurement
and postselection. We follow the time evolution of the
quantum state b̂†

l |#g" or b̂l|#g" and monitor the real-space
distribution of the physical charge.

Our numerical calculation is based on the exact diago-
nalization of the many-body Hamiltonian. We can obtain
all eigenstates and their eigenvalues, with which the time
evolution of an initial state can be straightforwardly simu-
lated [83]. The results of numerical simulation are shown
in Fig. 5, which plots the time evolution of the spatial
distribution of the physical charge. In Fig. 5(a), we show
the physical charge distribution after removing a physical
charge for m = !J̃ and h = 0. In this case, the physical
charge is a hole. Initially, the physical charge is removed at
the tenth site and the extra gauge charge is always localized
at the tenth site. Figure 5(a) clearly shows that the physi-
cal charge is always localized around the nonzero gauge
charge. Figure 5(b) shows the physical charge distribution
after creating a physical charge for m = J̃ and h = 0. The
extra gauge charge is also fixed at the tenth site. However,
very di!erently, Fig. 5(b) shows that the extra physical
charge soon becomes delocalized as time evolves. This
di!erence clearly distinguishes confinement from decon-
finement. Here, we should note that, to obtain Fig. 5(b), we
start from a ground state that is an equal-weight superpo-
sition of two symmetry-breaking degenerate states. If we
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before and after the transition. The second issue is how
to tune the topological angle experimentally and therefore
tune the conf-deconf transition. We present our theoretical
proposals on both issues.

Another recent experimental development in ultracold-
atom physics is the Rydberg-atom array quantum simulator
[50–56]. A Rydberg atom is an excited atom with one or
more electrons with a very high principal quantum num-
ber, because of which there exists a repulsive interaction
between two Rydberg atoms. This repulsive interaction
increases when the distance between two Rydberg atoms
decreases and it forbids two Rydberg atoms from simul-
taneously existing within a certain distance [57,58]. This
phenomenon is called the Rydberg-blockade e!ect and
the distance is called the blockade radius. Experimen-
tally, Rydberg atoms are placed into a one-dimensional
array and the blockade e!ect makes this system an inter-
esting many-body system, described by a so-called PXP
Hamiltonian [59]. This Rydberg-atom quantum simula-
tor can simulate quantum many-body dynamics with high
fidelity and explore exotic ground-state quantum phases
[60–78]. Here, we also discuss the connection between
the U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian [19] and discuss
the manifestation of the conf-deconf transition in the PXP
model.

This paper is organized as follows. We first review the
experimental setting in Sec. II. Then, we discuss how to
tune the topological angle ! in Sec. III and present the
protocol for detecting confinement or deconfinement in
Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we bring out the connection between
this LGT and the PXP model and we show that the conf-
deconf physics can also be studied in the PXP model. We
summarize the results in Sec. VI.

II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment of Ref. [10] explores bosonic atoms in
a one-dimensional optical lattice formed by two standing
wave of lasers [79,80] and the lattice contains a staggered
potential with di!erent on-site energies between even and
odd sites. When the interaction energy is much weaker
than the band gap, one only needs to keep the lowest
band, giving rise to the Bose-Hubbard model [79,80]. The
Hamiltonian reads

ĤBHM =
!

j

[!J (b̂†
j b̂j +1 + h.c.) + U

2
n̂j (n̂j ! 1) + "j n̂j ],

(1)

where "j = (!1)j #/2 is the staggered potential and # sets
the on-site energy di!erence between the even and odd
sites. b̂†

j and b̂j are the creation and annihilation opera-
tors. n̂j = b̂†

j b̂j , J denotes the tunneling strength between
neighboring sites and U denotes the on-site interaction
strength. In practice, there is also a gradient potential

that suppresses long-range hopping (hopping beyond the
nearest-neighboring sites). Reference [10] has shown that
the e!ects of these terms are insignificant and their e!ects
can be further reduced by performing postselection, where
processes violating Gauss’s law are ignored. Since we do
not explicitly include the long-range hopping in our model,
we ignore this gradient-potential term as well.

This experiment works in the parameter range # " J ,
U " J , and U # 2# [10]. We show four di!erent cases for
two-atom states in Fig. 1. In the limit J $ 0 and U = 2#,
the energy is # when two even sites are singly occupied
[Fig. 1(a)] and the energy is U ! # when an odd site is
doubly occupied [Fig. 1(b)]. Thus, the energies of these
two states are nearly degenerate. However, for states as
shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the energies are 0 and U + #,
respectively, and these two energies are o!set by # and
2#, compared with the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
Hence, when # " J , we can project out both the doubly
occupied even sites or the singly occupied odd sites. That
is to say, for odd sites, we only retain the vacuum state
and the doubly occupied state. We view these two cases as
two states of a spin-1/2, with the vacuum state denoted by
|%& and the doubly occupied state denoted by |'&. These
spin-1/2 states are viewed as the degrees of freedom of the
gauge field.

Now considering a small but finite hopping amplitude J ,
the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) can be connected by
a second-order hopping process, with its strength denoted
by J̃ [10]. The resulting e!ective Hamiltonian reads [10]

Ĥe! =
!

l

"

! J̃
2

Ŝ+
l,l+1b̂lb̂l+1 + h.c. + mn̂l

#

, (2)

where l labels all the even lattice sites playing the role
of the matter field. We use m to denote # ! U/2 and m
can be considered as the mass of a matter-field particle.
That is to say, we allow a certain di!erence between 2#
and U, although the di!erence should always be small
compared with 2# or U such that the projection on the
sub-Hilbert space is still valid. The boson numbers in these

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 1. A schematic of the di!erent states of a three-site build-
ing block. When U # 2# and J $ 0, the energies of (a) and (b)
are nearly degenerate and are o! resonance with the energies of
(c) and (d).
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FIG. 4. A schematic of the phase diagram of the one-
dimensional U(1) LGT in term of the mass parameter m and
the topological angle ! around " . The dashed line represents the
deconfinement phase.

question, we can add a “Maxwell” term gE2
l!1,l into the

Hamiltonian in Eq. (2). When g is large, we can only focus
on El!1,l = ±1/2 when ! = " , because other possible val-
ues of El!1,l in Eq. (6) are not energetically favorable.
Hence, Eq. (6) is consistent with the definition Eq. (4). We
note that the Maxwell term is a constant for El!1,l = ±1/2
and this constant can be ignored in the Hamiltonian.

With these understandings, it also becomes clear how to
tune the topological angle ! . We note that Eq. (4) can be
changed to

El!1,l = (!1)lSz
l!1,l + h. (7)

With this new definition, Gauss’s law in Eq. (5) still
holds. However, this new definition changes the quantiza-
tion value of El!1,l and, therefore, changes the value of ! .
Meanwhile, the Maxwell term now becomes

g
!

l

E2
l!1,l = g

!

l

((!1)lSz
l!1,l + h)2. (8)

Aside from constant terms, this is equivalent to adding a
term gh

"
l(!1)lSz

l!1,l into the Hamiltonian. h = 0 corre-
sponds to ! = " . Adding a finite h tunes ! away from " . In
the original model, this corresponds to adding an alternat-
ing potential energy di!erence between two neighboring
gauge sites. This alternating potential energy doubles the
unit cell for the lattice translational symmetry and the two
states shown in Fig. 3(a) are no longer related by the trans-
lational symmetry of the Hamiltonian, which is consistent
with an energy splitting between them. Hence, from the
symmetry perspective, it is also understandable that the
Ising-type symmetry-breaking phase transition no longer
exists. Here, we also note that the terms we neglect but
exist in the actual system, such as long-range hoppings, do
not break the lattice translation symmetry and, therefore,
they do not a!ect the existence of the Ising transition.

IV. PROBE CONFINEMENT AND
DECONFINEMENT

As we mentioned above, the Ising-type transition with
h = 0 is also the conf-deconf transition in the LGT with
! = " . However, the USTC experiment has only observed
evidence of antiferromagnetic spin order [10] and has not
observed evidence of confinement or deconfinement. Here,
we propose an experimental scheme to detect confinement
or deconfinement. The basic idea is to change both the
gauge charge [defined by Eq. (3)] and the physical charge
(i.e., the particle number of the matter field) locally. The
gauge charge cannot move due to the local gauge conserva-
tion but the physical charge is free to move. The evidence
should be as follows:

(a) If the physical charge is always localized around the
gauge charge, this is evidence of confinement.

(b) If the physical charge is delocalized and free to
move, this is evidence of deconfinement.

To be concrete, we first prepare the ground state |#g" with
a fixed m/J̃ . Then we either apply b̂†

l to create a physi-
cal charge at site-l, such as the process from Fig. 2(a) to
Fig. 2(c) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = 1, or we apply b̂l
to annihilate a physical charge at site-l, such as the process
from Fig. 2(b) to Fig. 2(d) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = !1.
Experimentally, this can be achieved by the capability
of single-site addressing using quantum gas microscope,
together with single-site resolved density measurement
and postselection. We follow the time evolution of the
quantum state b̂†

l |#g" or b̂l|#g" and monitor the real-space
distribution of the physical charge.

Our numerical calculation is based on the exact diago-
nalization of the many-body Hamiltonian. We can obtain
all eigenstates and their eigenvalues, with which the time
evolution of an initial state can be straightforwardly simu-
lated [83]. The results of numerical simulation are shown
in Fig. 5, which plots the time evolution of the spatial
distribution of the physical charge. In Fig. 5(a), we show
the physical charge distribution after removing a physical
charge for m = !J̃ and h = 0. In this case, the physical
charge is a hole. Initially, the physical charge is removed at
the tenth site and the extra gauge charge is always localized
at the tenth site. Figure 5(a) clearly shows that the physi-
cal charge is always localized around the nonzero gauge
charge. Figure 5(b) shows the physical charge distribution
after creating a physical charge for m = J̃ and h = 0. The
extra gauge charge is also fixed at the tenth site. However,
very di!erently, Fig. 5(b) shows that the extra physical
charge soon becomes delocalized as time evolves. This
di!erence clearly distinguishes confinement from decon-
finement. Here, we should note that, to obtain Fig. 5(b), we
start from a ground state that is an equal-weight superpo-
sition of two symmetry-breaking degenerate states. If we
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before and after the transition. The second issue is how
to tune the topological angle experimentally and therefore
tune the conf-deconf transition. We present our theoretical
proposals on both issues.

Another recent experimental development in ultracold-
atom physics is the Rydberg-atom array quantum simulator
[50–56]. A Rydberg atom is an excited atom with one or
more electrons with a very high principal quantum num-
ber, because of which there exists a repulsive interaction
between two Rydberg atoms. This repulsive interaction
increases when the distance between two Rydberg atoms
decreases and it forbids two Rydberg atoms from simul-
taneously existing within a certain distance [57,58]. This
phenomenon is called the Rydberg-blockade e!ect and
the distance is called the blockade radius. Experimen-
tally, Rydberg atoms are placed into a one-dimensional
array and the blockade e!ect makes this system an inter-
esting many-body system, described by a so-called PXP
Hamiltonian [59]. This Rydberg-atom quantum simula-
tor can simulate quantum many-body dynamics with high
fidelity and explore exotic ground-state quantum phases
[60–78]. Here, we also discuss the connection between
the U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian [19] and discuss
the manifestation of the conf-deconf transition in the PXP
model.

This paper is organized as follows. We first review the
experimental setting in Sec. II. Then, we discuss how to
tune the topological angle ! in Sec. III and present the
protocol for detecting confinement or deconfinement in
Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we bring out the connection between
this LGT and the PXP model and we show that the conf-
deconf physics can also be studied in the PXP model. We
summarize the results in Sec. VI.

II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment of Ref. [10] explores bosonic atoms in
a one-dimensional optical lattice formed by two standing
wave of lasers [79,80] and the lattice contains a staggered
potential with di!erent on-site energies between even and
odd sites. When the interaction energy is much weaker
than the band gap, one only needs to keep the lowest
band, giving rise to the Bose-Hubbard model [79,80]. The
Hamiltonian reads

ĤBHM =
!

j

[!J (b̂†
j b̂j +1 + h.c.) + U

2
n̂j (n̂j ! 1) + "j n̂j ],

(1)

where "j = (!1)j #/2 is the staggered potential and # sets
the on-site energy di!erence between the even and odd
sites. b̂†

j and b̂j are the creation and annihilation opera-
tors. n̂j = b̂†

j b̂j , J denotes the tunneling strength between
neighboring sites and U denotes the on-site interaction
strength. In practice, there is also a gradient potential

that suppresses long-range hopping (hopping beyond the
nearest-neighboring sites). Reference [10] has shown that
the e!ects of these terms are insignificant and their e!ects
can be further reduced by performing postselection, where
processes violating Gauss’s law are ignored. Since we do
not explicitly include the long-range hopping in our model,
we ignore this gradient-potential term as well.

This experiment works in the parameter range # " J ,
U " J , and U # 2# [10]. We show four di!erent cases for
two-atom states in Fig. 1. In the limit J $ 0 and U = 2#,
the energy is # when two even sites are singly occupied
[Fig. 1(a)] and the energy is U ! # when an odd site is
doubly occupied [Fig. 1(b)]. Thus, the energies of these
two states are nearly degenerate. However, for states as
shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the energies are 0 and U + #,
respectively, and these two energies are o!set by # and
2#, compared with the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
Hence, when # " J , we can project out both the doubly
occupied even sites or the singly occupied odd sites. That
is to say, for odd sites, we only retain the vacuum state
and the doubly occupied state. We view these two cases as
two states of a spin-1/2, with the vacuum state denoted by
|%& and the doubly occupied state denoted by |'&. These
spin-1/2 states are viewed as the degrees of freedom of the
gauge field.

Now considering a small but finite hopping amplitude J ,
the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) can be connected by
a second-order hopping process, with its strength denoted
by J̃ [10]. The resulting e!ective Hamiltonian reads [10]

Ĥe! =
!

l

"

! J̃
2

Ŝ+
l,l+1b̂lb̂l+1 + h.c. + mn̂l

#

, (2)

where l labels all the even lattice sites playing the role
of the matter field. We use m to denote # ! U/2 and m
can be considered as the mass of a matter-field particle.
That is to say, we allow a certain di!erence between 2#
and U, although the di!erence should always be small
compared with 2# or U such that the projection on the
sub-Hilbert space is still valid. The boson numbers in these

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 1. A schematic of the di!erent states of a three-site build-
ing block. When U # 2# and J $ 0, the energies of (a) and (b)
are nearly degenerate and are o! resonance with the energies of
(c) and (d).
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FIG. 4. A schematic of the phase diagram of the one-
dimensional U(1) LGT in term of the mass parameter m and
the topological angle ! around " . The dashed line represents the
deconfinement phase.

question, we can add a “Maxwell” term gE2
l!1,l into the

Hamiltonian in Eq. (2). When g is large, we can only focus
on El!1,l = ±1/2 when ! = " , because other possible val-
ues of El!1,l in Eq. (6) are not energetically favorable.
Hence, Eq. (6) is consistent with the definition Eq. (4). We
note that the Maxwell term is a constant for El!1,l = ±1/2
and this constant can be ignored in the Hamiltonian.

With these understandings, it also becomes clear how to
tune the topological angle ! . We note that Eq. (4) can be
changed to

El!1,l = (!1)lSz
l!1,l + h. (7)

With this new definition, Gauss’s law in Eq. (5) still
holds. However, this new definition changes the quantiza-
tion value of El!1,l and, therefore, changes the value of ! .
Meanwhile, the Maxwell term now becomes

g
!

l

E2
l!1,l = g

!

l

((!1)lSz
l!1,l + h)2. (8)

Aside from constant terms, this is equivalent to adding a
term gh

"
l(!1)lSz

l!1,l into the Hamiltonian. h = 0 corre-
sponds to ! = " . Adding a finite h tunes ! away from " . In
the original model, this corresponds to adding an alternat-
ing potential energy di!erence between two neighboring
gauge sites. This alternating potential energy doubles the
unit cell for the lattice translational symmetry and the two
states shown in Fig. 3(a) are no longer related by the trans-
lational symmetry of the Hamiltonian, which is consistent
with an energy splitting between them. Hence, from the
symmetry perspective, it is also understandable that the
Ising-type symmetry-breaking phase transition no longer
exists. Here, we also note that the terms we neglect but
exist in the actual system, such as long-range hoppings, do
not break the lattice translation symmetry and, therefore,
they do not a!ect the existence of the Ising transition.

IV. PROBE CONFINEMENT AND
DECONFINEMENT

As we mentioned above, the Ising-type transition with
h = 0 is also the conf-deconf transition in the LGT with
! = " . However, the USTC experiment has only observed
evidence of antiferromagnetic spin order [10] and has not
observed evidence of confinement or deconfinement. Here,
we propose an experimental scheme to detect confinement
or deconfinement. The basic idea is to change both the
gauge charge [defined by Eq. (3)] and the physical charge
(i.e., the particle number of the matter field) locally. The
gauge charge cannot move due to the local gauge conserva-
tion but the physical charge is free to move. The evidence
should be as follows:

(a) If the physical charge is always localized around the
gauge charge, this is evidence of confinement.

(b) If the physical charge is delocalized and free to
move, this is evidence of deconfinement.

To be concrete, we first prepare the ground state |#g" with
a fixed m/J̃ . Then we either apply b̂†

l to create a physi-
cal charge at site-l, such as the process from Fig. 2(a) to
Fig. 2(c) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = 1, or we apply b̂l
to annihilate a physical charge at site-l, such as the process
from Fig. 2(b) to Fig. 2(d) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = !1.
Experimentally, this can be achieved by the capability
of single-site addressing using quantum gas microscope,
together with single-site resolved density measurement
and postselection. We follow the time evolution of the
quantum state b̂†

l |#g" or b̂l|#g" and monitor the real-space
distribution of the physical charge.

Our numerical calculation is based on the exact diago-
nalization of the many-body Hamiltonian. We can obtain
all eigenstates and their eigenvalues, with which the time
evolution of an initial state can be straightforwardly simu-
lated [83]. The results of numerical simulation are shown
in Fig. 5, which plots the time evolution of the spatial
distribution of the physical charge. In Fig. 5(a), we show
the physical charge distribution after removing a physical
charge for m = !J̃ and h = 0. In this case, the physical
charge is a hole. Initially, the physical charge is removed at
the tenth site and the extra gauge charge is always localized
at the tenth site. Figure 5(a) clearly shows that the physi-
cal charge is always localized around the nonzero gauge
charge. Figure 5(b) shows the physical charge distribution
after creating a physical charge for m = J̃ and h = 0. The
extra gauge charge is also fixed at the tenth site. However,
very di!erently, Fig. 5(b) shows that the extra physical
charge soon becomes delocalized as time evolves. This
di!erence clearly distinguishes confinement from decon-
finement. Here, we should note that, to obtain Fig. 5(b), we
start from a ground state that is an equal-weight superpo-
sition of two symmetry-breaking degenerate states. If we
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FIG. 4. A schematic of the phase diagram of the one-
dimensional U(1) LGT in term of the mass parameter m and
the topological angle ! around " . The dashed line represents the
deconfinement phase.

question, we can add a “Maxwell” term gE2
l!1,l into the

Hamiltonian in Eq. (2). When g is large, we can only focus
on El!1,l = ±1/2 when ! = " , because other possible val-
ues of El!1,l in Eq. (6) are not energetically favorable.
Hence, Eq. (6) is consistent with the definition Eq. (4). We
note that the Maxwell term is a constant for El!1,l = ±1/2
and this constant can be ignored in the Hamiltonian.

With these understandings, it also becomes clear how to
tune the topological angle ! . We note that Eq. (4) can be
changed to

El!1,l = (!1)lSz
l!1,l + h. (7)

With this new definition, Gauss’s law in Eq. (5) still
holds. However, this new definition changes the quantiza-
tion value of El!1,l and, therefore, changes the value of ! .
Meanwhile, the Maxwell term now becomes

g
!

l

E2
l!1,l = g

!

l

((!1)lSz
l!1,l + h)2. (8)

Aside from constant terms, this is equivalent to adding a
term gh

"
l(!1)lSz

l!1,l into the Hamiltonian. h = 0 corre-
sponds to ! = " . Adding a finite h tunes ! away from " . In
the original model, this corresponds to adding an alternat-
ing potential energy di!erence between two neighboring
gauge sites. This alternating potential energy doubles the
unit cell for the lattice translational symmetry and the two
states shown in Fig. 3(a) are no longer related by the trans-
lational symmetry of the Hamiltonian, which is consistent
with an energy splitting between them. Hence, from the
symmetry perspective, it is also understandable that the
Ising-type symmetry-breaking phase transition no longer
exists. Here, we also note that the terms we neglect but
exist in the actual system, such as long-range hoppings, do
not break the lattice translation symmetry and, therefore,
they do not a!ect the existence of the Ising transition.

IV. PROBE CONFINEMENT AND
DECONFINEMENT

As we mentioned above, the Ising-type transition with
h = 0 is also the conf-deconf transition in the LGT with
! = " . However, the USTC experiment has only observed
evidence of antiferromagnetic spin order [10] and has not
observed evidence of confinement or deconfinement. Here,
we propose an experimental scheme to detect confinement
or deconfinement. The basic idea is to change both the
gauge charge [defined by Eq. (3)] and the physical charge
(i.e., the particle number of the matter field) locally. The
gauge charge cannot move due to the local gauge conserva-
tion but the physical charge is free to move. The evidence
should be as follows:

(a) If the physical charge is always localized around the
gauge charge, this is evidence of confinement.

(b) If the physical charge is delocalized and free to
move, this is evidence of deconfinement.

To be concrete, we first prepare the ground state |#g" with
a fixed m/J̃ . Then we either apply b̂†

l to create a physi-
cal charge at site-l, such as the process from Fig. 2(a) to
Fig. 2(c) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = 1, or we apply b̂l
to annihilate a physical charge at site-l, such as the process
from Fig. 2(b) to Fig. 2(d) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = !1.
Experimentally, this can be achieved by the capability
of single-site addressing using quantum gas microscope,
together with single-site resolved density measurement
and postselection. We follow the time evolution of the
quantum state b̂†

l |#g" or b̂l|#g" and monitor the real-space
distribution of the physical charge.

Our numerical calculation is based on the exact diago-
nalization of the many-body Hamiltonian. We can obtain
all eigenstates and their eigenvalues, with which the time
evolution of an initial state can be straightforwardly simu-
lated [83]. The results of numerical simulation are shown
in Fig. 5, which plots the time evolution of the spatial
distribution of the physical charge. In Fig. 5(a), we show
the physical charge distribution after removing a physical
charge for m = !J̃ and h = 0. In this case, the physical
charge is a hole. Initially, the physical charge is removed at
the tenth site and the extra gauge charge is always localized
at the tenth site. Figure 5(a) clearly shows that the physi-
cal charge is always localized around the nonzero gauge
charge. Figure 5(b) shows the physical charge distribution
after creating a physical charge for m = J̃ and h = 0. The
extra gauge charge is also fixed at the tenth site. However,
very di!erently, Fig. 5(b) shows that the extra physical
charge soon becomes delocalized as time evolves. This
di!erence clearly distinguishes confinement from decon-
finement. Here, we should note that, to obtain Fig. 5(b), we
start from a ground state that is an equal-weight superpo-
sition of two symmetry-breaking degenerate states. If we
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FIG. 4. A schematic of the phase diagram of the one-
dimensional U(1) LGT in term of the mass parameter m and
the topological angle ! around " . The dashed line represents the
deconfinement phase.
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on El!1,l = ±1/2 when ! = " , because other possible val-
ues of El!1,l in Eq. (6) are not energetically favorable.
Hence, Eq. (6) is consistent with the definition Eq. (4). We
note that the Maxwell term is a constant for El!1,l = ±1/2
and this constant can be ignored in the Hamiltonian.

With these understandings, it also becomes clear how to
tune the topological angle ! . We note that Eq. (4) can be
changed to
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l!1,l into the Hamiltonian. h = 0 corre-
sponds to ! = " . Adding a finite h tunes ! away from " . In
the original model, this corresponds to adding an alternat-
ing potential energy di!erence between two neighboring
gauge sites. This alternating potential energy doubles the
unit cell for the lattice translational symmetry and the two
states shown in Fig. 3(a) are no longer related by the trans-
lational symmetry of the Hamiltonian, which is consistent
with an energy splitting between them. Hence, from the
symmetry perspective, it is also understandable that the
Ising-type symmetry-breaking phase transition no longer
exists. Here, we also note that the terms we neglect but
exist in the actual system, such as long-range hoppings, do
not break the lattice translation symmetry and, therefore,
they do not a!ect the existence of the Ising transition.

IV. PROBE CONFINEMENT AND
DECONFINEMENT

As we mentioned above, the Ising-type transition with
h = 0 is also the conf-deconf transition in the LGT with
! = " . However, the USTC experiment has only observed
evidence of antiferromagnetic spin order [10] and has not
observed evidence of confinement or deconfinement. Here,
we propose an experimental scheme to detect confinement
or deconfinement. The basic idea is to change both the
gauge charge [defined by Eq. (3)] and the physical charge
(i.e., the particle number of the matter field) locally. The
gauge charge cannot move due to the local gauge conserva-
tion but the physical charge is free to move. The evidence
should be as follows:

(a) If the physical charge is always localized around the
gauge charge, this is evidence of confinement.

(b) If the physical charge is delocalized and free to
move, this is evidence of deconfinement.

To be concrete, we first prepare the ground state |#g" with
a fixed m/J̃ . Then we either apply b̂†

l to create a physi-
cal charge at site-l, such as the process from Fig. 2(a) to
Fig. 2(c) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = 1, or we apply b̂l
to annihilate a physical charge at site-l, such as the process
from Fig. 2(b) to Fig. 2(d) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = !1.
Experimentally, this can be achieved by the capability
of single-site addressing using quantum gas microscope,
together with single-site resolved density measurement
and postselection. We follow the time evolution of the
quantum state b̂†

l |#g" or b̂l|#g" and monitor the real-space
distribution of the physical charge.

Our numerical calculation is based on the exact diago-
nalization of the many-body Hamiltonian. We can obtain
all eigenstates and their eigenvalues, with which the time
evolution of an initial state can be straightforwardly simu-
lated [83]. The results of numerical simulation are shown
in Fig. 5, which plots the time evolution of the spatial
distribution of the physical charge. In Fig. 5(a), we show
the physical charge distribution after removing a physical
charge for m = !J̃ and h = 0. In this case, the physical
charge is a hole. Initially, the physical charge is removed at
the tenth site and the extra gauge charge is always localized
at the tenth site. Figure 5(a) clearly shows that the physi-
cal charge is always localized around the nonzero gauge
charge. Figure 5(b) shows the physical charge distribution
after creating a physical charge for m = J̃ and h = 0. The
extra gauge charge is also fixed at the tenth site. However,
very di!erently, Fig. 5(b) shows that the extra physical
charge soon becomes delocalized as time evolves. This
di!erence clearly distinguishes confinement from decon-
finement. Here, we should note that, to obtain Fig. 5(b), we
start from a ground state that is an equal-weight superpo-
sition of two symmetry-breaking degenerate states. If we
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FIG. 4. A schematic of the phase diagram of the one-
dimensional U(1) LGT in term of the mass parameter m and
the topological angle ! around " . The dashed line represents the
deconfinement phase.
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on El!1,l = ±1/2 when ! = " , because other possible val-
ues of El!1,l in Eq. (6) are not energetically favorable.
Hence, Eq. (6) is consistent with the definition Eq. (4). We
note that the Maxwell term is a constant for El!1,l = ±1/2
and this constant can be ignored in the Hamiltonian.

With these understandings, it also becomes clear how to
tune the topological angle ! . We note that Eq. (4) can be
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states shown in Fig. 3(a) are no longer related by the trans-
lational symmetry of the Hamiltonian, which is consistent
with an energy splitting between them. Hence, from the
symmetry perspective, it is also understandable that the
Ising-type symmetry-breaking phase transition no longer
exists. Here, we also note that the terms we neglect but
exist in the actual system, such as long-range hoppings, do
not break the lattice translation symmetry and, therefore,
they do not a!ect the existence of the Ising transition.
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! = " . However, the USTC experiment has only observed
evidence of antiferromagnetic spin order [10] and has not
observed evidence of confinement or deconfinement. Here,
we propose an experimental scheme to detect confinement
or deconfinement. The basic idea is to change both the
gauge charge [defined by Eq. (3)] and the physical charge
(i.e., the particle number of the matter field) locally. The
gauge charge cannot move due to the local gauge conserva-
tion but the physical charge is free to move. The evidence
should be as follows:

(a) If the physical charge is always localized around the
gauge charge, this is evidence of confinement.

(b) If the physical charge is delocalized and free to
move, this is evidence of deconfinement.

To be concrete, we first prepare the ground state |#g" with
a fixed m/J̃ . Then we either apply b̂†

l to create a physi-
cal charge at site-l, such as the process from Fig. 2(a) to
Fig. 2(c) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = 1, or we apply b̂l
to annihilate a physical charge at site-l, such as the process
from Fig. 2(b) to Fig. 2(d) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = !1.
Experimentally, this can be achieved by the capability
of single-site addressing using quantum gas microscope,
together with single-site resolved density measurement
and postselection. We follow the time evolution of the
quantum state b̂†

l |#g" or b̂l|#g" and monitor the real-space
distribution of the physical charge.

Our numerical calculation is based on the exact diago-
nalization of the many-body Hamiltonian. We can obtain
all eigenstates and their eigenvalues, with which the time
evolution of an initial state can be straightforwardly simu-
lated [83]. The results of numerical simulation are shown
in Fig. 5, which plots the time evolution of the spatial
distribution of the physical charge. In Fig. 5(a), we show
the physical charge distribution after removing a physical
charge for m = !J̃ and h = 0. In this case, the physical
charge is a hole. Initially, the physical charge is removed at
the tenth site and the extra gauge charge is always localized
at the tenth site. Figure 5(a) clearly shows that the physi-
cal charge is always localized around the nonzero gauge
charge. Figure 5(b) shows the physical charge distribution
after creating a physical charge for m = J̃ and h = 0. The
extra gauge charge is also fixed at the tenth site. However,
very di!erently, Fig. 5(b) shows that the extra physical
charge soon becomes delocalized as time evolves. This
di!erence clearly distinguishes confinement from decon-
finement. Here, we should note that, to obtain Fig. 5(b), we
start from a ground state that is an equal-weight superpo-
sition of two symmetry-breaking degenerate states. If we
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before and after the transition. The second issue is how
to tune the topological angle experimentally and therefore
tune the conf-deconf transition. We present our theoretical
proposals on both issues.

Another recent experimental development in ultracold-
atom physics is the Rydberg-atom array quantum simulator
[50–56]. A Rydberg atom is an excited atom with one or
more electrons with a very high principal quantum num-
ber, because of which there exists a repulsive interaction
between two Rydberg atoms. This repulsive interaction
increases when the distance between two Rydberg atoms
decreases and it forbids two Rydberg atoms from simul-
taneously existing within a certain distance [57,58]. This
phenomenon is called the Rydberg-blockade e!ect and
the distance is called the blockade radius. Experimen-
tally, Rydberg atoms are placed into a one-dimensional
array and the blockade e!ect makes this system an inter-
esting many-body system, described by a so-called PXP
Hamiltonian [59]. This Rydberg-atom quantum simula-
tor can simulate quantum many-body dynamics with high
fidelity and explore exotic ground-state quantum phases
[60–78]. Here, we also discuss the connection between
the U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian [19] and discuss
the manifestation of the conf-deconf transition in the PXP
model.

This paper is organized as follows. We first review the
experimental setting in Sec. II. Then, we discuss how to
tune the topological angle ! in Sec. III and present the
protocol for detecting confinement or deconfinement in
Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we bring out the connection between
this LGT and the PXP model and we show that the conf-
deconf physics can also be studied in the PXP model. We
summarize the results in Sec. VI.

II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment of Ref. [10] explores bosonic atoms in
a one-dimensional optical lattice formed by two standing
wave of lasers [79,80] and the lattice contains a staggered
potential with di!erent on-site energies between even and
odd sites. When the interaction energy is much weaker
than the band gap, one only needs to keep the lowest
band, giving rise to the Bose-Hubbard model [79,80]. The
Hamiltonian reads

ĤBHM =
!

j

[!J (b̂†
j b̂j +1 + h.c.) + U

2
n̂j (n̂j ! 1) + "j n̂j ],

(1)

where "j = (!1)j #/2 is the staggered potential and # sets
the on-site energy di!erence between the even and odd
sites. b̂†

j and b̂j are the creation and annihilation opera-
tors. n̂j = b̂†

j b̂j , J denotes the tunneling strength between
neighboring sites and U denotes the on-site interaction
strength. In practice, there is also a gradient potential

that suppresses long-range hopping (hopping beyond the
nearest-neighboring sites). Reference [10] has shown that
the e!ects of these terms are insignificant and their e!ects
can be further reduced by performing postselection, where
processes violating Gauss’s law are ignored. Since we do
not explicitly include the long-range hopping in our model,
we ignore this gradient-potential term as well.

This experiment works in the parameter range # " J ,
U " J , and U # 2# [10]. We show four di!erent cases for
two-atom states in Fig. 1. In the limit J $ 0 and U = 2#,
the energy is # when two even sites are singly occupied
[Fig. 1(a)] and the energy is U ! # when an odd site is
doubly occupied [Fig. 1(b)]. Thus, the energies of these
two states are nearly degenerate. However, for states as
shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the energies are 0 and U + #,
respectively, and these two energies are o!set by # and
2#, compared with the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
Hence, when # " J , we can project out both the doubly
occupied even sites or the singly occupied odd sites. That
is to say, for odd sites, we only retain the vacuum state
and the doubly occupied state. We view these two cases as
two states of a spin-1/2, with the vacuum state denoted by
|%& and the doubly occupied state denoted by |'&. These
spin-1/2 states are viewed as the degrees of freedom of the
gauge field.

Now considering a small but finite hopping amplitude J ,
the states shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) can be connected by
a second-order hopping process, with its strength denoted
by J̃ [10]. The resulting e!ective Hamiltonian reads [10]

Ĥe! =
!

l

"

! J̃
2

Ŝ+
l,l+1b̂lb̂l+1 + h.c. + mn̂l

#

, (2)

where l labels all the even lattice sites playing the role
of the matter field. We use m to denote # ! U/2 and m
can be considered as the mass of a matter-field particle.
That is to say, we allow a certain di!erence between 2#
and U, although the di!erence should always be small
compared with 2# or U such that the projection on the
sub-Hilbert space is still valid. The boson numbers in these

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 1. A schematic of the di!erent states of a three-site build-
ing block. When U # 2# and J $ 0, the energies of (a) and (b)
are nearly degenerate and are o! resonance with the energies of
(c) and (d).
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FIG. 4. A schematic of the phase diagram of the one-
dimensional U(1) LGT in term of the mass parameter m and
the topological angle ! around " . The dashed line represents the
deconfinement phase.

question, we can add a “Maxwell” term gE2
l!1,l into the

Hamiltonian in Eq. (2). When g is large, we can only focus
on El!1,l = ±1/2 when ! = " , because other possible val-
ues of El!1,l in Eq. (6) are not energetically favorable.
Hence, Eq. (6) is consistent with the definition Eq. (4). We
note that the Maxwell term is a constant for El!1,l = ±1/2
and this constant can be ignored in the Hamiltonian.

With these understandings, it also becomes clear how to
tune the topological angle ! . We note that Eq. (4) can be
changed to

El!1,l = (!1)lSz
l!1,l + h. (7)

With this new definition, Gauss’s law in Eq. (5) still
holds. However, this new definition changes the quantiza-
tion value of El!1,l and, therefore, changes the value of ! .
Meanwhile, the Maxwell term now becomes

g
!

l

E2
l!1,l = g

!

l

((!1)lSz
l!1,l + h)2. (8)

Aside from constant terms, this is equivalent to adding a
term gh

"
l(!1)lSz

l!1,l into the Hamiltonian. h = 0 corre-
sponds to ! = " . Adding a finite h tunes ! away from " . In
the original model, this corresponds to adding an alternat-
ing potential energy di!erence between two neighboring
gauge sites. This alternating potential energy doubles the
unit cell for the lattice translational symmetry and the two
states shown in Fig. 3(a) are no longer related by the trans-
lational symmetry of the Hamiltonian, which is consistent
with an energy splitting between them. Hence, from the
symmetry perspective, it is also understandable that the
Ising-type symmetry-breaking phase transition no longer
exists. Here, we also note that the terms we neglect but
exist in the actual system, such as long-range hoppings, do
not break the lattice translation symmetry and, therefore,
they do not a!ect the existence of the Ising transition.

IV. PROBE CONFINEMENT AND
DECONFINEMENT

As we mentioned above, the Ising-type transition with
h = 0 is also the conf-deconf transition in the LGT with
! = " . However, the USTC experiment has only observed
evidence of antiferromagnetic spin order [10] and has not
observed evidence of confinement or deconfinement. Here,
we propose an experimental scheme to detect confinement
or deconfinement. The basic idea is to change both the
gauge charge [defined by Eq. (3)] and the physical charge
(i.e., the particle number of the matter field) locally. The
gauge charge cannot move due to the local gauge conserva-
tion but the physical charge is free to move. The evidence
should be as follows:

(a) If the physical charge is always localized around the
gauge charge, this is evidence of confinement.

(b) If the physical charge is delocalized and free to
move, this is evidence of deconfinement.

To be concrete, we first prepare the ground state |#g" with
a fixed m/J̃ . Then we either apply b̂†

l to create a physi-
cal charge at site-l, such as the process from Fig. 2(a) to
Fig. 2(c) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = 1, or we apply b̂l
to annihilate a physical charge at site-l, such as the process
from Fig. 2(b) to Fig. 2(d) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = !1.
Experimentally, this can be achieved by the capability
of single-site addressing using quantum gas microscope,
together with single-site resolved density measurement
and postselection. We follow the time evolution of the
quantum state b̂†

l |#g" or b̂l|#g" and monitor the real-space
distribution of the physical charge.

Our numerical calculation is based on the exact diago-
nalization of the many-body Hamiltonian. We can obtain
all eigenstates and their eigenvalues, with which the time
evolution of an initial state can be straightforwardly simu-
lated [83]. The results of numerical simulation are shown
in Fig. 5, which plots the time evolution of the spatial
distribution of the physical charge. In Fig. 5(a), we show
the physical charge distribution after removing a physical
charge for m = !J̃ and h = 0. In this case, the physical
charge is a hole. Initially, the physical charge is removed at
the tenth site and the extra gauge charge is always localized
at the tenth site. Figure 5(a) clearly shows that the physi-
cal charge is always localized around the nonzero gauge
charge. Figure 5(b) shows the physical charge distribution
after creating a physical charge for m = J̃ and h = 0. The
extra gauge charge is also fixed at the tenth site. However,
very di!erently, Fig. 5(b) shows that the extra physical
charge soon becomes delocalized as time evolves. This
di!erence clearly distinguishes confinement from decon-
finement. Here, we should note that, to obtain Fig. 5(b), we
start from a ground state that is an equal-weight superpo-
sition of two symmetry-breaking degenerate states. If we
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(a)

(b)
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FIG. 5. The time evolution of the physical charge distribution
after adding or removing a physical charge. The horizontal axis
consists of the spatial lattice sites and the vertical direction is the
time (in units of 1/J̃ ): (a) m = !J̃ , h = 0, ! = " , confinement
phase; (b) m = J̃ , h = 0, ! = " , deconfinement phase; (c) m =
J̃ , gh = 0.25J̃ , and ! "= " .

start from one of the symmetry-breaking state, the phys-
ical charge only moves to one side, not the other side.
Nevertheless, since the experiments are always averaged
over two symmetry-breaking states, similar results are also
obtained. We also note that the small asymmetry feature in
Fig. 5(b) is because the tenth site is not exactly the cen-
ter of the system with 20 sites in total. We have to take a
even number of sites (20 sites in this case) because of the
requirement from the Ising symmetry breaking discussed
above.

Finally, the parameters and the initial state for Fig. 5(c)
are identical to those for Fig. 5(b), except that gh is nonzero
and therefore ! "= " . In this case, there is no phase tran-
sition in this model and the entire parameter regime is the
confinement phase. And therefore, as we show in Fig. 5(c),
the extra physical charge again becomes localized around
the extra gauge charge.

V. MAPPING TO THE PXP MODEL

The PXP model describes the physics of the Rydberg-
atom array, which reads [60–78]

Ĥ =
!

i

"
!#P̂i!1Ŝx

i P̂i+1 ! $Ŝz
i

#
. (9)

In the model, the |#$ denotes atoms in its ground state and
|%$ denotes atoms in its Rydberg excited state. # is the
coupling strength between the ground and Rydberg states
and $ is the e!ective detuning between them. Here, the
projection operator P̂i is defined as P̂i = (I/2 ! Sz

i ), which
projects the atom at site i into its ground state, and 1 ! P̂i
projects the atom into its Rydberg excited state. These pro-
jection operators take into account the Rydberg-blockade
e!ect. In this case, the Rydberg-blockade radius is set to
be one lattice spacing and, therefore, it forbids a configu-
ration such as |%%$, because two neighboring atoms cannot
both be in the Rydberg-atom state. This constraint can also
be written as (1 ! P̂i)(1 ! P̂i+1)|%$ = 0 for all physical
states |%$.

Below, we show that the U(1) LGT under the con-
straints Gl = 0 for all l is equivalent to the PXP model
[19]. The arguments follow from the following. First, it
is clear that because of the constraint in Eq. (3), the occu-
pations of the matter-field sites are completely determined
once the gauge spin configuration is fixed. Second, the con-
straints Gl = 0 allow Sz

l,l!1 + Sz
l,l+1 = 0 or !1 and rule out

Sz
l,l!1 + Sz

l,l+1 = 1, because nl can only be zero or unity.
That is to say, the constraints Gl = 0 play the same role as
the Rydberg-blockade condition, which forbids the |%%$
state. Thus, we can rewrite Eq. (2) as

Ĥ =
!

l

$
P̂l!1,l

%

! J̃
2

Ŝ+
l,l+1+h.c.

&

P̂l+1,l+2

! m(Sz
l!1,l + Sz

l,l+1)

'
. (10)

Here, we remove the matter field and replace it with
the projection operator to implement the requirement of
the gauge constraints and we use nl = !Sz

l,l!1 ! Sz
l+1,l for
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FIG. 5. The time evolution of the physical charge distribution
after adding or removing a physical charge. The horizontal axis
consists of the spatial lattice sites and the vertical direction is the
time (in units of 1/J̃ ): (a) m = !J̃ , h = 0, ! = " , confinement
phase; (b) m = J̃ , h = 0, ! = " , deconfinement phase; (c) m =
J̃ , gh = 0.25J̃ , and ! "= " .

start from one of the symmetry-breaking state, the phys-
ical charge only moves to one side, not the other side.
Nevertheless, since the experiments are always averaged
over two symmetry-breaking states, similar results are also
obtained. We also note that the small asymmetry feature in
Fig. 5(b) is because the tenth site is not exactly the cen-
ter of the system with 20 sites in total. We have to take a
even number of sites (20 sites in this case) because of the
requirement from the Ising symmetry breaking discussed
above.

Finally, the parameters and the initial state for Fig. 5(c)
are identical to those for Fig. 5(b), except that gh is nonzero
and therefore ! "= " . In this case, there is no phase tran-
sition in this model and the entire parameter regime is the
confinement phase. And therefore, as we show in Fig. 5(c),
the extra physical charge again becomes localized around
the extra gauge charge.

V. MAPPING TO THE PXP MODEL

The PXP model describes the physics of the Rydberg-
atom array, which reads [60–78]

Ĥ =
!

i

"
!#P̂i!1Ŝx

i P̂i+1 ! $Ŝz
i

#
. (9)

In the model, the |#$ denotes atoms in its ground state and
|%$ denotes atoms in its Rydberg excited state. # is the
coupling strength between the ground and Rydberg states
and $ is the e!ective detuning between them. Here, the
projection operator P̂i is defined as P̂i = (I/2 ! Sz

i ), which
projects the atom at site i into its ground state, and 1 ! P̂i
projects the atom into its Rydberg excited state. These pro-
jection operators take into account the Rydberg-blockade
e!ect. In this case, the Rydberg-blockade radius is set to
be one lattice spacing and, therefore, it forbids a configu-
ration such as |%%$, because two neighboring atoms cannot
both be in the Rydberg-atom state. This constraint can also
be written as (1 ! P̂i)(1 ! P̂i+1)|%$ = 0 for all physical
states |%$.

Below, we show that the U(1) LGT under the con-
straints Gl = 0 for all l is equivalent to the PXP model
[19]. The arguments follow from the following. First, it
is clear that because of the constraint in Eq. (3), the occu-
pations of the matter-field sites are completely determined
once the gauge spin configuration is fixed. Second, the con-
straints Gl = 0 allow Sz

l,l!1 + Sz
l,l+1 = 0 or !1 and rule out

Sz
l,l!1 + Sz

l,l+1 = 1, because nl can only be zero or unity.
That is to say, the constraints Gl = 0 play the same role as
the Rydberg-blockade condition, which forbids the |%%$
state. Thus, we can rewrite Eq. (2) as

Ĥ =
!

l

$
P̂l!1,l

%

! J̃
2

Ŝ+
l,l+1+h.c.

&

P̂l+1,l+2

! m(Sz
l!1,l + Sz

l,l+1)

'
. (10)

Here, we remove the matter field and replace it with
the projection operator to implement the requirement of
the gauge constraints and we use nl = !Sz

l,l!1 ! Sz
l+1,l for
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sites are subjected to a constraint nl = b†
l bl ! 1 and, there-

fore, these bosons are considered as hard-core bosons.
This model, shown in Eq. (2), is equivalent to the lat-
tice Schwinger model in one spatial dimension in the
Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian formulation [10,81].

A. Local gauge symmetry
It is easy to see that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) pos-

sesses local gauge symmetries. For any site l, performing a
local gauge transformation b̂l " ei!l b̂l, and simultaneously
Ŝ+

l,l+1 " e#i!l Ŝ+
l,l+1 and Ŝ+

l#1,l " e#i!l Ŝ+
l#1,l, the Hamilto-

nian is invariant. The local gauge symmetries force local
conserved quantities. In this case, the conserved gauge
charges are

Gl = Sz
l#1,l + Sz

l,l+1 + nl, (3)

where nl is the particle number at site l of the matter field. It
can also easily be seen from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) that
any spin flip increasing or decreasing Sz by one is always
accompanied by a decrease or increase by one of the boson
numbers nl and nl+1. Several examples of local configura-
tions with di!erent Gl are shown in Fig. 2. By introducing
the electric field at each link as

El#1,l = (#1)lSz
l#1,l (4)

and the physical charge at each site as Ql = (#1)lnl, Gl =
0 can always be rewritten as

El,l+1 # El#1,l = Ql. (5)

This is reminiscent of Gauss’s law that $ · E = ".

B. Phase transition
There is a quantum phase transition in the Gl = 0 gauge

sector. It is easy to identify this transition by studying

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

FIG. 2. Configurations with di!erent values of the gauge
charge: (a),(b) G = 0; (c) G = 1; (d) G = #1.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. A schematic of two phases in the Gl = 0 gauge sector
in (a) the m " % limit and (b) the m " #% limit.

two limits of m " ±% as shown in Fig. 3. In the limit
m " #%, it favors nl = 1 and all matter-field sites are
singly occupied. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0
force all gauge field sites to be in the |&' state. This state
respects the lattice translational symmetry. In the opposite
limit m " %, it favors nl = 0 and all matter-field sites
are empty. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0 force
Sz

l#1,l + Sz
l,l+1 = 0 and the spins in the gauge-field sites

form a classical antiferromagnetic order. Thus, this state
breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
shown in Fig. 3(a) are degenerate. Therefore, we expect
that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
eter is

!
l(#1)lSz

l,l+1. In fact, the signature of this phase
transition has been observed in the experiment reported in
Ref. [10]

III. TUNING THE TOPOLOGICAL ANGLE

The phase diagram of the U(1) LGT, shown in Fig. 4,
contains the mass parameter m and another important
parameter called the topological angle ! . In the U(1) LGT,
a conf-deconf transition occurs when ! = # . This tran-
sition is actually the same transition as the Ising-type
transition discussed above. In other words, the situation
discussed above corresponds to the ! = # situation in the
LGT. To understand why this is the case, we need to
address the following two closely related issues. First, we
need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
through the quantization value of the electric field, i.e.,

El#1,l = n # !

2#
, n ( Z. (6)

Therefore, by the definition of Eq. (4), it is clear that El#1,l
can take values of n # 1/2 when ! = # . For the second
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Gl = 0. Equation (10) can be further simplified as

Ĥ =
!

l

"
!J̃ P̂l!1,lŜx

l,l+1P̂l+1,l+2 ! 2mSz
l,l+1

#
. (11)

Therefore, Eq. (11) is exactly the same as the PXP Hamil-
tonian in Eq. (9) with ! = J̃ and " = 2m.

In the PXP model, when m increases toward a large
positive value, it favors Sz = 1/2 atoms being in the Ryd-
berg excited state. However, the Rydberg blockade forbids
two neighboring atoms from both being in the Rydberg
state. Thus, the optimum situation is that half of the total
atoms are excited and the Rydberg atoms are alternatively
occupied. This creates an antiferromagnetic spin configu-
ration and the ground state is doubly degenerate. This is
the intuitive picture of how this quantum phase transition
is understood in the PXP model.

Below, we discuss the conf-deconf transition in the PXP
model. There is a di!erence compared with what is dis-
cussed above, where we add or remove a physical charge
that also changes the local gauge charge. However, the
equivalence between the LGT and the PXP model requires
the restriction of Gl = 0 for all l. Thus, to probe the
conf-deconf transition in the PXP model, we should con-
sider a situation that does not change the gauge charge in
the corresponding LGT. Thus, in the U(1) LGT, we con-
sider the physical process that flips one spin in the gauge
site and simultaneously changes nl = 0 to nl = 1 (or vice
versa) in its two neighboring-matter sites. This prepares the
state Ŝ+

l,l+1b̂lb̂l+1|#g" or Ŝ!
l,l+1b̂†

l b̂†
l+1|#g". Since the phys-

ical charge is defined as Ql = (!1)lnl, changing nl = 0
to nl = 1 (or vice versa) in two neighboring-matter sites
corresponds to creating a physical charge and anticharge
pair. After the time evolution of the initial state, we mea-
sure the distance between two charges. The corresponding
evidence should be as follows:

(a) If two charges are always bound together, this is
evidence of the confinement phase.

(b) If these two charges are unbounded and free to
move, this is evidence of the deconfinement phase.

Similar discussions have been made in the study of the
spinon dynamics of a spin-1/2 chain [82].

Such physics can be probed by studying the correlation
function

G(r, t) =
!

l

##(t)|(n̂l ! n̄l)(n̂l+r ! n̄l+r)|#(t)", (12)

where n̄l denotes the mean density at site l in the ground
state before the spin is flipped. G(r, t) is always a local-
ized function of r in the confinement phase and is an
extended function in the deconfinement phase. Using the

(a)

(b)

FIG. 6. The time evolution of G(r, t) as a function of r and tJ̃ :
(a) m = !5J̃ ; (b) m = 5J̃ .

gauge constraint Gl = 0, we can find

n̂l ! n̄l = !Ŝz
l!1,l ! Ŝz

l,l+1 + S̄z
l!1,l + S̄z

l,l+1, (13)

where S̄z denotes the averaged value of Sz. Thus, we can
define

Âl = !Ŝz
l!1,l ! Ŝz

l,l+1 + S̄z
l!1,l + S̄z

l,l+1. (14)

Then, in the PXP model, G(r, t) can be expressed as

G(r, t) =
!

l

##(t)|ÂlÂl+r|#(t)". (15)

In Fig. 6, we show the time evolution of G(r, t) after flip-
ping one spin in the PXP ground state. It is clear that the
correlation G(r, t) is always localized for negative m in
the confinement phase and G(r, t) is quickly broadened to
the system size when m is positive enough to enter in the
deconfinement phase.

VI. SUMMARY

In summary, our work proposes a protocol to directly
probe confinement and deconfinement in recent experi-
ments and the physical systems include both the U(1)
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sites are subjected to a constraint nl = b†
l bl ! 1 and, there-

fore, these bosons are considered as hard-core bosons.
This model, shown in Eq. (2), is equivalent to the lat-
tice Schwinger model in one spatial dimension in the
Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian formulation [10,81].

A. Local gauge symmetry
It is easy to see that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) pos-

sesses local gauge symmetries. For any site l, performing a
local gauge transformation b̂l " ei!l b̂l, and simultaneously
Ŝ+

l,l+1 " e#i!l Ŝ+
l,l+1 and Ŝ+

l#1,l " e#i!l Ŝ+
l#1,l, the Hamilto-

nian is invariant. The local gauge symmetries force local
conserved quantities. In this case, the conserved gauge
charges are

Gl = Sz
l#1,l + Sz

l,l+1 + nl, (3)

where nl is the particle number at site l of the matter field. It
can also easily be seen from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) that
any spin flip increasing or decreasing Sz by one is always
accompanied by a decrease or increase by one of the boson
numbers nl and nl+1. Several examples of local configura-
tions with di!erent Gl are shown in Fig. 2. By introducing
the electric field at each link as

El#1,l = (#1)lSz
l#1,l (4)

and the physical charge at each site as Ql = (#1)lnl, Gl =
0 can always be rewritten as

El,l+1 # El#1,l = Ql. (5)

This is reminiscent of Gauss’s law that $ · E = ".

B. Phase transition
There is a quantum phase transition in the Gl = 0 gauge

sector. It is easy to identify this transition by studying

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

FIG. 2. Configurations with di!erent values of the gauge
charge: (a),(b) G = 0; (c) G = 1; (d) G = #1.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. A schematic of two phases in the Gl = 0 gauge sector
in (a) the m " % limit and (b) the m " #% limit.

two limits of m " ±% as shown in Fig. 3. In the limit
m " #%, it favors nl = 1 and all matter-field sites are
singly occupied. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0
force all gauge field sites to be in the |&' state. This state
respects the lattice translational symmetry. In the opposite
limit m " %, it favors nl = 0 and all matter-field sites
are empty. Therefore, the gauge constraints Gl = 0 force
Sz

l#1,l + Sz
l,l+1 = 0 and the spins in the gauge-field sites

form a classical antiferromagnetic order. Thus, this state
breaks the lattice translational symmetry and the two states
shown in Fig. 3(a) are degenerate. Therefore, we expect
that there exists an Ising-type quantum phase transition
driven by changing the parameter m and the order param-
eter is

!
l(#1)lSz

l,l+1. In fact, the signature of this phase
transition has been observed in the experiment reported in
Ref. [10]

III. TUNING THE TOPOLOGICAL ANGLE

The phase diagram of the U(1) LGT, shown in Fig. 4,
contains the mass parameter m and another important
parameter called the topological angle ! . In the U(1) LGT,
a conf-deconf transition occurs when ! = # . This tran-
sition is actually the same transition as the Ising-type
transition discussed above. In other words, the situation
discussed above corresponds to the ! = # situation in the
LGT. To understand why this is the case, we need to
address the following two closely related issues. First, we
need to introduce the parameter ! in the LGT. Second,
the e!ective Hamiltonian Eq. (2) only contains the gauge-
matter coupling term and lacks the dynamical term of the
gauge field itself. The dynamical term is an analogy of the
Maxwell term in the conventional U(1) gauge theory.

For the first question, the parameter ! is introduced
through the quantization value of the electric field, i.e.,

El#1,l = n # !

2#
, n ( Z. (6)

Therefore, by the definition of Eq. (4), it is clear that El#1,l
can take values of n # 1/2 when ! = # . For the second
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Gl = 0. Equation (10) can be further simplified as

Ĥ =
!

l

"
!J̃ P̂l!1,lŜx

l,l+1P̂l+1,l+2 ! 2mSz
l,l+1

#
. (11)

Therefore, Eq. (11) is exactly the same as the PXP Hamil-
tonian in Eq. (9) with ! = J̃ and " = 2m.

In the PXP model, when m increases toward a large
positive value, it favors Sz = 1/2 atoms being in the Ryd-
berg excited state. However, the Rydberg blockade forbids
two neighboring atoms from both being in the Rydberg
state. Thus, the optimum situation is that half of the total
atoms are excited and the Rydberg atoms are alternatively
occupied. This creates an antiferromagnetic spin configu-
ration and the ground state is doubly degenerate. This is
the intuitive picture of how this quantum phase transition
is understood in the PXP model.

Below, we discuss the conf-deconf transition in the PXP
model. There is a di!erence compared with what is dis-
cussed above, where we add or remove a physical charge
that also changes the local gauge charge. However, the
equivalence between the LGT and the PXP model requires
the restriction of Gl = 0 for all l. Thus, to probe the
conf-deconf transition in the PXP model, we should con-
sider a situation that does not change the gauge charge in
the corresponding LGT. Thus, in the U(1) LGT, we con-
sider the physical process that flips one spin in the gauge
site and simultaneously changes nl = 0 to nl = 1 (or vice
versa) in its two neighboring-matter sites. This prepares the
state Ŝ+

l,l+1b̂lb̂l+1|#g" or Ŝ!
l,l+1b̂†

l b̂†
l+1|#g". Since the phys-

ical charge is defined as Ql = (!1)lnl, changing nl = 0
to nl = 1 (or vice versa) in two neighboring-matter sites
corresponds to creating a physical charge and anticharge
pair. After the time evolution of the initial state, we mea-
sure the distance between two charges. The corresponding
evidence should be as follows:

(a) If two charges are always bound together, this is
evidence of the confinement phase.

(b) If these two charges are unbounded and free to
move, this is evidence of the deconfinement phase.

Similar discussions have been made in the study of the
spinon dynamics of a spin-1/2 chain [82].

Such physics can be probed by studying the correlation
function

G(r, t) =
!

l

##(t)|(n̂l ! n̄l)(n̂l+r ! n̄l+r)|#(t)", (12)

where n̄l denotes the mean density at site l in the ground
state before the spin is flipped. G(r, t) is always a local-
ized function of r in the confinement phase and is an
extended function in the deconfinement phase. Using the

(a)

(b)

FIG. 6. The time evolution of G(r, t) as a function of r and tJ̃ :
(a) m = !5J̃ ; (b) m = 5J̃ .

gauge constraint Gl = 0, we can find

n̂l ! n̄l = !Ŝz
l!1,l ! Ŝz

l,l+1 + S̄z
l!1,l + S̄z

l,l+1, (13)

where S̄z denotes the averaged value of Sz. Thus, we can
define

Âl = !Ŝz
l!1,l ! Ŝz

l,l+1 + S̄z
l!1,l + S̄z

l,l+1. (14)

Then, in the PXP model, G(r, t) can be expressed as

G(r, t) =
!

l

##(t)|ÂlÂl+r|#(t)". (15)

In Fig. 6, we show the time evolution of G(r, t) after flip-
ping one spin in the PXP ground state. It is clear that the
correlation G(r, t) is always localized for negative m in
the confinement phase and G(r, t) is quickly broadened to
the system size when m is positive enough to enter in the
deconfinement phase.

VI. SUMMARY

In summary, our work proposes a protocol to directly
probe confinement and deconfinement in recent experi-
ments and the physical systems include both the U(1)
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Gl = 0. Equation (10) can be further simplified as

Ĥ =
!

l

"
!J̃ P̂l!1,lŜx

l,l+1P̂l+1,l+2 ! 2mSz
l,l+1

#
. (11)

Therefore, Eq. (11) is exactly the same as the PXP Hamil-
tonian in Eq. (9) with ! = J̃ and " = 2m.

In the PXP model, when m increases toward a large
positive value, it favors Sz = 1/2 atoms being in the Ryd-
berg excited state. However, the Rydberg blockade forbids
two neighboring atoms from both being in the Rydberg
state. Thus, the optimum situation is that half of the total
atoms are excited and the Rydberg atoms are alternatively
occupied. This creates an antiferromagnetic spin configu-
ration and the ground state is doubly degenerate. This is
the intuitive picture of how this quantum phase transition
is understood in the PXP model.

Below, we discuss the conf-deconf transition in the PXP
model. There is a di!erence compared with what is dis-
cussed above, where we add or remove a physical charge
that also changes the local gauge charge. However, the
equivalence between the LGT and the PXP model requires
the restriction of Gl = 0 for all l. Thus, to probe the
conf-deconf transition in the PXP model, we should con-
sider a situation that does not change the gauge charge in
the corresponding LGT. Thus, in the U(1) LGT, we con-
sider the physical process that flips one spin in the gauge
site and simultaneously changes nl = 0 to nl = 1 (or vice
versa) in its two neighboring-matter sites. This prepares the
state Ŝ+

l,l+1b̂lb̂l+1|#g" or Ŝ!
l,l+1b̂†

l b̂†
l+1|#g". Since the phys-

ical charge is defined as Ql = (!1)lnl, changing nl = 0
to nl = 1 (or vice versa) in two neighboring-matter sites
corresponds to creating a physical charge and anticharge
pair. After the time evolution of the initial state, we mea-
sure the distance between two charges. The corresponding
evidence should be as follows:

(a) If two charges are always bound together, this is
evidence of the confinement phase.

(b) If these two charges are unbounded and free to
move, this is evidence of the deconfinement phase.

Similar discussions have been made in the study of the
spinon dynamics of a spin-1/2 chain [82].

Such physics can be probed by studying the correlation
function

G(r, t) =
!

l

##(t)|(n̂l ! n̄l)(n̂l+r ! n̄l+r)|#(t)", (12)

where n̄l denotes the mean density at site l in the ground
state before the spin is flipped. G(r, t) is always a local-
ized function of r in the confinement phase and is an
extended function in the deconfinement phase. Using the

(a)

(b)

FIG. 6. The time evolution of G(r, t) as a function of r and tJ̃ :
(a) m = !5J̃ ; (b) m = 5J̃ .

gauge constraint Gl = 0, we can find

n̂l ! n̄l = !Ŝz
l!1,l ! Ŝz

l,l+1 + S̄z
l!1,l + S̄z

l,l+1, (13)

where S̄z denotes the averaged value of Sz. Thus, we can
define

Âl = !Ŝz
l!1,l ! Ŝz

l,l+1 + S̄z
l!1,l + S̄z

l,l+1. (14)

Then, in the PXP model, G(r, t) can be expressed as

G(r, t) =
!

l

##(t)|ÂlÂl+r|#(t)". (15)

In Fig. 6, we show the time evolution of G(r, t) after flip-
ping one spin in the PXP ground state. It is clear that the
correlation G(r, t) is always localized for negative m in
the confinement phase and G(r, t) is quickly broadened to
the system size when m is positive enough to enter in the
deconfinement phase.
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Therefore, Eq. (11) is exactly the same as the PXP Hamil-
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In the PXP model, when m increases toward a large
positive value, it favors Sz = 1/2 atoms being in the Ryd-
berg excited state. However, the Rydberg blockade forbids
two neighboring atoms from both being in the Rydberg
state. Thus, the optimum situation is that half of the total
atoms are excited and the Rydberg atoms are alternatively
occupied. This creates an antiferromagnetic spin configu-
ration and the ground state is doubly degenerate. This is
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is understood in the PXP model.

Below, we discuss the conf-deconf transition in the PXP
model. There is a di!erence compared with what is dis-
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that also changes the local gauge charge. However, the
equivalence between the LGT and the PXP model requires
the restriction of Gl = 0 for all l. Thus, to probe the
conf-deconf transition in the PXP model, we should con-
sider a situation that does not change the gauge charge in
the corresponding LGT. Thus, in the U(1) LGT, we con-
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sure the distance between two charges. The corresponding
evidence should be as follows:

(a) If two charges are always bound together, this is
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(b) If these two charges are unbounded and free to
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Similar discussions have been made in the study of the
spinon dynamics of a spin-1/2 chain [82].

Such physics can be probed by studying the correlation
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FIG. 4. A schematic of the phase diagram of the one-
dimensional U(1) LGT in term of the mass parameter m and
the topological angle ! around " . The dashed line represents the
deconfinement phase.

question, we can add a “Maxwell” term gE2
l!1,l into the

Hamiltonian in Eq. (2). When g is large, we can only focus
on El!1,l = ±1/2 when ! = " , because other possible val-
ues of El!1,l in Eq. (6) are not energetically favorable.
Hence, Eq. (6) is consistent with the definition Eq. (4). We
note that the Maxwell term is a constant for El!1,l = ±1/2
and this constant can be ignored in the Hamiltonian.

With these understandings, it also becomes clear how to
tune the topological angle ! . We note that Eq. (4) can be
changed to

El!1,l = (!1)lSz
l!1,l + h. (7)

With this new definition, Gauss’s law in Eq. (5) still
holds. However, this new definition changes the quantiza-
tion value of El!1,l and, therefore, changes the value of ! .
Meanwhile, the Maxwell term now becomes

g
!

l

E2
l!1,l = g

!

l

((!1)lSz
l!1,l + h)2. (8)

Aside from constant terms, this is equivalent to adding a
term gh

"
l(!1)lSz

l!1,l into the Hamiltonian. h = 0 corre-
sponds to ! = " . Adding a finite h tunes ! away from " . In
the original model, this corresponds to adding an alternat-
ing potential energy di!erence between two neighboring
gauge sites. This alternating potential energy doubles the
unit cell for the lattice translational symmetry and the two
states shown in Fig. 3(a) are no longer related by the trans-
lational symmetry of the Hamiltonian, which is consistent
with an energy splitting between them. Hence, from the
symmetry perspective, it is also understandable that the
Ising-type symmetry-breaking phase transition no longer
exists. Here, we also note that the terms we neglect but
exist in the actual system, such as long-range hoppings, do
not break the lattice translation symmetry and, therefore,
they do not a!ect the existence of the Ising transition.

IV. PROBE CONFINEMENT AND
DECONFINEMENT

As we mentioned above, the Ising-type transition with
h = 0 is also the conf-deconf transition in the LGT with
! = " . However, the USTC experiment has only observed
evidence of antiferromagnetic spin order [10] and has not
observed evidence of confinement or deconfinement. Here,
we propose an experimental scheme to detect confinement
or deconfinement. The basic idea is to change both the
gauge charge [defined by Eq. (3)] and the physical charge
(i.e., the particle number of the matter field) locally. The
gauge charge cannot move due to the local gauge conserva-
tion but the physical charge is free to move. The evidence
should be as follows:

(a) If the physical charge is always localized around the
gauge charge, this is evidence of confinement.

(b) If the physical charge is delocalized and free to
move, this is evidence of deconfinement.

To be concrete, we first prepare the ground state |#g" with
a fixed m/J̃ . Then we either apply b̂†

l to create a physi-
cal charge at site-l, such as the process from Fig. 2(a) to
Fig. 2(c) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = 1, or we apply b̂l
to annihilate a physical charge at site-l, such as the process
from Fig. 2(b) to Fig. 2(d) that changes Gl = 0 to Gl = !1.
Experimentally, this can be achieved by the capability
of single-site addressing using quantum gas microscope,
together with single-site resolved density measurement
and postselection. We follow the time evolution of the
quantum state b̂†

l |#g" or b̂l|#g" and monitor the real-space
distribution of the physical charge.

Our numerical calculation is based on the exact diago-
nalization of the many-body Hamiltonian. We can obtain
all eigenstates and their eigenvalues, with which the time
evolution of an initial state can be straightforwardly simu-
lated [83]. The results of numerical simulation are shown
in Fig. 5, which plots the time evolution of the spatial
distribution of the physical charge. In Fig. 5(a), we show
the physical charge distribution after removing a physical
charge for m = !J̃ and h = 0. In this case, the physical
charge is a hole. Initially, the physical charge is removed at
the tenth site and the extra gauge charge is always localized
at the tenth site. Figure 5(a) clearly shows that the physi-
cal charge is always localized around the nonzero gauge
charge. Figure 5(b) shows the physical charge distribution
after creating a physical charge for m = J̃ and h = 0. The
extra gauge charge is also fixed at the tenth site. However,
very di!erently, Fig. 5(b) shows that the extra physical
charge soon becomes delocalized as time evolves. This
di!erence clearly distinguishes confinement from decon-
finement. Here, we should note that, to obtain Fig. 5(b), we
start from a ground state that is an equal-weight superpo-
sition of two symmetry-breaking degenerate states. If we
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Probing topological spin liquids on a programmable
quantum simulator
G. Semeghini1, H. Levine1, A. Keesling1,2, S. Ebadi1, T. T. Wang1, D. Bluvstein1, R. Verresen1,
H. Pichler3,4, M. Kalinowski1, R. Samajdar1, A. Omran1,2, S. Sachdev1,5, A. Vishwanath1*,
M. Greiner1*, V. Vuletić6*, M. D. Lukin1*

Quantum spin liquids, exotic phases of matter with topological order, have been a major focus in physics
for the past several decades. Such phases feature long-range quantum entanglement that can
potentially be exploited to realize robust quantum computation. We used a 219-atom programmable
quantum simulator to probe quantum spin liquid states. In our approach, arrays of atoms were placed on
the links of a kagome lattice, and evolution under Rydberg blockade created frustrated quantum states
with no local order. The onset of a quantum spin liquid phase of the paradigmatic toric code type
was detected by using topological string operators that provide direct signatures of topological order
and quantum correlations. Our observations enable the controlled experimental exploration of
topological matter and protected quantum information processing.

M
otivated by theoretical work carried
out over the past five decades, a broad
search has been underway to identify
signatures of quantum spin liquids
(QSLs) in correlated materials (1, 2).

Moreover, inspired by the intriguing predic-
tions of quantum information theory (3),
approaches to engineer such systems for topo-
logical protection of quantum information are
being actively explored (4). Systems with frus-
tration (5) caused by the lattice geometry or
long-range interactions constitute a promising
avenue in the search for QSLs. In particular,
such systems can be used to implement a class
of so-called dimer models (6–10), which are
among the most promising candidates to host
QSL states. However, realizing and probing
such states is challenging because they are
often surrounded by other competing phases.
Moreover, in contrast to topological systems
that involve time-reversal symmetry breaking,
such as in the fractional quantum Hall effect
(11), these states cannot be easily probed by
means of, for example, quantized conductance
or edge states. Instead, to diagnose spin liquid
phases, it is essential to access nonlocal ob-
servables, such as topological string operators
(1, 2). Although some indications of QSL phases
in correlated materials have been previously
reported (12, 13), thus far, these exotic states
of matter have evaded direct experimental
detection.

Programmable quantum simulators arewell
suited for the controlled exploration of these
strongly correlated quantum phases (14–21).
In particular, recent work showed that various
phases of quantum dimer models can be effi-
ciently implemented by using Rydberg atom
arrays (22) and that a dimer spin liquid state of
the toric code type could be potentially created
in a specific frustrated lattice (23). Toric code
states have been dynamically created in small
systems by using quantum circuits (24, 25).
However, some of the key properties, such
as topological robustness, are challenging to
realize in such systems. Spin liquids have also
been explored by using quantum annealers,
but the lack of coherence in these systems has
precluded the observation of quantum fea-
tures (26).

Dimer models in Rydberg atom arrays

The key idea of our approach is based on a
correspondence (23) between Rydberg atoms
placed on the links of a kagome lattice (or
equivalently, the sites of a ruby lattice) (Fig. 1A)
and dimermodels on the kagome lattice (8, 10).
The Rydberg excitations can be viewed as
“dimer bonds” that connect the two adjacent
vertices of the lattice (Fig. 1B). Because of the
Rydberg blockade (27), strong and properly
tuned interactions constrain the density of
excitations so that each vertex is touched by
a maximum of one dimer. At 1/4 filling, each
vertex is touched by exactly one dimer, result-
ing in a perfect dimer covering of the lattice.
Smaller filling fractions result in a finite den-
sity of vertices with no proximal dimers, which
are referred to asmonomers. AQSL can emerge
within this dimer-monomer model close to
1/4 filling (23) and can be viewed as a co-
herent superposition of exponentially many
degenerate dimer coverings with a small ad-
mixture of monomers (Fig. 1C) (10). This cor-
responds to the resonating valence bond (RVB)

state (6, 28), which was predicted long ago
but is so far still unobserved in any experi-
mental system.
To create and study such states experimental-

ly, we used two-dimensional arrays of 219 87Rb
atoms individually trapped in optical tweez-
ers (29, 30) and positioned on the links of a
kagome lattice (Fig. 1A). The atoms were ini-
tialized in an electronic ground state gj i and
coupled to a Rydberg state rj i by means of a
two-photon optical transition with Rabi fre-
quencyW. The atoms in the Rydberg state rj i
interact with one another through a strong
van derWaals potential V = V0/d

6, where d is
the interatomic distance. This strong inter-
action prevents the simultaneous excitation
of two atoms within a blockade radius Rb =
(V0/W)1/6 (27). We adjusted the lattice spacing
a and the Rabi frequency W so that for each
atom in rj i, its six nearest neighbors are all
within the blockade radius (Fig. 1B), result-
ing in a maximum filling fraction of 1/4. The
resulting dynamics correspond to unitary evo-
lution U(t) governed by the Hamiltonian

H
!
! W t" #

2

X

i

sxi $ D t" #
X

i

ni

%
X

i<j

Vijninj "1#

where ! is Planck’s constant h divided by 2p,
ni ! rij i rih j is the Rydberg state occupation at
site i, sxi ! gij i rih j% rij i gih j , and D(t) is the
time-dependent two-photon detuning. After
the evolution, the state was analyzed bymeans
of projective readout of ground-state atoms
(Fig. 1A, right) (29).
To exploremany-body phases in this system,

we used quasi-adiabatic evolution, in which
we slowly turned on the Rydberg couplingW
and subsequently changed the detuning D
from negative to positive values by using a
cubic frequency sweep over ~2 ms (Fig. 1D).We
stopped the cubic sweep at different endpoints
and first measured the density of Rydberg ex-
citations nh i. Away from the array boundaries
(which result in edge effects permeating just
two layers into the bulk), we observed that the
average density of Rydberg atoms was uniform
across the array (fig. S4) (31). Focusing on the
bulk density, we found that for D=W ! 3, the
system reaches the desired filling fraction
nh i e 1=4 (Fig. 1E, top). The resulting state
does not have any obvious spatial order (Fig.
1A) and appears as a different configuration of
Rydberg atoms in each experimental repeti-
tion (fig. S5) (31). From the single-shot images,
we evaluated the probability for each vertex of
the kagome lattice to be attached to one dimer
(as in a perfect dimer covering), zero dimers (a
monomer), or two dimers (representing weak
blockade violations). Around D/W ~ 4, we ob-
served an approximate plateau at which ~80%
of the vertices were connected to a single dimer
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(Fig. 1E), indicating an approximate dimer
covering.

Measuring topological string operators

A defining property of a phase with topolog-
ical order is that it cannot be probed locally.
Hence, to investigate the possible presence of
a QSL state, it is essential to measure nonlocal
observables. In the case of dimer models, a

particularly convenient set of nonlocal varia-
bles is defined in terms of topological string
operators, which are analogous to those used
in the toric code model (3). For the present
model, there are two such string operators,
the first of which characterizes the effective
dimer description; the second probes quan-
tum coherence between dimer states (23).
We first focused on the diagonal operator

Z !
Y

i!s
szi , with szi ! 1" 2ni , which mea-

sures the parity of Rydberg atoms along a
string S perpendicular to the bonds of the
kagome lattice (Fig. 2A). For the smallest
closed Z loop, which encloses a single ver-
tex of the kagome lattice, Zh i ! "1 for any
perfect dimer covering. Larger loops can be
decomposed into a product of small loops
around all the enclosed vertices, resulting in
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Fig. 1. Dimer model in Rydberg atoms arrays. (A) Fluorescence image of
219 atoms arranged on the links of a kagome lattice. The atoms, initially in the
ground state gj i, evolve according to the many-body dynamics U(t). The final
state of the atoms was determined by means of fluorescence imaging of ground-
state atoms. Rydberg atoms are indicated with red dimers on the bonds of
the kagome lattice. (B) We adjusted the blockade radius to Rb/a = 2.4 by
choosing W = 2p ! 1.4 MHz and a = 3.9 mm, so that all six nearest neighbors of
an atom in rj i are within the blockade radius Rb. A state consistent with the
Rydberg blockade at maximal filling can then be viewed as a dimer covering of
the kagome lattice, where each vertex is touched by exactly one dimer. (C) In

the idealized limit, the QSL state corresponds to a coherent superposition of
exponentially many dimer coverings. (D) Detuning D(t) and Rabi frequency W(t)
used for quasi-adiabatic state preparation. (E) (Top) Average density of Rydberg
excitations nh i in the bulk of the system, excluding the outer three layers
(31). (Bottom) Probabilities of empty vertices in the bulk (monomers; blue
symbols), vertices attached to a single dimer (red symbols), or to double dimers
(weakly violating blockade; green symbols). After D/W ~ 3, the system reaches
~1/4 filling, where most vertices are attached to a single dimer, which is
consistent with an approximate dimer phase. The average density of defects
per vertex in the approximate dimer phase is ~0.2.

Fig. 2. Detecting a dimer phase by means of diagonal string operator.
(A) The Z string operator measures the parity of dimers along a string. (B) A
perfect dimer covering always has exactly one dimer touching each vertex of the
array, so that Zh i ! "1# $ around a single vertex and Zh i ! "1# $#enclosed vertices for
larger loops. (C) Z parity measurements following the quasi-adiabatic sweep of Fig. 1D,

with the addition of a 200-ns ramp-down of W at the end to optimize preparation. At
different endpoints of the sweep and for (D) different loop sizes, we measured a
finite Zh i, which is consistent with an approximate dimer phase. The sign of Zh i
properly matches the parity of the number of enclosed vertices: 6 (red), 11 (green),
15 (blue), and 19 (orange). (E) The measured Zh i for the two largest loops (fig. S9).
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TOPOLOGICAL MATTER

Probing topological spin liquids on a programmable
quantum simulator
G. Semeghini1, H. Levine1, A. Keesling1,2, S. Ebadi1, T. T. Wang1, D. Bluvstein1, R. Verresen1,
H. Pichler3,4, M. Kalinowski1, R. Samajdar1, A. Omran1,2, S. Sachdev1,5, A. Vishwanath1*,
M. Greiner1*, V. Vuletić6*, M. D. Lukin1*

Quantum spin liquids, exotic phases of matter with topological order, have been a major focus in physics
for the past several decades. Such phases feature long-range quantum entanglement that can
potentially be exploited to realize robust quantum computation. We used a 219-atom programmable
quantum simulator to probe quantum spin liquid states. In our approach, arrays of atoms were placed on
the links of a kagome lattice, and evolution under Rydberg blockade created frustrated quantum states
with no local order. The onset of a quantum spin liquid phase of the paradigmatic toric code type
was detected by using topological string operators that provide direct signatures of topological order
and quantum correlations. Our observations enable the controlled experimental exploration of
topological matter and protected quantum information processing.

M
otivated by theoretical work carried
out over the past five decades, a broad
search has been underway to identify
signatures of quantum spin liquids
(QSLs) in correlated materials (1, 2).

Moreover, inspired by the intriguing predic-
tions of quantum information theory (3),
approaches to engineer such systems for topo-
logical protection of quantum information are
being actively explored (4). Systems with frus-
tration (5) caused by the lattice geometry or
long-range interactions constitute a promising
avenue in the search for QSLs. In particular,
such systems can be used to implement a class
of so-called dimer models (6–10), which are
among the most promising candidates to host
QSL states. However, realizing and probing
such states is challenging because they are
often surrounded by other competing phases.
Moreover, in contrast to topological systems
that involve time-reversal symmetry breaking,
such as in the fractional quantum Hall effect
(11), these states cannot be easily probed by
means of, for example, quantized conductance
or edge states. Instead, to diagnose spin liquid
phases, it is essential to access nonlocal ob-
servables, such as topological string operators
(1, 2). Although some indications of QSL phases
in correlated materials have been previously
reported (12, 13), thus far, these exotic states
of matter have evaded direct experimental
detection.

Programmable quantum simulators arewell
suited for the controlled exploration of these
strongly correlated quantum phases (14–21).
In particular, recent work showed that various
phases of quantum dimer models can be effi-
ciently implemented by using Rydberg atom
arrays (22) and that a dimer spin liquid state of
the toric code type could be potentially created
in a specific frustrated lattice (23). Toric code
states have been dynamically created in small
systems by using quantum circuits (24, 25).
However, some of the key properties, such
as topological robustness, are challenging to
realize in such systems. Spin liquids have also
been explored by using quantum annealers,
but the lack of coherence in these systems has
precluded the observation of quantum fea-
tures (26).

Dimer models in Rydberg atom arrays

The key idea of our approach is based on a
correspondence (23) between Rydberg atoms
placed on the links of a kagome lattice (or
equivalently, the sites of a ruby lattice) (Fig. 1A)
and dimermodels on the kagome lattice (8, 10).
The Rydberg excitations can be viewed as
“dimer bonds” that connect the two adjacent
vertices of the lattice (Fig. 1B). Because of the
Rydberg blockade (27), strong and properly
tuned interactions constrain the density of
excitations so that each vertex is touched by
a maximum of one dimer. At 1/4 filling, each
vertex is touched by exactly one dimer, result-
ing in a perfect dimer covering of the lattice.
Smaller filling fractions result in a finite den-
sity of vertices with no proximal dimers, which
are referred to asmonomers. AQSL can emerge
within this dimer-monomer model close to
1/4 filling (23) and can be viewed as a co-
herent superposition of exponentially many
degenerate dimer coverings with a small ad-
mixture of monomers (Fig. 1C) (10). This cor-
responds to the resonating valence bond (RVB)

state (6, 28), which was predicted long ago
but is so far still unobserved in any experi-
mental system.
To create and study such states experimental-

ly, we used two-dimensional arrays of 219 87Rb
atoms individually trapped in optical tweez-
ers (29, 30) and positioned on the links of a
kagome lattice (Fig. 1A). The atoms were ini-
tialized in an electronic ground state gj i and
coupled to a Rydberg state rj i by means of a
two-photon optical transition with Rabi fre-
quencyW. The atoms in the Rydberg state rj i
interact with one another through a strong
van derWaals potential V = V0/d

6, where d is
the interatomic distance. This strong inter-
action prevents the simultaneous excitation
of two atoms within a blockade radius Rb =
(V0/W)1/6 (27). We adjusted the lattice spacing
a and the Rabi frequency W so that for each
atom in rj i, its six nearest neighbors are all
within the blockade radius (Fig. 1B), result-
ing in a maximum filling fraction of 1/4. The
resulting dynamics correspond to unitary evo-
lution U(t) governed by the Hamiltonian

H
!
! W t" #

2

X

i

sxi $ D t" #
X

i

ni

%
X

i<j

Vijninj "1#

where ! is Planck’s constant h divided by 2p,
ni ! rij i rih j is the Rydberg state occupation at
site i, sxi ! gij i rih j% rij i gih j , and D(t) is the
time-dependent two-photon detuning. After
the evolution, the state was analyzed bymeans
of projective readout of ground-state atoms
(Fig. 1A, right) (29).
To exploremany-body phases in this system,

we used quasi-adiabatic evolution, in which
we slowly turned on the Rydberg couplingW
and subsequently changed the detuning D
from negative to positive values by using a
cubic frequency sweep over ~2 ms (Fig. 1D).We
stopped the cubic sweep at different endpoints
and first measured the density of Rydberg ex-
citations nh i. Away from the array boundaries
(which result in edge effects permeating just
two layers into the bulk), we observed that the
average density of Rydberg atoms was uniform
across the array (fig. S4) (31). Focusing on the
bulk density, we found that for D=W ! 3, the
system reaches the desired filling fraction
nh i e 1=4 (Fig. 1E, top). The resulting state
does not have any obvious spatial order (Fig.
1A) and appears as a different configuration of
Rydberg atoms in each experimental repeti-
tion (fig. S5) (31). From the single-shot images,
we evaluated the probability for each vertex of
the kagome lattice to be attached to one dimer
(as in a perfect dimer covering), zero dimers (a
monomer), or two dimers (representing weak
blockade violations). Around D/W ~ 4, we ob-
served an approximate plateau at which ~80%
of the vertices were connected to a single dimer
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(Fig. 1E), indicating an approximate dimer
covering.

Measuring topological string operators

A defining property of a phase with topolog-
ical order is that it cannot be probed locally.
Hence, to investigate the possible presence of
a QSL state, it is essential to measure nonlocal
observables. In the case of dimer models, a

particularly convenient set of nonlocal varia-
bles is defined in terms of topological string
operators, which are analogous to those used
in the toric code model (3). For the present
model, there are two such string operators,
the first of which characterizes the effective
dimer description; the second probes quan-
tum coherence between dimer states (23).
We first focused on the diagonal operator

Z !
Y

i!s
szi , with szi ! 1" 2ni , which mea-

sures the parity of Rydberg atoms along a
string S perpendicular to the bonds of the
kagome lattice (Fig. 2A). For the smallest
closed Z loop, which encloses a single ver-
tex of the kagome lattice, Zh i ! "1 for any
perfect dimer covering. Larger loops can be
decomposed into a product of small loops
around all the enclosed vertices, resulting in
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Fig. 1. Dimer model in Rydberg atoms arrays. (A) Fluorescence image of
219 atoms arranged on the links of a kagome lattice. The atoms, initially in the
ground state gj i, evolve according to the many-body dynamics U(t). The final
state of the atoms was determined by means of fluorescence imaging of ground-
state atoms. Rydberg atoms are indicated with red dimers on the bonds of
the kagome lattice. (B) We adjusted the blockade radius to Rb/a = 2.4 by
choosing W = 2p ! 1.4 MHz and a = 3.9 mm, so that all six nearest neighbors of
an atom in rj i are within the blockade radius Rb. A state consistent with the
Rydberg blockade at maximal filling can then be viewed as a dimer covering of
the kagome lattice, where each vertex is touched by exactly one dimer. (C) In

the idealized limit, the QSL state corresponds to a coherent superposition of
exponentially many dimer coverings. (D) Detuning D(t) and Rabi frequency W(t)
used for quasi-adiabatic state preparation. (E) (Top) Average density of Rydberg
excitations nh i in the bulk of the system, excluding the outer three layers
(31). (Bottom) Probabilities of empty vertices in the bulk (monomers; blue
symbols), vertices attached to a single dimer (red symbols), or to double dimers
(weakly violating blockade; green symbols). After D/W ~ 3, the system reaches
~1/4 filling, where most vertices are attached to a single dimer, which is
consistent with an approximate dimer phase. The average density of defects
per vertex in the approximate dimer phase is ~0.2.

Fig. 2. Detecting a dimer phase by means of diagonal string operator.
(A) The Z string operator measures the parity of dimers along a string. (B) A
perfect dimer covering always has exactly one dimer touching each vertex of the
array, so that Zh i ! "1# $ around a single vertex and Zh i ! "1# $#enclosed vertices for
larger loops. (C) Z parity measurements following the quasi-adiabatic sweep of Fig. 1D,

with the addition of a 200-ns ramp-down of W at the end to optimize preparation. At
different endpoints of the sweep and for (D) different loop sizes, we measured a
finite Zh i, which is consistent with an approximate dimer phase. The sign of Zh i
properly matches the parity of the number of enclosed vertices: 6 (red), 11 (green),
15 (blue), and 19 (orange). (E) The measured Zh i for the two largest loops (fig. S9).
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(Fig. 1E), indicating an approximate dimer
covering.

Measuring topological string operators

A defining property of a phase with topolog-
ical order is that it cannot be probed locally.
Hence, to investigate the possible presence of
a QSL state, it is essential to measure nonlocal
observables. In the case of dimer models, a

particularly convenient set of nonlocal varia-
bles is defined in terms of topological string
operators, which are analogous to those used
in the toric code model (3). For the present
model, there are two such string operators,
the first of which characterizes the effective
dimer description; the second probes quan-
tum coherence between dimer states (23).
We first focused on the diagonal operator

Z !
Y

i!s
szi , with szi ! 1" 2ni , which mea-

sures the parity of Rydberg atoms along a
string S perpendicular to the bonds of the
kagome lattice (Fig. 2A). For the smallest
closed Z loop, which encloses a single ver-
tex of the kagome lattice, Zh i ! "1 for any
perfect dimer covering. Larger loops can be
decomposed into a product of small loops
around all the enclosed vertices, resulting in
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Fig. 1. Dimer model in Rydberg atoms arrays. (A) Fluorescence image of
219 atoms arranged on the links of a kagome lattice. The atoms, initially in the
ground state gj i, evolve according to the many-body dynamics U(t). The final
state of the atoms was determined by means of fluorescence imaging of ground-
state atoms. Rydberg atoms are indicated with red dimers on the bonds of
the kagome lattice. (B) We adjusted the blockade radius to Rb/a = 2.4 by
choosing W = 2p ! 1.4 MHz and a = 3.9 mm, so that all six nearest neighbors of
an atom in rj i are within the blockade radius Rb. A state consistent with the
Rydberg blockade at maximal filling can then be viewed as a dimer covering of
the kagome lattice, where each vertex is touched by exactly one dimer. (C) In

the idealized limit, the QSL state corresponds to a coherent superposition of
exponentially many dimer coverings. (D) Detuning D(t) and Rabi frequency W(t)
used for quasi-adiabatic state preparation. (E) (Top) Average density of Rydberg
excitations nh i in the bulk of the system, excluding the outer three layers
(31). (Bottom) Probabilities of empty vertices in the bulk (monomers; blue
symbols), vertices attached to a single dimer (red symbols), or to double dimers
(weakly violating blockade; green symbols). After D/W ~ 3, the system reaches
~1/4 filling, where most vertices are attached to a single dimer, which is
consistent with an approximate dimer phase. The average density of defects
per vertex in the approximate dimer phase is ~0.2.

Fig. 2. Detecting a dimer phase by means of diagonal string operator.
(A) The Z string operator measures the parity of dimers along a string. (B) A
perfect dimer covering always has exactly one dimer touching each vertex of the
array, so that Zh i ! "1# $ around a single vertex and Zh i ! "1# $#enclosed vertices for
larger loops. (C) Z parity measurements following the quasi-adiabatic sweep of Fig. 1D,

with the addition of a 200-ns ramp-down of W at the end to optimize preparation. At
different endpoints of the sweep and for (D) different loop sizes, we measured a
finite Zh i, which is consistent with an approximate dimer phase. The sign of Zh i
properly matches the parity of the number of enclosed vertices: 6 (red), 11 (green),
15 (blue), and 19 (orange). (E) The measured Zh i for the two largest loops (fig. S9).
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(Fig. 1E), indicating an approximate dimer
covering.

Measuring topological string operators

A defining property of a phase with topolog-
ical order is that it cannot be probed locally.
Hence, to investigate the possible presence of
a QSL state, it is essential to measure nonlocal
observables. In the case of dimer models, a

particularly convenient set of nonlocal varia-
bles is defined in terms of topological string
operators, which are analogous to those used
in the toric code model (3). For the present
model, there are two such string operators,
the first of which characterizes the effective
dimer description; the second probes quan-
tum coherence between dimer states (23).
We first focused on the diagonal operator
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Y
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sures the parity of Rydberg atoms along a
string S perpendicular to the bonds of the
kagome lattice (Fig. 2A). For the smallest
closed Z loop, which encloses a single ver-
tex of the kagome lattice, Zh i ! "1 for any
perfect dimer covering. Larger loops can be
decomposed into a product of small loops
around all the enclosed vertices, resulting in
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Fig. 1. Dimer model in Rydberg atoms arrays. (A) Fluorescence image of
219 atoms arranged on the links of a kagome lattice. The atoms, initially in the
ground state gj i, evolve according to the many-body dynamics U(t). The final
state of the atoms was determined by means of fluorescence imaging of ground-
state atoms. Rydberg atoms are indicated with red dimers on the bonds of
the kagome lattice. (B) We adjusted the blockade radius to Rb/a = 2.4 by
choosing W = 2p ! 1.4 MHz and a = 3.9 mm, so that all six nearest neighbors of
an atom in rj i are within the blockade radius Rb. A state consistent with the
Rydberg blockade at maximal filling can then be viewed as a dimer covering of
the kagome lattice, where each vertex is touched by exactly one dimer. (C) In

the idealized limit, the QSL state corresponds to a coherent superposition of
exponentially many dimer coverings. (D) Detuning D(t) and Rabi frequency W(t)
used for quasi-adiabatic state preparation. (E) (Top) Average density of Rydberg
excitations nh i in the bulk of the system, excluding the outer three layers
(31). (Bottom) Probabilities of empty vertices in the bulk (monomers; blue
symbols), vertices attached to a single dimer (red symbols), or to double dimers
(weakly violating blockade; green symbols). After D/W ~ 3, the system reaches
~1/4 filling, where most vertices are attached to a single dimer, which is
consistent with an approximate dimer phase. The average density of defects
per vertex in the approximate dimer phase is ~0.2.

Fig. 2. Detecting a dimer phase by means of diagonal string operator.
(A) The Z string operator measures the parity of dimers along a string. (B) A
perfect dimer covering always has exactly one dimer touching each vertex of the
array, so that Zh i ! "1# $ around a single vertex and Zh i ! "1# $#enclosed vertices for
larger loops. (C) Z parity measurements following the quasi-adiabatic sweep of Fig. 1D,

with the addition of a 200-ns ramp-down of W at the end to optimize preparation. At
different endpoints of the sweep and for (D) different loop sizes, we measured a
finite Zh i, which is consistent with an approximate dimer phase. The sign of Zh i
properly matches the parity of the number of enclosed vertices: 6 (red), 11 (green),
15 (blue), and 19 (orange). (E) The measured Zh i for the two largest loops (fig. S9).
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(Fig. 1E), indicating an approximate dimer
covering.

Measuring topological string operators

A defining property of a phase with topolog-
ical order is that it cannot be probed locally.
Hence, to investigate the possible presence of
a QSL state, it is essential to measure nonlocal
observables. In the case of dimer models, a

particularly convenient set of nonlocal varia-
bles is defined in terms of topological string
operators, which are analogous to those used
in the toric code model (3). For the present
model, there are two such string operators,
the first of which characterizes the effective
dimer description; the second probes quan-
tum coherence between dimer states (23).
We first focused on the diagonal operator

Z !
Y
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szi , with szi ! 1" 2ni , which mea-

sures the parity of Rydberg atoms along a
string S perpendicular to the bonds of the
kagome lattice (Fig. 2A). For the smallest
closed Z loop, which encloses a single ver-
tex of the kagome lattice, Zh i ! "1 for any
perfect dimer covering. Larger loops can be
decomposed into a product of small loops
around all the enclosed vertices, resulting in
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Fig. 1. Dimer model in Rydberg atoms arrays. (A) Fluorescence image of
219 atoms arranged on the links of a kagome lattice. The atoms, initially in the
ground state gj i, evolve according to the many-body dynamics U(t). The final
state of the atoms was determined by means of fluorescence imaging of ground-
state atoms. Rydberg atoms are indicated with red dimers on the bonds of
the kagome lattice. (B) We adjusted the blockade radius to Rb/a = 2.4 by
choosing W = 2p ! 1.4 MHz and a = 3.9 mm, so that all six nearest neighbors of
an atom in rj i are within the blockade radius Rb. A state consistent with the
Rydberg blockade at maximal filling can then be viewed as a dimer covering of
the kagome lattice, where each vertex is touched by exactly one dimer. (C) In

the idealized limit, the QSL state corresponds to a coherent superposition of
exponentially many dimer coverings. (D) Detuning D(t) and Rabi frequency W(t)
used for quasi-adiabatic state preparation. (E) (Top) Average density of Rydberg
excitations nh i in the bulk of the system, excluding the outer three layers
(31). (Bottom) Probabilities of empty vertices in the bulk (monomers; blue
symbols), vertices attached to a single dimer (red symbols), or to double dimers
(weakly violating blockade; green symbols). After D/W ~ 3, the system reaches
~1/4 filling, where most vertices are attached to a single dimer, which is
consistent with an approximate dimer phase. The average density of defects
per vertex in the approximate dimer phase is ~0.2.

Fig. 2. Detecting a dimer phase by means of diagonal string operator.
(A) The Z string operator measures the parity of dimers along a string. (B) A
perfect dimer covering always has exactly one dimer touching each vertex of the
array, so that Zh i ! "1# $ around a single vertex and Zh i ! "1# $#enclosed vertices for
larger loops. (C) Z parity measurements following the quasi-adiabatic sweep of Fig. 1D,

with the addition of a 200-ns ramp-down of W at the end to optimize preparation. At
different endpoints of the sweep and for (D) different loop sizes, we measured a
finite Zh i, which is consistent with an approximate dimer phase. The sign of Zh i
properly matches the parity of the number of enclosed vertices: 6 (red), 11 (green),
15 (blue), and 19 (orange). (E) The measured Zh i for the two largest loops (fig. S9).
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(Fig. 1E), indicating an approximate dimer
covering.

Measuring topological string operators

A defining property of a phase with topolog-
ical order is that it cannot be probed locally.
Hence, to investigate the possible presence of
a QSL state, it is essential to measure nonlocal
observables. In the case of dimer models, a

particularly convenient set of nonlocal varia-
bles is defined in terms of topological string
operators, which are analogous to those used
in the toric code model (3). For the present
model, there are two such string operators,
the first of which characterizes the effective
dimer description; the second probes quan-
tum coherence between dimer states (23).
We first focused on the diagonal operator
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sures the parity of Rydberg atoms along a
string S perpendicular to the bonds of the
kagome lattice (Fig. 2A). For the smallest
closed Z loop, which encloses a single ver-
tex of the kagome lattice, Zh i ! "1 for any
perfect dimer covering. Larger loops can be
decomposed into a product of small loops
around all the enclosed vertices, resulting in
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Fig. 1. Dimer model in Rydberg atoms arrays. (A) Fluorescence image of
219 atoms arranged on the links of a kagome lattice. The atoms, initially in the
ground state gj i, evolve according to the many-body dynamics U(t). The final
state of the atoms was determined by means of fluorescence imaging of ground-
state atoms. Rydberg atoms are indicated with red dimers on the bonds of
the kagome lattice. (B) We adjusted the blockade radius to Rb/a = 2.4 by
choosing W = 2p ! 1.4 MHz and a = 3.9 mm, so that all six nearest neighbors of
an atom in rj i are within the blockade radius Rb. A state consistent with the
Rydberg blockade at maximal filling can then be viewed as a dimer covering of
the kagome lattice, where each vertex is touched by exactly one dimer. (C) In

the idealized limit, the QSL state corresponds to a coherent superposition of
exponentially many dimer coverings. (D) Detuning D(t) and Rabi frequency W(t)
used for quasi-adiabatic state preparation. (E) (Top) Average density of Rydberg
excitations nh i in the bulk of the system, excluding the outer three layers
(31). (Bottom) Probabilities of empty vertices in the bulk (monomers; blue
symbols), vertices attached to a single dimer (red symbols), or to double dimers
(weakly violating blockade; green symbols). After D/W ~ 3, the system reaches
~1/4 filling, where most vertices are attached to a single dimer, which is
consistent with an approximate dimer phase. The average density of defects
per vertex in the approximate dimer phase is ~0.2.

Fig. 2. Detecting a dimer phase by means of diagonal string operator.
(A) The Z string operator measures the parity of dimers along a string. (B) A
perfect dimer covering always has exactly one dimer touching each vertex of the
array, so that Zh i ! "1# $ around a single vertex and Zh i ! "1# $#enclosed vertices for
larger loops. (C) Z parity measurements following the quasi-adiabatic sweep of Fig. 1D,

with the addition of a 200-ns ramp-down of W at the end to optimize preparation. At
different endpoints of the sweep and for (D) different loop sizes, we measured a
finite Zh i, which is consistent with an approximate dimer phase. The sign of Zh i
properly matches the parity of the number of enclosed vertices: 6 (red), 11 (green),
15 (blue), and 19 (orange). (E) The measured Zh i for the two largest loops (fig. S9).
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Measuring topological string operators

A defining property of a phase with topolog-
ical order is that it cannot be probed locally.
Hence, to investigate the possible presence of
a QSL state, it is essential to measure nonlocal
observables. In the case of dimer models, a

particularly convenient set of nonlocal varia-
bles is defined in terms of topological string
operators, which are analogous to those used
in the toric code model (3). For the present
model, there are two such string operators,
the first of which characterizes the effective
dimer description; the second probes quan-
tum coherence between dimer states (23).
We first focused on the diagonal operator
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kagome lattice (Fig. 2A). For the smallest
closed Z loop, which encloses a single ver-
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perfect dimer covering. Larger loops can be
decomposed into a product of small loops
around all the enclosed vertices, resulting in
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Fig. 1. Dimer model in Rydberg atoms arrays. (A) Fluorescence image of
219 atoms arranged on the links of a kagome lattice. The atoms, initially in the
ground state gj i, evolve according to the many-body dynamics U(t). The final
state of the atoms was determined by means of fluorescence imaging of ground-
state atoms. Rydberg atoms are indicated with red dimers on the bonds of
the kagome lattice. (B) We adjusted the blockade radius to Rb/a = 2.4 by
choosing W = 2p ! 1.4 MHz and a = 3.9 mm, so that all six nearest neighbors of
an atom in rj i are within the blockade radius Rb. A state consistent with the
Rydberg blockade at maximal filling can then be viewed as a dimer covering of
the kagome lattice, where each vertex is touched by exactly one dimer. (C) In

the idealized limit, the QSL state corresponds to a coherent superposition of
exponentially many dimer coverings. (D) Detuning D(t) and Rabi frequency W(t)
used for quasi-adiabatic state preparation. (E) (Top) Average density of Rydberg
excitations nh i in the bulk of the system, excluding the outer three layers
(31). (Bottom) Probabilities of empty vertices in the bulk (monomers; blue
symbols), vertices attached to a single dimer (red symbols), or to double dimers
(weakly violating blockade; green symbols). After D/W ~ 3, the system reaches
~1/4 filling, where most vertices are attached to a single dimer, which is
consistent with an approximate dimer phase. The average density of defects
per vertex in the approximate dimer phase is ~0.2.

Fig. 2. Detecting a dimer phase by means of diagonal string operator.
(A) The Z string operator measures the parity of dimers along a string. (B) A
perfect dimer covering always has exactly one dimer touching each vertex of the
array, so that Zh i ! "1# $ around a single vertex and Zh i ! "1# $#enclosed vertices for
larger loops. (C) Z parity measurements following the quasi-adiabatic sweep of Fig. 1D,

with the addition of a 200-ns ramp-down of W at the end to optimize preparation. At
different endpoints of the sweep and for (D) different loop sizes, we measured a
finite Zh i, which is consistent with an approximate dimer phase. The sign of Zh i
properly matches the parity of the number of enclosed vertices: 6 (red), 11 (green),
15 (blue), and 19 (orange). (E) The measured Zh i for the two largest loops (fig. S9).
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Zh i ! "1# $#enclosed vertices (Fig. 2B). The pres-
ence of monomers or double-dimers reduces
the effective contribution of each vertex, re-
sulting in a reduced Zh i.
To measure Zh i for different loop shapes

(Figs. 2, C and D), we evaluated the string
observables directly from single-shot images,
averaging over many experimental repetitions
and over all loops of the same shape in the bulk
of the lattice (31). In the range of detunings
where nh i e 1=4, we clearly observed the emer-
gence of a finite Zh i for all loop shapes, with
the sign matching the parity of enclosed ver-
tices, as expected for dimer states (Fig. 2B).
The measured values were generally Zh ij j < 1
and decreased with increasing loop size, sug-
gesting the presence of a finite density of de-
fects. Nevertheless, these observations indicate
that the state we prepared was consistent with
an approximate dimer phase.
We next explored quantum coherence prop-

erties of the prepared state. To this end, we con-
sidered the off-diagonalX operator, which acts
on strings along the bonds of the kagome lat-
tice. It is defined in Fig. 3A by its action on a
single triangle (23). Applying X on any closed
stringmaps a dimer covering to another valid
dimer covering (for example, a loop around a
single hexagon in Fig. 3B). A finite expectation
value for X therefore implies that the state con-
tains a coherent superposition of one or more
pairs of dimer states coupled by that specific
loop, which is a prerequisite for a QSL. The
measurement of X can be implemented by per-
forming a collective basis rotation, illustrated
in Fig. 3C (23). This rotationwas implemented

through time evolution under the Rydberg
Hamiltonian (Eq. 1) with D = 0 and reduced
blockade radius Rb/a = 1.53, so that only the
atoms within the same triangle were subject
to the Rydberg blockade constraint. Under
these conditions, it was sufficient to consider
the evolution of individual triangles separate-
ly, where each triangle can be described as a
four-level system ( ). Within this
subspace, after a time t ! 4p= 3W

!!!
3

p" #
, the

collective three-atom dynamics realizes a
unitary Uq that implements the basis rota-
tion that transforms an X string into a dual
Z string (31).
Experimentally, the basis rotationwas imple-

mented after the state preparation by quench-
ing the laser detuning to Dq = 0 and increasing
the laser intensity by a factor of ~200 to reduce
the blockade radius to Rb/a = 1.53 (Fig. 3D)
(31). We calibrated t by preparing the state
at D/W = 4 and evolving under the quench
Hamiltonian for a variable time.Wemeasured
the parity of a Z string that was dual to a target
X loop and observed a sharp revival of the
parity signal at t ~ 30 ns (Fig. 3E) (23). Fixing
the quench time t, we measured Xh i for dif-
ferent values of the detuning D at the end of
the cubic sweep (Fig. 3F) and observed a finite
X parity signal for loops that extend over a
large fraction of the array. These observations
clearly indicate the presence of long-range
coherence in the prepared state.

Probing spin liquid properties

The study of closed string operators showed
that we prepared an approximate dimer phase

with quantum coherence between dimer cov-
erings. Although these closed loops are in-
dicative of topological order, we needed to
compare their properties with those of open
strings to distinguish topological effects from
trivial ordering—the former being sensitive to
the topology of the loop (32–34). This compar-
ison is shown in Fig. 4, D and E, and indicates
several distinct regimes. For small D, we found
that both Z and X loop parities factorize into
the product of the parities on the half-loop
open strings; in particular, the finite Zh i is a
trivial result of the low density of Rydberg
excitations. By contrast, loop parities no longer
factorize in the dimer phase (3 ! D=W ! 5). In-
stead, the expectation values for both open
string operators vanish in the dimer phase,
indicating the nontrivial nature of the corre-
lations measured with the closed loops (31).
More specifically, topological ordering in the
dimer-monomermodel can break down either
because of a high density of monomers, cor-
responding to the trivial disordered phase at
small D/W, or owing to the lack of long-range
resonances, corresponding to a valence bond
solid (VBS) (23). Open Z and X strings distin-
guish the target QSL phase from these proxi-
mal phases: When normalized according to
the definition from Fredenhagen and Marcu
(FM) (Fig. 4, B and C) (32, 33), vanishing
expectation values for these open strings can
be considered to be key signatures for theQSL.
In particular, open Z strings have a finite ex-
pectation value when the dimers form an or-
dered spatial arrangement, as in theVBSphase.
At the same time, open X strings create pairs

Semeghini et al., Science 374, 1242–1247 (2021) 3 December 2021 3 of 6

Fig. 3. Probing coherence between dimer states by means of off-diagonal
string operator. (A) Definition of X string operator on a single triangle of
the kagome lattice. (B) On any closed loop, the X operator maps any dimer
covering into another valid dimer covering, so that Xh i measures the coherence
between pairs of dimer configurations. (C) The X operator is measured by
evolving the initial state under the Hamiltonian (Eq. 1) with D = 0 and reduced
blockade radius to encompass only atoms within each individual triangle,
implementing a basis rotation that maps X into Z. (D) In the experiment, after

the state preparation, we set the laser detuning to Dq = 0 and increased W to
2p ! 20 MHz to reach Rb/a = 1.53. (E) By measuring the Z parity on the dual
string (red) of a target X loop (blue) after a variable quench time, we identified
the time t for which the mapping in (C) is implemented. (F) We measured Xh i
for different final detunings of the cubic sweep and (inset) for different loop
sizes and found that the prepared state has long-range coherence that extends
over a large fraction of the array (31). The dual Z loops corresponding to the
X loops shown in the inset are defined in fig. S3 and (31).
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Zh i ! "1# $#enclosed vertices (Fig. 2B). The pres-
ence of monomers or double-dimers reduces
the effective contribution of each vertex, re-
sulting in a reduced Zh i.
To measure Zh i for different loop shapes

(Figs. 2, C and D), we evaluated the string
observables directly from single-shot images,
averaging over many experimental repetitions
and over all loops of the same shape in the bulk
of the lattice (31). In the range of detunings
where nh i e 1=4, we clearly observed the emer-
gence of a finite Zh i for all loop shapes, with
the sign matching the parity of enclosed ver-
tices, as expected for dimer states (Fig. 2B).
The measured values were generally Zh ij j < 1
and decreased with increasing loop size, sug-
gesting the presence of a finite density of de-
fects. Nevertheless, these observations indicate
that the state we prepared was consistent with
an approximate dimer phase.
We next explored quantum coherence prop-

erties of the prepared state. To this end, we con-
sidered the off-diagonalX operator, which acts
on strings along the bonds of the kagome lat-
tice. It is defined in Fig. 3A by its action on a
single triangle (23). Applying X on any closed
stringmaps a dimer covering to another valid
dimer covering (for example, a loop around a
single hexagon in Fig. 3B). A finite expectation
value for X therefore implies that the state con-
tains a coherent superposition of one or more
pairs of dimer states coupled by that specific
loop, which is a prerequisite for a QSL. The
measurement of X can be implemented by per-
forming a collective basis rotation, illustrated
in Fig. 3C (23). This rotationwas implemented

through time evolution under the Rydberg
Hamiltonian (Eq. 1) with D = 0 and reduced
blockade radius Rb/a = 1.53, so that only the
atoms within the same triangle were subject
to the Rydberg blockade constraint. Under
these conditions, it was sufficient to consider
the evolution of individual triangles separate-
ly, where each triangle can be described as a
four-level system ( ). Within this
subspace, after a time t ! 4p= 3W

!!!
3

p" #
, the

collective three-atom dynamics realizes a
unitary Uq that implements the basis rota-
tion that transforms an X string into a dual
Z string (31).
Experimentally, the basis rotationwas imple-

mented after the state preparation by quench-
ing the laser detuning to Dq = 0 and increasing
the laser intensity by a factor of ~200 to reduce
the blockade radius to Rb/a = 1.53 (Fig. 3D)
(31). We calibrated t by preparing the state
at D/W = 4 and evolving under the quench
Hamiltonian for a variable time.Wemeasured
the parity of a Z string that was dual to a target
X loop and observed a sharp revival of the
parity signal at t ~ 30 ns (Fig. 3E) (23). Fixing
the quench time t, we measured Xh i for dif-
ferent values of the detuning D at the end of
the cubic sweep (Fig. 3F) and observed a finite
X parity signal for loops that extend over a
large fraction of the array. These observations
clearly indicate the presence of long-range
coherence in the prepared state.

Probing spin liquid properties

The study of closed string operators showed
that we prepared an approximate dimer phase

with quantum coherence between dimer cov-
erings. Although these closed loops are in-
dicative of topological order, we needed to
compare their properties with those of open
strings to distinguish topological effects from
trivial ordering—the former being sensitive to
the topology of the loop (32–34). This compar-
ison is shown in Fig. 4, D and E, and indicates
several distinct regimes. For small D, we found
that both Z and X loop parities factorize into
the product of the parities on the half-loop
open strings; in particular, the finite Zh i is a
trivial result of the low density of Rydberg
excitations. By contrast, loop parities no longer
factorize in the dimer phase (3 ! D=W ! 5). In-
stead, the expectation values for both open
string operators vanish in the dimer phase,
indicating the nontrivial nature of the corre-
lations measured with the closed loops (31).
More specifically, topological ordering in the
dimer-monomermodel can break down either
because of a high density of monomers, cor-
responding to the trivial disordered phase at
small D/W, or owing to the lack of long-range
resonances, corresponding to a valence bond
solid (VBS) (23). Open Z and X strings distin-
guish the target QSL phase from these proxi-
mal phases: When normalized according to
the definition from Fredenhagen and Marcu
(FM) (Fig. 4, B and C) (32, 33), vanishing
expectation values for these open strings can
be considered to be key signatures for theQSL.
In particular, open Z strings have a finite ex-
pectation value when the dimers form an or-
dered spatial arrangement, as in theVBSphase.
At the same time, open X strings create pairs
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Fig. 3. Probing coherence between dimer states by means of off-diagonal
string operator. (A) Definition of X string operator on a single triangle of
the kagome lattice. (B) On any closed loop, the X operator maps any dimer
covering into another valid dimer covering, so that Xh i measures the coherence
between pairs of dimer configurations. (C) The X operator is measured by
evolving the initial state under the Hamiltonian (Eq. 1) with D = 0 and reduced
blockade radius to encompass only atoms within each individual triangle,
implementing a basis rotation that maps X into Z. (D) In the experiment, after

the state preparation, we set the laser detuning to Dq = 0 and increased W to
2p ! 20 MHz to reach Rb/a = 1.53. (E) By measuring the Z parity on the dual
string (red) of a target X loop (blue) after a variable quench time, we identified
the time t for which the mapping in (C) is implemented. (F) We measured Xh i
for different final detunings of the cubic sweep and (inset) for different loop
sizes and found that the prepared state has long-range coherence that extends
over a large fraction of the array (31). The dual Z loops corresponding to the
X loops shown in the inset are defined in fig. S3 and (31).
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(Fig. 1E), indicating an approximate dimer
covering.

Measuring topological string operators

A defining property of a phase with topolog-
ical order is that it cannot be probed locally.
Hence, to investigate the possible presence of
a QSL state, it is essential to measure nonlocal
observables. In the case of dimer models, a

particularly convenient set of nonlocal varia-
bles is defined in terms of topological string
operators, which are analogous to those used
in the toric code model (3). For the present
model, there are two such string operators,
the first of which characterizes the effective
dimer description; the second probes quan-
tum coherence between dimer states (23).
We first focused on the diagonal operator

Z !
Y

i!s
szi , with szi ! 1" 2ni , which mea-

sures the parity of Rydberg atoms along a
string S perpendicular to the bonds of the
kagome lattice (Fig. 2A). For the smallest
closed Z loop, which encloses a single ver-
tex of the kagome lattice, Zh i ! "1 for any
perfect dimer covering. Larger loops can be
decomposed into a product of small loops
around all the enclosed vertices, resulting in

Semeghini et al., Science 374, 1242–1247 (2021) 3 December 2021 2 of 6

Fig. 1. Dimer model in Rydberg atoms arrays. (A) Fluorescence image of
219 atoms arranged on the links of a kagome lattice. The atoms, initially in the
ground state gj i, evolve according to the many-body dynamics U(t). The final
state of the atoms was determined by means of fluorescence imaging of ground-
state atoms. Rydberg atoms are indicated with red dimers on the bonds of
the kagome lattice. (B) We adjusted the blockade radius to Rb/a = 2.4 by
choosing W = 2p ! 1.4 MHz and a = 3.9 mm, so that all six nearest neighbors of
an atom in rj i are within the blockade radius Rb. A state consistent with the
Rydberg blockade at maximal filling can then be viewed as a dimer covering of
the kagome lattice, where each vertex is touched by exactly one dimer. (C) In

the idealized limit, the QSL state corresponds to a coherent superposition of
exponentially many dimer coverings. (D) Detuning D(t) and Rabi frequency W(t)
used for quasi-adiabatic state preparation. (E) (Top) Average density of Rydberg
excitations nh i in the bulk of the system, excluding the outer three layers
(31). (Bottom) Probabilities of empty vertices in the bulk (monomers; blue
symbols), vertices attached to a single dimer (red symbols), or to double dimers
(weakly violating blockade; green symbols). After D/W ~ 3, the system reaches
~1/4 filling, where most vertices are attached to a single dimer, which is
consistent with an approximate dimer phase. The average density of defects
per vertex in the approximate dimer phase is ~0.2.

Fig. 2. Detecting a dimer phase by means of diagonal string operator.
(A) The Z string operator measures the parity of dimers along a string. (B) A
perfect dimer covering always has exactly one dimer touching each vertex of the
array, so that Zh i ! "1# $ around a single vertex and Zh i ! "1# $#enclosed vertices for
larger loops. (C) Z parity measurements following the quasi-adiabatic sweep of Fig. 1D,

with the addition of a 200-ns ramp-down of W at the end to optimize preparation. At
different endpoints of the sweep and for (D) different loop sizes, we measured a
finite Zh i, which is consistent with an approximate dimer phase. The sign of Zh i
properly matches the parity of the number of enclosed vertices: 6 (red), 11 (green),
15 (blue), and 19 (orange). (E) The measured Zh i for the two largest loops (fig. S9).
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FIG. 4: (a) and (b): Illustration of the closed loop and
two open loops (dashed/wavy lines denoting loop-1 and
dotted/zig-zag lines denoting loop-2) where the operators Ẑ
and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and their expectation
values are measured experimentally in Ref. [8]. (c) and (d):
Illustration of the operations Ẑ (c) and X̂ (d) [8, 10] . (e) and
(f): Comparing the experimental measurements of hẐopeni2,
hẐclosei, hX̂openi2, hX̂closei, h�Z2i = hẐclosei � hẐopeni2 and
h�X2i = hX̂closei� hX̂openi2 with the predictions of the vari-
ational wave function, with v given by Fig. 3(b) (u = 1 fixed).
The dots are experimental data reprinted from Ref. [8] and
the solid lines are results from our wave function without any
fitting parameter.

energy but has reached the place where the energy land-
scape is very flat, and the energy of the measured state
is already very close to the lowest energy.

The experimental evidences of QSL are provided by
measuring the non-local loop order [8, 10]. Two kinds of
loops are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), and a closed loop is
always made of two symmetric open loops, along which
operators Ẑ and X̂ are measured. Here the definitions
of Ẑ and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and are shown
in Fig. 4 (c) and (d), respectively. For instance, Ẑclose

denotes performing operation Ẑ along the closed loop
shown in Fig. 4(a). Thus, for both operators Ẑ and X̂,
Ẑclose = Ẑopen1Ẑopen2 and X̂close = X̂open1X̂open2. Fur-

thermore, by symmetry, we have hẐopen1i = hẐopen2i ⌘
hẐopeni, and hX̂open1i = hX̂open2i ⌘ hX̂openi.
Hence, we concern whether the order along a closed

loop can be fractionalized into products of two or-
ders along two open loops, i.e. whether hẐclosei ⇡
hẐopen1ihẐopen2i = hẐopeni2 and whether hX̂closei ⇡
hX̂open1ihX̂open2i = hX̂openi2. In other word, we define

h�Z
2i ⌘ hẐclosei � hẐopeni2,

h�X
2i ⌘ hX̂closei � hX̂openi2. (8)

These definitions eliminate the short-range local fluctua-
tions attributed to both open and closed loops, and only
signal the the non-local loop fluctuations, revealing the
nature of QSL. This bears the same spirits as Freden-
hagen and Marcu’s normalization [33, 34].

In Fig. 4(e) and (f) we compare the experimental
measurements with the predictions from our variational
wave function, with v shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that al-
though v is also obtained from experimental data shown
in Fig. 3(a), these experimental data do not contain any
information of quantum coherence or topological orders,
and therefore, they are intrinsically di↵erent from the
data presented in Fig. 4(e) and (f). We emphasize that
the comparisons are carried out without any fitting pa-

rameter. It shows that our wave function can well re-
produce hẐclosei, hẐopeni and h�Z

2i. However, our wave
function cannot reproduce hX̂closei and h�X

2i. Since
our wave function is designed to capture long-range co-
herence of spin configurations, it is conceivable that cer-
tain short-range fluctuations are not captured by our
wave function. Nevertheless, our wave function captures
h�X

2i reasonably well up to�/⌦ ⇡ 2.2. For larger�/⌦,
the experimental data of h�X

2i is smaller than the pre-
diction of our wave function, whose reason requires fur-
ther investigation. One possible explanation is that the
coupling between di↵erent configurations is suppressed
when �/⌦ > 1 as discussed above, and the non-local co-
herence becomes more fragile and more sensitive to noises
in the measurements.

Finally, we note that our variational wave function
agrees with measurements of Ẑ better than the agree-
ment with measurements of X̂. This is probably because
our wave function is written on the Sz bases. In this
bases, Ẑ operator can be easily expressed in terms of our
wave function as

Ẑ|QSLi = 1

N
Y

hiji2loop

⇣
u � vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j

⌘ Y

hiji0

⇣
u+ vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j

⌘
|0i,

(9)
where hiji 2 loop denotes the links crossed by the loop,
and hiji0 denotes other links. That is to say, the pairing
phase changes by ⇡ at the link crossed by the loop. If
the loop crosses a hexagon, pairing phases at two links
are changed by ⇡ and there is no net flux in the hexagon.
However, if an open loop ends the center of a hexagon,
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FIG. 4: (a) and (b): Illustration of the closed loop and
two open loops (dashed/wavy lines denoting loop-1 and
dotted/zig-zag lines denoting loop-2) where the operators Ẑ
and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and their expectation
values are measured experimentally in Ref. [8]. (c) and (d):
Illustration of the operations Ẑ (c) and X̂ (d) [8, 10] . (e) and
(f): Comparing the experimental measurements of hẐopeni2,
hẐclosei, hX̂openi2, hX̂closei, h�Z2i = hẐclosei � hẐopeni2 and
h�X2i = hX̂closei� hX̂openi2 with the predictions of the vari-
ational wave function, with v given by Fig. 3(b) (u = 1 fixed).
The dots are experimental data reprinted from Ref. [8] and
the solid lines are results from our wave function without any
fitting parameter.

energy but has reached the place where the energy land-
scape is very flat, and the energy of the measured state
is already very close to the lowest energy.

The experimental evidences of QSL are provided by
measuring the non-local loop order [8, 10]. Two kinds of
loops are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), and a closed loop is
always made of two symmetric open loops, along which
operators Ẑ and X̂ are measured. Here the definitions
of Ẑ and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and are shown
in Fig. 4 (c) and (d), respectively. For instance, Ẑclose

denotes performing operation Ẑ along the closed loop
shown in Fig. 4(a). Thus, for both operators Ẑ and X̂,
Ẑclose = Ẑopen1Ẑopen2 and X̂close = X̂open1X̂open2. Fur-

thermore, by symmetry, we have hẐopen1i = hẐopen2i ⌘
hẐopeni, and hX̂open1i = hX̂open2i ⌘ hX̂openi.
Hence, we concern whether the order along a closed

loop can be fractionalized into products of two or-
ders along two open loops, i.e. whether hẐclosei ⇡
hẐopen1ihẐopen2i = hẐopeni2 and whether hX̂closei ⇡
hX̂open1ihX̂open2i = hX̂openi2. In other word, we define

h�Z
2i ⌘ hẐclosei � hẐopeni2,

h�X
2i ⌘ hX̂closei � hX̂openi2. (8)

These definitions eliminate the short-range local fluctua-
tions attributed to both open and closed loops, and only
signal the the non-local loop fluctuations, revealing the
nature of QSL. This bears the same spirits as Freden-
hagen and Marcu’s normalization [33, 34].

In Fig. 4(e) and (f) we compare the experimental
measurements with the predictions from our variational
wave function, with v shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that al-
though v is also obtained from experimental data shown
in Fig. 3(a), these experimental data do not contain any
information of quantum coherence or topological orders,
and therefore, they are intrinsically di↵erent from the
data presented in Fig. 4(e) and (f). We emphasize that
the comparisons are carried out without any fitting pa-

rameter. It shows that our wave function can well re-
produce hẐclosei, hẐopeni and h�Z

2i. However, our wave

function cannot reproduce hX̂closei and h�X
2i. Since

our wave function is designed to capture long-range co-
herence of spin configurations, it is conceivable that cer-
tain short-range fluctuations are not captured by our
wave function. Nevertheless, our wave function captures
h�X

2i reasonably well up to�/⌦ ⇡ 2.2. For larger�/⌦,
the experimental data of h�X

2i is smaller than the pre-
diction of our wave function, whose reason requires fur-
ther investigation. One possible explanation is that the
coupling between di↵erent configurations is suppressed
when �/⌦ > 1 as discussed above, and the non-local co-
herence becomes more fragile and more sensitive to noises
in the measurements.

Finally, we note that our variational wave function
agrees with measurements of Ẑ better than the agree-
ment with measurements of X̂. This is probably because
our wave function is written on the Sz bases. In this
bases, Ẑ operator can be easily expressed in terms of our
wave function as

Ẑ|QSLi = 1

N
Y

hiji2loop

⇣
u � vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j

⌘ Y

hiji0

⇣
u+ vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j

⌘
|0i,

(9)
where hiji 2 loop denotes the links crossed by the loop,
and hiji0 denotes other links. That is to say, the pairing
phase changes by ⇡ at the link crossed by the loop. If
the loop crosses a hexagon, pairing phases at two links
are changed by ⇡ and there is no net flux in the hexagon.
However, if an open loop ends the center of a hexagon,
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FIG. 4: (a) and (b): Illustration of the closed loop and
two open loops (dashed/wavy lines denoting loop-1 and
dotted/zig-zag lines denoting loop-2) where the operators Ẑ
and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and their expectation
values are measured experimentally in Ref. [8]. (c) and (d):
Illustration of the operations Ẑ (c) and X̂ (d) [8, 10] . (e) and
(f): Comparing the experimental measurements of hẐopeni2,
hẐclosei, hX̂openi2, hX̂closei, h�Z2i = hẐclosei � hẐopeni2 and
h�X2i = hX̂closei� hX̂openi2 with the predictions of the vari-
ational wave function, with v given by Fig. 3(b) (u = 1 fixed).
The dots are experimental data reprinted from Ref. [8] and
the solid lines are results from our wave function without any
fitting parameter.

energy but has reached the place where the energy land-
scape is very flat, and the energy of the measured state
is already very close to the lowest energy.

The experimental evidences of QSL are provided by
measuring the non-local loop order [8, 10]. Two kinds of
loops are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), and a closed loop is
always made of two symmetric open loops, along which
operators Ẑ and X̂ are measured. Here the definitions
of Ẑ and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and are shown
in Fig. 4 (c) and (d), respectively. For instance, Ẑclose

denotes performing operation Ẑ along the closed loop
shown in Fig. 4(a). Thus, for both operators Ẑ and X̂,
Ẑclose = Ẑopen1Ẑopen2 and X̂close = X̂open1X̂open2. Fur-

thermore, by symmetry, we have hẐopen1i = hẐopen2i ⌘
hẐopeni, and hX̂open1i = hX̂open2i ⌘ hX̂openi.
Hence, we concern whether the order along a closed

loop can be fractionalized into products of two or-
ders along two open loops, i.e. whether hẐclosei ⇡
hẐopen1ihẐopen2i = hẐopeni2 and whether hX̂closei ⇡
hX̂open1ihX̂open2i = hX̂openi2. In other word, we define

h�Z
2i ⌘ hẐclosei � hẐopeni2,

h�X
2i ⌘ hX̂closei � hX̂openi2. (8)

These definitions eliminate the short-range local fluctua-
tions attributed to both open and closed loops, and only
signal the the non-local loop fluctuations, revealing the
nature of QSL. This bears the same spirits as Freden-
hagen and Marcu’s normalization [33, 34].

In Fig. 4(e) and (f) we compare the experimental
measurements with the predictions from our variational
wave function, with v shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that al-
though v is also obtained from experimental data shown
in Fig. 3(a), these experimental data do not contain any
information of quantum coherence or topological orders,
and therefore, they are intrinsically di↵erent from the
data presented in Fig. 4(e) and (f). We emphasize that
the comparisons are carried out without any fitting pa-

rameter. It shows that our wave function can well re-
produce hẐclosei, hẐopeni and h�Z

2i. However, our wave
function cannot reproduce hX̂closei and h�X

2i. Since
our wave function is designed to capture long-range co-
herence of spin configurations, it is conceivable that cer-
tain short-range fluctuations are not captured by our
wave function. Nevertheless, our wave function captures
h�X

2i reasonably well up to�/⌦ ⇡ 2.2. For larger�/⌦,
the experimental data of h�X

2i is smaller than the pre-
diction of our wave function, whose reason requires fur-
ther investigation. One possible explanation is that the
coupling between di↵erent configurations is suppressed
when �/⌦ > 1 as discussed above, and the non-local co-
herence becomes more fragile and more sensitive to noises
in the measurements.

Finally, we note that our variational wave function
agrees with measurements of Ẑ better than the agree-
ment with measurements of X̂. This is probably because
our wave function is written on the Sz bases. In this
bases, Ẑ operator can be easily expressed in terms of our
wave function as

Ẑ|QSLi = 1

N
Y

hiji2loop

⇣
u � vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j

⌘ Y

hiji0

⇣
u+ vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j

⌘
|0i,

(9)
where hiji 2 loop denotes the links crossed by the loop,
and hiji0 denotes other links. That is to say, the pairing
phase changes by ⇡ at the link crossed by the loop. If
the loop crosses a hexagon, pairing phases at two links
are changed by ⇡ and there is no net flux in the hexagon.
However, if an open loop ends the center of a hexagon,
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FIG. 4: (a) and (b): Illustration of the closed loop and
two open loops (dashed/wavy lines denoting loop-1 and
dotted/zig-zag lines denoting loop-2) where the operators Ẑ
and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and their expectation
values are measured experimentally in Ref. [8]. (c) and (d):
Illustration of the operations Ẑ (c) and X̂ (d) [8, 10] . (e) and
(f): Comparing the experimental measurements of hẐopeni2,
hẐclosei, hX̂openi2, hX̂closei, h�Z2i = hẐclosei � hẐopeni2 and
h�X2i = hX̂closei� hX̂openi2 with the predictions of the vari-
ational wave function, with v given by Fig. 3(b) (u = 1 fixed).
The dots are experimental data reprinted from Ref. [8] and
the solid lines are results from our wave function without any
fitting parameter.

energy but has reached the place where the energy land-
scape is very flat, and the energy of the measured state
is already very close to the lowest energy.

The experimental evidences of QSL are provided by
measuring the non-local loop order [8, 10]. Two kinds of
loops are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), and a closed loop is
always made of two symmetric open loops, along which
operators Ẑ and X̂ are measured. Here the definitions
of Ẑ and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and are shown
in Fig. 4 (c) and (d), respectively. For instance, Ẑclose

denotes performing operation Ẑ along the closed loop
shown in Fig. 4(a). Thus, for both operators Ẑ and X̂,
Ẑclose = Ẑopen1Ẑopen2 and X̂close = X̂open1X̂open2. Fur-

thermore, by symmetry, we have hẐopen1i = hẐopen2i ⌘
hẐopeni, and hX̂open1i = hX̂open2i ⌘ hX̂openi.
Hence, we concern whether the order along a closed

loop can be fractionalized into products of two or-
ders along two open loops, i.e. whether hẐclosei ⇡
hẐopen1ihẐopen2i = hẐopeni2 and whether hX̂closei ⇡
hX̂open1ihX̂open2i = hX̂openi2. In other word, we define

h�Z
2i ⌘ hẐclosei � hẐopeni2,

h�X
2i ⌘ hX̂closei � hX̂openi2. (8)

These definitions eliminate the short-range local fluctua-
tions attributed to both open and closed loops, and only
signal the the non-local loop fluctuations, revealing the
nature of QSL. This bears the same spirits as Freden-
hagen and Marcu’s normalization [33, 34].

In Fig. 4(e) and (f) we compare the experimental
measurements with the predictions from our variational
wave function, with v shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that al-
though v is also obtained from experimental data shown
in Fig. 3(a), these experimental data do not contain any
information of quantum coherence or topological orders,
and therefore, they are intrinsically di↵erent from the
data presented in Fig. 4(e) and (f). We emphasize that
the comparisons are carried out without any fitting pa-

rameter. It shows that our wave function can well re-
produce hẐclosei, hẐopeni and h�Z

2i. However, our wave
function cannot reproduce hX̂closei and h�X

2i. Since
our wave function is designed to capture long-range co-
herence of spin configurations, it is conceivable that cer-
tain short-range fluctuations are not captured by our
wave function. Nevertheless, our wave function captures
h�X

2i reasonably well up to�/⌦ ⇡ 2.2. For larger�/⌦,
the experimental data of h�X

2i is smaller than the pre-
diction of our wave function, whose reason requires fur-
ther investigation. One possible explanation is that the
coupling between di↵erent configurations is suppressed
when �/⌦ > 1 as discussed above, and the non-local co-
herence becomes more fragile and more sensitive to noises
in the measurements.

Finally, we note that our variational wave function
agrees with measurements of Ẑ better than the agree-
ment with measurements of X̂. This is probably because
our wave function is written on the Sz bases. In this
bases, Ẑ operator can be easily expressed in terms of our
wave function as

Ẑ|QSLi = 1
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(9)
where hiji 2 loop denotes the links crossed by the loop,
and hiji0 denotes other links. That is to say, the pairing
phase changes by ⇡ at the link crossed by the loop. If
the loop crosses a hexagon, pairing phases at two links
are changed by ⇡ and there is no net flux in the hexagon.
However, if an open loop ends the center of a hexagon,

=？

Zh i ! "1# $#enclosed vertices (Fig. 2B). The pres-
ence of monomers or double-dimers reduces
the effective contribution of each vertex, re-
sulting in a reduced Zh i.
To measure Zh i for different loop shapes

(Figs. 2, C and D), we evaluated the string
observables directly from single-shot images,
averaging over many experimental repetitions
and over all loops of the same shape in the bulk
of the lattice (31). In the range of detunings
where nh i e 1=4, we clearly observed the emer-
gence of a finite Zh i for all loop shapes, with
the sign matching the parity of enclosed ver-
tices, as expected for dimer states (Fig. 2B).
The measured values were generally Zh ij j < 1
and decreased with increasing loop size, sug-
gesting the presence of a finite density of de-
fects. Nevertheless, these observations indicate
that the state we prepared was consistent with
an approximate dimer phase.
We next explored quantum coherence prop-

erties of the prepared state. To this end, we con-
sidered the off-diagonalX operator, which acts
on strings along the bonds of the kagome lat-
tice. It is defined in Fig. 3A by its action on a
single triangle (23). Applying X on any closed
stringmaps a dimer covering to another valid
dimer covering (for example, a loop around a
single hexagon in Fig. 3B). A finite expectation
value for X therefore implies that the state con-
tains a coherent superposition of one or more
pairs of dimer states coupled by that specific
loop, which is a prerequisite for a QSL. The
measurement of X can be implemented by per-
forming a collective basis rotation, illustrated
in Fig. 3C (23). This rotationwas implemented

through time evolution under the Rydberg
Hamiltonian (Eq. 1) with D = 0 and reduced
blockade radius Rb/a = 1.53, so that only the
atoms within the same triangle were subject
to the Rydberg blockade constraint. Under
these conditions, it was sufficient to consider
the evolution of individual triangles separate-
ly, where each triangle can be described as a
four-level system ( ). Within this
subspace, after a time t ! 4p= 3W

!!!
3

p" #
, the

collective three-atom dynamics realizes a
unitary Uq that implements the basis rota-
tion that transforms an X string into a dual
Z string (31).
Experimentally, the basis rotationwas imple-

mented after the state preparation by quench-
ing the laser detuning to Dq = 0 and increasing
the laser intensity by a factor of ~200 to reduce
the blockade radius to Rb/a = 1.53 (Fig. 3D)
(31). We calibrated t by preparing the state
at D/W = 4 and evolving under the quench
Hamiltonian for a variable time.Wemeasured
the parity of a Z string that was dual to a target
X loop and observed a sharp revival of the
parity signal at t ~ 30 ns (Fig. 3E) (23). Fixing
the quench time t, we measured Xh i for dif-
ferent values of the detuning D at the end of
the cubic sweep (Fig. 3F) and observed a finite
X parity signal for loops that extend over a
large fraction of the array. These observations
clearly indicate the presence of long-range
coherence in the prepared state.

Probing spin liquid properties

The study of closed string operators showed
that we prepared an approximate dimer phase

with quantum coherence between dimer cov-
erings. Although these closed loops are in-
dicative of topological order, we needed to
compare their properties with those of open
strings to distinguish topological effects from
trivial ordering—the former being sensitive to
the topology of the loop (32–34). This compar-
ison is shown in Fig. 4, D and E, and indicates
several distinct regimes. For small D, we found
that both Z and X loop parities factorize into
the product of the parities on the half-loop
open strings; in particular, the finite Zh i is a
trivial result of the low density of Rydberg
excitations. By contrast, loop parities no longer
factorize in the dimer phase (3 ! D=W ! 5). In-
stead, the expectation values for both open
string operators vanish in the dimer phase,
indicating the nontrivial nature of the corre-
lations measured with the closed loops (31).
More specifically, topological ordering in the
dimer-monomermodel can break down either
because of a high density of monomers, cor-
responding to the trivial disordered phase at
small D/W, or owing to the lack of long-range
resonances, corresponding to a valence bond
solid (VBS) (23). Open Z and X strings distin-
guish the target QSL phase from these proxi-
mal phases: When normalized according to
the definition from Fredenhagen and Marcu
(FM) (Fig. 4, B and C) (32, 33), vanishing
expectation values for these open strings can
be considered to be key signatures for theQSL.
In particular, open Z strings have a finite ex-
pectation value when the dimers form an or-
dered spatial arrangement, as in theVBSphase.
At the same time, open X strings create pairs
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Fig. 3. Probing coherence between dimer states by means of off-diagonal
string operator. (A) Definition of X string operator on a single triangle of
the kagome lattice. (B) On any closed loop, the X operator maps any dimer
covering into another valid dimer covering, so that Xh i measures the coherence
between pairs of dimer configurations. (C) The X operator is measured by
evolving the initial state under the Hamiltonian (Eq. 1) with D = 0 and reduced
blockade radius to encompass only atoms within each individual triangle,
implementing a basis rotation that maps X into Z. (D) In the experiment, after

the state preparation, we set the laser detuning to Dq = 0 and increased W to
2p ! 20 MHz to reach Rb/a = 1.53. (E) By measuring the Z parity on the dual
string (red) of a target X loop (blue) after a variable quench time, we identified
the time t for which the mapping in (C) is implemented. (F) We measured Xh i
for different final detunings of the cubic sweep and (inset) for different loop
sizes and found that the prepared state has long-range coherence that extends
over a large fraction of the array (31). The dual Z loops corresponding to the
X loops shown in the inset are defined in fig. S3 and (31).
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FIG. 4: (a) and (b): Illustration of the closed loop and
two open loops (dashed/wavy lines denoting loop-1 and
dotted/zig-zag lines denoting loop-2) where the operators Ẑ
and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and their expectation
values are measured experimentally in Ref. [8]. (c) and (d):
Illustration of the operations Ẑ (c) and X̂ (d) [8, 10] . (e) and
(f): Comparing the experimental measurements of hẐopeni2,
hẐclosei, hX̂openi2, hX̂closei, h�Z2i = hẐclosei � hẐopeni2 and
h�X2i = hX̂closei� hX̂openi2 with the predictions of the vari-
ational wave function, with v given by Fig. 3(b) (u = 1 fixed).
The dots are experimental data reprinted from Ref. [8] and
the solid lines are results from our wave function without any
fitting parameter.

energy but has reached the place where the energy land-
scape is very flat, and the energy of the measured state
is already very close to the lowest energy.

The experimental evidences of QSL are provided by
measuring the non-local loop order [8, 10]. Two kinds of
loops are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), and a closed loop is
always made of two symmetric open loops, along which
operators Ẑ and X̂ are measured. Here the definitions
of Ẑ and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and are shown
in Fig. 4 (c) and (d), respectively. For instance, Ẑclose

denotes performing operation Ẑ along the closed loop
shown in Fig. 4(a). Thus, for both operators Ẑ and X̂,
Ẑclose = Ẑopen1Ẑopen2 and X̂close = X̂open1X̂open2. Fur-

thermore, by symmetry, we have hẐopen1i = hẐopen2i ⌘
hẐopeni, and hX̂open1i = hX̂open2i ⌘ hX̂openi.
Hence, we concern whether the order along a closed

loop can be fractionalized into products of two or-
ders along two open loops, i.e. whether hẐclosei ⇡
hẐopen1ihẐopen2i = hẐopeni2 and whether hX̂closei ⇡
hX̂open1ihX̂open2i = hX̂openi2. In other word, we define

h�Z
2i ⌘ hẐclosei � hẐopeni2,

h�X
2i ⌘ hX̂closei � hX̂openi2. (8)

These definitions eliminate the short-range local fluctua-
tions attributed to both open and closed loops, and only
signal the the non-local loop fluctuations, revealing the
nature of QSL. This bears the same spirits as Freden-
hagen and Marcu’s normalization [33, 34].

In Fig. 4(e) and (f) we compare the experimental
measurements with the predictions from our variational
wave function, with v shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that al-
though v is also obtained from experimental data shown
in Fig. 3(a), these experimental data do not contain any
information of quantum coherence or topological orders,
and therefore, they are intrinsically di↵erent from the
data presented in Fig. 4(e) and (f). We emphasize that
the comparisons are carried out without any fitting pa-

rameter. It shows that our wave function can well re-
produce hẐclosei, hẐopeni and h�Z

2i. However, our wave
function cannot reproduce hX̂closei and h�X

2i. Since
our wave function is designed to capture long-range co-
herence of spin configurations, it is conceivable that cer-
tain short-range fluctuations are not captured by our
wave function. Nevertheless, our wave function captures
h�X

2i reasonably well up to�/⌦ ⇡ 2.2. For larger�/⌦,
the experimental data of h�X

2i is smaller than the pre-
diction of our wave function, whose reason requires fur-
ther investigation. One possible explanation is that the
coupling between di↵erent configurations is suppressed
when �/⌦ > 1 as discussed above, and the non-local co-
herence becomes more fragile and more sensitive to noises
in the measurements.

Finally, we note that our variational wave function
agrees with measurements of Ẑ better than the agree-
ment with measurements of X̂. This is probably because
our wave function is written on the Sz bases. In this
bases, Ẑ operator can be easily expressed in terms of our
wave function as

Ẑ|QSLi = 1

N
Y

hiji2loop

⇣
u � vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j

⌘ Y

hiji0

⇣
u+ vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j

⌘
|0i,

(9)
where hiji 2 loop denotes the links crossed by the loop,
and hiji0 denotes other links. That is to say, the pairing
phase changes by ⇡ at the link crossed by the loop. If
the loop crosses a hexagon, pairing phases at two links
are changed by ⇡ and there is no net flux in the hexagon.
However, if an open loop ends the center of a hexagon,
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FIG. 4: (a) and (b): Illustration of the closed loop and
two open loops (dashed/wavy lines denoting loop-1 and
dotted/zig-zag lines denoting loop-2) where the operators Ẑ
and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and their expectation
values are measured experimentally in Ref. [8]. (c) and (d):
Illustration of the operations Ẑ (c) and X̂ (d) [8, 10] . (e) and
(f): Comparing the experimental measurements of hẐopeni2,
hẐclosei, hX̂openi2, hX̂closei, h�Z2i = hẐclosei � hẐopeni2 and
h�X2i = hX̂closei� hX̂openi2 with the predictions of the vari-
ational wave function, with v given by Fig. 3(b) (u = 1 fixed).
The dots are experimental data reprinted from Ref. [8] and
the solid lines are results from our wave function without any
fitting parameter.

energy but has reached the place where the energy land-
scape is very flat, and the energy of the measured state
is already very close to the lowest energy.

The experimental evidences of QSL are provided by
measuring the non-local loop order [8, 10]. Two kinds of
loops are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), and a closed loop is
always made of two symmetric open loops, along which
operators Ẑ and X̂ are measured. Here the definitions
of Ẑ and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and are shown
in Fig. 4 (c) and (d), respectively. For instance, Ẑclose

denotes performing operation Ẑ along the closed loop
shown in Fig. 4(a). Thus, for both operators Ẑ and X̂,
Ẑclose = Ẑopen1Ẑopen2 and X̂close = X̂open1X̂open2. Fur-

thermore, by symmetry, we have hẐopen1i = hẐopen2i ⌘
hẐopeni, and hX̂open1i = hX̂open2i ⌘ hX̂openi.
Hence, we concern whether the order along a closed

loop can be fractionalized into products of two or-
ders along two open loops, i.e. whether hẐclosei ⇡
hẐopen1ihẐopen2i = hẐopeni2 and whether hX̂closei ⇡
hX̂open1ihX̂open2i = hX̂openi2. In other word, we define

h�Z
2i ⌘ hẐclosei � hẐopeni2,

h�X
2i ⌘ hX̂closei � hX̂openi2. (8)

These definitions eliminate the short-range local fluctua-
tions attributed to both open and closed loops, and only
signal the the non-local loop fluctuations, revealing the
nature of QSL. This bears the same spirits as Freden-
hagen and Marcu’s normalization [33, 34].

In Fig. 4(e) and (f) we compare the experimental
measurements with the predictions from our variational
wave function, with v shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that al-
though v is also obtained from experimental data shown
in Fig. 3(a), these experimental data do not contain any
information of quantum coherence or topological orders,
and therefore, they are intrinsically di↵erent from the
data presented in Fig. 4(e) and (f). We emphasize that
the comparisons are carried out without any fitting pa-

rameter. It shows that our wave function can well re-
produce hẐclosei, hẐopeni and h�Z

2i. However, our wave
function cannot reproduce hX̂closei and h�X

2i. Since
our wave function is designed to capture long-range co-
herence of spin configurations, it is conceivable that cer-
tain short-range fluctuations are not captured by our
wave function. Nevertheless, our wave function captures
h�X

2i reasonably well up to�/⌦ ⇡ 2.2. For larger�/⌦,
the experimental data of h�X

2i is smaller than the pre-
diction of our wave function, whose reason requires fur-
ther investigation. One possible explanation is that the
coupling between di↵erent configurations is suppressed
when �/⌦ > 1 as discussed above, and the non-local co-
herence becomes more fragile and more sensitive to noises
in the measurements.

Finally, we note that our variational wave function
agrees with measurements of Ẑ better than the agree-
ment with measurements of X̂. This is probably because
our wave function is written on the Sz bases. In this
bases, Ẑ operator can be easily expressed in terms of our
wave function as

Ẑ|QSLi = 1

N
Y

hiji2loop

⇣
u � vf̂

†
i f̂
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hiji0
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(9)
where hiji 2 loop denotes the links crossed by the loop,
and hiji0 denotes other links. That is to say, the pairing
phase changes by ⇡ at the link crossed by the loop. If
the loop crosses a hexagon, pairing phases at two links
are changed by ⇡ and there is no net flux in the hexagon.
However, if an open loop ends the center of a hexagon,
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FIG. 4: (a) and (b): Illustration of the closed loop and
two open loops (dashed/wavy lines denoting loop-1 and
dotted/zig-zag lines denoting loop-2) where the operators Ẑ
and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and their expectation
values are measured experimentally in Ref. [8]. (c) and (d):
Illustration of the operations Ẑ (c) and X̂ (d) [8, 10] . (e) and
(f): Comparing the experimental measurements of hẐopeni2,
hẐclosei, hX̂openi2, hX̂closei, h�Z2i = hẐclosei � hẐopeni2 and
h�X2i = hX̂closei� hX̂openi2 with the predictions of the vari-
ational wave function, with v given by Fig. 3(b) (u = 1 fixed).
The dots are experimental data reprinted from Ref. [8] and
the solid lines are results from our wave function without any
fitting parameter.

energy but has reached the place where the energy land-
scape is very flat, and the energy of the measured state
is already very close to the lowest energy.

The experimental evidences of QSL are provided by
measuring the non-local loop order [8, 10]. Two kinds of
loops are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), and a closed loop is
always made of two symmetric open loops, along which
operators Ẑ and X̂ are measured. Here the definitions
of Ẑ and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and are shown
in Fig. 4 (c) and (d), respectively. For instance, Ẑclose

denotes performing operation Ẑ along the closed loop
shown in Fig. 4(a). Thus, for both operators Ẑ and X̂,
Ẑclose = Ẑopen1Ẑopen2 and X̂close = X̂open1X̂open2. Fur-

thermore, by symmetry, we have hẐopen1i = hẐopen2i ⌘
hẐopeni, and hX̂open1i = hX̂open2i ⌘ hX̂openi.
Hence, we concern whether the order along a closed

loop can be fractionalized into products of two or-
ders along two open loops, i.e. whether hẐclosei ⇡
hẐopen1ihẐopen2i = hẐopeni2 and whether hX̂closei ⇡
hX̂open1ihX̂open2i = hX̂openi2. In other word, we define

h�Z
2i ⌘ hẐclosei � hẐopeni2,

h�X
2i ⌘ hX̂closei � hX̂openi2. (8)

These definitions eliminate the short-range local fluctua-
tions attributed to both open and closed loops, and only
signal the the non-local loop fluctuations, revealing the
nature of QSL. This bears the same spirits as Freden-
hagen and Marcu’s normalization [33, 34].

In Fig. 4(e) and (f) we compare the experimental
measurements with the predictions from our variational
wave function, with v shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that al-
though v is also obtained from experimental data shown
in Fig. 3(a), these experimental data do not contain any
information of quantum coherence or topological orders,
and therefore, they are intrinsically di↵erent from the
data presented in Fig. 4(e) and (f). We emphasize that
the comparisons are carried out without any fitting pa-

rameter. It shows that our wave function can well re-
produce hẐclosei, hẐopeni and h�Z

2i. However, our wave

function cannot reproduce hX̂closei and h�X
2i. Since

our wave function is designed to capture long-range co-
herence of spin configurations, it is conceivable that cer-
tain short-range fluctuations are not captured by our
wave function. Nevertheless, our wave function captures
h�X

2i reasonably well up to�/⌦ ⇡ 2.2. For larger�/⌦,
the experimental data of h�X

2i is smaller than the pre-
diction of our wave function, whose reason requires fur-
ther investigation. One possible explanation is that the
coupling between di↵erent configurations is suppressed
when �/⌦ > 1 as discussed above, and the non-local co-
herence becomes more fragile and more sensitive to noises
in the measurements.

Finally, we note that our variational wave function
agrees with measurements of Ẑ better than the agree-
ment with measurements of X̂. This is probably because
our wave function is written on the Sz bases. In this
bases, Ẑ operator can be easily expressed in terms of our
wave function as

Ẑ|QSLi = 1

N
Y

hiji2loop

⇣
u � vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j

⌘ Y

hiji0

⇣
u+ vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j

⌘
|0i,

(9)
where hiji 2 loop denotes the links crossed by the loop,
and hiji0 denotes other links. That is to say, the pairing
phase changes by ⇡ at the link crossed by the loop. If
the loop crosses a hexagon, pairing phases at two links
are changed by ⇡ and there is no net flux in the hexagon.
However, if an open loop ends the center of a hexagon,
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FIG. 4: (a) and (b): Illustration of the closed loop and
two open loops (dashed/wavy lines denoting loop-1 and
dotted/zig-zag lines denoting loop-2) where the operators Ẑ
and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and their expectation
values are measured experimentally in Ref. [8]. (c) and (d):
Illustration of the operations Ẑ (c) and X̂ (d) [8, 10] . (e) and
(f): Comparing the experimental measurements of hẐopeni2,
hẐclosei, hX̂openi2, hX̂closei, h�Z2i = hẐclosei � hẐopeni2 and
h�X2i = hX̂closei� hX̂openi2 with the predictions of the vari-
ational wave function, with v given by Fig. 3(b) (u = 1 fixed).
The dots are experimental data reprinted from Ref. [8] and
the solid lines are results from our wave function without any
fitting parameter.
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of Ẑ and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and are shown
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tions attributed to both open and closed loops, and only
signal the the non-local loop fluctuations, revealing the
nature of QSL. This bears the same spirits as Freden-
hagen and Marcu’s normalization [33, 34].

In Fig. 4(e) and (f) we compare the experimental
measurements with the predictions from our variational
wave function, with v shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that al-
though v is also obtained from experimental data shown
in Fig. 3(a), these experimental data do not contain any
information of quantum coherence or topological orders,
and therefore, they are intrinsically di↵erent from the
data presented in Fig. 4(e) and (f). We emphasize that
the comparisons are carried out without any fitting pa-

rameter. It shows that our wave function can well re-
produce hẐclosei, hẐopeni and h�Z

2i. However, our wave

function cannot reproduce hX̂closei and h�X
2i. Since

our wave function is designed to capture long-range co-
herence of spin configurations, it is conceivable that cer-
tain short-range fluctuations are not captured by our
wave function. Nevertheless, our wave function captures
h�X

2i reasonably well up to�/⌦ ⇡ 2.2. For larger�/⌦,
the experimental data of h�X

2i is smaller than the pre-
diction of our wave function, whose reason requires fur-
ther investigation. One possible explanation is that the
coupling between di↵erent configurations is suppressed
when �/⌦ > 1 as discussed above, and the non-local co-
herence becomes more fragile and more sensitive to noises
in the measurements.

Finally, we note that our variational wave function
agrees with measurements of Ẑ better than the agree-
ment with measurements of X̂. This is probably because
our wave function is written on the Sz bases. In this
bases, Ẑ operator can be easily expressed in terms of our
wave function as
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where hiji 2 loop denotes the links crossed by the loop,
and hiji0 denotes other links. That is to say, the pairing
phase changes by ⇡ at the link crossed by the loop. If
the loop crosses a hexagon, pairing phases at two links
are changed by ⇡ and there is no net flux in the hexagon.
However, if an open loop ends the center of a hexagon,
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of monomers at their endpoints (Fig. 4A), so a
finite Xh i can be achieved in the trivial phase,
where there is a high density of monomers.
Therefore, the QSL can be identified as the
only phase where both FM string order pa-
rameters vanish for long strings (23).
Themeasured values of the FMorder param-

eters are shown in Fig. 4, F and G. We found
that Zh iFM is compatible with zero over the
entire range of D/W, where we observed a fi-
nite Z parity on closed loops, indicating the
absence of a VBS phase (Fig. 4F), which is
consistent with our analysis of density-density
correlations (fig. S6) (31). At the same time,
Xh iFM converges toward zero on the longest
strings for D=W ! 3:3 (Fig. 4G), indicating a
transition out of the disordered phase. By
combining these twomeasurements with the
regions of nonvanishing parity for the closed
Z and X loops (Figs. 2 and 3), we conclude that
for 3:3 " D=W " 4:5, our results constitute a
direct detection of the onset of a QSL phase
(Fig. 4, F and G, shaded area).
The measurements of the closed-loop oper-

ators in Figs. 2 and 3 show that Zh ij j; Xh ij j < 1
and that the amplitude of the signal decreases
with increasing loop size, which results from
a finite density of quasiparticle excitations.
Specifically, defects in the dimer covering such
as monomers and double-dimers can be inter-
preted as electric (e) anyons in the language of
lattice gauge theory (23). Because the presence
of a defect inside a closed loop changes the
sign of Z, the parity on the loop is reduced
according to the number of enclosed e-anyons

as Zh ij j ! "1# $#enclosed e"anyons
D E!!!

!!!. The average

number of defects inside a loop is expected to
scale with the number of enclosed vertices—
with the area of the loop—and we observed an
approximate area-law scaling of Zh ij j for small
loop sizes (Fig. 4H). However, for larger loops
we observed a deviation from area-law scaling,
closer to a perimeter law. This can emerge if
pairs of anyons are correlated over a char-
acteristic length scale smaller than the loop
size [a discussion of the expected scaling is
provided in (31)]. Pairs of correlated anyons
that are both inside the loop do not change
its parity because their contributions cancel
out; they only affect Zh iwhen they sit across
the loop, leading to a scaling with the length
of the perimeter. These pairs can be viewed
as resulting from the application of X string
operators to a dimer covering (Fig. 4A), orig-
inating, for example, from virtual excitations
in the dimer-monomer model (31) or from
errors caused by state preparation and detec-
tion. State preparation with larger Rabi fre-
quency (improved adiabaticity) results in
larger Z parity signals and reduced e-anyon
density (fig. S9).
A second type of quasiparticle excitation

that could arise in this model is the so-called

magnetic (m) anyon. Analogous to e-anyons,
which live at the endpoints of open X strings
(Fig. 4A), m-anyons are created by open Z
strings and correspond to phase errors be-
tween dimer coverings (fig. S11) (31). These
excitations cannot be directly identified from
individual snapshots but are detected with
the measurement of closed X loop operators.
The perimeter law scaling observed in Fig. 4I
indicates thatm-anyons only appear in pairs

with short correlation lengths (31). These ob-
servations highlight the prospects for using
topological string operators to detect and probe
quasiparticle excitations in the system.

Toward a topological qubit

To further explore the topological properties
of the spin liquid state, we created an atom ar-
ray with a small hole by removing three atoms
on a central triangle (Fig. 5), which creates
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Fig. 4. String order parameters and quasi-particle excitations. (A) An open string operator Xopen acting
on a dimer state Dj i creates two monomers (e-anyons) at its endpoints (m-anyons are shown in fig. S11).
(B and C) Definition of the string order parameters Zh iFM and Xh iFM. (D) Comparison between Zclosedh i
and Zopen

" #2 measured on the strings shown in the inset. The expectation value shown for the open string is
squared to account for a factor of two in the string lengths. (E) Analogous comparison for X. (F and
G) Zooming in on the range with finite closed loop parities, we measured the FM order parameters for
different open strings (insets). We found that Zh iFM is consistent with zero over the entire range of D, whereas
Xh iFM vanishes for D=W ! 3:3, which allowed us to identify a range of detunings consistent with the onset
of a QSL phase (shaded area). (H) Rescaled parities Zh i1=area and Zh i1=perim evaluated for D/W = 3.6, where
area and perimeter are defined as the number of vertices enclosed by the loop and the number of atoms
on the loop, respectively. For small loops, Z scales with an area law but deviates from this behavior for larger
loops, converging toward a perimeter law. (I) Xh i1=area (the area, in this case, is the number of enclosed
hexagons) and Xh i1=perim evaluated for D/W = 3.5, indicating an excellent agreement with a perimeter-law scaling.
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PXP = Gauge Theory
2

Model. In this system, all atoms are placed at links of a
kagome lattice, and a laser field coherently couples atoms
between their ground state (denoted by | "i) and the
Rydberg excited state (denoted by | #i). The Rydberg
blockade radius is shown in Fig. 1(a). It means that a
Rydberg excited state can block excitation of the other
six neighboring atoms inside the circle. This is equivalent
to say that for every four atoms sharing one vertex, either
all four atoms are in the ground state, or only one out of
four atoms is in the Rydberg state, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
Thus, we can write the Rydberg blockade Hamiltonian
as

ĤRB =
X

hiji

�⌦Ŝx
hiji � �n̂hiji, (1)

where i and j are indices of vertex, and summation over
hiji denotes summation over all links. n̂hiji = 1/2� Ŝ

z
hiji

counts the number of Rydberg excitation at the link. ⌦
is the coupling strength and � is the detuning. Note that
Eq. 1 is not a free Hamiltonian because it is subjected to
constraints that for each vertex i,

X

j2Xi

S
z
hiji > 1, (2)

where Xi denotes four neighboring sites of i, and
P

j2Xi

denotes the summation over the four spins sharing the
vertex i (see Fig. 1(c)). It is clear that negative � favors
atoms in the ground state and positive � favors atoms in
the Rydberg excited state. For su�ciently large �, one
of the four atoms sharing each vertex is always in the
Rydberg state, and these configurations are called the
perfect covering. There are exponentially many perfect
covering configurations and the coherent superposition of
these configurations gives rise to a QSL state.

Now we show that this Rydberg blockade model can be
rewritten into an LGT model. To this end, we introduce
an auxiliary fermion field f̂i living on the sites, as shown
in Fig. 1(b). Then, we write the model as

ĤLGT =
X

hiji

�⌦
⇣
Ŝ
�
hijif̂

†
i f̂

†
j + h.c.

⌘
� �n̂hiji. (3)

In this model, when an atom at link hiji is flipped from
| "i (ground state) to | #i (Rydberg excited state), two
fermions are created at both site-i and j. This forbids the
spin flip at other links sharing the same vertex-i or j. In
this way, the Pauli exclusion principle of these auxiliary
fermions automatically implements the constraints from
the Rydberg blockade. Note that in writing this model,
we need to fix an order of fermion pair operators at each
link.

The Hamiltonian Eq. 3 has local gauge symmetries.
Let us consider f̂†

i ! e
i✓i f̂

†
i and simultaneously, Ŝ�

hiji !
e
�i✓i Ŝ

�
hiji for all four j 2 Xi, under which Eq. 3 keeps in-

variant. Thus, these local gauge symmetries ensure local
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FIG. 2: (a) Left axis: The optimum value of v (u = 1 is
fixed) for the variational wave function determined by energy
minimization. Right axis: The variational energy E/N , com-
pared with the energy of the VBS state (dashed line) and the
vacuum state (dotted line). (b) Left axis: The energy dif-
ference �E/N between the lowest variational energy and the
ground state energy obtained from the exact diagonalization.
Right axis: The wave function overlap between the optimum
variational wave function and the ground state wave function
obtained from exact diagonalization. (a) is calculated for 4⇥4
unit cells with 96 sites, and (b) is calculated for 2 ⇥ 2 unit
cells with 24 sites.

conserved quantities Q̂i =
P

j2Xi
Ŝ
z
hiji+f̂

†
i f̂i. Hence, the

inequality constraints Eq. 2 are translated into equality
constraints

Qi =
X

j2Xi

S
z
hiji + n

f
i = 2, (4)

where n
f
i is the number of f -fermion at site-i. In other

word, in the fixed gauge sector Qi = 2, this LGT model
is equivalent to the Rydberg blockade model. The equiv-
alence between U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian of
one-dimension Rydberg atoms has also been discussed
previously [28, 29]. Here the f -fermion is reminiscent of
the slave particles in usual mean-field theories for QSL,
and resembles the role of fractionalization of spin-1 ex-
citation. However, in this case it is introduced in a way
di↵erent from slave particle techniques.

Variational Wave Function. In the limit of negative
enough�, allN spins are in the | "i states and all fermion
sites are unoccupied denoted by |0i state, and this state is
denoted by |vaci = |0i ⌦ | "i⌦N . Motivated by this LGT
Hamiltonian, we introduce a variational wave function
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kagome lattice, and a laser field coherently couples atoms
between their ground state (denoted by | "i) and the
Rydberg excited state (denoted by | #i). The Rydberg
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FIG. 2: (a) Left axis: The optimum value of v (u = 1 is
fixed) for the variational wave function determined by energy
minimization. Right axis: The variational energy E/N , com-
pared with the energy of the VBS state (dashed line) and the
vacuum state (dotted line). (b) Left axis: The energy dif-
ference �E/N between the lowest variational energy and the
ground state energy obtained from the exact diagonalization.
Right axis: The wave function overlap between the optimum
variational wave function and the ground state wave function
obtained from exact diagonalization. (a) is calculated for 4⇥4
unit cells with 96 sites, and (b) is calculated for 2 ⇥ 2 unit
cells with 24 sites.
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where n
f
i is the number of f -fermion at site-i. In other

word, in the fixed gauge sector Qi = 2, this LGT model
is equivalent to the Rydberg blockade model. The equiv-
alence between U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian of
one-dimension Rydberg atoms has also been discussed
previously [28, 29]. Here the f -fermion is reminiscent of
the slave particles in usual mean-field theories for QSL,
and resembles the role of fractionalization of spin-1 ex-
citation. However, in this case it is introduced in a way
di↵erent from slave particle techniques.

Variational Wave Function. In the limit of negative
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sites are unoccupied denoted by |0i state, and this state is
denoted by |vaci = |0i ⌦ | "i⌦N . Motivated by this LGT
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between their ground state (denoted by | "i) and the
Rydberg excited state (denoted by | #i). The Rydberg
blockade radius is shown in Fig. 1(a). It means that a
Rydberg excited state can block excitation of the other
six neighboring atoms inside the circle. This is equivalent
to say that for every four atoms sharing one vertex, either
all four atoms are in the ground state, or only one out of
four atoms is in the Rydberg state, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
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atoms in the ground state and positive � favors atoms in
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of the four atoms sharing each vertex is always in the
Rydberg state, and these configurations are called the
perfect covering. There are exponentially many perfect
covering configurations and the coherent superposition of
these configurations gives rise to a QSL state.
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spin flip at other links sharing the same vertex-i or j. In
this way, the Pauli exclusion principle of these auxiliary
fermions automatically implements the constraints from
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we need to fix an order of fermion pair operators at each
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FIG. 2: (a) Left axis: The optimum value of v (u = 1 is
fixed) for the variational wave function determined by energy
minimization. Right axis: The variational energy E/N , com-
pared with the energy of the VBS state (dashed line) and the
vacuum state (dotted line). (b) Left axis: The energy dif-
ference �E/N between the lowest variational energy and the
ground state energy obtained from the exact diagonalization.
Right axis: The wave function overlap between the optimum
variational wave function and the ground state wave function
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unit cells with 96 sites, and (b) is calculated for 2 ⇥ 2 unit
cells with 24 sites.

conserved quantities Q̂i =
P
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i f̂i. Hence, the

inequality constraints Eq. 2 are translated into equality
constraints

Qi =
X

j2Xi
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z
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f
i = 2, (4)

where n
f
i is the number of f -fermion at site-i. In other

word, in the fixed gauge sector Qi = 2, this LGT model
is equivalent to the Rydberg blockade model. The equiv-
alence between U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian of
one-dimension Rydberg atoms has also been discussed
previously [28, 29]. Here the f -fermion is reminiscent of
the slave particles in usual mean-field theories for QSL,
and resembles the role of fractionalization of spin-1 ex-
citation. However, in this case it is introduced in a way
di↵erent from slave particle techniques.

Variational Wave Function. In the limit of negative
enough�, allN spins are in the | "i states and all fermion
sites are unoccupied denoted by |0i state, and this state is
denoted by |vaci = |0i ⌦ | "i⌦N . Motivated by this LGT
Hamiltonian, we introduce a variational wave function
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Model. In this system, all atoms are placed at links of a
kagome lattice, and a laser field coherently couples atoms
between their ground state (denoted by | "i) and the
Rydberg excited state (denoted by | #i). The Rydberg
blockade radius is shown in Fig. 1(a). It means that a
Rydberg excited state can block excitation of the other
six neighboring atoms inside the circle. This is equivalent
to say that for every four atoms sharing one vertex, either
all four atoms are in the ground state, or only one out of
four atoms is in the Rydberg state, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
Thus, we can write the Rydberg blockade Hamiltonian
as

ĤRB =
X

hiji

�⌦Ŝx
hiji � �n̂hiji, (1)

where i and j are indices of vertex, and summation over
hiji denotes summation over all links. n̂hiji = 1/2� Ŝ

z
hiji

counts the number of Rydberg excitation at the link. ⌦
is the coupling strength and � is the detuning. Note that
Eq. 1 is not a free Hamiltonian because it is subjected to
constraints that for each vertex i,

X

j2Xi

S
z
hiji > 1, (2)

where Xi denotes four neighboring sites of i, and
P

j2Xi

denotes the summation over the four spins sharing the
vertex i (see Fig. 1(c)). It is clear that negative � favors
atoms in the ground state and positive � favors atoms in
the Rydberg excited state. For su�ciently large �, one
of the four atoms sharing each vertex is always in the
Rydberg state, and these configurations are called the
perfect covering. There are exponentially many perfect
covering configurations and the coherent superposition of
these configurations gives rise to a QSL state.

Now we show that this Rydberg blockade model can be
rewritten into an LGT model. To this end, we introduce
an auxiliary fermion field f̂i living on the sites, as shown
in Fig. 1(b). Then, we write the model as

ĤLGT =
X

hiji

�⌦
⇣
Ŝ
�
hijif̂

†
i f̂

†
j + h.c.

⌘
� �n̂hiji. (3)

In this model, when an atom at link hiji is flipped from
| "i (ground state) to | #i (Rydberg excited state), two
fermions are created at both site-i and j. This forbids the
spin flip at other links sharing the same vertex-i or j. In
this way, the Pauli exclusion principle of these auxiliary
fermions automatically implements the constraints from
the Rydberg blockade. Note that in writing this model,
we need to fix an order of fermion pair operators at each
link.

The Hamiltonian Eq. 3 has local gauge symmetries.
Let us consider f̂†

i ! e
i✓i f̂

†
i and simultaneously, Ŝ�

hiji !
e
�i✓i Ŝ

�
hiji for all four j 2 Xi, under which Eq. 3 keeps in-

variant. Thus, these local gauge symmetries ensure local
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FIG. 2: (a) Left axis: The optimum value of v (u = 1 is
fixed) for the variational wave function determined by energy
minimization. Right axis: The variational energy E/N , com-
pared with the energy of the VBS state (dashed line) and the
vacuum state (dotted line). (b) Left axis: The energy dif-
ference �E/N between the lowest variational energy and the
ground state energy obtained from the exact diagonalization.
Right axis: The wave function overlap between the optimum
variational wave function and the ground state wave function
obtained from exact diagonalization. (a) is calculated for 4⇥4
unit cells with 96 sites, and (b) is calculated for 2 ⇥ 2 unit
cells with 24 sites.
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where n
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i is the number of f -fermion at site-i. In other

word, in the fixed gauge sector Qi = 2, this LGT model
is equivalent to the Rydberg blockade model. The equiv-
alence between U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian of
one-dimension Rydberg atoms has also been discussed
previously [28, 29]. Here the f -fermion is reminiscent of
the slave particles in usual mean-field theories for QSL,
and resembles the role of fractionalization of spin-1 ex-
citation. However, in this case it is introduced in a way
di↵erent from slave particle techniques.
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sites are unoccupied denoted by |0i state, and this state is
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Recently the Rydberg blockade e↵ect has been utilized to realize quantum spin liquid on a kagome
lattice. Evidence of quantum spin liquid has been obtained experimentally by directly measuring
non-local string order. In this letter, we report a BCS-type variational wave function study of the
spin liquid state in this model. This wave function is motivated by mapping the Rydberg blockade
model to a lattice gauge theory, where the local gauge conservations replace the role of constraints
from the Rydberg blockade. We determine the variational parameter from the experimental mea-
surement of the Rydberg atom population. Then we compare the predictions of this deterministic
wave function with the experimental measurements of non-local string order. Combining the mea-
surements on both open and closed strings, we extract the fluctuations only associated with the
closed-loop as an indicator of the topological order. The prediction from our wave function agrees
reasonably well with the experimental data without any fitting parameter. Our variational wave
function provides a simple and intuitive picture of the quantum spin liquid in this system that can
be generalized to various generalizations of the current model.

Quantum spin liquid (QSL) is an exotic phase of mat-
ter where strong quantum fluctuations due to frustrations
destroy conventional spin orders, even for the ground
state [1–7]. The e↵orts of searching the QSL phase have
been lasting for decades in condensed matter physics.
Various kinds of evidence for QSL have been found in
several di↵erent materials, and they are provided by mea-
surements such as spin susceptibility, specific heat, and
thermal conductivity, although some are still controver-
sial [6, 7]. Recently, experimental evidence of QSL has
also been obtained in the programmable quantum sim-
ulators of cold Rydberg atoms [8] and superconducting
qubits [9]. The advantage of these systems is that the
expectation value of non-local string operators can be
directly measured, providing direct access to the topo-
logical order of QSL [8, 10].

Realizing the QSL state in a Rydberg atom system
utilizes the Rydberg blockade e↵ect and coherent cou-
pling between the ground state and the Rydberg excited
state of atoms [8, 10]. Previously, the physics of QSL
has been studied in various kinds of models, such as the
Heisenberg type model in frustrated lattices [4, 11–14],
the quantum dimer model [15–19], the toric code model
[20], and the Kitaev honeycomb model [21]. Although
the QSL realized in this Rydberg blockade system bears
many similarities with the toric code type topological or-
der, the microscopic Hamiltonian of this system is di↵er-
ent from all these previously studied models. The Ryd-
berg blockade model of this experiment has been studied
numerically by the density-matrix renormalization group
(DMRG) method that reveals a Z2 QSL ground state ex-
isting in certain parameter regime, as well as quantum
phase transitions from the QSL to trivial states [10], and
a related model in di↵erent lattice has also been studied
using DMRG by Ref. [22].
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FIG. 1: Schematic of the Rydberg blockade model (a) and the
equivalent LGT (b). (c) and (d) show the allowed physical
configurations at each vertex for the Rydberg blockade model
(c) and the equivalent LGT (d). In (b) and (d), open circles
denote that the sites are not occupied by f̂ fermions and filled
circles denote that the sites are occupied by f̂ fermions.

Aside from numerical simulations, the mean-field
method and variational approach have been applied to
investigate QSL state in various previously studied mod-
els [23–27]. These studies can provide a more intuitive
physical picture of the QSL phase. However, these meth-
ods have not yet been developed for the QSL in the Ryd-
berg blockade model, although they are highly desirable.
This letter reports our results of a variational wave func-
tion study for the QSL discovered this system. We will
discuss the intuition for proposing this wave function by
mapping the Rydberg blockade model into a lattice gauge
theory (LGT), and we will discuss the properties of this
wave function and use this wave function to understand
the experimental data reported in Ref. [8].
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also been obtained in the programmable quantum sim-
ulators of cold Rydberg atoms [8] and superconducting
qubits [9]. The advantage of these systems is that the
expectation value of non-local string operators can be
directly measured, providing direct access to the topo-
logical order of QSL [8, 10].

Realizing the QSL state in a Rydberg atom system
utilizes the Rydberg blockade e↵ect and coherent cou-
pling between the ground state and the Rydberg excited
state of atoms [8, 10]. Previously, the physics of QSL
has been studied in various kinds of models, such as the
Heisenberg type model in frustrated lattices [4, 11–14],
the quantum dimer model [15–19], the toric code model
[20], and the Kitaev honeycomb model [21]. Although
the QSL realized in this Rydberg blockade system bears
many similarities with the toric code type topological or-
der, the microscopic Hamiltonian of this system is di↵er-
ent from all these previously studied models. The Ryd-
berg blockade model of this experiment has been studied
numerically by the density-matrix renormalization group
(DMRG) method that reveals a Z2 QSL ground state ex-
isting in certain parameter regime, as well as quantum
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(c) and the equivalent LGT (d). In (b) and (d), open circles
denote that the sites are not occupied by f̂ fermions and filled
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Aside from numerical simulations, the mean-field
method and variational approach have been applied to
investigate QSL state in various previously studied mod-
els [23–27]. These studies can provide a more intuitive
physical picture of the QSL phase. However, these meth-
ods have not yet been developed for the QSL in the Ryd-
berg blockade model, although they are highly desirable.
This letter reports our results of a variational wave func-
tion study for the QSL discovered this system. We will
discuss the intuition for proposing this wave function by
mapping the Rydberg blockade model into a lattice gauge
theory (LGT), and we will discuss the properties of this
wave function and use this wave function to understand
the experimental data reported in Ref. [8].
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Model. In this system, all atoms are placed at links of a
kagome lattice, and a laser field coherently couples atoms
between their ground state (denoted by | "i) and the
Rydberg excited state (denoted by | #i). The Rydberg
blockade radius is shown in Fig. 1(a). It means that a
Rydberg excited state can block excitation of the other
six neighboring atoms inside the circle. This is equivalent
to say that for every four atoms sharing one vertex, either
all four atoms are in the ground state, or only one out of
four atoms is in the Rydberg state, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
Thus, we can write the Rydberg blockade Hamiltonian
as

ĤRB =
X

hiji

�⌦Ŝx
hiji � �n̂hiji, (1)

where i and j are indices of vertex, and summation over
hiji denotes summation over all links. n̂hiji = 1/2� Ŝ

z
hiji

counts the number of Rydberg excitation at the link. ⌦
is the coupling strength and � is the detuning. Note that
Eq. 1 is not a free Hamiltonian because it is subjected to
constraints that for each vertex i,

X

j2Xi

S
z
hiji > 1, (2)

where Xi denotes four neighboring sites of i, and
P

j2Xi

denotes the summation over the four spins sharing the
vertex i (see Fig. 1(c)). It is clear that negative � favors
atoms in the ground state and positive � favors atoms in
the Rydberg excited state. For su�ciently large �, one
of the four atoms sharing each vertex is always in the
Rydberg state, and these configurations are called the
perfect covering. There are exponentially many perfect
covering configurations and the coherent superposition of
these configurations gives rise to a QSL state.

Now we show that this Rydberg blockade model can be
rewritten into an LGT model. To this end, we introduce
an auxiliary fermion field f̂i living on the sites, as shown
in Fig. 1(b). Then, we write the model as

ĤLGT =
X

hiji

�⌦
⇣
Ŝ
�
hijif̂

†
i f̂

†
j + h.c.

⌘
� �n̂hiji. (3)

In this model, when an atom at link hiji is flipped from
| "i (ground state) to | #i (Rydberg excited state), two
fermions are created at both site-i and j. This forbids the
spin flip at other links sharing the same vertex-i or j. In
this way, the Pauli exclusion principle of these auxiliary
fermions automatically implements the constraints from
the Rydberg blockade. Note that in writing this model,
we need to fix an order of fermion pair operators at each
link.

The Hamiltonian Eq. 3 has local gauge symmetries.
Let us consider f̂†

i ! e
i✓i f̂

†
i and simultaneously, Ŝ�

hiji !
e
�i✓i Ŝ

�
hiji for all four j 2 Xi, under which Eq. 3 keeps in-

variant. Thus, these local gauge symmetries ensure local
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FIG. 2: (a) Left axis: The optimum value of v (u = 1 is
fixed) for the variational wave function determined by energy
minimization. Right axis: The variational energy E/N , com-
pared with the energy of the VBS state (dashed line) and the
vacuum state (dotted line). (b) Left axis: The energy dif-
ference �E/N between the lowest variational energy and the
ground state energy obtained from the exact diagonalization.
Right axis: The wave function overlap between the optimum
variational wave function and the ground state wave function
obtained from exact diagonalization. (a) is calculated for 4⇥4
unit cells with 96 sites, and (b) is calculated for 2 ⇥ 2 unit
cells with 24 sites.

conserved quantities Q̂i =
P

j2Xi
Ŝ
z
hiji+f̂

†
i f̂i. Hence, the

inequality constraints Eq. 2 are translated into equality
constraints

Qi =
X

j2Xi

S
z
hiji + n

f
i = 2, (4)

where n
f
i is the number of f -fermion at site-i. In other

word, in the fixed gauge sector Qi = 2, this LGT model
is equivalent to the Rydberg blockade model. The equiv-
alence between U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian of
one-dimension Rydberg atoms has also been discussed
previously [28, 29]. Here the f -fermion is reminiscent of
the slave particles in usual mean-field theories for QSL,
and resembles the role of fractionalization of spin-1 ex-
citation. However, in this case it is introduced in a way
di↵erent from slave particle techniques.

Variational Wave Function. In the limit of negative
enough�, allN spins are in the | "i states and all fermion
sites are unoccupied denoted by |0i state, and this state is
denoted by |vaci = |0i ⌦ | "i⌦N . Motivated by this LGT
Hamiltonian, we introduce a variational wave function

3

for QSL as

|QSLi = 1

N
Y

hiji

⇣
u+ vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j Ŝ

�
hiji

⌘
|vaci, (5)

where hiji denotes all links connecting neighboring sites
and N is a normalization factor. In this wave function,
the spin flip operator is always combined together with
the fermion pair creation operator at each link. Thus,
this wave function can be simplified into a BCS type one
by only writing its fermion part,

|QSLi = 1

N
Y

hiji

⇣
u+ vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j

⌘
|0i. (6)

Instead, if we return to the spin language, this wave func-
tion can be written as

|QSLi /
X

⇤

u
N⇤

" v
N⇤

# |⇤i, (7)

where |⇤i denotes all allowed physical spin configurations
written in the Sz bases, and N

⇤
� (� =", #) respectively

denotes the number of " or # spins in the configuration
⇤, with N

⇤
" +N

⇤
# = N fixed.

There are several reasons to consider this variational
wave function. First, the BCS type wave function is a
very e�cient way to represent the superposition of dif-
ferent configurations. Secondly, in the limit v ! 0, the
wave function recovers the trivial state with no Rydberg
excitations. In the limit of large v, as one can see from
Eq. 7, the superposition is dominated by perfect cover-
ing configurations with N

⇤
# = N/4. Thus, by varying

v, the wave function smoothly interpolates the physics
in two regimes with su�ciently negative and positive �.
Thirdly, the spin configurations generated by this wave
function automatically satisfy the constraints from the
Rydberg blockade. Finally, it is known that the BCS
wave function possesses the Z2 topological order [30–32],
and it is natural to use this wave function to describe a
Z2 QSL.

In practice we can fix u = 1 and determine v by min-
imizing the variational energy hQSL|ĤLGT|QSLi. The
results are shown in Fig. 2. We find that v monotoni-
cally increases as �/⌦ increases, and experiences a fast
increasing around �/⌦ ⇡ 1.9. This feature has been ob-
served in variational calculation on various system sizes.
After the fast increasing, v � 1 and the wave function
is nearly an equal weight superposition of perfect cover-
ing configurations, recovering the QSL of the toric code
type. In this regime, we also observe that the variational
energy approaches the energy of the valence bond solid
(VBS) state. This is because our model, unlike the quan-
tum dimer model, lacks direct coupling between di↵erent
perfect covering configurations. The coupling between
di↵erent configurations is due to higher order processes
and is at least of the order of ⌦6

/�5, which is strongly
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FIG. 3: (a) The experimental observation of the percentage
of the vertex with no Rydberg excitations (blue circles) and
the percentage of the vertex with one Rydberg excitation (red
triangles). The open circles and triangles are original experi-
mental data, and the filled circles and triangles are normalized
data eliminating the e↵ects of the vertex with two Rydberg
excitations. (b) The value of v (u = 1 fixed) obtained by
fitting experimental data. The inset in (b) shows the energy
curve as a function of v for �/⌦ = 1.5. Two arrows mark the
fitted and energetically optimum values, whose corresponding
energies are very close.

suppressed once �/⌦ > 1. In the negative � regime,
the energy of our wave function approaches the energy
of trivial state with no Rydberg excitation from below,
as we expected. We have also compared our variational
wave function with the exact diagonalization on small
system size. Fig. 2(b) shows that the energy di↵erence is
at most about 2% of the typical energy scale ⌦, and the
wave function overlap is typically larger than 0.8. The
largest discrepancy occurs in the regime when v varies
very fast as �/⌦ changes.

Experimental Observations. Now we use this wave
function to explain the experimental data reported in
Ref. [8]. Fig. 1(c) has shown that there are two cases
for each vertex, respectively corresponding to zero or one
Rydberg atom out of four atoms linked to each vertex.
The percentages of these two cases have been measured
experimentally. However, there is a small percentage of
cases with two Rydberg atoms sharing the same vertex
in practice. Here we ignore this case because they are
not captured by our model, and we normalize the exper-
imental data to unity, as shown in Fig. 3(a).

We require the variational wave function Eq. 6 to re-
produce these normalized experimental data in Fig. 3(a).
This requirement leads to a value of v for each �/⌦ as
shown in Fig. 3(b). We note that for a given �/⌦, this
value of v is significantly smaller than the value obtained
from energy minimization. This is because the energy
landscape is quite flat in the large v regime, as shown in
the inset of Fig. 3(b). In the experiment of Ref. [8], � is
ramped from negative to a positive value, and therefore,
v evolves from a small value to a large value. Since the en-
ergy landscape is very flat, it should take a very long time
for the system to relax toward the lowest energy state.
Thus, it is conceivable that by the time of performing the
measurement, the system has not yet reached the lowest
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Model. In this system, all atoms are placed at links of a
kagome lattice, and a laser field coherently couples atoms
between their ground state (denoted by | "i) and the
Rydberg excited state (denoted by | #i). The Rydberg
blockade radius is shown in Fig. 1(a). It means that a
Rydberg excited state can block excitation of the other
six neighboring atoms inside the circle. This is equivalent
to say that for every four atoms sharing one vertex, either
all four atoms are in the ground state, or only one out of
four atoms is in the Rydberg state, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
Thus, we can write the Rydberg blockade Hamiltonian
as
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Eq. 1 is not a free Hamiltonian because it is subjected to
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where Xi denotes four neighboring sites of i, and
P
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denotes the summation over the four spins sharing the
vertex i (see Fig. 1(c)). It is clear that negative � favors
atoms in the ground state and positive � favors atoms in
the Rydberg excited state. For su�ciently large �, one
of the four atoms sharing each vertex is always in the
Rydberg state, and these configurations are called the
perfect covering. There are exponentially many perfect
covering configurations and the coherent superposition of
these configurations gives rise to a QSL state.

Now we show that this Rydberg blockade model can be
rewritten into an LGT model. To this end, we introduce
an auxiliary fermion field f̂i living on the sites, as shown
in Fig. 1(b). Then, we write the model as
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In this model, when an atom at link hiji is flipped from
| "i (ground state) to | #i (Rydberg excited state), two
fermions are created at both site-i and j. This forbids the
spin flip at other links sharing the same vertex-i or j. In
this way, the Pauli exclusion principle of these auxiliary
fermions automatically implements the constraints from
the Rydberg blockade. Note that in writing this model,
we need to fix an order of fermion pair operators at each
link.

The Hamiltonian Eq. 3 has local gauge symmetries.
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FIG. 2: (a) Left axis: The optimum value of v (u = 1 is
fixed) for the variational wave function determined by energy
minimization. Right axis: The variational energy E/N , com-
pared with the energy of the VBS state (dashed line) and the
vacuum state (dotted line). (b) Left axis: The energy dif-
ference �E/N between the lowest variational energy and the
ground state energy obtained from the exact diagonalization.
Right axis: The wave function overlap between the optimum
variational wave function and the ground state wave function
obtained from exact diagonalization. (a) is calculated for 4⇥4
unit cells with 96 sites, and (b) is calculated for 2 ⇥ 2 unit
cells with 24 sites.
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where n
f
i is the number of f -fermion at site-i. In other

word, in the fixed gauge sector Qi = 2, this LGT model
is equivalent to the Rydberg blockade model. The equiv-
alence between U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian of
one-dimension Rydberg atoms has also been discussed
previously [28, 29]. Here the f -fermion is reminiscent of
the slave particles in usual mean-field theories for QSL,
and resembles the role of fractionalization of spin-1 ex-
citation. However, in this case it is introduced in a way
di↵erent from slave particle techniques.

Variational Wave Function. In the limit of negative
enough�, allN spins are in the | "i states and all fermion
sites are unoccupied denoted by |0i state, and this state is
denoted by |vaci = |0i ⌦ | "i⌦N . Motivated by this LGT
Hamiltonian, we introduce a variational wave function
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for QSL as

|QSLi = 1

N
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hiji
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u+ vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j Ŝ

�
hiji

⌘
|vaci, (5)

where hiji denotes all links connecting neighboring sites
and N is a normalization factor. In this wave function,
the spin flip operator is always combined together with
the fermion pair creation operator at each link. Thus,
this wave function can be simplified into a BCS type one
by only writing its fermion part,

|QSLi = 1

N
Y

hiji

⇣
u+ vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j

⌘
|0i. (6)

Instead, if we return to the spin language, this wave func-
tion can be written as

|QSLi /
X

⇤

u
N⇤

" v
N⇤

# |⇤i, (7)

where |⇤i denotes all allowed physical spin configurations
written in the Sz bases, and N

⇤
� (� =", #) respectively

denotes the number of " or # spins in the configuration
⇤, with N

⇤
" +N

⇤
# = N fixed.

There are several reasons to consider this variational
wave function. First, the BCS type wave function is a
very e�cient way to represent the superposition of dif-
ferent configurations. Secondly, in the limit v ! 0, the
wave function recovers the trivial state with no Rydberg
excitations. In the limit of large v, as one can see from
Eq. 7, the superposition is dominated by perfect cover-
ing configurations with N

⇤
# = N/4. Thus, by varying

v, the wave function smoothly interpolates the physics
in two regimes with su�ciently negative and positive �.
Thirdly, the spin configurations generated by this wave
function automatically satisfy the constraints from the
Rydberg blockade. Finally, it is known that the BCS
wave function possesses the Z2 topological order [30–32],
and it is natural to use this wave function to describe a
Z2 QSL.

In practice we can fix u = 1 and determine v by min-
imizing the variational energy hQSL|ĤLGT|QSLi. The
results are shown in Fig. 2. We find that v monotoni-
cally increases as �/⌦ increases, and experiences a fast
increasing around �/⌦ ⇡ 1.9. This feature has been ob-
served in variational calculation on various system sizes.
After the fast increasing, v � 1 and the wave function
is nearly an equal weight superposition of perfect cover-
ing configurations, recovering the QSL of the toric code
type. In this regime, we also observe that the variational
energy approaches the energy of the valence bond solid
(VBS) state. This is because our model, unlike the quan-
tum dimer model, lacks direct coupling between di↵erent
perfect covering configurations. The coupling between
di↵erent configurations is due to higher order processes
and is at least of the order of ⌦6

/�5, which is strongly
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FIG. 3: (a) The experimental observation of the percentage
of the vertex with no Rydberg excitations (blue circles) and
the percentage of the vertex with one Rydberg excitation (red
triangles). The open circles and triangles are original experi-
mental data, and the filled circles and triangles are normalized
data eliminating the e↵ects of the vertex with two Rydberg
excitations. (b) The value of v (u = 1 fixed) obtained by
fitting experimental data. The inset in (b) shows the energy
curve as a function of v for �/⌦ = 1.5. Two arrows mark the
fitted and energetically optimum values, whose corresponding
energies are very close.

suppressed once �/⌦ > 1. In the negative � regime,
the energy of our wave function approaches the energy
of trivial state with no Rydberg excitation from below,
as we expected. We have also compared our variational
wave function with the exact diagonalization on small
system size. Fig. 2(b) shows that the energy di↵erence is
at most about 2% of the typical energy scale ⌦, and the
wave function overlap is typically larger than 0.8. The
largest discrepancy occurs in the regime when v varies
very fast as �/⌦ changes.

Experimental Observations. Now we use this wave
function to explain the experimental data reported in
Ref. [8]. Fig. 1(c) has shown that there are two cases
for each vertex, respectively corresponding to zero or one
Rydberg atom out of four atoms linked to each vertex.
The percentages of these two cases have been measured
experimentally. However, there is a small percentage of
cases with two Rydberg atoms sharing the same vertex
in practice. Here we ignore this case because they are
not captured by our model, and we normalize the exper-
imental data to unity, as shown in Fig. 3(a).

We require the variational wave function Eq. 6 to re-
produce these normalized experimental data in Fig. 3(a).
This requirement leads to a value of v for each �/⌦ as
shown in Fig. 3(b). We note that for a given �/⌦, this
value of v is significantly smaller than the value obtained
from energy minimization. This is because the energy
landscape is quite flat in the large v regime, as shown in
the inset of Fig. 3(b). In the experiment of Ref. [8], � is
ramped from negative to a positive value, and therefore,
v evolves from a small value to a large value. Since the en-
ergy landscape is very flat, it should take a very long time
for the system to relax toward the lowest energy state.
Thus, it is conceivable that by the time of performing the
measurement, the system has not yet reached the lowest

2

Model. In this system, all atoms are placed at links of a
kagome lattice, and a laser field coherently couples atoms
between their ground state (denoted by | "i) and the
Rydberg excited state (denoted by | #i). The Rydberg
blockade radius is shown in Fig. 1(a). It means that a
Rydberg excited state can block excitation of the other
six neighboring atoms inside the circle. This is equivalent
to say that for every four atoms sharing one vertex, either
all four atoms are in the ground state, or only one out of
four atoms is in the Rydberg state, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
Thus, we can write the Rydberg blockade Hamiltonian
as

ĤRB =
X

hiji

�⌦Ŝx
hiji � �n̂hiji, (1)

where i and j are indices of vertex, and summation over
hiji denotes summation over all links. n̂hiji = 1/2� Ŝ

z
hiji

counts the number of Rydberg excitation at the link. ⌦
is the coupling strength and � is the detuning. Note that
Eq. 1 is not a free Hamiltonian because it is subjected to
constraints that for each vertex i,

X

j2Xi

S
z
hiji > 1, (2)

where Xi denotes four neighboring sites of i, and
P

j2Xi

denotes the summation over the four spins sharing the
vertex i (see Fig. 1(c)). It is clear that negative � favors
atoms in the ground state and positive � favors atoms in
the Rydberg excited state. For su�ciently large �, one
of the four atoms sharing each vertex is always in the
Rydberg state, and these configurations are called the
perfect covering. There are exponentially many perfect
covering configurations and the coherent superposition of
these configurations gives rise to a QSL state.

Now we show that this Rydberg blockade model can be
rewritten into an LGT model. To this end, we introduce
an auxiliary fermion field f̂i living on the sites, as shown
in Fig. 1(b). Then, we write the model as

ĤLGT =
X

hiji

�⌦
⇣
Ŝ
�
hijif̂

†
i f̂

†
j + h.c.

⌘
� �n̂hiji. (3)

In this model, when an atom at link hiji is flipped from
| "i (ground state) to | #i (Rydberg excited state), two
fermions are created at both site-i and j. This forbids the
spin flip at other links sharing the same vertex-i or j. In
this way, the Pauli exclusion principle of these auxiliary
fermions automatically implements the constraints from
the Rydberg blockade. Note that in writing this model,
we need to fix an order of fermion pair operators at each
link.

The Hamiltonian Eq. 3 has local gauge symmetries.
Let us consider f̂†

i ! e
i✓i f̂

†
i and simultaneously, Ŝ�

hiji !
e
�i✓i Ŝ

�
hiji for all four j 2 Xi, under which Eq. 3 keeps in-

variant. Thus, these local gauge symmetries ensure local
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FIG. 2: (a) Left axis: The optimum value of v (u = 1 is
fixed) for the variational wave function determined by energy
minimization. Right axis: The variational energy E/N , com-
pared with the energy of the VBS state (dashed line) and the
vacuum state (dotted line). (b) Left axis: The energy dif-
ference �E/N between the lowest variational energy and the
ground state energy obtained from the exact diagonalization.
Right axis: The wave function overlap between the optimum
variational wave function and the ground state wave function
obtained from exact diagonalization. (a) is calculated for 4⇥4
unit cells with 96 sites, and (b) is calculated for 2 ⇥ 2 unit
cells with 24 sites.

conserved quantities Q̂i =
P

j2Xi
Ŝ
z
hiji+f̂

†
i f̂i. Hence, the

inequality constraints Eq. 2 are translated into equality
constraints

Qi =
X

j2Xi

S
z
hiji + n

f
i = 2, (4)

where n
f
i is the number of f -fermion at site-i. In other

word, in the fixed gauge sector Qi = 2, this LGT model
is equivalent to the Rydberg blockade model. The equiv-
alence between U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian of
one-dimension Rydberg atoms has also been discussed
previously [28, 29]. Here the f -fermion is reminiscent of
the slave particles in usual mean-field theories for QSL,
and resembles the role of fractionalization of spin-1 ex-
citation. However, in this case it is introduced in a way
di↵erent from slave particle techniques.

Variational Wave Function. In the limit of negative
enough�, allN spins are in the | "i states and all fermion
sites are unoccupied denoted by |0i state, and this state is
denoted by |vaci = |0i ⌦ | "i⌦N . Motivated by this LGT
Hamiltonian, we introduce a variational wave function
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for QSL as

|QSLi = 1

N
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hiji
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u+ vf̂

†
i f̂

†
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�
hiji

⌘
|vaci, (5)

where hiji denotes all links connecting neighboring sites
and N is a normalization factor. In this wave function,
the spin flip operator is always combined together with
the fermion pair creation operator at each link. Thus,
this wave function can be simplified into a BCS type one
by only writing its fermion part,

|QSLi = 1

N
Y

hiji

⇣
u+ vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j

⌘
|0i. (6)

Instead, if we return to the spin language, this wave func-
tion can be written as

|QSLi /
X

⇤

u
N⇤

" v
N⇤

# |⇤i, (7)

where |⇤i denotes all allowed physical spin configurations
written in the Sz bases, and N

⇤
� (� =", #) respectively

denotes the number of " or # spins in the configuration
⇤, with N

⇤
" +N

⇤
# = N fixed.

There are several reasons to consider this variational
wave function. First, the BCS type wave function is a
very e�cient way to represent the superposition of dif-
ferent configurations. Secondly, in the limit v ! 0, the
wave function recovers the trivial state with no Rydberg
excitations. In the limit of large v, as one can see from
Eq. 7, the superposition is dominated by perfect cover-
ing configurations with N

⇤
# = N/4. Thus, by varying

v, the wave function smoothly interpolates the physics
in two regimes with su�ciently negative and positive �.
Thirdly, the spin configurations generated by this wave
function automatically satisfy the constraints from the
Rydberg blockade. Finally, it is known that the BCS
wave function possesses the Z2 topological order [30–32],
and it is natural to use this wave function to describe a
Z2 QSL.

In practice we can fix u = 1 and determine v by min-
imizing the variational energy hQSL|ĤLGT|QSLi. The
results are shown in Fig. 2. We find that v monotoni-
cally increases as �/⌦ increases, and experiences a fast
increasing around �/⌦ ⇡ 1.9. This feature has been ob-
served in variational calculation on various system sizes.
After the fast increasing, v � 1 and the wave function
is nearly an equal weight superposition of perfect cover-
ing configurations, recovering the QSL of the toric code
type. In this regime, we also observe that the variational
energy approaches the energy of the valence bond solid
(VBS) state. This is because our model, unlike the quan-
tum dimer model, lacks direct coupling between di↵erent
perfect covering configurations. The coupling between
di↵erent configurations is due to higher order processes
and is at least of the order of ⌦6

/�5, which is strongly
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FIG. 3: (a) The experimental observation of the percentage
of the vertex with no Rydberg excitations (blue circles) and
the percentage of the vertex with one Rydberg excitation (red
triangles). The open circles and triangles are original experi-
mental data, and the filled circles and triangles are normalized
data eliminating the e↵ects of the vertex with two Rydberg
excitations. (b) The value of v (u = 1 fixed) obtained by
fitting experimental data. The inset in (b) shows the energy
curve as a function of v for �/⌦ = 1.5. Two arrows mark the
fitted and energetically optimum values, whose corresponding
energies are very close.

suppressed once �/⌦ > 1. In the negative � regime,
the energy of our wave function approaches the energy
of trivial state with no Rydberg excitation from below,
as we expected. We have also compared our variational
wave function with the exact diagonalization on small
system size. Fig. 2(b) shows that the energy di↵erence is
at most about 2% of the typical energy scale ⌦, and the
wave function overlap is typically larger than 0.8. The
largest discrepancy occurs in the regime when v varies
very fast as �/⌦ changes.

Experimental Observations. Now we use this wave
function to explain the experimental data reported in
Ref. [8]. Fig. 1(c) has shown that there are two cases
for each vertex, respectively corresponding to zero or one
Rydberg atom out of four atoms linked to each vertex.
The percentages of these two cases have been measured
experimentally. However, there is a small percentage of
cases with two Rydberg atoms sharing the same vertex
in practice. Here we ignore this case because they are
not captured by our model, and we normalize the exper-
imental data to unity, as shown in Fig. 3(a).

We require the variational wave function Eq. 6 to re-
produce these normalized experimental data in Fig. 3(a).
This requirement leads to a value of v for each �/⌦ as
shown in Fig. 3(b). We note that for a given �/⌦, this
value of v is significantly smaller than the value obtained
from energy minimization. This is because the energy
landscape is quite flat in the large v regime, as shown in
the inset of Fig. 3(b). In the experiment of Ref. [8], � is
ramped from negative to a positive value, and therefore,
v evolves from a small value to a large value. Since the en-
ergy landscape is very flat, it should take a very long time
for the system to relax toward the lowest energy state.
Thus, it is conceivable that by the time of performing the
measurement, the system has not yet reached the lowest

2

Model. In this system, all atoms are placed at links of a
kagome lattice, and a laser field coherently couples atoms
between their ground state (denoted by | "i) and the
Rydberg excited state (denoted by | #i). The Rydberg
blockade radius is shown in Fig. 1(a). It means that a
Rydberg excited state can block excitation of the other
six neighboring atoms inside the circle. This is equivalent
to say that for every four atoms sharing one vertex, either
all four atoms are in the ground state, or only one out of
four atoms is in the Rydberg state, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
Thus, we can write the Rydberg blockade Hamiltonian
as

ĤRB =
X

hiji

�⌦Ŝx
hiji � �n̂hiji, (1)

where i and j are indices of vertex, and summation over
hiji denotes summation over all links. n̂hiji = 1/2� Ŝ

z
hiji

counts the number of Rydberg excitation at the link. ⌦
is the coupling strength and � is the detuning. Note that
Eq. 1 is not a free Hamiltonian because it is subjected to
constraints that for each vertex i,

X

j2Xi

S
z
hiji > 1, (2)

where Xi denotes four neighboring sites of i, and
P

j2Xi

denotes the summation over the four spins sharing the
vertex i (see Fig. 1(c)). It is clear that negative � favors
atoms in the ground state and positive � favors atoms in
the Rydberg excited state. For su�ciently large �, one
of the four atoms sharing each vertex is always in the
Rydberg state, and these configurations are called the
perfect covering. There are exponentially many perfect
covering configurations and the coherent superposition of
these configurations gives rise to a QSL state.

Now we show that this Rydberg blockade model can be
rewritten into an LGT model. To this end, we introduce
an auxiliary fermion field f̂i living on the sites, as shown
in Fig. 1(b). Then, we write the model as

ĤLGT =
X

hiji

�⌦
⇣
Ŝ
�
hijif̂

†
i f̂

†
j + h.c.

⌘
� �n̂hiji. (3)

In this model, when an atom at link hiji is flipped from
| "i (ground state) to | #i (Rydberg excited state), two
fermions are created at both site-i and j. This forbids the
spin flip at other links sharing the same vertex-i or j. In
this way, the Pauli exclusion principle of these auxiliary
fermions automatically implements the constraints from
the Rydberg blockade. Note that in writing this model,
we need to fix an order of fermion pair operators at each
link.

The Hamiltonian Eq. 3 has local gauge symmetries.
Let us consider f̂†

i ! e
i✓i f̂

†
i and simultaneously, Ŝ�

hiji !
e
�i✓i Ŝ

�
hiji for all four j 2 Xi, under which Eq. 3 keeps in-

variant. Thus, these local gauge symmetries ensure local
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FIG. 2: (a) Left axis: The optimum value of v (u = 1 is
fixed) for the variational wave function determined by energy
minimization. Right axis: The variational energy E/N , com-
pared with the energy of the VBS state (dashed line) and the
vacuum state (dotted line). (b) Left axis: The energy dif-
ference �E/N between the lowest variational energy and the
ground state energy obtained from the exact diagonalization.
Right axis: The wave function overlap between the optimum
variational wave function and the ground state wave function
obtained from exact diagonalization. (a) is calculated for 4⇥4
unit cells with 96 sites, and (b) is calculated for 2 ⇥ 2 unit
cells with 24 sites.

conserved quantities Q̂i =
P

j2Xi
Ŝ
z
hiji+f̂

†
i f̂i. Hence, the

inequality constraints Eq. 2 are translated into equality
constraints

Qi =
X

j2Xi

S
z
hiji + n

f
i = 2, (4)

where n
f
i is the number of f -fermion at site-i. In other

word, in the fixed gauge sector Qi = 2, this LGT model
is equivalent to the Rydberg blockade model. The equiv-
alence between U(1) LGT and the PXP Hamiltonian of
one-dimension Rydberg atoms has also been discussed
previously [28, 29]. Here the f -fermion is reminiscent of
the slave particles in usual mean-field theories for QSL,
and resembles the role of fractionalization of spin-1 ex-
citation. However, in this case it is introduced in a way
di↵erent from slave particle techniques.

Variational Wave Function. In the limit of negative
enough�, allN spins are in the | "i states and all fermion
sites are unoccupied denoted by |0i state, and this state is
denoted by |vaci = |0i ⌦ | "i⌦N . Motivated by this LGT
Hamiltonian, we introduce a variational wave function
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for QSL as

|QSLi = 1
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hiji

⌘
|vaci, (5)

where hiji denotes all links connecting neighboring sites
and N is a normalization factor. In this wave function,
the spin flip operator is always combined together with
the fermion pair creation operator at each link. Thus,
this wave function can be simplified into a BCS type one
by only writing its fermion part,

|QSLi = 1

N
Y

hiji

⇣
u+ vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j

⌘
|0i. (6)

Instead, if we return to the spin language, this wave func-
tion can be written as

|QSLi /
X

⇤

u
N⇤

" v
N⇤

# |⇤i, (7)

where |⇤i denotes all allowed physical spin configurations
written in the Sz bases, and N

⇤
� (� =", #) respectively

denotes the number of " or # spins in the configuration
⇤, with N

⇤
" +N

⇤
# = N fixed.

There are several reasons to consider this variational
wave function. First, the BCS type wave function is a
very e�cient way to represent the superposition of dif-
ferent configurations. Secondly, in the limit v ! 0, the
wave function recovers the trivial state with no Rydberg
excitations. In the limit of large v, as one can see from
Eq. 7, the superposition is dominated by perfect cover-
ing configurations with N

⇤
# = N/4. Thus, by varying

v, the wave function smoothly interpolates the physics
in two regimes with su�ciently negative and positive �.
Thirdly, the spin configurations generated by this wave
function automatically satisfy the constraints from the
Rydberg blockade. Finally, it is known that the BCS
wave function possesses the Z2 topological order [30–32],
and it is natural to use this wave function to describe a
Z2 QSL.

In practice we can fix u = 1 and determine v by min-
imizing the variational energy hQSL|ĤLGT|QSLi. The
results are shown in Fig. 2. We find that v monotoni-
cally increases as �/⌦ increases, and experiences a fast
increasing around �/⌦ ⇡ 1.9. This feature has been ob-
served in variational calculation on various system sizes.
After the fast increasing, v � 1 and the wave function
is nearly an equal weight superposition of perfect cover-
ing configurations, recovering the QSL of the toric code
type. In this regime, we also observe that the variational
energy approaches the energy of the valence bond solid
(VBS) state. This is because our model, unlike the quan-
tum dimer model, lacks direct coupling between di↵erent
perfect covering configurations. The coupling between
di↵erent configurations is due to higher order processes
and is at least of the order of ⌦6

/�5, which is strongly
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FIG. 3: (a) The experimental observation of the percentage
of the vertex with no Rydberg excitations (blue circles) and
the percentage of the vertex with one Rydberg excitation (red
triangles). The open circles and triangles are original experi-
mental data, and the filled circles and triangles are normalized
data eliminating the e↵ects of the vertex with two Rydberg
excitations. (b) The value of v (u = 1 fixed) obtained by
fitting experimental data. The inset in (b) shows the energy
curve as a function of v for �/⌦ = 1.5. Two arrows mark the
fitted and energetically optimum values, whose corresponding
energies are very close.

suppressed once �/⌦ > 1. In the negative � regime,
the energy of our wave function approaches the energy
of trivial state with no Rydberg excitation from below,
as we expected. We have also compared our variational
wave function with the exact diagonalization on small
system size. Fig. 2(b) shows that the energy di↵erence is
at most about 2% of the typical energy scale ⌦, and the
wave function overlap is typically larger than 0.8. The
largest discrepancy occurs in the regime when v varies
very fast as �/⌦ changes.

Experimental Observations. Now we use this wave
function to explain the experimental data reported in
Ref. [8]. Fig. 1(c) has shown that there are two cases
for each vertex, respectively corresponding to zero or one
Rydberg atom out of four atoms linked to each vertex.
The percentages of these two cases have been measured
experimentally. However, there is a small percentage of
cases with two Rydberg atoms sharing the same vertex
in practice. Here we ignore this case because they are
not captured by our model, and we normalize the exper-
imental data to unity, as shown in Fig. 3(a).

We require the variational wave function Eq. 6 to re-
produce these normalized experimental data in Fig. 3(a).
This requirement leads to a value of v for each �/⌦ as
shown in Fig. 3(b). We note that for a given �/⌦, this
value of v is significantly smaller than the value obtained
from energy minimization. This is because the energy
landscape is quite flat in the large v regime, as shown in
the inset of Fig. 3(b). In the experiment of Ref. [8], � is
ramped from negative to a positive value, and therefore,
v evolves from a small value to a large value. Since the en-
ergy landscape is very flat, it should take a very long time
for the system to relax toward the lowest energy state.
Thus, it is conceivable that by the time of performing the
measurement, the system has not yet reached the lowest
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Recently the Rydberg blockade e↵ect has been utilized to realize quantum spin liquid on a kagome
lattice. Evidence of quantum spin liquid has been obtained experimentally by directly measuring
non-local string order. In this letter, we report a BCS-type variational wave function study of the
spin liquid state in this model. This wave function is motivated by mapping the Rydberg blockade
model to a lattice gauge theory, where the local gauge conservations replace the role of constraints
from the Rydberg blockade. We determine the variational parameter from the experimental mea-
surement of the Rydberg atom population. Then we compare the predictions of this deterministic
wave function with the experimental measurements of non-local string order. Combining the mea-
surements on both open and closed strings, we extract the fluctuations only associated with the
closed-loop as an indicator of the topological order. The prediction from our wave function agrees
reasonably well with the experimental data without any fitting parameter. Our variational wave
function provides a simple and intuitive picture of the quantum spin liquid in this system that can
be generalized to various generalizations of the current model.

Quantum spin liquid (QSL) is an exotic phase of mat-
ter where strong quantum fluctuations due to frustrations
destroy conventional spin orders, even for the ground
state [1–7]. The e↵orts of searching the QSL phase have
been lasting for decades in condensed matter physics.
Various kinds of evidence for QSL have been found in
several di↵erent materials, and they are provided by mea-
surements such as spin susceptibility, specific heat, and
thermal conductivity, although some are still controver-
sial [6, 7]. Recently, experimental evidence of QSL has
also been obtained in the programmable quantum sim-
ulators of cold Rydberg atoms [8] and superconducting
qubits [9]. The advantage of these systems is that the
expectation value of non-local string operators can be
directly measured, providing direct access to the topo-
logical order of QSL [8, 10].

Realizing the QSL state in a Rydberg atom system
utilizes the Rydberg blockade e↵ect and coherent cou-
pling between the ground state and the Rydberg excited
state of atoms [8, 10]. Previously, the physics of QSL
has been studied in various kinds of models, such as the
Heisenberg type model in frustrated lattices [4, 11–14],
the quantum dimer model [15–19], the toric code model
[20], and the Kitaev honeycomb model [21]. Although
the QSL realized in this Rydberg blockade system bears
many similarities with the toric code type topological or-
der, the microscopic Hamiltonian of this system is di↵er-
ent from all these previously studied models. The Ryd-
berg blockade model of this experiment has been studied
numerically by the density-matrix renormalization group
(DMRG) method that reveals a Z2 QSL ground state ex-
isting in certain parameter regime, as well as quantum
phase transitions from the QSL to trivial states [10], and
a related model in di↵erent lattice has also been studied
using DMRG by Ref. [22].
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FIG. 1: Schematic of the Rydberg blockade model (a) and the
equivalent LGT (b). (c) and (d) show the allowed physical
configurations at each vertex for the Rydberg blockade model
(c) and the equivalent LGT (d). In (b) and (d), open circles
denote that the sites are not occupied by f̂ fermions and filled
circles denote that the sites are occupied by f̂ fermions.

Aside from numerical simulations, the mean-field
method and variational approach have been applied to
investigate QSL state in various previously studied mod-
els [23–27]. These studies can provide a more intuitive
physical picture of the QSL phase. However, these meth-
ods have not yet been developed for the QSL in the Ryd-
berg blockade model, although they are highly desirable.
This letter reports our results of a variational wave func-
tion study for the QSL discovered this system. We will
discuss the intuition for proposing this wave function by
mapping the Rydberg blockade model into a lattice gauge
theory (LGT), and we will discuss the properties of this
wave function and use this wave function to understand
the experimental data reported in Ref. [8].
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Recently the Rydberg blockade e↵ect has been utilized to realize quantum spin liquid on a kagome
lattice. Evidence of quantum spin liquid has been obtained experimentally by directly measuring
non-local string order. In this letter, we report a BCS-type variational wave function study of the
spin liquid state in this model. This wave function is motivated by mapping the Rydberg blockade
model to a lattice gauge theory, where the local gauge conservations replace the role of constraints
from the Rydberg blockade. We determine the variational parameter from the experimental mea-
surement of the Rydberg atom population. Then we compare the predictions of this deterministic
wave function with the experimental measurements of non-local string order. Combining the mea-
surements on both open and closed strings, we extract the fluctuations only associated with the
closed-loop as an indicator of the topological order. The prediction from our wave function agrees
reasonably well with the experimental data without any fitting parameter. Our variational wave
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destroy conventional spin orders, even for the ground
state [1–7]. The e↵orts of searching the QSL phase have
been lasting for decades in condensed matter physics.
Various kinds of evidence for QSL have been found in
several di↵erent materials, and they are provided by mea-
surements such as spin susceptibility, specific heat, and
thermal conductivity, although some are still controver-
sial [6, 7]. Recently, experimental evidence of QSL has
also been obtained in the programmable quantum sim-
ulators of cold Rydberg atoms [8] and superconducting
qubits [9]. The advantage of these systems is that the
expectation value of non-local string operators can be
directly measured, providing direct access to the topo-
logical order of QSL [8, 10].

Realizing the QSL state in a Rydberg atom system
utilizes the Rydberg blockade e↵ect and coherent cou-
pling between the ground state and the Rydberg excited
state of atoms [8, 10]. Previously, the physics of QSL
has been studied in various kinds of models, such as the
Heisenberg type model in frustrated lattices [4, 11–14],
the quantum dimer model [15–19], the toric code model
[20], and the Kitaev honeycomb model [21]. Although
the QSL realized in this Rydberg blockade system bears
many similarities with the toric code type topological or-
der, the microscopic Hamiltonian of this system is di↵er-
ent from all these previously studied models. The Ryd-
berg blockade model of this experiment has been studied
numerically by the density-matrix renormalization group
(DMRG) method that reveals a Z2 QSL ground state ex-
isting in certain parameter regime, as well as quantum
phase transitions from the QSL to trivial states [10], and
a related model in di↵erent lattice has also been studied
using DMRG by Ref. [22].
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(c) and the equivalent LGT (d). In (b) and (d), open circles
denote that the sites are not occupied by f̂ fermions and filled
circles denote that the sites are occupied by f̂ fermions.

Aside from numerical simulations, the mean-field
method and variational approach have been applied to
investigate QSL state in various previously studied mod-
els [23–27]. These studies can provide a more intuitive
physical picture of the QSL phase. However, these meth-
ods have not yet been developed for the QSL in the Ryd-
berg blockade model, although they are highly desirable.
This letter reports our results of a variational wave func-
tion study for the QSL discovered this system. We will
discuss the intuition for proposing this wave function by
mapping the Rydberg blockade model into a lattice gauge
theory (LGT), and we will discuss the properties of this
wave function and use this wave function to understand
the experimental data reported in Ref. [8].
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Evidence of Quantum Spin Liquid 

of monomers at their endpoints (Fig. 4A), so a
finite Xh i can be achieved in the trivial phase,
where there is a high density of monomers.
Therefore, the QSL can be identified as the
only phase where both FM string order pa-
rameters vanish for long strings (23).
Themeasured values of the FMorder param-

eters are shown in Fig. 4, F and G. We found
that Zh iFM is compatible with zero over the
entire range of D/W, where we observed a fi-
nite Z parity on closed loops, indicating the
absence of a VBS phase (Fig. 4F), which is
consistent with our analysis of density-density
correlations (fig. S6) (31). At the same time,
Xh iFM converges toward zero on the longest
strings for D=W ! 3:3 (Fig. 4G), indicating a
transition out of the disordered phase. By
combining these twomeasurements with the
regions of nonvanishing parity for the closed
Z and X loops (Figs. 2 and 3), we conclude that
for 3:3 " D=W " 4:5, our results constitute a
direct detection of the onset of a QSL phase
(Fig. 4, F and G, shaded area).
The measurements of the closed-loop oper-

ators in Figs. 2 and 3 show that Zh ij j; Xh ij j < 1
and that the amplitude of the signal decreases
with increasing loop size, which results from
a finite density of quasiparticle excitations.
Specifically, defects in the dimer covering such
as monomers and double-dimers can be inter-
preted as electric (e) anyons in the language of
lattice gauge theory (23). Because the presence
of a defect inside a closed loop changes the
sign of Z, the parity on the loop is reduced
according to the number of enclosed e-anyons

as Zh ij j ! "1# $#enclosed e"anyons
D E!!!

!!!. The average

number of defects inside a loop is expected to
scale with the number of enclosed vertices—
with the area of the loop—and we observed an
approximate area-law scaling of Zh ij j for small
loop sizes (Fig. 4H). However, for larger loops
we observed a deviation from area-law scaling,
closer to a perimeter law. This can emerge if
pairs of anyons are correlated over a char-
acteristic length scale smaller than the loop
size [a discussion of the expected scaling is
provided in (31)]. Pairs of correlated anyons
that are both inside the loop do not change
its parity because their contributions cancel
out; they only affect Zh iwhen they sit across
the loop, leading to a scaling with the length
of the perimeter. These pairs can be viewed
as resulting from the application of X string
operators to a dimer covering (Fig. 4A), orig-
inating, for example, from virtual excitations
in the dimer-monomer model (31) or from
errors caused by state preparation and detec-
tion. State preparation with larger Rabi fre-
quency (improved adiabaticity) results in
larger Z parity signals and reduced e-anyon
density (fig. S9).
A second type of quasiparticle excitation

that could arise in this model is the so-called

magnetic (m) anyon. Analogous to e-anyons,
which live at the endpoints of open X strings
(Fig. 4A), m-anyons are created by open Z
strings and correspond to phase errors be-
tween dimer coverings (fig. S11) (31). These
excitations cannot be directly identified from
individual snapshots but are detected with
the measurement of closed X loop operators.
The perimeter law scaling observed in Fig. 4I
indicates thatm-anyons only appear in pairs

with short correlation lengths (31). These ob-
servations highlight the prospects for using
topological string operators to detect and probe
quasiparticle excitations in the system.

Toward a topological qubit

To further explore the topological properties
of the spin liquid state, we created an atom ar-
ray with a small hole by removing three atoms
on a central triangle (Fig. 5), which creates
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Fig. 4. String order parameters and quasi-particle excitations. (A) An open string operator Xopen acting
on a dimer state Dj i creates two monomers (e-anyons) at its endpoints (m-anyons are shown in fig. S11).
(B and C) Definition of the string order parameters Zh iFM and Xh iFM. (D) Comparison between Zclosedh i
and Zopen

" #2 measured on the strings shown in the inset. The expectation value shown for the open string is
squared to account for a factor of two in the string lengths. (E) Analogous comparison for X. (F and
G) Zooming in on the range with finite closed loop parities, we measured the FM order parameters for
different open strings (insets). We found that Zh iFM is consistent with zero over the entire range of D, whereas
Xh iFM vanishes for D=W ! 3:3, which allowed us to identify a range of detunings consistent with the onset
of a QSL phase (shaded area). (H) Rescaled parities Zh i1=area and Zh i1=perim evaluated for D/W = 3.6, where
area and perimeter are defined as the number of vertices enclosed by the loop and the number of atoms
on the loop, respectively. For small loops, Z scales with an area law but deviates from this behavior for larger
loops, converging toward a perimeter law. (I) Xh i1=area (the area, in this case, is the number of enclosed
hexagons) and Xh i1=perim evaluated for D/W = 3.5, indicating an excellent agreement with a perimeter-law scaling.
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(Fig. 1E), indicating an approximate dimer
covering.

Measuring topological string operators

A defining property of a phase with topolog-
ical order is that it cannot be probed locally.
Hence, to investigate the possible presence of
a QSL state, it is essential to measure nonlocal
observables. In the case of dimer models, a

particularly convenient set of nonlocal varia-
bles is defined in terms of topological string
operators, which are analogous to those used
in the toric code model (3). For the present
model, there are two such string operators,
the first of which characterizes the effective
dimer description; the second probes quan-
tum coherence between dimer states (23).
We first focused on the diagonal operator

Z !
Y

i!s
szi , with szi ! 1" 2ni , which mea-

sures the parity of Rydberg atoms along a
string S perpendicular to the bonds of the
kagome lattice (Fig. 2A). For the smallest
closed Z loop, which encloses a single ver-
tex of the kagome lattice, Zh i ! "1 for any
perfect dimer covering. Larger loops can be
decomposed into a product of small loops
around all the enclosed vertices, resulting in
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Fig. 1. Dimer model in Rydberg atoms arrays. (A) Fluorescence image of
219 atoms arranged on the links of a kagome lattice. The atoms, initially in the
ground state gj i, evolve according to the many-body dynamics U(t). The final
state of the atoms was determined by means of fluorescence imaging of ground-
state atoms. Rydberg atoms are indicated with red dimers on the bonds of
the kagome lattice. (B) We adjusted the blockade radius to Rb/a = 2.4 by
choosing W = 2p ! 1.4 MHz and a = 3.9 mm, so that all six nearest neighbors of
an atom in rj i are within the blockade radius Rb. A state consistent with the
Rydberg blockade at maximal filling can then be viewed as a dimer covering of
the kagome lattice, where each vertex is touched by exactly one dimer. (C) In

the idealized limit, the QSL state corresponds to a coherent superposition of
exponentially many dimer coverings. (D) Detuning D(t) and Rabi frequency W(t)
used for quasi-adiabatic state preparation. (E) (Top) Average density of Rydberg
excitations nh i in the bulk of the system, excluding the outer three layers
(31). (Bottom) Probabilities of empty vertices in the bulk (monomers; blue
symbols), vertices attached to a single dimer (red symbols), or to double dimers
(weakly violating blockade; green symbols). After D/W ~ 3, the system reaches
~1/4 filling, where most vertices are attached to a single dimer, which is
consistent with an approximate dimer phase. The average density of defects
per vertex in the approximate dimer phase is ~0.2.

Fig. 2. Detecting a dimer phase by means of diagonal string operator.
(A) The Z string operator measures the parity of dimers along a string. (B) A
perfect dimer covering always has exactly one dimer touching each vertex of the
array, so that Zh i ! "1# $ around a single vertex and Zh i ! "1# $#enclosed vertices for
larger loops. (C) Z parity measurements following the quasi-adiabatic sweep of Fig. 1D,

with the addition of a 200-ns ramp-down of W at the end to optimize preparation. At
different endpoints of the sweep and for (D) different loop sizes, we measured a
finite Zh i, which is consistent with an approximate dimer phase. The sign of Zh i
properly matches the parity of the number of enclosed vertices: 6 (red), 11 (green),
15 (blue), and 19 (orange). (E) The measured Zh i for the two largest loops (fig. S9).
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Zh i ! "1# $#enclosed vertices (Fig. 2B). The pres-
ence of monomers or double-dimers reduces
the effective contribution of each vertex, re-
sulting in a reduced Zh i.
To measure Zh i for different loop shapes

(Figs. 2, C and D), we evaluated the string
observables directly from single-shot images,
averaging over many experimental repetitions
and over all loops of the same shape in the bulk
of the lattice (31). In the range of detunings
where nh i e 1=4, we clearly observed the emer-
gence of a finite Zh i for all loop shapes, with
the sign matching the parity of enclosed ver-
tices, as expected for dimer states (Fig. 2B).
The measured values were generally Zh ij j < 1
and decreased with increasing loop size, sug-
gesting the presence of a finite density of de-
fects. Nevertheless, these observations indicate
that the state we prepared was consistent with
an approximate dimer phase.
We next explored quantum coherence prop-

erties of the prepared state. To this end, we con-
sidered the off-diagonalX operator, which acts
on strings along the bonds of the kagome lat-
tice. It is defined in Fig. 3A by its action on a
single triangle (23). Applying X on any closed
stringmaps a dimer covering to another valid
dimer covering (for example, a loop around a
single hexagon in Fig. 3B). A finite expectation
value for X therefore implies that the state con-
tains a coherent superposition of one or more
pairs of dimer states coupled by that specific
loop, which is a prerequisite for a QSL. The
measurement of X can be implemented by per-
forming a collective basis rotation, illustrated
in Fig. 3C (23). This rotationwas implemented

through time evolution under the Rydberg
Hamiltonian (Eq. 1) with D = 0 and reduced
blockade radius Rb/a = 1.53, so that only the
atoms within the same triangle were subject
to the Rydberg blockade constraint. Under
these conditions, it was sufficient to consider
the evolution of individual triangles separate-
ly, where each triangle can be described as a
four-level system ( ). Within this
subspace, after a time t ! 4p= 3W

!!!
3

p" #
, the

collective three-atom dynamics realizes a
unitary Uq that implements the basis rota-
tion that transforms an X string into a dual
Z string (31).
Experimentally, the basis rotationwas imple-

mented after the state preparation by quench-
ing the laser detuning to Dq = 0 and increasing
the laser intensity by a factor of ~200 to reduce
the blockade radius to Rb/a = 1.53 (Fig. 3D)
(31). We calibrated t by preparing the state
at D/W = 4 and evolving under the quench
Hamiltonian for a variable time.Wemeasured
the parity of a Z string that was dual to a target
X loop and observed a sharp revival of the
parity signal at t ~ 30 ns (Fig. 3E) (23). Fixing
the quench time t, we measured Xh i for dif-
ferent values of the detuning D at the end of
the cubic sweep (Fig. 3F) and observed a finite
X parity signal for loops that extend over a
large fraction of the array. These observations
clearly indicate the presence of long-range
coherence in the prepared state.

Probing spin liquid properties

The study of closed string operators showed
that we prepared an approximate dimer phase

with quantum coherence between dimer cov-
erings. Although these closed loops are in-
dicative of topological order, we needed to
compare their properties with those of open
strings to distinguish topological effects from
trivial ordering—the former being sensitive to
the topology of the loop (32–34). This compar-
ison is shown in Fig. 4, D and E, and indicates
several distinct regimes. For small D, we found
that both Z and X loop parities factorize into
the product of the parities on the half-loop
open strings; in particular, the finite Zh i is a
trivial result of the low density of Rydberg
excitations. By contrast, loop parities no longer
factorize in the dimer phase (3 ! D=W ! 5). In-
stead, the expectation values for both open
string operators vanish in the dimer phase,
indicating the nontrivial nature of the corre-
lations measured with the closed loops (31).
More specifically, topological ordering in the
dimer-monomermodel can break down either
because of a high density of monomers, cor-
responding to the trivial disordered phase at
small D/W, or owing to the lack of long-range
resonances, corresponding to a valence bond
solid (VBS) (23). Open Z and X strings distin-
guish the target QSL phase from these proxi-
mal phases: When normalized according to
the definition from Fredenhagen and Marcu
(FM) (Fig. 4, B and C) (32, 33), vanishing
expectation values for these open strings can
be considered to be key signatures for theQSL.
In particular, open Z strings have a finite ex-
pectation value when the dimers form an or-
dered spatial arrangement, as in theVBSphase.
At the same time, open X strings create pairs
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Fig. 3. Probing coherence between dimer states by means of off-diagonal
string operator. (A) Definition of X string operator on a single triangle of
the kagome lattice. (B) On any closed loop, the X operator maps any dimer
covering into another valid dimer covering, so that Xh i measures the coherence
between pairs of dimer configurations. (C) The X operator is measured by
evolving the initial state under the Hamiltonian (Eq. 1) with D = 0 and reduced
blockade radius to encompass only atoms within each individual triangle,
implementing a basis rotation that maps X into Z. (D) In the experiment, after

the state preparation, we set the laser detuning to Dq = 0 and increased W to
2p ! 20 MHz to reach Rb/a = 1.53. (E) By measuring the Z parity on the dual
string (red) of a target X loop (blue) after a variable quench time, we identified
the time t for which the mapping in (C) is implemented. (F) We measured Xh i
for different final detunings of the cubic sweep and (inset) for different loop
sizes and found that the prepared state has long-range coherence that extends
over a large fraction of the array (31). The dual Z loops corresponding to the
X loops shown in the inset are defined in fig. S3 and (31).
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Quantum Many-Body State of Spin Liquid
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FIG. 4: (a) and (b): Illustration of the closed loop and
two open loops (dashed/wavy lines denoting loop-1 and
dotted/zig-zag lines denoting loop-2) where the operators Ẑ
and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and their expectation
values are measured experimentally in Ref. [8]. (c) and (d):
Illustration of the operations Ẑ (c) and X̂ (d) [8, 10] . (e) and
(f): Comparing the experimental measurements of hẐopeni2,
hẐclosei, hX̂openi2, hX̂closei, h�Z2i = hẐclosei � hẐopeni2 and
h�X2i = hX̂closei� hX̂openi2 with the predictions of the vari-
ational wave function, with v given by Fig. 3(b) (u = 1 fixed).
The dots are experimental data reprinted from Ref. [8] and
the solid lines are results from our wave function without any
fitting parameter.

energy but has reached the place where the energy land-
scape is very flat, and the energy of the measured state
is already very close to the lowest energy.

The experimental evidences of QSL are provided by
measuring the non-local loop order [8, 10]. Two kinds of
loops are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), and a closed loop is
always made of two symmetric open loops, along which
operators Ẑ and X̂ are measured. Here the definitions
of Ẑ and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and are shown
in Fig. 4 (c) and (d), respectively. For instance, Ẑclose

denotes performing operation Ẑ along the closed loop
shown in Fig. 4(a). Thus, for both operators Ẑ and X̂,
Ẑclose = Ẑopen1Ẑopen2 and X̂close = X̂open1X̂open2. Fur-

thermore, by symmetry, we have hẐopen1i = hẐopen2i ⌘
hẐopeni, and hX̂open1i = hX̂open2i ⌘ hX̂openi.
Hence, we concern whether the order along a closed

loop can be fractionalized into products of two or-
ders along two open loops, i.e. whether hẐclosei ⇡
hẐopen1ihẐopen2i = hẐopeni2 and whether hX̂closei ⇡
hX̂open1ihX̂open2i = hX̂openi2. In other word, we define

h�Z
2i ⌘ hẐclosei � hẐopeni2,

h�X
2i ⌘ hX̂closei � hX̂openi2. (8)

These definitions eliminate the short-range local fluctua-
tions attributed to both open and closed loops, and only
signal the the non-local loop fluctuations, revealing the
nature of QSL. This bears the same spirits as Freden-
hagen and Marcu’s normalization [33, 34].

In Fig. 4(e) and (f) we compare the experimental
measurements with the predictions from our variational
wave function, with v shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that al-
though v is also obtained from experimental data shown
in Fig. 3(a), these experimental data do not contain any
information of quantum coherence or topological orders,
and therefore, they are intrinsically di↵erent from the
data presented in Fig. 4(e) and (f). We emphasize that
the comparisons are carried out without any fitting pa-

rameter. It shows that our wave function can well re-
produce hẐclosei, hẐopeni and h�Z

2i. However, our wave
function cannot reproduce hX̂closei and h�X

2i. Since
our wave function is designed to capture long-range co-
herence of spin configurations, it is conceivable that cer-
tain short-range fluctuations are not captured by our
wave function. Nevertheless, our wave function captures
h�X

2i reasonably well up to�/⌦ ⇡ 2.2. For larger�/⌦,
the experimental data of h�X

2i is smaller than the pre-
diction of our wave function, whose reason requires fur-
ther investigation. One possible explanation is that the
coupling between di↵erent configurations is suppressed
when �/⌦ > 1 as discussed above, and the non-local co-
herence becomes more fragile and more sensitive to noises
in the measurements.

Finally, we note that our variational wave function
agrees with measurements of Ẑ better than the agree-
ment with measurements of X̂. This is probably because
our wave function is written on the Sz bases. In this
bases, Ẑ operator can be easily expressed in terms of our
wave function as

Ẑ|QSLi = 1

N
Y

hiji2loop

⇣
u � vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j

⌘ Y

hiji0

⇣
u+ vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j

⌘
|0i,

(9)
where hiji 2 loop denotes the links crossed by the loop,
and hiji0 denotes other links. That is to say, the pairing
phase changes by ⇡ at the link crossed by the loop. If
the loop crosses a hexagon, pairing phases at two links
are changed by ⇡ and there is no net flux in the hexagon.
However, if an open loop ends the center of a hexagon,
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FIG. 4: (a) and (b): Illustration of the closed loop and
two open loops (dashed/wavy lines denoting loop-1 and
dotted/zig-zag lines denoting loop-2) where the operators Ẑ
and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and their expectation
values are measured experimentally in Ref. [8]. (c) and (d):
Illustration of the operations Ẑ (c) and X̂ (d) [8, 10] . (e) and
(f): Comparing the experimental measurements of hẐopeni2,
hẐclosei, hX̂openi2, hX̂closei, h�Z2i = hẐclosei � hẐopeni2 and
h�X2i = hX̂closei� hX̂openi2 with the predictions of the vari-
ational wave function, with v given by Fig. 3(b) (u = 1 fixed).
The dots are experimental data reprinted from Ref. [8] and
the solid lines are results from our wave function without any
fitting parameter.

energy but has reached the place where the energy land-
scape is very flat, and the energy of the measured state
is already very close to the lowest energy.

The experimental evidences of QSL are provided by
measuring the non-local loop order [8, 10]. Two kinds of
loops are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), and a closed loop is
always made of two symmetric open loops, along which
operators Ẑ and X̂ are measured. Here the definitions
of Ẑ and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and are shown
in Fig. 4 (c) and (d), respectively. For instance, Ẑclose

denotes performing operation Ẑ along the closed loop
shown in Fig. 4(a). Thus, for both operators Ẑ and X̂,
Ẑclose = Ẑopen1Ẑopen2 and X̂close = X̂open1X̂open2. Fur-

thermore, by symmetry, we have hẐopen1i = hẐopen2i ⌘
hẐopeni, and hX̂open1i = hX̂open2i ⌘ hX̂openi.
Hence, we concern whether the order along a closed

loop can be fractionalized into products of two or-
ders along two open loops, i.e. whether hẐclosei ⇡
hẐopen1ihẐopen2i = hẐopeni2 and whether hX̂closei ⇡
hX̂open1ihX̂open2i = hX̂openi2. In other word, we define

h�Z
2i ⌘ hẐclosei � hẐopeni2,

h�X
2i ⌘ hX̂closei � hX̂openi2. (8)

These definitions eliminate the short-range local fluctua-
tions attributed to both open and closed loops, and only
signal the the non-local loop fluctuations, revealing the
nature of QSL. This bears the same spirits as Freden-
hagen and Marcu’s normalization [33, 34].

In Fig. 4(e) and (f) we compare the experimental
measurements with the predictions from our variational
wave function, with v shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that al-
though v is also obtained from experimental data shown
in Fig. 3(a), these experimental data do not contain any
information of quantum coherence or topological orders,
and therefore, they are intrinsically di↵erent from the
data presented in Fig. 4(e) and (f). We emphasize that
the comparisons are carried out without any fitting pa-

rameter. It shows that our wave function can well re-
produce hẐclosei, hẐopeni and h�Z

2i. However, our wave
function cannot reproduce hX̂closei and h�X

2i. Since
our wave function is designed to capture long-range co-
herence of spin configurations, it is conceivable that cer-
tain short-range fluctuations are not captured by our
wave function. Nevertheless, our wave function captures
h�X

2i reasonably well up to�/⌦ ⇡ 2.2. For larger�/⌦,
the experimental data of h�X

2i is smaller than the pre-
diction of our wave function, whose reason requires fur-
ther investigation. One possible explanation is that the
coupling between di↵erent configurations is suppressed
when �/⌦ > 1 as discussed above, and the non-local co-
herence becomes more fragile and more sensitive to noises
in the measurements.

Finally, we note that our variational wave function
agrees with measurements of Ẑ better than the agree-
ment with measurements of X̂. This is probably because
our wave function is written on the Sz bases. In this
bases, Ẑ operator can be easily expressed in terms of our
wave function as
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where hiji 2 loop denotes the links crossed by the loop,
and hiji0 denotes other links. That is to say, the pairing
phase changes by ⇡ at the link crossed by the loop. If
the loop crosses a hexagon, pairing phases at two links
are changed by ⇡ and there is no net flux in the hexagon.
However, if an open loop ends the center of a hexagon,
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h�X2i = hX̂closei� hX̂openi2 with the predictions of the vari-
ational wave function, with v given by Fig. 3(b) (u = 1 fixed).
The dots are experimental data reprinted from Ref. [8] and
the solid lines are results from our wave function without any
fitting parameter.
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in Fig. 3(a), these experimental data do not contain any
information of quantum coherence or topological orders,
and therefore, they are intrinsically di↵erent from the
data presented in Fig. 4(e) and (f). We emphasize that
the comparisons are carried out without any fitting pa-

rameter. It shows that our wave function can well re-
produce hẐclosei, hẐopeni and h�Z

2i. However, our wave
function cannot reproduce hX̂closei and h�X

2i. Since
our wave function is designed to capture long-range co-
herence of spin configurations, it is conceivable that cer-
tain short-range fluctuations are not captured by our
wave function. Nevertheless, our wave function captures
h�X
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the experimental data of h�X

2i is smaller than the pre-
diction of our wave function, whose reason requires fur-
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coupling between di↵erent configurations is suppressed
when �/⌦ > 1 as discussed above, and the non-local co-
herence becomes more fragile and more sensitive to noises
in the measurements.

Finally, we note that our variational wave function
agrees with measurements of Ẑ better than the agree-
ment with measurements of X̂. This is probably because
our wave function is written on the Sz bases. In this
bases, Ẑ operator can be easily expressed in terms of our
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where hiji 2 loop denotes the links crossed by the loop,
and hiji0 denotes other links. That is to say, the pairing
phase changes by ⇡ at the link crossed by the loop. If
the loop crosses a hexagon, pairing phases at two links
are changed by ⇡ and there is no net flux in the hexagon.
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and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and their expectation
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Illustration of the operations Ẑ (c) and X̂ (d) [8, 10] . (e) and
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h�X2i = hX̂closei� hX̂openi2 with the predictions of the vari-
ational wave function, with v given by Fig. 3(b) (u = 1 fixed).
The dots are experimental data reprinted from Ref. [8] and
the solid lines are results from our wave function without any
fitting parameter.
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loops are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), and a closed loop is
always made of two symmetric open loops, along which
operators Ẑ and X̂ are measured. Here the definitions
of Ẑ and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and are shown
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and therefore, they are intrinsically di↵erent from the
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diction of our wave function, whose reason requires fur-
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coupling between di↵erent configurations is suppressed
when �/⌦ > 1 as discussed above, and the non-local co-
herence becomes more fragile and more sensitive to noises
in the measurements.

Finally, we note that our variational wave function
agrees with measurements of Ẑ better than the agree-
ment with measurements of X̂. This is probably because
our wave function is written on the Sz bases. In this
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where hiji 2 loop denotes the links crossed by the loop,
and hiji0 denotes other links. That is to say, the pairing
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are changed by ⇡ and there is no net flux in the hexagon.
However, if an open loop ends the center of a hexagon,
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The strong, coherent interactions between Rydberg atoms provide 
an effective coherent constraint that prevents simultaneous excitation 
of nearby atoms into Rydberg states. This is the essence of the so-called 
Rydberg blockade15, demonstrated in Fig. 1d. When two atoms are 
sufficiently close that that their Rydberg–Rydberg interactions Vij 
exceed the effective Rabi frequency !, multiple Rydberg excitations are 
suppressed. This defines the Rydberg blockade radius Rb, at which 
Vij = ! (Rb = 9 µm for |r! = |70S1/2! and ! = 2" # 2!MHz, as used here). 
In the case of resonant driving of atoms separated by a = 23 µm, we 
observe Rabi oscillations associated with non-interacting atoms (blue 
curve in Fig. 1d). However, the dynamics changes substantially as we 
bring multiple atoms close to each other (a = 2.87 µm < Rb). In this case, 
we observe Rabi oscillations between the ground state and a collective 

state with exactly one excitation ( = / $ | … … !W N g r g(1 ) i i N1 ) with 
the characteristic N  scaling of the collective Rabi frequency24,28,29. 
These observations enable us to quantify the coherence properties of 
our system (see Methods and Extended Data Fig. 3). In particular, the 
amplitude of Rabi oscillations in Fig. 1d is limited mostly by the state 
detection fidelity (93% for |r! and about 98% for |g!; Methods). The 
individual Rabi frequencies are controlled to better than 3% across the 
array, whereas the coherence time is limited ultimately by the small 
probability of spontaneous emission from the intermediate state |e! 
during the laser pulse (scattering rate 0.022 µs%1; Methods).

Programmable quantum simulator
In the case of homogeneous coherent coupling considered here, the 
Hamiltonian in equation (1) resembles closely the paradigmatic Ising 
model for effective spin-1/2 particles with variable interaction range. 
Its ground state exhibits a rich variety of many-body phases that break 
distinct spatial symmetries (Fig. 2a). Specifically, at large negative  
values of "/!, its ground state corresponds to all atoms in the state |g!, 
corresponding to the paramagnetic or disordered phase. As "/! is 
increased towards large positive values, the number of atoms in |r! 
increases and interactions between them become important. This gives 
rise to spatially ordered phases in which Rydberg atoms are arranged 
regularly across the array, resulting in ‘Rydberg crystals’ with different 
spatial symmetries30,31, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. The origin of these 
correlated states can be understood intuitively by first considering the 
situation in which " !+ +! ! !V Vi i i i, 1 , 2, that is, with blockade for 
neighbouring atoms but negligible interaction between next-nearest 
neighbours. In this case, the ground state corresponds to a Rydberg 
crystal that breaks Z2 translational symmetry in a manner analogous 
to antiferromagnetic order in magnetic systems. Moreover, by  
tuning the parameters so that " !+ + +! ! !V V V,i i i i i i, 1 , 2 , 3 and 

" !+ + + +! ! !V V V V, ,i i i i i i i i, 1 , 2 , 3 , 4  , we obtain arrays with broken Z3 
and Z4 symmetries, respectively (Fig. 2).

To prepare the system in these phases, we control the detuning "(t) 
of the driving lasers dynamically to transform the ground state of the 
Hamiltonian adiabatically from a product state of all atoms in |g! to 
crystalline states22,31. In contrast to previous work where Rydberg 
crystals are prepared via a sequence of avoided crossings22,31,32, the 
operation at a finite ! and well-defined atom separation enables us to 
move across a single phase transition into the desired phase directly33.

In the experiment, we first prepare all atoms in state |g! = |5S1/2,!F = 2, 
mF = %2! by optical pumping. We then switch on the laser fields and 
sweep the two-photon detuning from negative to positive values using 
the functional form shown in Fig. 3a. Figure 2b displays the resulting 
single-atom trajectories in a group of 13 atoms for three different inter-
action strengths as we vary the detuning ". In each of these instances, 
we observe a clear transition from the initial state |g1,!…,!g13! to an 
ordered state of different broken symmetry. The distance between the 
atoms determines the interaction strength, which leads to different 
crystalline order for a given final detuning. To achieve Z2 order,  
we arrange the atoms with a spacing of 5.74 µm, which results  
in a measured nearest-neighbour interaction strength (see Extended 
Data Fig. 4) of != "# = "#+ !V 2 24 MHz 2 2 MHzi i, 1 , while the 
next-nearest-neighbour interaction is small (2" # 0.38 MHz). This 
results in a build-up of antiferromagnetic order whereby every other 
trap site is occupied by a Rydberg atom (Z2 order). By reducing the 
spacing between the atoms to 3.57 µm and 2.87 µm, Z3 and Z4 order is 
observed, respectively (Fig. 2b).

We benchmark the performance of the quantum simulator by com-
paring the measured build-up of Z2 order with theoretical predictions 
for a N = 7 atom system, obtained via exact numerical simulations. As 
shown in Fig. 3, this fully coherent simulation without free parameters 
yields excellent agreement with the observed data when the finite detec-
tion fidelity is accounted for. The evolution of the many-body states in 
Fig. 3c shows that we measure the perfect antiferromagnetic state with 
54(4)% probability (here and elsewhere, unless otherwise specified, the 
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Figure 1 | Experimental platform. a, Individual 87Rb atoms (green) are 
trapped using optical tweezers (vertical red beams) and arranged into 
defect-free arrays. Coherent interactions Vij between the atoms (arrows) 
are enabled by exciting them (horizontal blue and red beams) to a  
Rydberg state with strength ! and detuning " (inset). b, A two-photon 
process couples the ground state |g! = |5S1/2,!F = 2,!mF = %2! to the 
Rydberg state |r! = |70S1/2,!J = 1/2,!mJ = %1/2! via an intermediate  
state |e! = |6P3/2,!F = 3,!mF = %3! with detuning #, using circularly 
polarized 420-nm and 1,013-nm lasers with single-photon Rabi 
frequencies of !B and !R, respectively. Typical experimental values are 
# ! !& "# & "#!2 560 MHz ( , ) 2 (60, 36) MHzB R . c, The experimental 
protocol consists of loading the atoms into a tweezer array (1) and then 
rearranging them into a preprogrammed configuration (2). After this, the 
system evolves under U(t) with tunable parameters "(t), !(t) and Vij. This 
evolution can be implemented in parallel on several non-interacting  
sub-systems (3). We then detect the final state using fluorescence  
imaging (4). Atoms in state |g! remain trapped, whereas atoms in state |r! 
are ejected from the trap and detected as the absence of fluorescence 
(indicated with red circles). d, For resonant driving (" = 0), isolated atoms 
(blue circles) display Rabi oscillations between |g! and |r!. Arranging the 
atoms into fully blockaded clusters of N = 2 (green circles) and N = 3  
(red circles) atoms results in only one excitation being shared between the 
atoms in the cluster, while the Rabi frequency is enhanced by N . The 
probability of detecting more than one excitation in the cluster is '5%. 
Error bars indicate 68% confidence intervals and are smaller than the 
marker size.
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Our target model is a U(1) gauge theory on a 1D spatial lattice with 
!!=!0,!1,!…,!N!" 1!sites, described by the Hamiltonian (see!Methods)

!

"
#

$

%
&#H

t
" S " m" "^ = "

i~

2
( ^ ^ ^ " h.c.) + ^ ^ . (1)

!
! ! ! ! ! !QLM , +1

+
+1

†

Using the QLM formalism, the gauge field is represented by spin-1/2 
operators Ŝ ! !

z
, +1  on links connecting neighbouring lattice sites, 

E S^ $ (" 1) ^
! !

!
! !
z

, +1
+1

, +1, corresponding to an electric field coarse-grained 
to two values (red and blue arrows in Fig.!1). Further, h.c. denotes her-
mitian conjugate. Using staggered fermions22, matter fields "̂! represent 
particles and antiparticles on alternating sites, with alternating electric 
charge Q " "^ = (" 1) ^ ^

!
!

! !
† . By tuning the fermion rest mass m, we can drive 

the system across a quantum phase transition from a charge-dominated 
disordered phase to an ordered phase, characterized by the spontane-
ous breaking of charge and parity (C/P) symmetries21,23; see Fig.!1a. 
During the transition, owing to the term proportional to!t~ (gauge– 
matter coupling strength), particle–antiparticle pairs annihilate accom-
panied by the correct adjustment of the electric field according to 
Gauss’s law.

Gauss’s law requires the generators of the U(1) gauge transforma-
tions,

( )G S S " "^ = (" 1) ^ + ^ + ^ ^ , (2)!
!

! !
z

! !
z

! !
+1

, +1 "1,
†

to be conserved quantities for each matter site !. We choose, as is usual, 
to work in the charge-neutral sector, where the state |"% fulfils 

Q "# ˆ % = 0! ! , and in the Gauss’s law sector specified by G "ˆ % = 0! , !& . 
Ensuring adherence to this local conservation law is the main experi-
mental challenge, as it intrinsically constrains matter and electric fields 
across three neighbouring sites (see Fig.!1b).

We simulate this QLM with ultracold bosons in a 1D optical superlat-
tice as sketched in Fig.!1c (see!Methods for details). The experiment is 
governed by the BHM

#H J b b
U

n n # n^ = " ( ^ ^ + h.c.) +
2

^ ( ^ " 1) + ^ , (3)
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j j j j j jBHM
†

+1
!
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where b b^ , ^
j j

†  are creation and annihilation operators, n b b^ = ^ ^
j j j

† , J is the 
tunnelling strength, and U is the on-site interaction. The energy offset 
# $ j%= (" 1) /2 +j

j  consists of a linear tilt % to suppress long-range tun-
nelling along the 1D chain, and a staggered superlattice potential $. 
Here, the even sites j of the superlattice correspond to the matter sites 
! in the lattice gauge theory, while we identify odd sites j with link indi-
ces ! !, + 1. Choosing $ ' J and on-site interaction U!(!2$ effectively con-
strains the system to the relevant subspace limited to the number states 
|0%, |2% on odd (gauge) sites and |0%, |1% on even (matter) sites. On this 
subspace, we can hence identify the operators as !S b^ ( ^ ) / 2! ! j !, +1

+
=2 +1

† 2  
and similarly !" S " b b b^ ^ ^ ^ ( ^ ) ^ / 2! ! ! ! ! ! !, +1

+
+1 2 2 +1

† 2
2 +2  (using a Jordan–Wigner 

transformation for the matter sites), see!Methods. This term can be 
physically realized by atoms on neighbouring matter sites combining 
into a doublon (that is, two indistinguishable atoms residing in one site). 
The rest mass corresponds to m!=!$!"!U/2, which enables us to cross the 
phase transition by tuning m! <! 0! )! m! >! 0. The strength of the 
gauge-invariant coupling (t J U~ ( 8 2 / ( 70 Hz2  at resonance m!(!0) is 
much larger than the dissipation rate, enabling a faithful implementa-
tion in a large many-body system.

The experiment starts with a quasi two-dimensional Bose–Einstein 
condensate of about 100,000 87Rb atoms in the x–y!plane. We imple-
ment a recently demonstrated cooling method in optical lattices to 
create a Mott insulator with a filling factor of 0.992(1) (ref. 24). Figure!2a 
shows a uniform area containing 10,000 lattice sites, from which a 
region of interest (ROI) with 71!*!36 sites is selected for simulating the 
gauge theory. A lattice along the y!axis with depth 61.5(4)Er isolates 
the system into copies of 1D chains. Here, E h m &= /(2 )r

2
Rb s

2  is the recoil 

energy, with &s!=!767!nm the wavelength of a ‘short lattice’ laser, h the 
Planck constant, and mRb the atomic mass. The near-unity filling enables 
the average length of defect-free chains to be longer than the 71 sites. 
Even without a quantum gas microscope, the size of our many-body 
system is confirmed by counting the lattice sites with single-site reso-
nance imaging (see!Methods). Along the x direction, another lattice, 
with wavelength &l!=!2&s (the ‘long lattice’), is employed to construct 
a superlattice that divides the trapped atoms into odd and even 
sites. Two different configurations of the superlattice are used here.  
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Fig. 1 | Quantum simulation of a U(1) lattice gauge theory. a, A quantum phase 
transition separates a charge-proliferated phase from a C/P symmetry-breaking 
phase where the electric field (triangles) passes unhindered through the system 
(sketched at particle rest mass m!)!"+ and ++, respectively). The Feynman 
diagram, depicted as wavy lines, describes the gauge-invariant annihilation of 
particles and antiparticles (circles with charges) with a coupling strength of "t . 
The transition leads to two opposite configurations in terms of the directions of 
the electric field. b, Gauss’s law strongly restricts the permitted gauge-invariant 
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Gl = 0. Equation (10) can be further simplified as

Ĥ =
!

l

"
!J̃ P̂l!1,lŜx

l,l+1P̂l+1,l+2 ! 2mSz
l,l+1

#
. (11)

Therefore, Eq. (11) is exactly the same as the PXP Hamil-
tonian in Eq. (9) with ! = J̃ and " = 2m.

In the PXP model, when m increases toward a large
positive value, it favors Sz = 1/2 atoms being in the Ryd-
berg excited state. However, the Rydberg blockade forbids
two neighboring atoms from both being in the Rydberg
state. Thus, the optimum situation is that half of the total
atoms are excited and the Rydberg atoms are alternatively
occupied. This creates an antiferromagnetic spin configu-
ration and the ground state is doubly degenerate. This is
the intuitive picture of how this quantum phase transition
is understood in the PXP model.

Below, we discuss the conf-deconf transition in the PXP
model. There is a di!erence compared with what is dis-
cussed above, where we add or remove a physical charge
that also changes the local gauge charge. However, the
equivalence between the LGT and the PXP model requires
the restriction of Gl = 0 for all l. Thus, to probe the
conf-deconf transition in the PXP model, we should con-
sider a situation that does not change the gauge charge in
the corresponding LGT. Thus, in the U(1) LGT, we con-
sider the physical process that flips one spin in the gauge
site and simultaneously changes nl = 0 to nl = 1 (or vice
versa) in its two neighboring-matter sites. This prepares the
state Ŝ+

l,l+1b̂lb̂l+1|#g" or Ŝ!
l,l+1b̂†

l b̂†
l+1|#g". Since the phys-

ical charge is defined as Ql = (!1)lnl, changing nl = 0
to nl = 1 (or vice versa) in two neighboring-matter sites
corresponds to creating a physical charge and anticharge
pair. After the time evolution of the initial state, we mea-
sure the distance between two charges. The corresponding
evidence should be as follows:

(a) If two charges are always bound together, this is
evidence of the confinement phase.

(b) If these two charges are unbounded and free to
move, this is evidence of the deconfinement phase.

Similar discussions have been made in the study of the
spinon dynamics of a spin-1/2 chain [82].

Such physics can be probed by studying the correlation
function

G(r, t) =
!

l

##(t)|(n̂l ! n̄l)(n̂l+r ! n̄l+r)|#(t)", (12)

where n̄l denotes the mean density at site l in the ground
state before the spin is flipped. G(r, t) is always a local-
ized function of r in the confinement phase and is an
extended function in the deconfinement phase. Using the

(a)

(b)

FIG. 6. The time evolution of G(r, t) as a function of r and tJ̃ :
(a) m = !5J̃ ; (b) m = 5J̃ .

gauge constraint Gl = 0, we can find

n̂l ! n̄l = !Ŝz
l!1,l ! Ŝz

l,l+1 + S̄z
l!1,l + S̄z

l,l+1, (13)

where S̄z denotes the averaged value of Sz. Thus, we can
define

Âl = !Ŝz
l!1,l ! Ŝz

l,l+1 + S̄z
l!1,l + S̄z

l,l+1. (14)

Then, in the PXP model, G(r, t) can be expressed as

G(r, t) =
!

l

##(t)|ÂlÂl+r|#(t)". (15)

In Fig. 6, we show the time evolution of G(r, t) after flip-
ping one spin in the PXP ground state. It is clear that the
correlation G(r, t) is always localized for negative m in
the confinement phase and G(r, t) is quickly broadened to
the system size when m is positive enough to enter in the
deconfinement phase.

VI. SUMMARY

In summary, our work proposes a protocol to directly
probe confinement and deconfinement in recent experi-
ments and the physical systems include both the U(1)
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FIG. 4: (a) and (b): Illustration of the closed loop and
two open loops (dashed/wavy lines denoting loop-1 and
dotted/zig-zag lines denoting loop-2) where the operators Ẑ
and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and their expectation
values are measured experimentally in Ref. [8]. (c) and (d):
Illustration of the operations Ẑ (c) and X̂ (d) [8, 10] . (e) and
(f): Comparing the experimental measurements of hẐopeni2,
hẐclosei, hX̂openi2, hX̂closei, h�Z2i = hẐclosei � hẐopeni2 and
h�X2i = hX̂closei� hX̂openi2 with the predictions of the vari-
ational wave function, with v given by Fig. 3(b) (u = 1 fixed).
The dots are experimental data reprinted from Ref. [8] and
the solid lines are results from our wave function without any
fitting parameter.

energy but has reached the place where the energy land-
scape is very flat, and the energy of the measured state
is already very close to the lowest energy.

The experimental evidences of QSL are provided by
measuring the non-local loop order [8, 10]. Two kinds of
loops are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), and a closed loop is
always made of two symmetric open loops, along which
operators Ẑ and X̂ are measured. Here the definitions
of Ẑ and X̂ are introduced in Ref. [8, 10] and are shown
in Fig. 4 (c) and (d), respectively. For instance, Ẑclose

denotes performing operation Ẑ along the closed loop
shown in Fig. 4(a). Thus, for both operators Ẑ and X̂,
Ẑclose = Ẑopen1Ẑopen2 and X̂close = X̂open1X̂open2. Fur-

thermore, by symmetry, we have hẐopen1i = hẐopen2i ⌘
hẐopeni, and hX̂open1i = hX̂open2i ⌘ hX̂openi.
Hence, we concern whether the order along a closed

loop can be fractionalized into products of two or-
ders along two open loops, i.e. whether hẐclosei ⇡
hẐopen1ihẐopen2i = hẐopeni2 and whether hX̂closei ⇡
hX̂open1ihX̂open2i = hX̂openi2. In other word, we define

h�Z
2i ⌘ hẐclosei � hẐopeni2,

h�X
2i ⌘ hX̂closei � hX̂openi2. (8)

These definitions eliminate the short-range local fluctua-
tions attributed to both open and closed loops, and only
signal the the non-local loop fluctuations, revealing the
nature of QSL. This bears the same spirits as Freden-
hagen and Marcu’s normalization [33, 34].

In Fig. 4(e) and (f) we compare the experimental
measurements with the predictions from our variational
wave function, with v shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that al-
though v is also obtained from experimental data shown
in Fig. 3(a), these experimental data do not contain any
information of quantum coherence or topological orders,
and therefore, they are intrinsically di↵erent from the
data presented in Fig. 4(e) and (f). We emphasize that
the comparisons are carried out without any fitting pa-

rameter. It shows that our wave function can well re-
produce hẐclosei, hẐopeni and h�Z

2i. However, our wave

function cannot reproduce hX̂closei and h�X
2i. Since

our wave function is designed to capture long-range co-
herence of spin configurations, it is conceivable that cer-
tain short-range fluctuations are not captured by our
wave function. Nevertheless, our wave function captures
h�X

2i reasonably well up to�/⌦ ⇡ 2.2. For larger�/⌦,
the experimental data of h�X

2i is smaller than the pre-
diction of our wave function, whose reason requires fur-
ther investigation. One possible explanation is that the
coupling between di↵erent configurations is suppressed
when �/⌦ > 1 as discussed above, and the non-local co-
herence becomes more fragile and more sensitive to noises
in the measurements.

Finally, we note that our variational wave function
agrees with measurements of Ẑ better than the agree-
ment with measurements of X̂. This is probably because
our wave function is written on the Sz bases. In this
bases, Ẑ operator can be easily expressed in terms of our
wave function as

Ẑ|QSLi = 1

N
Y

hiji2loop

⇣
u � vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j

⌘ Y

hiji0

⇣
u+ vf̂

†
i f̂

†
j

⌘
|0i,

(9)
where hiji 2 loop denotes the links crossed by the loop,
and hiji0 denotes other links. That is to say, the pairing
phase changes by ⇡ at the link crossed by the loop. If
the loop crosses a hexagon, pairing phases at two links
are changed by ⇡ and there is no net flux in the hexagon.
However, if an open loop ends the center of a hexagon,
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